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COMMISSION DECISION

of 2.4.2014

addressed to:
relating to a proceeding under Article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union and Article 53 of the EEA Agreement AT.39610 - Power cables

(Only the English, French, German and Italian texts are authentic)

THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION,

Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union,¹
Having regard to the Agreement on the European Economic Area,
Having regard to Council Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 of 16 December 2002 on the implementation of the rules on competition laid down in in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty,² and in particular Article 7 and Article 23(2) thereof,
Having regard to the Commission decision of 30 June 2011 to initiate proceedings in this case,
Having given the undertakings concerned the opportunity to make known their views on the objections raised by the Commission pursuant to Article 27(1) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 and Article 12 of Commission Regulation (EC) No 773/2004 of 7 April 2004 relating to the conduct of proceedings by the Commission pursuant to 81 and 82 of the Treaty,³
After consulting the Advisory Committee on Restrictive Practices and Dominant Positions,
Having regard to the final report of the hearing officer in this case,⁴
Whereas:

¹ OJ C 115, 9.5.2008, p. 47.
² OJ L 1, 4.1.2003, p. 1. With effect from 1 December 2009, Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty have become Articles 101 and 102, respectively, of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union ("TFEU"). The two sets of provisions are, in substance, identical. For the purposes of this Decision, references to Articles 101 and 102 of the TFEU should be understood as references to Articles 81 and 82, respectively, of the EC Treaty where appropriate. The TFEU also introduced certain changes in terminology, such as the replacement of "Community" by "Union" and "common market" by "internal market".
⁴ Final report of the hearing officer of 31.3.2014.
1. THE INDUSTRY SUBJECT TO THE PROCEEDINGS

(1) This Decision relates to a cartel concerning (extra) high voltage submarine ("SM") and (extra) high voltage underground ("UG") power cables.

1.1. The products covered by the infringement

(2) UG and SM power cables are used for the transmission and distribution of electrical power. UG power cables are used for terrestrial projects and are laid underground. SM power cables are used for submarine projects and are laid under water. The technology used in UG and SM projects is similar, but SM cables require an additional layer of armour in the form of a protective metal layer designed to increase tensile strength and reduce the risk of damage to the power cable when being laid and once in place on the sea bed. For the installation of SM power cables a cable laying vessel is required.

(3) The main feature that differentiates UG and SM power cables from cables which are used in aerial transmission lines is that the former are insulated, while the latter are installed as bare cables.

(4) Power cables, whether UG or SM, are typically classified as either low voltage ("LV"), medium voltage ("MV") or (extra) high voltage ("HV"). There is no universally understood or accepted delineation between LV, MV and HV.5 In previous decisions, the Commission has considered that LV cables include cables rated up until 1 kV, that MV generally refers to cables rated from 1 kV to 33/45 kV and that HV generally refers to cables rated between 33/45 kV and 132 kV. Extra HV usually refers to cables for voltages rated above 150 kV.6

(5) There are two basic types of UG and SM power cables depending on the insulation used. UG power cables can either be paper insulated (oil filled or "OF" cables), or use extruded plastics (such as cross linked polyethylene or "XLPE" cables). SM power cables can also be OF and XLPE, or use an additional type of paper insulation applied for direct current transmission called mass impregnated paper ("MI" cables). MI and OF technologies are older and usually proprietary. XLPE technology is more recent and more widely available.

(6) UG and SM power cables may carry alternating current ("AC") or direct current ("DC"). In general AC is used for short distances and DC is used for long distances. For example, for distances less than 60 km, OF and XLPE AC SM power cables are

---

5 Prysmian describes LV as up to 35 kV, MV as 35 to 45 kV and HV as 45 kV and upwards in ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 20 October 2009. However, in ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 29 November 2010, Prysmian describes HV as all types of cables from and above 34 kV. Nexans has stated that there is no universally understood or accepted delineation in the industry. However it typically considers LV as including cables rated 1 kV, MV as above 1 kV and cables above 60 or 66 kV as HV in ID […]. Nexans reply to RFI of 20 October 2009. EXSYM and nkt refer to the voltage classification of the International Electrotechnical Commission and state that LV is 1 kV or less, MV is 1 kV to 30 kV while HV is 30 kV and above, ID […], EXSYM reply to RFI of 20 October 2009 and ID […], nkt reply to RFI of 20 October 2009.

used. For longer distances, MI or XLPE DC SM power cables are used. For distances over 150km, only MI DC SM power cables are recommended.7

(7) Different accessories or equipment are used in the supply and installation of power cables. First, UG power cables are often manufactured in shorter lengths than the actual distance they have to bridge. Different cables are therefore connected with joints to obtain the required distance. A joint is the insulated and fully protected connection between two cables. Second, terminations are used to connect cables to power plants and substations. Third, for OF cables, oil feeding equipment is used.

(8) In certain limited cases, a cable producer may sell only a power cable to another cable producer. However the majority of the power cables covered by this Decision are sold as part of a project. Such projects consist of a combination of the power cable, the necessary additional equipment, installation and services. The products concerned by this Decision therefore include the defined power cables (see Recitals (11)-(13)) as well as all products, works and services sold to the customer related to a sale of power cables when such sales are part of a power cable project.

(9) While the customers are often national grid operators, the suppliers of power cables are global actors. Power cables are sold worldwide.8

(10) The parties applied a home territory principle, whereby Japanese and Korean producers would not compete for power cable projects in the European home territory and Europeans would not compete for power cable projects in the Japanese and Korean home territories. The parties did not specify any voltage levels for the application of this principle. Concerning the allocation of projects in other territories, referred to as the "export territories", the parties aimed to extend their collusive cooperation to all cables regardless of the voltage (see Recitals (141) (b), (225) and (265)).

(11) Regardless of this absence of voltage limits in the cartel agreements, the investigation has confirmed that the cartel involved at least UG power cable projects in the EEA with voltages of 110 kV and above regardless of the type of cable concerned. The evidence presented in Section 3 contains several examples of 110 kV projects that were included in the collusive agreements (see Recitals (113), (231)(g), (279)(e), (280)(d) and (322)(d)).

(12) Moreover, the investigation has also confirmed that the cartel involved at least SM power cable projects in the EEA involving cables with voltages of 33 kV and above, regardless of the type of cable concerned. The evidence presented in Section 3 contains several examples of wind farm projects requiring 33 kV power cables that were included in the collusive agreements (see Recitals (84), (202), (234)(a) and (321)(d)).

(13) It is therefore concluded that the cartel arrangements covered all types of UG power cables of 110 kV and above and SM power cables of 33 kV and above including all products, works and services sold to the customer related to a sale of power cables when such sales are part of a power cable project.

---

7 ID […], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011; […]; ID […], Nexans reply to RFI of 30 November 2009; ID […], Nexans submission of 3 August 2010.
8 ID […], […]; ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 20 October 2009; ID […], Prysmian inspection; see, generally, the facts as set out in Section 3.
1.2. The market players that were involved in the infringement

(14) The individuals representing the market players in the cartel arrangement and who are relevant for the purpose of this Decision are listed in Annex II.

Nexans

(15) Nexans SA is the ultimate parent company of the Nexans Group. Nexans SA is a company based in Paris, France. The Nexans Group is one of the leading producers and suppliers of SM and UG power cables worldwide.

Before 2001, the Nexans Group was wholly-owned by […]. From 12 June 2001 onwards, Nexans SA has carried out its UG and SM power cable activities in the EEA through various subsidiaries, located, among others, in France (Nexans France SAS), Norway (Nexans Norway A/S) and Spain (Nexans Iberia SL). While Nexans France SAS ("Nexans") is directly wholly-owned by Nexans SA, the subsidiaries located in, among others, Norway and Spain are wholly-owned by Nexans Participations, which is in turn wholly-owned by Nexans SA.

Pirelli/Prysmian

(17) Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi Energia S.r.l., which on 1 December 2011 changed its name to Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. ("Prysmian"), is one of the leading producers and suppliers of SM and UG power cables worldwide. Prysmian forms part of the Prysmian group, headed by Prysmian S.p.A. which is based in Milan, Italy. From 18 February 1999 until 28 July 2005, Prysmian was owned by Pirelli & C. S.p.A. ("Pirelli"). In 2005, Pirelli sold its power cable activities to a subsidiary of The Goldman Sachs Group Inc. ("Goldman Sachs").

Sumitomo/Hitachi/JPS

(18) Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. ("Sumitomo") is a Japanese company which was active in the production and supply of UG and SM power cables at least between 18 February 1999 and 30 September 2001.

(19) Hitachi Cable Ltd., which on 1 July 2013 ceased to exist in law following its merger with Hitachi Metals, Ltd. ("Hitachi"), is a Japanese company which was active in the production and supply of UG and SM power cables at least between 18 February 1999 and 30 September 2001.

(20) On 1 October 2001, Sumitomo and Hitachi transferred the responsibility for the production and export sales activities for UG and SM power cables to their joint venture J-Power Systems Corporation ("JPS"). Sumitomo and Hitachi each own 50% of the voting shares in JPS. Sumitomo and Hitachi retained their respective sales activities for the Japanese electric power companies and other customers. In October 2004 sales to electric power companies in Japan were also transferred to
On 3 February 2014 Hitachi and Sumitomo signed a transfer agreement pursuant to which Hitachi plans to transfer its 50% shareholding in JPS to Sumitomo by 1 April 2014.

Furukawa/Fujikura/VISCAS

(21) Furukawa Electric Co. Ltd. ("Furukawa") is a Japanese company which was active in the production and supply of UG and SM power cables at least between 18 February 1999 and 30 September 2001.

(22) Fujikura Ltd. ("Fujikura") is a Japanese company which was active in the production and supply of UG and SM power cables at least between 18 February 1999 and 30 September 2001.

(23) On 1 October 2001, Furukawa and Fujikura transferred to their joint venture VISCAS Corporation ("VISCAS"), in which each of them owned 50% of the voting shares, part of their power cable business including the design and sale of certain UG and SM power cables for projects outside of [country, covered by the home territory principle]. Furukawa and Fujikura however retained the production capabilities and the sales in [country, covered by the home territory principle] and outside [country, covered by the home territory principle] to [nationality] customers. At the beginning of 2005, Furukawa and Fujikura transferred their respective power cable manufacturing facilities and certain sales to VISCAS, but they still retained the sales in [country, covered by the home territory principle] to certain reserved customers.

ABB

(24) The ABB group is one of the leading producers and suppliers of SM and UG power cables worldwide. ABB AB ("ABB") produces and supplies power cables from its Swedish plant in Karlskrona. The parent company of ABB is ABB Ltd, based in Zurich, Switzerland.

Showa/Mitsubishi/EXSYM

(25) SWCC SHOWA HOLDINDS CO., LTD. (formerly Showa Electric Wire & Cable Co., Ltd.) ("Showa"), is a Japanese company which was active in the production and supply of UG and SM power cables at least between 5 September 2001 and 30 June 2002.

(26) Mitsubishi Cable Industries, Ltd. ("Mitsubishi") is a Japanese company which was active in the production and supply of UG and SM power cables at least between 5 September 2001 and 30 June 2002.
On 1 July 2002, Showa and Mitsubishi transferred their power cable operations entirely to EXSYM Corporation ("EXSYM"), with the exception of sales of power cables to Japanese companies other than power utilities which they retained. Until 29 September 2005, both Showa and Mitsubishi held 50% of the shares in EXSYM. On 30 September 2005, the allocation of new shares to Showa resulted in Showa holding 60% and Mitsubishi holding the remaining 40% of the shares.

Brugg is a Swiss company active worldwide in the production and supply of UG power cables. Brugg was incorporated in 1991 and is a [97-100]% owned subsidiary of Kabelwerke Brugg AG Holding.

Between 20 May 1998 and 11 May 2005 a business unit of the French company Sagem SA ("Sagem") was active in the UG power cable business. On 11 May 2005 Sagem merged with the Snecma Group to form Safran SA ("Safran"), and the UG power cable business was transferred to a wholly owned subsidiary of Safran called Safran Communications SA.

On 30 November 2005, the power cable business was transferred to a newly created subsidiary of Safran called Silec Cable, SAS ("Silec").

On 22 December 2005 Silec was acquired by the Spanish company Grupo General Cable Sistemas, S.A. ("General Cable"). General Cable is owned by General Cable Corporation, a US based company.

nkt cables GmbH ("nkt") is based in Cologne, Germany and currently produces and supplies SM and UG power cables. However, during its infringement period it only produced UG power cables. NKT Holding A/S is the ultimate parent company of NKT cables group.

---

24 See Articles 2 and 4 of the 2002 JVA, ID […]. See also ID […], EXSYM reply to RFI of 20 October 2009 and ID […], Mitsubishi reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
26 ID […], Brugg reply of 14 December 2010 to RFI of 29 November 2010.
28 ID […], Safran reply of 14 December 2010 to RFI of 29 November 2010; ID […], General Cable reply of 5 January 2011 to RFI of 29 November 2010.
29 ID […], Safran reply of 16 November 2009 to RFI of 20 October 2009.
30 ID […], ID […], Safran reply of 16 November 2009 to RFI of 20 October 2009.
31 ID […], General Cable reply of 16 November 2009 to RFI of 20 October 2009.
32 ID […], nkt reply of 5 January 2011 to RFI of 29 November 2010.
34 ID […], nkt reply of 4 November 2009 to RFI of 20 October 2009.
LS Cable

LS Cable & System Ltd. ("LS Cable") (formerly LG Cable Ltd. ("LG Cable") until March 2005) is based in Korea and although it is currently active in the production and supply of UG and SM power cables, during its infringement period it only produced UG power cables. In July 2008, LS Cable became a wholly-owned subsidiary of LS Corp.

Taihan

Taihan Electric Wire Co., Ltd. ("Taihan") is based in Korea and is currently active in the production and supply of UG power cables.

1.3. Description of the sector

1.3.1. The supply

The addressees of this Decision are the main producers and suppliers of HV SM and HV UG power cables worldwide. The market for HV SM and HV UG cables is very specialised and limited. Overall, there are not many companies operating in the relevant sector, especially in the EEA where many of the addressees are the only suppliers for certain of the products that are the subject of this Decision. Many of the addressees are considered or consider themselves to be global and European leaders in their respective markets.

While all of the addressees of this Decision produce a range of HV UG power cables, only some produce HV SM power cables.

Brugg, Sagem/Safran/Silec, LS Cable and Taihan did not produce SM power cables at the time of the infringement. nkt won a SM power cable project in 1996 and built a SM power cable factory specifically for the production of the required cables. Due to time table delays, nkt lost the contract in 1999 and closed its SM power cable factory in 2001. Between 2001 and 2010, nkt was not active on the market for SM power...
cable projects. Nexans, Furukawa, Fujikura, VISCAS, Sumitomo, Hitachi, JPS, Mitsubishi, Showa and EXSYM were all producing SM power cables at the time of the infringement, except for some types of cables, such as MI and/or DC XLPE, while Prysmian and ABB produced a full range of SM power cables. LS Cable has recently started manufacturing SM power cables, but was not active in this sector between 11 November 2002 and 26 August 2005.

(38) Nexans and Prysmian both produced SM cables during the infringement period and both owned a cable laying vessel for the installation of SM power cables.

(39) Further, for a long time, LS Cable and Taihan were not able to produce the joints preferred for XLPE UG power cables and relied on the other market players for the supply of these joints.

1.3.2. The demand

(40) HV UG power cables are mostly requested for the underground transmission of electricity between power stations, substations and transformers. These cables are mainly purchased by large national grid operators and other electricity companies.

(41) HV SM power cables are generally used for the submarine transmission of electricity, for instance to link two transmission networks on land that are separated by a body of water. In addition, HV SM power cables are used to connect off shore oil platforms or wind farms to onshore electricity networks. The customers for HV SM power cables are usually national utilities and private developers of off shore wind farms and oil platforms such as energy and oil companies.

(42) For complex HV power cable projects, grid operators may turn to contractors, which are companies specialised in the planning and development of infrastructural works. In that case, it is the contractor who contacts the power cable supplier.

(43) HV SM and UG power cables are usually purchased on a project-by-project basis, where the customer defines the specifications of the project. Contracts for the supply of HV power cables are typically awarded through competitive tenders. Occasionally, customers requesting HV UG power cables use a framework agreement to tender the supply of a certain maximum quantity of cables for a specific period of time.

(44) Customers normally require prospective bidders to be pre-qualified before accepting them as potential suppliers. This means having previous successful references of past projects or proof of a successful type testing. Although the tests of UG power cables are normally based on parameters established by the International Electrotechnical Commission (“IEC”) or by the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (“CENELEC”), there are no pre-established standards for HV SM power cables, and therefore each customer determines its

---

42 ID […], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011.
43 ID […], LS Cable reply of 30 November 2009 to RFI of 20 October 2009.
44 ID […], LS Cable reply of 30 November 2009 to RFI of 20 October 2009.
45 ID […], Taihan reply to SO of 7 November 2011.
46 ID […], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
47 ID […], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
48 A type or qualification test is a long term test (12-18 months) under different electrical conditions of the cable that will be actually installed (ID […], footnote 72, Nexans submission of 8 October 2010; ID […], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011, paragraphs 148, 215, 273-278).
required standards for its projects by making reference to international standards and applicable national legislation.49

(45) In order to become a qualified supplier of HV power cables in the Union, suppliers usually have to meet comprehensive testing requirements (type tests) imposed by the grid operators.50

1.4. Inter-state trade

(46) It is clear from the evidence at hand that from February 1999 to January 2009, there was a considerable amount of trade in HV UG and SM power cables between the Member States of the Union and the Contracting Parties to the EEA Agreement. The main European manufactures are well known suppliers which are active across the EEA with sales in virtually all Member States51 and with manufacturing and sales and marketing facilities in several Member States.

2. THE COMMISSION’S INVESTIGATION

(47) On 17 October 2008, ABB applied for a marker pursuant to points 14 and 15 of the Commission Notice on Immunity from fines and reduction of fines in cartel cases (the “Leniency Notice”).52 On that same date, ABB filed an application for immunity from fines pursuant to points 8 and 14 of the Leniency Notice. The application was supplemented by several oral corporate statements and by documentary evidence. The Commission granted ABB conditional immunity on 22 December 2008.

(48) From 28 January to 3 February 2009, the Commission carried out unannounced inspections under Article 20(4) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 at the premises of Nexans (France) and Prysmian (Italy).

(49) On 2 February 2009, Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS jointly applied for immunity in accordance with point 14 of the Leniency Notice or, alternatively, for a reduction of fines in accordance with point 27 of the Leniency Notice. Following their application, Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS supplied the Commission with further oral statements and documentation.

(50) On 20 April 2009, Mitsubishi applied for immunity in accordance with point 14 of the Leniency Notice or, alternatively, a reduction of fines in accordance with point 27 of the Leniency Notice. The application was accompanied by an oral corporate statement and several documents. Mitsubishi provided information on anticompetitive conduct occurring in relation to (i) HV UG power cables, and (ii) MV and HV SM power cables which lasted from at least [time period], with ad hoc agreements in the export territories continuing until 2002.

(51) During the course of the investigation, the Commission sent several requests for information pursuant to Article 18 of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 or point 12 of the Leniency Notice to the parties involved in the present Decision.

49 […] the international standard IEC62067 was set in October 2001 by the IEC and was widely adopted in Europe. It governs power cables above 220 kV. […]

50 ID […], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011.

51 See, for instance, ID […] concerning Prysmian; ID […], Nexans reply to RFI of 20 October 2009; ID […], Safran reply to RFI of 17 May 2013.


On that same day, the Commission informed Sumitomo, Hitachi and J-P on the criteria for immunity from fines were not met, and that, pursuant to point 29 of the Leniency Notice, it intended to apply a reduction of a fine within a specified band as provided for under point 26 of the Leniency Notice. In addition, the Commission informed Mitsubishi that the criteria for immunity from fines were not met and that its leniency request was rejected as the company had not submitted evidence which represented significant added value with respect to the evidence already in the Commission’s possession.

All addressees of the SO were provided with a CD ROM which provided them access to the accessible parts of the Commission’s investigation file. In addition, legal representatives of the addressees made use of their rights of access to the parts of the Commission’s file that were only available at the Commission’s premises.

From 17 November 2011 onwards, the Commission granted the parties access to the investigation file of the Spanish authorities. This file consisted of (i) non-confidential versions of the documents prepared by the Spanish authorities as well as its written communication with undertakings involved in the production of power cables and (ii) the documents seized by the Spanish authorities during its inspections at General Cable on 28 January 2009. For the latter documents, the Commission granted all addressees initially a "lawyers-only" access. On the basis of this access, parties could then request non-confidential versions of the documents they considered relevant for the exercise of their rights of defence. None of these documents were used in the SO.

All addressees of the SO made known in writing to the Commission their views on the objections raised against them by the prescribed deadlines.

On 16 May 2012 and on 1 June 2012 the Commission made available to all the parties to the proceeding, for comments, extracts from the non-confidential versions of the replies to the SO from ABB and JPS. In addition, all parties received a letter correcting the instances where certain paragraphs in the SO did not accurately reflect the factual information contained in the evidence.

Finally, certain parties received additional extracts from non-confidential versions of the replies to the SO when this was considered relevant for the exercise of their rights of defence. Fujikura has received access to and has been given the opportunity to comment on Furukawa's replies to requests for information concerning the liability for VISCAS' involvement in the arrangement, and vice-versa. The same applied for Mitsubishi and Showa concerning their respective replies relating to the liability for EXSYM's involvement. Prysmian has received access to and has been given the opportunity to comment on the replies to the request for information ("RFI") and the reply to the SO from Goldman Sachs concerning the liability for Prysmian's involvement. Goldman Sachs has received access to and has been given the
opportunity to comment on Prysmian's replies to RFIs and its reply to the SO as well as on Prysmian's comments on Goldman Sachs' replies.

(59) Except for Furukawa, all addressees participated in the Oral Hearing that lasted from 11 to 18 June 2012.

(60) On 14 November 2012, the General Court partially annulled the decisions adopted by the Commission to carry out the unannounced inspections at the premises of Nexans and Prysmian in so far as they concerned LV and MV power cables. The General Court considered that the Commission, before the adoption of those decisions, only had reasonable grounds for ordering an inspection covering HV SM and UG power cables. The Commission has not used or relied on any evidence with regard to LV and MV power cables which was obtained during the inspections. This Decision does include evidence concerning SM power cables used for wind farms of 33 and 36 kV as evidence regarding such cables was in the Commission’s possession prior to the inspections.

(61) On 11 September 2013, the Commission sent Letters of Facts to Fujikura, Furukawa, Goldman Sachs, Mitsubishi and Showa with regard to information received after the SO. All parties replied to their respective Letter of Facts.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENTS

3.1. Origin of the cartel arrangements

(62) The cartel appears to have its origins in the […], […].

(63) [information pre-dating the infringement period].

(64) [information pre-dating the infringement period], , , , , ,

(65) [information pre-dating the infringement period] At a meeting in February 1999, the negotiations had reached the point where the parties jointly agreed on the intention to restrict competition. From this meeting onwards, the parties allocated projects in the EEA and in non-EEA territories. […]
3.2. **Objectives of the cartel arrangement**

(66) The main producers of UG and SM power cables participated in a network of multilateral and bilateral meetings and contacts aimed at restricting competition for SM and UG power cable projects in specific territories by agreeing on market and customer allocation and thereby to distort the normal competitive process.66

3.3. **Implementation of the cartel arrangements**

(67) Adhering to the rules of the cartel, from February 1999 onwards, the parties allocated projects according to the geographic region or customer. In addition, they exchanged information on prices and other commercially sensitive information in order to ensure that the designated power cable supplier or "allottee" would make the lowest price while the other companies would either submit a higher offer or refrain from bidding or submit an offer that was unattractive to the customer.67 The parties installed reporting obligations to allow monitoring of the agreed allocations. Finally, the parties also implemented practices to reinforce the cartel such as the collective refusal to supply accessories or technical assistance to certain competitors in order to ensure the agreed allocations.

(68) To ensure the implementation of the cartel arrangements, the parties held periodical meetings and had contacts by email, telephone or fax.

(69) Within the cartel, and in line with [information pre-dating the infringement period], the European producers Nexans and Pirelli/Prysmian were normally referred to as "R" ("Regular") members, the Japanese producers Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS, Furukawa, Fujikura and VISCAS (and later also EXSYM) as "A" ("Associated") members and the Korean companies LS Cable and Taihan as "K". In addition, the parties used the term "R associates" for ABB, Sagem/Safran/Silec, Brugg and nkt, while "A associates" was also used to refer to LS Cable, Taihan and Mitsubishi, Showa and EXSYM during a certain period.68

(70) Most of the parties participated in two main types of meetings:

(a) the so called "A/R meetings", between representatives of the European and Japanese producers, and

(b) regional meetings, such as the recurrent "R meetings" (also referred to as "seminars") in which only the local producers participated.69

(71) In addition to the A/R meetings and R meetings, meetings including the Korean companies ("A/K/R" meetings), bilateral and multilateral meetings between selected parties and meetings at the occasion of industry conferences (such as the International Cablemakers Federation ("ICF") sessions) were also frequent.

(72) Given the long period over which the cartel has been operating, certain aspects and details of the cartel arrangements, such as the geographic areas considered as "home territories", the voltage levels covered by the arrangements or how projects were allocated within certain territories, have evolved over time. However, the evidence
gathered by the Commission shows that the main features of the cartel arrangements described below have in essence been maintained over time.

(73) The cartel had two main configurations:

(a) On the one hand, the European, Japanese and Korean producers had as their objective the allocation of territories and customers. This configuration is referred to as the "A/R cartel configuration" (see Section 3.3.1). Pursuant to this configuration Japanese and Korean producers refrained from competing for projects in the European home territory while the European producers would stay out of Japan and Korea. The parties also allocated projects in most of the rest of the world and made use of a 60/40 quota arrangement for a certain period of time.

(b) On the other hand, the “European cartel configuration” involved the allocation of territories and customers by the European producers for projects inside the European home territory or allocated to the European producers (see Section 3.3.2).

(74) These configurations were not separate but formed a composite whole.

3.3.1. Allocation mechanisms of the A/R cartel configuration

(75) The geographical allocation by the A/R configuration of the cartel involved three types of territories: (i) the "Home Territories", (ii) the "Export Territories" in which [...] projects were allocated between the Japanese/Korean and European competitors, and (iii) the "Free Territories", each one with its own allocation mechanisms. Graph 1 demonstrates how the allocation mechanism worked:

Graph 1: A/R Allocation mechanisms

---

70 [...] 71 Section 4.3.3.
3.3.1.1. Home Territories

(76) The definition of home territories was based on the location of the production facilities or the traditional area of influence of a given cable producer.

(77) The parties recognised a European home territory, a Japanese home territory, which originally only encompassed Japan but was subsequently extended to include [Japanese home territory] at a certain point in time and a Korean home territory.

(78) In the home territories, the parties applied a "home market rule", according to which the European R suppliers would not compete for Japanese and Korean projects and Japanese and Korean producers would in turn not compete for projects within the European home territory. The allocation of projects in these home territories was therefore, in general, not subject to any discussion since the allocation was automatically understood to be made to the corresponding R or A/K group. It was then up to the R or A/K producers to allocate each project within their respective home territories (see "Allocation mechanisms of the European cartel configuration" in Section 3.3.2).

(79) The European home territory was originally defined by the A and R members as encompassing the factory base of Nexans and Prysmian (Italy, the United Kingdom, Norway and France) and subsequently as the EEA. [...] the precise geographical extent of this definition, as interpreted by the A and R members, varied as the membership of the Union varied over time. For historical reasons, for a long time, Greece remained outside the definition of the European home territory.72

(80) In some cases, however, projects located in/or around the Union did become the subject of allocation discussions between European and Japanese and Korean suppliers. Examples include:

(i) Projects in the periphery of the EEA or connecting the EEA with third countries73

(81) When the Japanese A members of the cartel received bid enquiries for projects in the periphery of the Union or connecting the Union with third countries, they had an interest to ensure that the projects would count towards the 60% quota and be allocated to the European R side. The A producers thus agreed to collaborate with the R side to ensure that the final customer would select the R member to whom the project had been allocated. Such collaboration took the form of the submission of cover prices, or protection or dummy bids for example by offering unacceptable commercial or technical terms.74

(82) [...] detailed information on four projects in which such collaboration took place: the Spain-Morocco project (see notably Recital (232)); the Estonia-Finland project (see

---

72 [...] Greece remained outside the definition of the European home territory as Furukawa had supplied cables to Greek customers in the 1950s and as a result continued to receive enquiries in respect of certain Greek projects due to its pre-existing contacts there. As a consequence, the projects located in Greece that were listed in the position sheets counted towards the 60/40 allocation.

73 [...] in general the A producers applied the narrowest definition of the European home territory possible, in order to maximise the number of project enquiries they could report as being outside the European home territory to the secretary of the A side for onward reporting to the secretary of the R side. These would then be listed in the position sheet and would thus be included in the 60/40 allocation.

74 [...]
(ii) Projects for which the Japanese producers had received invitations from European customers to submit offers

(83) […] when the Japanese A producers received invitations from European customers to submit offers, they would seek "guidance" via the coordinator of the A side who would in turn seek "guidance" from the coordinator of the European R side. The coordinator of the R side, after having consulted with the R members would then pass on the "guidance" to the coordinator of the A side who would in turn pass on that "guidance" to the A member who had received the original invitation. This "guidance" would generally consist of an instruction to decline the invitation to bid or to submit a dummy bid or cover price.

(84) […] several examples of projects inside the European home territory for which such guidance was sought and received: a project of RWE Solutions, SAG-EL GmbH (see Recital (231)(g)); the Borkum West project (see Recital (279)(a)); a project of SAG Montagegesellschaft mbH involving SM cables for an offshore wind farm (see Recital (321)(d)); a project by the Public Power Corporation PPC in Greece (see Recital (279)(d)); a further project involving Corfu (see references included in Recital (247)); a possible cooperation with European outsider Hellenic Cables (see Recital (248)); a project by Piacenza Power Plant (see Recital (279)(b)); the NoordZee Wind project (see Recital (231)(d)); the UK national grid project (see Recital (231) (b)); a UK Siemens project (see Recital (231) (f)) and other UK projects (see Recital (231) (c)).

(iii) Projects in the European home territory regarding which the A Associates EXSYM, Taihan and LS Cable were requested not to bid

(85) […] sometimes the Japanese A coordinator was requested by the European R side to prevent A associates EXSYM, LS Cable and Taihan from competing against the R producers for projects located in the European home territory. […] evidence of instances of such intervention in projects in (i) Spain – the Unión Fenosa project (see Recital (243)), (ii) Greece – the Corfu project (see Recital (284)) and (iii) Italy (see notably Recital (263)).

(86) In such instances, both Nexans and Prysmian are known to have contacted the Japanese A coordinator to ensure that EXSYM, LS Cable and Taihan remained outside the European home territory. In addition, there is evidence that on certain

---

75 […]
76 […]
77 […] employees on occasion gave presentations to potential European customers which made it highly unlikely that […] would even be invited to submit a bid, see […]
78 […]
79 […]
80 […]
81 […]
occasions guidance was provided in the form of a floor price level ("FPL"), "in order not to lower the market price less than [a] certain level" (see for instance Recital (331)).

3.3.1.2. Export territories

"Export territories" were those territories which were not home territories or "free territories" (the latter territories were in principle not covered by the cartel arrangements - see Recital (93)). In the export territories, for a certain time, a 60/40 rule was applied, according to which 60% of the projects (in value) were allocated to the European R producers and 40% to the Japanese A producers (or the Korean producers). As explained above (Recital (75)), once a project had been assigned to the R or A group, it was up to each group to decide the secondary allocation of the project to a specific cartel member.

In several instances, the cartel members further collaborated by submitting cover prices or dummy bids, for example by offering unacceptable commercial or technical terms in order to ensure that the customer would select the member to whom the project had been allocated without raising suspicion. [...] detailed information on the manner in which cover bids were issued.

On some occasions, mainly when there were too many "outsiders" in the running for a project in the export territories, the parties decided against the allocation of the project. Instead, a floor price would be established.

Some countries which fell under the 60/40 allocation rule were considered as "preferred territories" for certain European producers. This applies to [...] preferred territories, which used to be preferred territories for [...] preferred territories were included in the position sheets and counted for the 60/40 allocation rule; however, [...] would be favoured for the purposes of allocation.

The Commission’s file contains numerous documents that clearly demonstrate all parties' involvement in the allocation of projects in the export territories. This Decision refers only to a fraction of these documents, sufficient to make it clear that the allocation of projects in the export territories formed part of the overall scheme of the cartel in which the parties participated. A more complete overview of the contacts between the parties in this respect is provided in Annex I to this Decision.

3.3.1.3. Free Territories

In the "free territories" (or "friendly fight" territories) there was no allocation mechanism and the cartel members were free to compete for any project. Recitals 540 and 617 of the SO remarked that the arrangements applied throughout most of

---

82 [...] 83 See, for instance, [...] ID [...] Nexans inspection, ID [...] Nexans inspection. 84 [...] [...] an allocation would first be decided, following which the producer designated as the winner would indicate its bid price. Other producers would then submit cover bids at agreed percentages above that price. 85 ID [...] in which [...] complained about the Korean companies being active in [preferred territory], an "R preferred territory". 86 [...] ID [...] Nexans inspection; ID [...] Nexans inspection and ID [...] Nexans inspection. 87 [...]
the world. There is however insufficient evidence to argue that the cartel arrangements which form the subject of this Decision applied in the United States as well. Information […] and found in contemporaneous evidence indicates that the United States, as a free territory, was excluded for the purposes of the configurations described in this Decision.90

3.3.1.4. Communications and monitoring between R and A

(94) The contacts between the R and A groups were maintained by means of multilateral and bilateral meetings, e-mails, faxes and telephone calls, mostly between the coordinators of each group. [information pre-dating the infringement period] the parties assigned no chairman. Each group used a less formal communication window or coordinator to represent the interests of the respective European and Japanese/Korean side.91 On the European R side, [company representative A1] of Nexans acted as coordinator,92 while on the Japanese A side the secretariat of the cartel rotated between the companies JPS, VISCAS and EXSYM. The coordinators of each group were also the contacts to whom producers either forwarded the bid enquiries they had received from customers located in the home territory of the other group in order to receive instructions ("guidance") on how to respond, or complained when the rules were not fully respected by producers in the other group.

(95) [information pre-dating the infringement period], the participants in the cartel arrangements were acutely aware of the illegality of their behaviour and the need to maintain secrecy.93 [information pre-dating the infringement period], the participants stressed that the […] arrangement had to be "[information pre-dating the infringement period]".94 During the operation of the cartel, participants were reminded on several occasions of the need to keep the cartel a secret: "sending mails, dangerous".95 Regardless of these attempts to conceal the cartel's existence, there is a large amount of evidence witnessing multiple multilateral and bilateral contacts between the participants in the cartel (see also Annex I).

(96) As indicated, the parties referred to meetings between the European and Japanese producers as A/R meetings and they were usually held in hotels, alternating between European and Asian locations.96 At the A/R meetings, the parties normally discussed the allocation of projects in the export territories.97 On some occasions, the parties also discussed projects within the Union. Representatives of Nexans [non-addressee]
and Pirelli/Prysmian on the European R side, and JPS (before: Sumitomo and Hitachi), VISCAS (before: Furukawa and Fujikura) and EXSYM on the Japanese A side would normally attend the meetings. [company representative A2] and [company representative A1] (Nexans) appear to have chaired the A/R meetings.98

While the parties did not formally draft minutes of the A/R meetings, the Commission investigation uncovered notes of several such meetings from [company representative A1] (Nexans),99 [company representative CD1] and [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative D1] (Hitachi)100 and various employees of EXSYM.101

From the notes it is clear that generally the A/R meetings would proceed along the same lines. First the general situation in the sector was discussed, including new projects around the world, the status of competitors and the industry as a whole. This general discussion might be separated for SM and UG projects or cover both SM and UG power cable projects together. The second part of the meeting was devoted to discussions on specific UG and/or SM projects in the export territories that were or would be subject to allocation among the participants.102

During a certain period of the cartel, its participants developed a detailed methodology for the follow up of the 60/40 rule in the export territories. The administration of these projects was maintained in so-called "position sheets", (also referred to by the cartel members as "PS"), which are tables in which the value of the projects allocated to each cartel member was recorded together with the respective cumulated value of each group in order to verify whether the 60/40 split was being respected. [company representative A1] of Nexans maintained the position sheets and the sheets were sent to the coordinator of the A/R group on the Japanese side.103 Separate position sheets existed for SM and UG power cables. The position sheets were regularly updated. […] 19 different versions of the position sheets104 which were used at least from 12 September 2000 until November 2004.105

Further position sheets and "project sheets" were found on the laptop of [company representative A1] (Nexans). A file in [company representative A1]’s document management system entitled "AR" contained folders for many of the A/R and R meetings held. In addition, for many of these A/R and R meetings, subfolders contained different versions of position sheets106 and project lists.107 The structure of

---

98 As indicated by EXSYM in ID […], EXSYM reply of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.
99 ID […], Nexans inspection.
100 ID […], EXSYM reply of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.
101 ID […], EXSYM reply of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.
102 ID […], Nexans inspection: "[…]", saved on 2 September 2002 (an A/R meeting was held on 6-7 September 2002); ID […], Nexans inspection: "[…]"; ID […], Nexans inspection: "[…]" saved on 14 November 2002 (an A/R meeting was held on 14 November 2002); ID […], Nexans inspection: "[…]" (an R meeting was held on 27-28 November 2002); ID […], Nexans inspection: "[…]" (an A/R meeting was held on 22 January 2003); ID […], Nexans inspection: "[…]" (sent by email for the purposes of the A/R meeting of 27 November 2003); ID […], Nexans inspection: "[…]", saved on 16 September 2003 (an A/R meeting was held on 11 September 2003 and an R meeting was held on 16 September 2003); ID […], Nexans inspection: "[…]" (an R meeting was held on 19 November 2003).
the folders on the laptop of [company representative A1] shows a number of other lists of land projects which may have been used in A/R and R meetings from as early as February 2002 until at least the beginning of 2004.108

(101) A blank position sheet for UG power cable projects, based on the versions obtained by the Commission, is provided for illustration purposes in Table 2.

Table 2: Blank position sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Order and preferences</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Asso</th>
<th>A/S/T</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Asso</th>
<th>R/S/T</th>
<th>A&amp;R</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>RA+As</th>
<th>RA</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Orders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subtotal Orders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leaderships</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>balance needed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subtotal Leaderships</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Orders + Leaderships</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Entitlement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Position</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(102) In the position sheets, several UG power cable projects in the export territories are listed with voltages ranging from [...] kV to [...] kV. The starting dates of the projects range from 2000 until 2003.109

(103) The position sheets contain numerous abbreviations, which refer directly to the main structure of the cartel. In Table 3 an overview is provided of these abbreviations and their explanations.

107 ID [...], Nexans inspection and ID [...], Nexans inspection: "[...]" (an R meeting was held on 7 February 2003; this list was also saved in [company representative A1]'s folders corresponding to this R meeting, the R meeting of 23 April 2003 and the A/R meeting of 27 March 2003); ID [...], Nexans inspection and ID [...], Nexans inspection: "[...]" (an R meeting was held on 1 July 2003; this list was also saved in [company representative A1]'s folders corresponding to this R meeting and the R meeting of 16 September 2003); ID [...], Nexans inspection and ID [...], Nexans inspection: "[...]" (an R meeting was held on 19 November 2003; this list was also saved in [company representative A1]'s folders corresponding to this R meeting and the R meeting of 10 February 2004). ID [...], Nexans inspection.

108 ID [...], Nexans inspection.

109 [...]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>orders</td>
<td>Refers to projects where the following steps had already taken place: &lt;br&gt; (i) tenders had been issued by customers; &lt;br&gt; (ii) coordination of bids had taken place between the European and the Japanese producers; &lt;br&gt; (iii) bids had been submitted by those invited to bid, including the producer to whom the project had been allocated as a result of the award; and &lt;br&gt; (iv) orders for products and services had been placed by the customers with the producer who had won the bid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leaderships</td>
<td>Refers to projects for which steps (i) to (iii) had taken place but step (iv) had not yet taken place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>entitlement</td>
<td>Refers to the overall understanding that there should be a 60%/40% allocation of projects between the European and Japanese producers over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Refers to &quot;Regular&quot; members, signifying the original European members of the group, which were [non-addressee]/Nexans and Pirelli/Prysmian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Asso</td>
<td>Refers to the associates of the European producers. These are ABB, Sagem/Safran/Silec, Brugg, and nkt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Refers to the &quot;Associate&quot; members, signifying the Japanese producers Sumitomo, Hitachi and later JPS, Furukawa and Fujikura and later VISCAS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Asso</td>
<td>Refers to the associates of the Japanese producers. These are Taihan, LS Cable and (during a certain period) Mitsubishi, Showa and EXSYM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A S/T</td>
<td>Refers to a subtotal of the Japanese producers and their associates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R S/T</td>
<td>Refers to a subtotal of the European producers and their associates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A&amp;R Outsd.</td>
<td>Refers to producers outside the group members or their associates (&quot;outsiders&quot;).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

110 […]
The columns titled "A", "A Asso", "A S/T", "R", "R Asso", "R S/T" and "A&R Outsd." contain figures that refer to the value of a particular project in millions of Euro.\(^{111}\)

The lay-out of the position sheets for SM power cables is similar to the position sheets used for UG power cables. In the SM position sheets, several SM power cable projects, mostly in the export territories, are listed with voltages ranging from [...] kV to [...] kV. The (expected) order dates of the projects range from 2002 until 2004.\(^{112}\)

The Commission has found no formal rules on discipline and compensation. From individual pieces of evidence it is clear, however, that the participants in the A/R meetings and the coordinators were responsible for keeping their smaller competitors disciplined within their group (see notably Recitals (349) and (358)). In addition, the evidence contains multiple references to the settlement of debts and to compensation, which indicates that the parties dealt with disputes among themselves (see notably Recitals (169), (354) and (392)).

3.3.2. Allocation mechanisms of the European cartel configuration

Two types of projects were subject to (further) allocation among the European producers:

(a) Projects which had been allocated to the R group in the course of the allocation of projects in the export territories, and

(b) Projects which were automatically allocated to the R group pursuant to the home territories rule, meaning projects in the European producers’ home territory.

There is evidence that the parties regarded some Member States as their home market within the Union. A representative of Prysmian has referred to Italy as Nexans’ and Prysmian’s home market.\(^{113}\) A representative of Prysmian also referred to the Netherlands as Prysmian’s home market.\(^{114}\) Regarding France and Spain it appears that special arrangements existed between Nexans, Sagem/Safran/Silec and Prysmian.\(^{115}\) [...] has indicated that Nexans, Prysmian and ABB applied a home country principle according to which the Baltic and North Sea area was allocated to ABB and to some extent Nexans. In addition, the Mediterranean area was divided between Prysmian and Nexans. [...] the parties applied ad hoc exceptions to this allocation in order to ensure optimal production facility loading for each supplier.\(^{116}\) For the purpose of this Decision it is not necessary to take a position on whether the allocation within Europe was partly done in accordance with and in order to respect home markets.

The presence of local subsidiaries of Nexans and Prysmian in Italy, France and Spain added a complication to the allocation. Occasionally friction occurred as a result of [...]
the activities of local subsidiaries. The head offices were then called upon to mediate (see for instance Recitals (322)(d) and (372)(n)).

(110) There is some evidence that the parties active in a Member State that was shared kept track of the allocations on "local lists" or local position sheets. While examples of these documents have not been found, the documents on file contain several references to the existence of local lists/local position sheets (see for instance Recital (335)).

3.3.2.1. Communications and monitoring between R

(111) The contacts between the members of the European cartel configuration Nexans, Pirelli/Prysmian, nkt, Brugg, Sagem/Safran/Silec and ABB were maintained by means of periodic R meetings (also referred to as "seminars"), other bilateral and multilateral meetings, e-mails, faxes and telephone calls.

(112) As the R cartel members were aware of the illegal nature of their contacts, they often referred to projects inside the European home territory by means of abbreviations or code names. In the file, which contains thousands of emails and fax messages on projects, the projects located in the export territories are mostly quoted by their full name. Projects in the European home territory are identifiable because the parties would mostly stick to these abbreviations or code names.

(113) Some examples of this practice include:

"TEV…380kV"\textsuperscript{117} [refers to the project in Italy] "Teverola 380kV"\textsuperscript{118} "Carta…400kV 4km"\textsuperscript{119} [refers to the Spanish project] "Cartagena 4km 400kV"\textsuperscript{120} "110 kV Batavia" [refers to a 110 kV project in the Netherlands, as the parties provided the hint] "Batavia is the old name for [company representative B4] home country."\textsuperscript{121}

(114) The periodic R meetings usually took place a short time after the A/R meetings in which only the two main European producers Nexans and Pirelli/Prysmian participated. On occasions, Nexans and Pirelli/Prysmian appear to have held "preparation" meetings before the actual R "plenary" meetings.\textsuperscript{122} On the evening before a plenary meeting all R parties present would attend a dinner.\textsuperscript{123} The file contains several examples of notes of R meetings, mostly drafted by [company representative A1] (Nexans).\textsuperscript{124} According to these notes, the meeting started with a general part, in which the parties discussed the general situation on the market and in their companies. In this part, Nexans and Pirelli/Prysmian would also inform the smaller European producers nkt, Sagem/Safran/Silec and Brugg of the events at A/R meetings.\textsuperscript{125} The parties would then discuss projects in the EEA and in the export

\textsuperscript{117} ID [...], Nexans inspection.
\textsuperscript{118} ID [...], Nexans inspection.
\textsuperscript{119} ID [...], Nexans inspection.
\textsuperscript{120} ID [...], Nexans inspection.
\textsuperscript{121} ID [...], Nexans inspection.
\textsuperscript{122} ID [...], Nexans inspection and ID [...], Nexans inspection.
\textsuperscript{123} ID [...], Nexans inspection.
\textsuperscript{124} ID [...], Nexans inspection.
\textsuperscript{125} ID [...], Nexans inspection.
territories and indicate which producer claimed or obtained "pref [preference]" or "interest" for a certain project.

(115) Several of these meetings took place in Divonne (France). The R meetings were therefore also referred to as "Divonne meetings" and the participants even discussed the need to "Divonner" occasionally.126 There is evidence of Divonne meetings/seminars taking place since 2001. Other evidence demonstrates that the organisation of the R meetings was alternating between the companies.127

3.4. **Chronology of key contacts**

(116) As the amount of (contemporaneous) evidence is vast, this Section only contains references to the most salient items of evidence. Annex I forms an integral part of this Decision and contains full references to all the evidence presented in this Section and to the additional relevant evidence available. Furthermore, as the evidence with regard to individual projects is often cryptically worded, the Commission was not able to identify with certainty all the projects which were subject to discussions between the parties in the course of their market and customer allocation. Nevertheless, the Commission has made its best efforts to state the names of all projects located in the EEA.

*The end of the [information pre-dating the infringement period]*

(117) [information pre-dating the infringement period] [...]: 128 [information pre-dating the infringement period]129

(118) [information pre-dating the infringement period] 130 131 132 133 134

(119) [information pre-dating the infringement period] 135 136 137

(120) [information pre-dating the infringement period] 138 139

(121) [information pre-dating the infringement period].

(122) [information pre-dating the infringement period] 140

(123) [information pre-dating the infringement period].

(124) [information pre-dating the infringement period].141

(125) [information pre-dating the infringement period] 142 143 144

126 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
127 ID [...], Brugg reply of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.
128 [...]
129 [...]
130 [...]
131 [...]
132 [...]
133 [...]
134 [...]
135 [...]
136 [...]
137 [...]
138 [...]
139 [...]
140 [...]
141 [...]
142 [...]
143 [...]
144 [...]

---
On 18 February 1999 an A/R meeting was held at the Mövenpick Hotel in Zurich between [company representative A2] ([…]), [company representative B6] (Pirelli), [company representative E2] (Furukawa), [company representative F1] (Fujikura), [company representative D5] (Hitachi) and [company representative C2] (Sumitomo). This meeting related to SM power cable matters. […] contemporaneous notes of the meeting which demonstrate that the parties discussed:

(a) a cartel fine imposed on ABB in the Pre-Insulated Pipe cartel investigation;

(b) the participants of the cartel arrangement: "3 (2+1) + 4A". The Japanese proposal was that the arrangements should include three European companies ([…], Pirelli and ABB) and four Japanese companies (Furukawa, Fujikura,
Hitachi and Sumitomo, therefore excluding Mitsubishi and Showa). [non-addressee] and Pirelli's view was however that Mitsubishi and Showa should be included and ABB excluded.165

(c) the parameters of the cartel arrangement with respect to SM power cable projects. These parameters relate to the quotas which should be assigned to the European and Japanese groups, the allocation of territories and the monitoring of the quotas in the export territories by means of the position sheets. The participants raised the following issues:

- a flexible quota of the projects assigned to the European or the Japanese companies: the European proposed a 70%/30% split while the Japanese proposed a 60%/40% split;

- a home territory principle on a "factory basis"; meaning that the home territories would be determined by the location of the production facilities of the undertakings. The notes record that Italy, the United Kingdom, Norway, and France would be R's territory whereas Japan would be A's territory. There appears to be doubt over Sweden (ABBs factory basis), Korea and [Japanese home territory] as these territories are followed by a question mark.

- a proposal to monitor the follow-up of the quota assigned to the European or the Japanese companies in the export territories through position sheets in the following way: (i) for projects within one side's home territory and with no enquiry or cover bid requested to any company on the other side, there would be no need to add any amount to the position sheet; (ii) in the same situation but where an enquiry or cover bid had been made/requested of a company on the other side, 7.5% of the value of the project would be added to the relevant home territory manufacturer, and (iii) for projects that connected a home territory and an export territory, 50% of the value of the project would be added to the relevant home territory manufacturer.

The notes also record that subsequent meetings might take place every two months in either Europe or South East Asia.

(138) The A/R meeting on 18 February 1999 is considered as the starting date of the cartel arrangements and forms the beginning of a series of multilateral meetings between [non-addressee], Pirelli, Furukawa, Fujikura, Sumitomo and Hitachi. Four further A/R meetings were organised in 1999. From contemporaneous notes, it appears that [company representative A2] ([…]), [company representative B6] (Pirelli), [company representative E2] (Furukawa), [company representative F1] (Fujikura), [company representative C2] (Sumitomo) and [company representative D5] (Hitachi) were regular participants at these and subsequent meetings.166

(139) The second A/R meeting of 1999 took place at the Banker's Club in Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia) on 24 March 1999. Representatives of [non-addressee], Pirelli, [non-addressee], Furukawa, Fujikura, Hitachi and Sumitomo attended the meeting.167 The

165 […] it had a dispute with Nexans in or about 1997.
166 […]
167 […]
presence of [non-addressee], producer of UG power cables only, indicates that the meeting was focused on UG matters.\textsuperscript{168} At this meeting [non-addressee] proposed that a […] arrangement could be organised [information pre-dating the infringement period], on the basis of a limited number of members, no written records, agreements or rules and without formal chairmen or secretariat.\textsuperscript{169}

(140) European and Japanese companies met each other at a third A/R meeting in Tokyo on 3 and 4 June 1999. The meeting on 3 June focused on SM projects and was attended by at least [company representative B6] (Pirelli), [company representative A2] (…) and [company representative C2] (Sumitomo). The meeting on 4 June focused on UG projects and was attended by representatives of the "7 Brothers", which are the 4 major Japanese producers - Sumitomo, Hitachi, Fujikura and Furukawa - and three other producers – [non-addressee], Pirelli and [non-addressee].\textsuperscript{170} Although the Commission has no notes of this meeting, […] a final agreement on the terms of the […] cartel organisation was not reached.\textsuperscript{171}

(141) At the fourth A/R meeting, organised on 26 July 1999 in London, [non-addressee], Pirelli, Furukawa, Fujikura, Sumitomo and Hitachi discussed:

(a) the possibility of including additional members to the cartel, in particular:\textsuperscript{172}

\textsuperscript{-} Sagem, for which […]'s representative ([company representative A2]) indicated that "we can involve Sagem as member in near future but not overnight (ready to talk bilateral basis)".

\textsuperscript{-} ABB, for which the Japanese producers indicated that its involvement was "absolutely necessary", after [non-addressee]'s representative had submitted that ABB’s "capacity is limited"

\textsuperscript{-} Brugg for which it was stated that it would be a member but not for the time being: "To be a member but, at this moment they are reluctant to talk".

\textsuperscript{-} Mitsubishi and Showa, regarding which the four Japanese companies explained their approach. "4A’s policy against MK" [Mitsubishi and Showa]

(b) the rules and conditions for the allocation of projects in the export territories:

\textsuperscript{-} in principle, allocation would be for projects with voltages of 220 kV and above. Only exceptionally and after "careful discussion", could a project with a voltage of 220 kV or above be "Free", meaning that each company could quote its price independently.

\textsuperscript{-} projects with voltages below 220 kV would in principle be "Free", though "Allocation" would take place "as much as possible".

\textsuperscript{-} after internal R discussions, the R members agreed that the companies would decide after one year whether or not to include cables of 132 kV depending on the "outsiders status". "Outsiders" refers to those

\textsuperscript{168} […]
\textsuperscript{169} […]
\textsuperscript{170} […]
\textsuperscript{171} […]
\textsuperscript{172} […]
companies not involved in the cartel. To review whether cables of 132 kV should be included, the companies would hold "a routine and regular meeting to exchange the situation".

- the quota in the export territories was confirmed as 40% for the Japanese producers and 60% for the European producers.
- several UG and SM power cable projects were discussed, with voltages ranging from 66 to 400 kV. A project in Cyprus was discussed in detail. This project had apparently been allocated to [non-addressee] ([non-addressee] is designated "allottee" in the notes). However, several other companies had quoted lower prices. The notes list all companies that submitted a bid for the project and the amount of their bid. [...] such situations, whereby the participants had allocated a project but still others submitted lower bids, were at the origin of the discussions between the Japanese and European producers about a possible new arrangement.

(c) the preferred territories [preferred territories] (see also, Recital (91)). The notes list what appears to be the proposals made in the previous meeting in Tokyo (all these territories to R) and the discussion that took place after [company representative C2] (Sumitomo) had written a memo on the subject ([preferred territories] to R, [preferred territory] with reservations to R due to "local arrangement" and [preferred territory] still "pending").

(d) the home territory principle as the Japanese producers "strongly asked R to convince ABB and Sagem not to attack A's [Japanese home territory] 345 / R just noted".173

(e) the appointment of coordinators as the European companies urged the Japanese to "nominate authorized A-coordinator to avoid mis. communication".

(142) The notes of further A/R meetings demonstrate that the meetings followed generally the same pattern: the participants would first discuss the general situation in the sector, including the situation at each of the participants where relevant. Then, the issues of possible additional participants and the situation of the competitors would be raised. Finally, the meeting would focus on UG and SM power cable projects in the export territories, whereby the participants would talk about the outcome of recent bid procedures and the allocation of upcoming projects. There was generally no discussion on the application of the home territory principle unless one of the situations mentioned under Section 3.3.1.1 (i), (ii) or (iii) came up.

(143) At the A/R meeting on 19 October 1999 in Kuala Lumpur, [non-addressee], [non-addressee], Pirelli, Furukawa, Fujikura, Sumitomo and Hitachi discussed:

(a) the subject of additional participants in the cartel:
- Sagem: "R explained that R has opened the door to Silec. [...].
- Brugg: "very difficult! Approach is possible but they like the game".
- ABB: "No further step mentioned by R". The notes also record a meeting between JPS and ABB in July 1999 (see Recital (144)): "A explained ABB’s visit to A4 during 12 to 18. Sept and that ABB showed their interest

173 [...]
to cooperate [cooperate] something ad hoc basis. (A felt that still ABB has a strict regulation /rule internally. A recommend R to have a meeting with ABB in HKG. A/R understood that ABB’s visiting A is a kind of signal to cooperate [cooperate]."

Mitsubishi and Showa: The four Japanese producers Furukawa, Fujikura, Hitachi and Sumitomo explained their policy against Mitsubishi and Showa, an issue already dealt with in the meeting on 26 July 1999 (see Recital (141)). Apparently [non-addressee], Pirelli and [non-addressee] did not understand this position of the Japanese when at the same time they were coordinating a project in [Japanese home territory] with Mitsubishi and Showa. The European companies "... asked A to include M/K strongly".174

(b) the need for the appointment of a coordinator for the Japanese companies Furukawa, Fujikura, Sumitomo and Hitachi: "R strongly requested A to nominate A coordinator to avoid misunderstanding/miscommunication between A and R. R explained R already nominated [ ] as R coordinator [time period]. A promised to nominate someone as A coordinator as soon as possible".176 This statement demonstrates that at least since 1999 the R members of the cartel were organised in such a manner that a ‘neutral’ representative was assigned. [...] the A side had difficulty appointing a ‘neutral’ representative as they feared that one producer would benefit from the transparency offered by that role.177

(c) the allocation of projects in the export territories. The notes record that the "modification proposed by A" as discussed in the previous A/R meeting on 26 July 1999, and described in Recital (141) was "reconfirmed".178 In addition, the participants agreed that only the allocation business should be "reported and recorded on Position Sheet", and reconfirmed that the reporting should take place as follows:179

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Enquiry</th>
<th>General</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Award</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>220 KV and above</td>
<td>Should report</td>
<td>Principle</td>
<td>Allocation</td>
<td>Report &amp; Record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exception</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220 KV below</td>
<td>Report if necessary</td>
<td>Principle</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exception</td>
<td>Allocation</td>
<td>Report &amp; Record</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(144) In addition to the A/R meetings, between 31 August and 15 September 1999, [company representative C2] (Sumitomo) had several bilateral meetings with representatives of European companies. One of the meetings with representatives of

---

174 [...]  
175 A [...] employee.  
176 [...]  
177 [...]  
178 [...]  
179 [...]
ABB took place in Japan.\textsuperscript{180} \[\ldots\], the representatives of ABB expressed their interest in cooperating on an ad-hoc basis for three projects located in the export territories. Apparently, a final agreement was not reached and the three projects were left open to free competition.\textsuperscript{181} This was standard procedure at the time: also at the A/R meeting on 19 October 1999 three projects were labelled "free" when a decision on the allocation thereof could not be reached: "A/R finally decided above 3 projects would be free unfortunately."\textsuperscript{182}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{(145)} [...] at least Sumitomo and Hitachi \textit{de facto} implemented the home territory principle in this period. [...] three projects in the European home territory in the late 1990s which [...] were part of discussions between European and Japanese producers. As a result of these discussions, Sumitomo and Hitachi ensured that these projects would not be offered to them but to European companies. Sumitomo and Hitachi did this by giving a poor presentation, offering only long delivery dates or by submitting an unattractive bid.\textsuperscript{183} [...] in exchange for Sumitomo's and Hitachi's cooperation on these projects the European producers agreed to allocate a project in [non-EEA territory] to the Japanese producers.\textsuperscript{184}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{(146)} In 2000 there were at least four A/R meetings between [non-addressee], Pirelli, Sumitomo, Hitachi, Fujikura and Furukawa. [...] contemporaneous diary entries witnessing the meetings on 1-2 March, 11 May, in July and on 29 November 2000.\textsuperscript{185} According to these diary entries, the participants to these meetings were at least [company representative A2] and [company representative A1] ([\ldots]), [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative F1] (Fujikura), [company representative E2] (Furukawa) [company representative C2] (Sumitomo) and [company representative D1] (Hitachi) although not all participants may have attended all meetings. Annex I contains further details about these meetings. From contemporaneous notes that exist of the A/R meetings in July and November 2000, it appears that the topics discussed concerned projects in the export territories and the 'outsiders' ABB, Brugg, [non-addressee], Mitsubishi, Showa and the Korean companies.\textsuperscript{186}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{(147)} Diary notes of [company representative] ([\ldots]), dated 9 February 2000, demonstrate the application of the home territory principle during this period.\textsuperscript{187} On this date, [company representative] recorded (i) the allocation of the Norned project to the European R producers and indicated that Furukawa would decline to bid ("(R) NORNED Y decline"), and (ii) the allocation of two projects for the customer Viking to R.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{(148)} An entry for 17 April 2000 in [company representative]’s diary […] provides an insight in the mechanism of the cover bid process for allocated projects in the export
\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
territories. This diary entry contains the results of a meeting of the Japanese producers on this same date. At this meeting, the price levels to be quoted in a tender for a non-EEA UG project were agreed upon. After the allocation of a project had been decided, the producer designated as the allottee would indicate his bid price to the other cartel participants. Other producers would then submit cover bids at agreed percentages of that price.

(149) Between April and June 2000, ABB started participating in the cartel. Sometime during this period, of ABB attended a meeting with of [non-addressee] [position held by company representative X], in which they discussed which company was better suited to win a project in Europe.

(150) faced retaliation by Pirelli the moment it won a project in Italy in April or May 2000. Pirelli then competed against ABB to obtain a project in Malmö (Sweden). considered this action to be retaliation for ABB's violation of the home territory principle within Europe.

(151) ABB's awareness of the allocation of projects within Europe is also evidenced in an internal email of 10 April 2000. This email contains the phrase: "I suspect that when [non-addressee] let Viking go to Pirelli and NorNed to us, the NSI [North Sea Interconnector, linking Norway and England] became their compensation".

(152) Further evidence of awareness of the application of a market and customer allocation scheme within Europe is found in notes drafted by [company representative] in the context of an internal meeting on 14 April 2000:

"HV

Western Europe only active on home market

France closed

Italy closed

N: changing"

(153) was called to order around July 2000 when it appeared that it had ignored a project allocation in the export territories. When called to explain, argued it made a mistake in its bid rather than recognising that it had cheated.

(154) The notes of the A/R meeting in July 2000 mention "P.S." which points to the discussion of a position sheet. The first position sheet available dates from 12 September 2000. Although based on the projects listed, it must have been created earlier, possibly in the spring or summer of that year. It is a table set up as an Excel
spread sheet which was in the possession of [company representative] ([…]). 

196 […]  

197 […]  

198 […]  

199 […]  

200 […]  

201 Brugg is mentioned several times in the notes.  

202 […]  

203 […]  

spread sheet which was in the possession of [company representative] ([…]).  

196 […]  

197 […]  

198 […]  

199 […]  

200 […]  

201 Brugg is mentioned several times in the notes.  

202 […]  

203 […]  

The position sheet lists several UG and SM projects in countries outside the Union and one SM project in Greece. For UG projects, the position sheet distinguishes between projects already allocated, those for which no agreement had been reached and those "to be arranged" in the future. The voltages vary between […] kV and […] kV. The SM section appears to list future projects not yet awarded, but the collusive nature of its content is evidenced by one of the projects for which it is stated: "PI [Pirelli] ready to cooperate". The voltages of the power cable projects listed range between […] kV and […] kV.  

2001

In January 2001 [company representative I3] (ABB) became [position] in the High Voltage cable business of ABB. […] [company representative I3 was instructed by his superior to ensure that he was the main person engaging in collusive conduct for power cables on ABB's behalf.  

On 22 February 2001, [non-addressee], Pirelli, Sumitomo, Hitachi, Furukawa and Fujikura participated in an A/R meeting. According to the contemporaneous notes, the participants discussed the participation of Sagem, ABB, Taihan and LG and EXSYM:  

- [...] (...) Nexans expects sign of policy change".  
- "Brugg seems more cooperative".  
- "ABB is little bit "predictable" not past as "unpredictable"  
- "Korea understands the current international discussion. [company representative N2] of TEC [Taihan] confirmed cooperation of [project outside the EEA] bulk tender on behalf of both TEC and LG under the following pre-conditions: They want preference of [follow three projects in the export territories]. AR basically agreed on 1. & 2. (3. has to be discussed among 6A companies later)."  

The last quote makes clear that Taihan and LG both were aware of and respected the cartel agreements at this moment and that Showa and Mitsubishi were included in the internal negotiations of the Japanese companies (as 6A refers to Fujikura, Furukawa, Hitachi, Sumitomo and Showa and Mitsubishi).  

This is confirmed by other phrases used in the notes of this meeting:  

[project in the export territories]: "One consortium of (Nx) [Nexans], ABB & P [Pirelli] preferred. Y/F [Furukawa/Fujikura], Mit [Mitsubishi] and Korea [LG and Taihan] will cover. Price level should be deliberated".  
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On 22 February 2001, [non-addressee], Pirelli, Sumitomo, Hitachi, Furukawa and Fujikura participated in an A/R meeting. According to the contemporaneous notes, the participants discussed the participation of Sagem, ABB, Taihan and LG and EXSYM:  

- [...] (...) Nexans expects sign of policy change".  
- "Brugg seems more cooperative".  
- "ABB is little bit "predictable" not past as "unpredictable"  
- "Korea understands the current international discussion. [company representative N2] of TEC [Taihan] confirmed cooperation of [project outside the EEA] bulk tender on behalf of both TEC and LG under the following pre-conditions: They want preference of [follow three projects in the export territories]. AR basically agreed on 1. & 2. (3. has to be discussed among 6A companies later)."

The last quote makes clear that Taihan and LG both were aware of and respected the cartel agreements at this moment and that Showa and Mitsubishi were included in the internal negotiations of the Japanese companies (as 6A refers to Fujikura, Furukawa, Hitachi, Sumitomo and Showa and Mitsubishi).  

This is confirmed by other phrases used in the notes of this meeting:  

[project in the export territories]: "One consortium of (Nx) [Nexans], ABB & P [Pirelli] preferred. Y/F [Furukawa/Fujikura], Mit [Mitsubishi] and Korea [LG and Taihan] will cover. Price level should be deliberated".  

2001
This phrase demonstrates as well that once a project had been allocated, the price level was established in common agreement and that the other participants would enter "cover bids" to ensure that the allottee(s) was or were awarded the project.204

(160) Showa’s position was set out in more detail:205

[project in the export territories]: "Sho [Showa] agreed to increase price level to Nx’s [Nexans’] one. If Nx gets contract, Sho will be subcontracted for some portion."

It appears therefore that parties could agree to subcontract work in exchange for "assistance" in obtaining a project.

(161) The participation of Brugg in the A/R allocation at this time is also confirmed:206

[project in the export territories]: "P was lowest amongst ( ) bidders at 6.8M$. Br [Brugg] complained price level to make it lower and then to agree to 6.8".

(162) Moreover, in order to keep the other companies informed of major upcoming projects in the home territories [company representative A2] and [company representative A1] (Nexans) informed the other parties of the fact that the due date for the North Sea Interconnector ("NSI") project should be delayed.207

(163) In March 2001, [company representative I3] (ABB) was introduced by his predecessor, [company representative I2], to [company representative A2] (Nexans) and [company representative B1] (Pirelli). During this meeting, held in a hotel in Zurich, [company representative I3] was made aware of the cartel arrangements and of the ways in which the illicit cooperation was being carried out. […] it was clear for [company representative I3] that his role was to continue the cooperation between the companies that had taken place prior to his assignment to the cable business. […] [company representative I3] understood from this meeting that [company representative I2], [company representative A1] and [company representative B1] had cooperated in the past on bids and were discussing SM power cable projects.208

(164) On 25 April 2001, at least Nexans, Hitachi, and Sumitomo attended the second A/R meeting of that year.209

(165) The contemporaneous notes of this meeting demonstrate that it was the task of the A side to ensure the cooperation of the A associates Showa, Mitsubishi, LG and Taihan: "[…] It seemed that MK [Mitsubishi and Showa] started discussion toward integration, but not known how it goes on.". The notes continue: "A contacted TH & LG [Taihan and LG Cable] to harness them into scheme. On case by case basis, continue to contact them, who have short site [sic] and short temper but seem to want cooperation".210

(166) In the same vein, the R participants reported on the activities within Europe and on the developments with regard to ABB, Brugg, and Sagem: "[company representative I3] [ABB] (…) contacted [company representative A2] of Nexans to try to seek some
possibilities. [company representative A2] reports ABB becomes a little bit more reasonable. Sagem, Brugg still has large appetite”.211

(167) Depending on the allocation of a particular project, however, Nexans would also contact the A associates directly to ensure their cooperation: "[project in the export territories]: NX [Nexans] contacted K [Showa] to succeed in sharing among NX, Brugg and K”.212

(168) From the notes of this A/R meeting, it follows that the submission of the cover bids for projects in the export territories was also arranged between the parties: "[...] Cover bids should be mixed between A and R”.213

(169) In addition, parties that were wrongfully denied an allocated project could request compensation from the other side. Apparently, Pirelli was competing for a project in the export territories that was in fact allocated to the Korean companies. Therefore, the parties considered: "If PI [Pirelli] gets order, 4A and 2K need to have a meeting to find the way to compensate them”.214

(170) Moreover, the parties discussed in detail the allocation of projects in [non-EEA territory]: "regarding how to allocate [non-EEA territory] business, "Even" was confirmed between A and R starting with this [project name]. Up to filling up R’s deficit of 18 km), allocation shall automatically be given to R and then changed to A. Then it reciprocally and automatically be given to A or R to balance each total cable "length" given to A and R”.215

(171) Power cable accessories also became the subject of a specific arrangement between the parties: "Non-Proliferation of Joints: (…) NX [Nexans] claims that members should control supply of accs of 220KV and above cables (110kV cable accs situation to complicated).216 Proposal from PI [Pirelli]: Accs for 220kV and above cables. 1) Accs(materials): all members to declare who they to and what control they have 2) Technology: Proposal to promote EPDM design of one piece joint. Each member to consider their design and bring info to the next meeting”.217

(172) Given that some cable producers competing with the Japanese and European companies – such as Taihan or LG – did not produce certain joints, they had to rely on the Japanese and European companies to source the joints they needed in order to be able to compete for certain projects.218 By restricting access to joints, the Japanese and European companies were in a better position to, first, reduce competition in the power cable business by hindering third parties’ access to accessories, and second, to pressure other competitors to adhere to the cartel arrangements.219

---

211 […]  
212 […]  
213 […]  
214 […]  
215 […]  
216 For 110 kV cables Nexans stated that the situation was complicated, probably meaning that it would be too difficult to apply the same strategy for voltages below 220 kV.  
217 […]  
218 ID […], Taihan reply to SO of 7 November 2011.  
219 The issue of allowing “outsiders” access to accessories comes back frequently in the course of the cartel. It was raised for instance at the A/R meeting of 20 June 2002, […], and in reference to the Korean company Taihan in ID […], Nexans inspection.
The subject of new participants in the cartel came back at the A/R meeting of 11 June 2001. This meeting was attended at least by representatives of Hitachi and Sumitomo and probably by representatives of Furukawa, Fujikura, Nexans and Pirelli. The contemporaneous notes mention ABB as a "Problem: ABB, how to harness them", while [addressee] "shows interest" for a project in the export territories.

The participants also said goodbye to their colleague [company representative Y] (a representative of [non-addressee]), who was to retire at the end of June 2001. The notes contain a reference stating that he was "[time period] involved with 'cooperation'". This phrase demonstrates on the one hand the close personal relations the participants had developed over the years [...].

The notes mention two projects affecting the EEA:
(a) the Spain-Morocco interconnection – SM, 400 or 500 kV – and
(b) the Norned project – SM, 450 kV – connecting Norway and the Netherlands which, according to the notes, was split between ABB (70%) and Nexans (30%).

[...] both projects were allocated to the European R producers. These projects were further discussed in subsequent A/R meetings.

On 19 July 2001, [company representative A1] (Nexans) sent an email message to [company representative D1] (Hitachi) and [company representative F1] (Fujikura) – with copy to [company representative B7], [company representative B3] and [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative E2] (Furukawa) and [company representative C2] (Sumitomo). This is the earliest multilateral email message that was uncovered and it forms the start of continuous and prolific contacts by email between the parties over the years to come.

In his message, [company representative A1] notifies several new projects in the export territories for allocation. In addition, he urges the Japanese companies to increase their efforts to involve Showa, Mitsubishi, LG and Taihan in the cartel arrangements on a regular basis, otherwise Nexans and Pirelli would not be able to involve the European companies ABB, Brugg and Sagem:

"Results of A action vis a vis MIT, SHOW and LG/TH is extremely poor and desappointing in particular as demonstrated in [a project in the export territories]. STATISTICS OF PAST PROJECTS AND POTENTIAL ON NEW PROJECTS SHOW THERE IS ROOM TO SATISFY EVERYBODY BUT IF "A" STAYS ON ITS POSITION NOT TO INVOLVE SH, MIT, LG/TH on regular basis our scheme has great likelyhood to fully collapse soon. We therefore urge A to react otherwise we wont be able to do anything long with AB, BRG, SAGEM etc".

220 [...] normally the same individuals attended these meetings on behalf of the European and the Japanese companies. See also [...]  
221 [...] 
222 [...] 
223 [...] See Recital (147) where it is mentioned that Furukawa had agreed to decline to bid for this project.  
224 [...] 
225 [...] 
226 [...]
[company representative D1] (Hitachi) replied on 26 July 2001 by giving his comments on the new projects. Regarding one of the projects in the export territories, he mentions that the "Outsiders e.g. [...] ([...], ABB, [...] will be involved. Show or Mit shows some interest". [company representative D1] continued by writing (i) that the Japanese A4 companies (Sumitomo, Hitachi, Furukawa and Fujikura) had contacted Showa and Mitsubishi, proposing them "the basic scheme of regular table", and that both companies would let them know their comments by the middle or end of August; and (ii) that LG and Taihan were angry due to Pirelli's activities, apparently against the Korean companies' interest, but that they ("K") agreed to have a meeting with the Japanese A and the European R companies. For a project in [Japanese home territory], [company representative D1] wrote "Absolutely A (A's home territory). We are very concerened about ABB's behaviour.".

Also on 26 July 2001, a meeting in Zurich took place between [company representative I3] (ABB) and [company representative B6] (Pirelli). The discussion focused on the allocation of two Danish wind farm projects: the Nysted project and the Rödsand project. This meeting was followed up by subsequent contacts between representatives of ABB and Pirelli on 11 October 2001 and 23 October 2001. During a conference call on this last date, the two parties agreed the minimum price to be quoted by ABB to ensure that Pirelli would be awarded the Rödsand project. ABB would then be entitled to the Nysted contract. [...] the price which Pirelli proposed that ABB should bid for the Rödsand project was higher than what ABB normally would have submitted. Eventually, both parties managed to secure the contracts, as had been agreed.

The contacts between the Japanese A4 companies and Showa and Mitsubishi eventually led to a commitment on the part of the latter two companies. The notes of the A/R meeting on 5 September 2001 reflect the willingness of Showa and Mitsubishi to become "members", which would translate into a direct participation in the A/R meetings in the future: "Mit/Show (...) declared to intention to be a member respectively taking in mind they are not equal to majour 4". Representatives from at least Sumitomo, Fujikura, Hitachi, Nexans and Pirelli attended the meeting.

At this A/R meeting, internal developments within Pirelli, Nexans, Mitsubishi and Showa, Furukawa and Fujikura and ABB formed the subject of the first general part of the meeting. [company representative C2] (JPS) undertook to contact ",[company representative I3] of ABB, presumably to clarify ABB's intentions concerning the project in [Japanese home territory] mentioned in Recital (179)." Nevertheless, the relationship between Pirelli and Nexans on the one hand, and ABB on the other hand, remained tense. Pirelli reported that it had suffered a great loss in a United Kingdom project as a result of the actions of ABB.
[184] [...], two days later, on 7 September 2001, the first A/R/K meeting took place.\(^{235}\) Information on the participants other than [...] is not available. LS Cable, Furukawa, Showa and Mitsubishi explicitly deny attending this meeting.\(^{236}\) It is likely that the meeting was attended by Taihan and by the same participants as the meeting on 5 September 2001 as Hitachi, Fujikura, Nexans and Prysmian have not denied attending the meeting.

[185] [company representative C2] (JPS) and [company representative F3] (VISCAS) had a meeting with [company representative L2] and [company representative L1] of Sagem on 12 November 2001, the day before the A/R meeting on 13 November 2001. [...] notes of this meeting from which it can be concluded that Sagem was aware of, and participated in the A/R allocation.\(^{237}\) At this meeting, Sagem recognised that it understood "Japanese home territory". Sagem undertook to support the bid of the Japanese producers in this territory.\(^{238}\)

[186] One day following the meeting with Sagem, on 13 November 2001, an A/R meeting took place in London. [company representative B1], [company representative B3] and [company representative B7] (Pirelli), [company representative A1], and [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative C2] and [company representative CD1] (JPS) participated.\(^{239}\) At this meeting [company representative A2] (Nexans) confirmed that talks were possible with Sagem.\(^{240}\) The notes refer to the newly formed joint ventures JPS and VISCAS and planned formation of EXSYM (referred to as "M/K"). [company representative A2] stated that EXSYM was "welcome to join the circle".\(^{241}\) However ABB, in his opinion, would not join the cartel and its behaviour was considered as "unpredictable".\(^{242}\) Nexans and Pirelli remarked that ABB was "Aggressive in Europe. Active in 400kV. London, Denmark Spain, Austria".\(^{243}\) With Brugg and nkt, however, "talks are possible".\(^{244}\) The notes also confirm that Showa was seen as an "A associate" for the purposes of the position sheets.\(^{245}\)

[187] Concerning the organisation of the A/R allocation, the R parties Nexans and Pirelli again urged their Japanese counterparts to appoint coordinators for UG and SM projects, as they had done in Europe. For the reasons explained in Recital (143) (the Japanese companies were concerned that the coordinator would obtain an unfair advantage for his company), the Japanese had so far refrained from this. The

\(^{235}\) [...] 
\(^{236}\) ID [...] LS Cable submission of 9 February 2012; ID [...] Showa reply to SO of 30 September 2011; ID [...] Mitsubishi reply to SO of 20 September 2011; ID [...] Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2011.

\(^{237}\) [...] 
\(^{238}\) [...] mentions of "Mit/Showa welcome to the table".

\(^{239}\) [...] which mentions "ABB will never accept to sit (...) ABB (unpredictable)". [...] states: "ABB will not join. Behaviour is unpredictable".

\(^{240}\) [...] The other notes provided by [...] on this meeting contain a similar comment: "Basically, they are more active in the European market rather than in exports. Offensive with 400 kV, London, Denmark, Spain, Austria", [...]
discussion led to the comment that the coordination of projects in the European cartel configuration was "based on good will. In land, Nexans and Pirelli working OK".246

The parties further discussed the recurrence of meetings: "Two months meeting" "R one month discuss". And "Generally tend to discuss. One month in Europe. Communicate soon after (...)."247 According to these notes, A/R meetings were therefore to take place every two months, and R meetings once a month, while the results of these R meetings would be communicated soon thereafter to the A producers.

The notes also make clear that the parties were well aware of the illicit nature of their contacts, as it was remarked: "Sending mails, dangerous. How to improve communication".248

During this A/R meeting the parties continued their discussion on the Spain-Morocco interconnection. The notes report that Nexans and Pirelli showed "strong interest". At the meeting, the project was formally allocated to them: "Allocation to (R) decided".249

That this decision was indeed implemented follows for instance from the email exchange on the Spain-Morocco project, that took place subsequent to this meeting. On 25 December 2001, [company representative F3] of VISCAS communicated to [company representative C2] of JPS the fact that VISCAS had received an invitation for a pre-qualification ("PQ") tender for this project.250 On the same date, [company representative C2] forwarded this message to [company representative A1] and [company representative A2] of Nexans, and put [company representative B1] of Pirelli in copy: "Please be notified that we received following PQ tender / Spain (REE) – Morocco (ONE) 2nd 400 kV AC S/M cable...".251 Subsequently, [company representative B1] (Pirelli) asked [company representative A1] (Nexans) to confirm the allocation of this tender to the R group: "Please ask A confirmation on allocation to R of this".252 The A side complied with the allocation decision. At the A/R meeting of 30 January 2002, they confirmed that "A did not submit".

In addition, at the A/R meeting of 13 November 2001, the European R participants gave an update on the North Sea Interconnector project (see Recital (162)). The notes refer to a "Sensitive situation" with regard to this project. The quote "Contact [initials] [[company representative B1], Pirelli] in the event of another enquiry" may hint at the fact that one or more of the Japanese companies had received an invitation to bid from the customer involved.254 A project in Greece was also discussed concerning certain non-identified Greek islands.255

The A/R meeting was used by Pirelli and Nexans to complain about LG’s activities. Apparently, LG had competed strongly for several projects in the European home
territory "LG has submitted low prices in Spain (400 kV XLPE for Union Fenosa)"
and [...] [preferred territory]: "Suffered from LG activity". The participants of the meeting therefore considered allocating projects in [Japanese home territory] to the Korean companies in order to protect Europe: "In exchange of feeding Korea with [Japanese home territory], don't come to Europe".257

(194) [...] the European R producers complained at this time that the two Korean companies Taihan and LG submitted bids for projects in the European home territory that were too low. The Korean companies complained of the same practice by Nexans and Pirelli, who had quoted low prices to a major Korean customer.258 Both actions had also been the subject of the A/R/K meeting held on 7 September 2001.

(195) The notes shed light on other details of the A/R allocation mechanism for projects in the export territories. After the name of the project, it is mentioned "AR try to contact Mit. Showa. Want to have this project for R-ass". This statement indicates that [company representative A2] (Nexans) negotiated on behalf of the R associates.259

(196) The parties also agreed to put additional information into the position sheets regarding guidance on prices: "Anything for guidance shall be put in the position sheet. Make remarks".260

(197) In line with what was agreed at the A/R meeting of 13 November 2001, a month later, on 14 December 2001, an R meeting was organised in Divonne, France. The participants of this meeting included in any case [company representative A1] (Nexans) and [company representative J2] (Brugg) and it is highly likely that [company representative L2] from Sagem and a representative from Pirelli were also present.261 The location, a chateau in Divonne, would be used repeatedly for several R meetings as well.

2002

(198) On 11 January 2002, [company representative C2] (JPS) met with [company representative I1] of ABB ([company representative I3] could not attend the meeting) at Arlanda airport, Stockholm. [company representative C2] explained the home territory principle to [company representative I1]. During the meeting, [company representative I1] warned [company representative C2] of ABB's strict compliance policy.262 [company representative C2] set out the main other characteristics of the cartel: cash payments had sometimes been made in the past to equalise the balance and the agreements provided for a European sphere of influence and a Japanese

256 [...] [company representative C2] (JPS) met with [company representative I1] of ABB ([company representative I3] could not attend the meeting) at Arlanda airport, Stockholm. [company representative C2] explained the home territory principle to [company representative I1]. During the meeting, [company representative I1] warned [company representative C2] of ABB's strict compliance policy.262 [company representative C2] set out the main other characteristics of the cartel: cash payments had sometimes been made in the past to equalise the balance and the agreements provided for a European sphere of influence and a Japanese

256 [...] [company representative C2] (JPS) met with [company representative I1] of ABB ([company representative I3] could not attend the meeting) at Arlanda airport, Stockholm. [company representative C2] explained the home territory principle to [company representative I1]. During the meeting, [company representative I1] warned [company representative C2] of ABB's strict compliance policy.262 [company representative C2] set out the main other characteristics of the cartel: cash payments had sometimes been made in the past to equalise the balance and the agreements provided for a European sphere of influence and a Japanese

257 [...] [company representative C2] (JPS) met with [company representative I1] of ABB ([company representative I3] could not attend the meeting) at Arlanda airport, Stockholm. [company representative C2] explained the home territory principle to [company representative I1]. During the meeting, [company representative I1] warned [company representative C2] of ABB's strict compliance policy.262 [company representative C2] set out the main other characteristics of the cartel: cash payments had sometimes been made in the past to equalise the balance and the agreements provided for a European sphere of influence and a Japanese

258 [...] [company representative C2] (JPS) met with [company representative I1] of ABB ([company representative I3] could not attend the meeting) at Arlanda airport, Stockholm. [company representative C2] explained the home territory principle to [company representative I1]. During the meeting, [company representative I1] warned [company representative C2] of ABB's strict compliance policy.262 [company representative C2] set out the main other characteristics of the cartel: cash payments had sometimes been made in the past to equalise the balance and the agreements provided for a European sphere of influence and a Japanese

259 [...] [company representative C2] (JPS) met with [company representative I1] of ABB ([company representative I3] could not attend the meeting) at Arlanda airport, Stockholm. [company representative C2] explained the home territory principle to [company representative I1]. During the meeting, [company representative I1] warned [company representative C2] of ABB's strict compliance policy.262 [company representative C2] set out the main other characteristics of the cartel: cash payments had sometimes been made in the past to equalise the balance and the agreements provided for a European sphere of influence and a Japanese

260 [...] [company representative C2] (JPS) met with [company representative I1] of ABB ([company representative I3] could not attend the meeting) at Arlanda airport, Stockholm. [company representative C2] explained the home territory principle to [company representative I1]. During the meeting, [company representative I1] warned [company representative C2] of ABB's strict compliance policy.262 [company representative C2] set out the main other characteristics of the cartel: cash payments had sometimes been made in the past to equalise the balance and the agreements provided for a European sphere of influence and a Japanese

261 The participation of [company representative A1] and [company representative L2] flows from an email sent on 18 February 2002 by [company representative A1] to [company representative L3], which explicitly referred to the prior meeting in Divonne that both attended, see ID [...] Nexans inspection. Brugg has confirmed the participation of [company representative J2], see ID [...] Brugg reply of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010. In the annexes supplied by Brugg, Pirelli is also mentioned, ID [...] Brugg reply of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.

262 [...] [company representative C2] (JPS) met with [company representative I1] of ABB ([company representative I3] could not attend the meeting) at Arlanda airport, Stockholm. [company representative C2] explained the home territory principle to [company representative I1]. During the meeting, [company representative I1] warned [company representative C2] of ABB's strict compliance policy.262 [company representative C2] set out the main other characteristics of the cartel: cash payments had sometimes been made in the past to equalise the balance and the agreements provided for a European sphere of influence and a Japanese
sphere of influence and he, [company representative C2], was the coordinator on the
Japanese side.263

(199) [...] ABB’s internal instructions prevented its employees from engaging in cartel
meetings.264 According to [...], [company representative I1] and [company
representative I3] (ABB) regularly attended dinner or drinks meetings held after A/R
meetings.265

(200) In addition, [...] [company representative C2] and [company representative I1]
coordinated their bid in either 2001 or the beginning of 2002 for a project in the
export territories that had been allocated to the Japanese producers.266

(201) [...] participation in several meetings in which various projects were allocated
among ABB, Nexans and Pirelli. These meetings were held under the cover of
consortium discussions for the North Sea Interconnector (NSI) project.267

(202) As indicated in Recital (180), in 2001 Pirelli and ABB had divided the Nysted and
Rödsand wind farm projects between themselves. In 2002 and 2003, ABB, Pirelli
and Nexans met to divide a further range of potentially upcoming wind farm
projects. [...], the companies agreed to split the wind farm projects equally between
them, and three meetings were held thereto in the course of 2002-2003. Regular
participants were [company representative B6] and [company representative B1]
(Pirelli), [company representative I3] and [company representative I4] (ABB) and
[company representative A2] and [company representative A1] (Nexans).268

(203) At a meeting in 2002, [company representative A2] of Nexans also directly
addressed [company representative I3] of ABB indicating that ABB had taken its fair
share of extra-high voltage underground power cable projects within Europe.
Sometime later, [company representative A2] indicated that ABB was not expected
to bid aggressively on a further European project.269

(204) On 29 January 2002, Nexans visited Taihan and LG Cable in Korea. According to
Nexans’ report of this meeting, both companies “were open for discussion. Wish to
continue discussion. Complain. Badly treated by A/R. Ready to participate once
treated correctly. Case by case basis. Briefly mentioned the scheme. Any market to
be opened. Korea build up too much capacity. They want to consider two, three
month regular meeting. TEC [Taihan], LG [company representative M4], [company
representative M5], [company representative M6], from LG]. [initials] [company
representative C2], [JPS] proposal, case by case. Have the intention to continue
talking from Korea”.270

meeting in Akasaka. In addition to the report of Nexans on the visit to LS Cable and
Taihan (see Recital (204)), the attendants discussed the enlargement of the group of
participants in the cartel again. The Japanese participants confirmed that the joint venture of Mitsubishi and Showa (referred to as "MK") would start from July. 271

(206) Concerning the European R associates, the notes of the A/R meeting report that Nexans had stated "Brugg and Sagem invited in the meeting. Will continue. ABB never wanted to join. NKT may be necessary because more active in export market". 272

(207) At the meeting, the parties discussed the outcome of the Spain-Morocco tender. The notes describe "A did not submit, Ne/P [Nexans/Pirelli] consortium". While ABB may not have wanted to join the A/R scheme, the notes state that the company had cooperated in the allocation of the Spain-Morocco project within Europe 273 "ABB cooperate", thereby indicating that ABB had agreed to support the bid made by Nexans and Pirelli.

(208) Concerning the projects in the export territories, the parties discussed the allocation percentages on the basis of the position sheets. According to the notes, [company representative C2] (JPS) was of the opinion that the allocation should be 40:60, while [company representative A2] claimed it should be 35:65. 275

(209) The parties renegotiated their scheme to allocate projects in [non-EEA territory] (see also, Recital (170)). [non-EEA territory] would either be divided into Northern and Southern parts, which would rotate among R and A, or [non-EEA territory] projects would be allocated "two by two" (also referred to as "2x2"), whereby two projects would go to the R side and the next two projects would go to the Japanese/Korean producers. The other producers would cover for the allottee. 276

(210) The participants in the meeting decided to take the second alternative, with the involvement of A associates Mitsubishi and Showa (EXSYM) and R associates Sagem and [non-addresssee]. 277 [company representative A1] (Nexans) was responsible for getting the R associates (including Brugg) on board, as is evidenced by an email sent to him by [company representative CD1] (JPS) some days after the meeting: "Did SGM [Sagem], [non-addresssee] and BRG agree 2x2 already?" 278 In his reply of 20 February 2002, [company representative A1] explained that Pirelli was the contact point for [non-addresssee]. A meeting with [non-addresssee] had taken place and [company representative A1] explained how it had proceeded: "We have exposed the 2x2 Scheme and they say it might not be adapted to this country where very often it is the client who choose the supplier independently of the price ranking. They also indicated that to their opinion this would mean a 50/50 R/A Splitting of the market. We clearly explained that the 2x2 is only to allow quicker allo [allocation] and that the balance is made yearly on the global PS [position sheet] situation ie 2x2

271 [...] 272 [...] 273 [...] 274 [...] 275 [...] 276 [...] 277 [...] The latter document contains the notes of the A/R meeting of 5 April 2002 where the parties decided that the 2x2 Scheme or "AARR" as it is referred to, should run eight times. [...] 278 ID [...] Nexans inspection.
does not mean 50/50 Split of the [non-EEA territory] market”. [company representative A1] also reported that Sagem had not given an opinion yet.279

(211) [...] a position sheet originally created on 20 February 2002, by the assistant of [company representative A1] (Nexans).280 The position sheet lists projects from the year 2000 onwards and appears to have been continuously updated until March 2004. [...] An earlier version of the same position sheet was found at Nexans. The name of that document indicates that it was updated until June 2002.282

(212) Nexans, Pirelli, VISCAS and JPS subsequently attended an A/R meeting on 5 April 2002. The notes of this meeting record the following with respect to the European producers Brugg, Sagem, nkt and ABB; reflecting their increased participation in the cartel activities: "There is a gradually growing cooperative atmosphere with Brugg, Sagem, [...]. Access to ABB has also become easier than previously". For the newly announced joint venture EXSYM, the notes mention "[company representative G1] will be [function], [company representative H1] [function]. They will also attend the next meeting for Exsym".

(213) At this meeting the Japanese participants JPS and VISCAS complained about the fact that R had submitted prices for a project in the export territories without prior consultation. [company representative C2] (JPS) set out to seek evidence of this violation of the rules.284 Prices were also exchanged at the A/R meeting itself. The notes of the meeting contain the phrase "... As for Nexans, they are considering to reduce to a level (14,0-14,5 M$) which is slightly higher than nkt (13 M$)", with regard to a project in the export territories that was under discussion.285

(214) In the course of 2002, an additional rule was added to the cartel. The parties were faced with recurring projects offered by contractors/utilities, whereby the contractor/utility was based in A or R territory, but the project in a different territory (either an export territory or another home market). For projects located in the export territories, the parties agreed to allocate them on a case by case basis. For projects from utilities, for example [customer names] etc. however, the "territory is prioritized". This entailed that projects in the export territories would generally be allocated to R if the utility was European, and to A if the utility was Japanese. If the customer came from the A home market but the project was located in R, then allocation would be given to R, and vice versa. These rules were agreed in the A/R meeting held on 20 June 2002 and clarified in subsequent meetings and contacts by email between JPS, VISCAS, EXSYM, Nexans, Pirelli and Brugg.286

(215) Nexans, Pirelli, JPS and VISCAS attended this A/R meeting on 20 June 2002. EXSYM did not yet attend; the notes mention that EXSYM "might possibly join the
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286 See Annex I for the meetings, and documents ID […], Nexans inspection; ID […], Nexans inspection; ID […], Nexans inspection; ID […], Nexans inspection; ID […], Nexans inspection; ID […], Nexans inspection; ID […], Nexans inspection; ID […], Nexans inspection and ID […], EXSYM reply of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.
next meeting".\textsuperscript{287} In addition, VISCAS and JPS pointed to EXSYM's positive contribution to the arrangements and requested a more favourable allocation of future projects in [non-EEA territory].\textsuperscript{288}

(216) From the planning of the R meetings it is clear that they would follow the format of the A/R meetings that took place at regular intervals. In this way, the main R parties Nexans and Pirelli, who attended the A/R meetings, could update the R associates Brugg, nkt and Sagem about the recent developments.

(217) Brugg planned an R meeting in April 2002 involving at least Nexans and Sagem. This meeting was however cancelled.\textsuperscript{289} Brugg then organised the meeting that took place on 3 July 2002 at the Château de Habsbourg in Brugg (Switzerland).\textsuperscript{290} In the invitation, \textsuperscript{291} representatives provided the participants with his private email and mobile phone number to confirm their participation.\textsuperscript{291} Representatives of Nexans, Pirelli, Brugg and nkt attended the meeting.\textsuperscript{292}

(218) Prior to the large A/R meeting in London (Thames Valley) in September 2002, \textsuperscript{292} [company representative A1] (Nexans) stressed the importance of EXSYM's attendance in the A/R meetings in an email to [company representative CD1] (JPS):

"A had confirmed that although EXSYM could not attend last meeting (despite prior announcement they would) they would be attending the next one (This London meeting). Could you confirm who will attend from EXSYM? Please note that a representative of AB [ABB] will attend the dinner,\textsuperscript{293} it would be a pity not to show a complete attendance in this case and would probably not help progressing in the improvement of the Scheme. (...) We have now on regular basis contacts with NK [nkt], SIL [Sagem], BC [Brugg] if we do not have EXSYM on board this is meaningless."\textsuperscript{294}

(219) In reply, \textsuperscript{294} [company representative CD1] (JPS) confirmed that EXSYM would be "joining the club" as of 3 September 2002. The cooperation of EXSYM would be limited to UG projects.\textsuperscript{295} On 4 September 2002, \textsuperscript{295} [company representative H1] (EXSYM) personally confirmed EXSYM's adherence to the cartel to [company representative A1] (Nexans).\textsuperscript{296}

(220) Nexans, Pirelli, VISCAS and JPS attended the A/R meeting on 6 and 7 September 2002 in London (Thames Valley).\textsuperscript{297} […] [company representative I3] (ABB) attended the dinner preceding the A/R meeting on 6 and 7 September 2002. [company representative J3] had received an invitation from [company representative
A2] (Nexans). [company representative I3] only attended for an hour and a half the actual A/R meeting on 7 September 2002.298

(221) 
[...] [company representative C2] (JPS) explained to [company representative I3] at this A/R meeting that the Japanese suppliers would not bid for projects that had been originally supplied by European suppliers, and vice versa ([...] the "origination principle").299 [...] the company had implemented this origination principle the moment it supported the bid made by Nexans and Pirelli on the Spain-Morocco project (see Recital (207)). [...] a predecessor of this project had been allocated to Nexans and Pirelli.300

(222) 
Pirelli was the organiser of the second R meeting in Milan, held on 11 and 12 September 2002.301 Nexans, Pirelli, nkt and Brugg were present at the meeting. Sagem was invited to attend this meeting, but its representative could not be present.302 He did request to be updated on the outcome of the meeting.303

(223) 
In 2002, the Korean companies Taihan and LG Cable were still reliant upon other producers for the supply of certain joints for UG power cables. In an email of 12 September 2002, [company representative CD1] (JPS) requested [company representative A1]’s (Nexans) approval to supply accessories to Taihan as it would "not harm this club" and Taihan had threatened to "never cooperate with this Club anymore".304 In his reply of 13 September 2002 to [company representative CD1], which was copied to [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative D3] (JPS) and [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative A1] complained that "K", "despite our repeated invitations to join us and multiple protections on domestic cases so far […] have shown no sign of really willing to cooperate (…) On the contrary they disturbed many cases including taking orders in Europe Which is totally unacceptable". 305 He demanded that "K must accept to hold a A/K/R meeting on the earliest opportunity in view of establishing rules of cooperation with this group".306

(224) 
On 14 November 2002, Nexans, Pirelli, JPS, VISCAS and EXSYM attended an A/R meeting in Tokyo.307

(225) 
At this meeting, the general rules of the A/R cartel on the allocation of projects in the export territories were explained to EXSYM:

"Basic policy for Scheme operation

- Covering voltage classes with [...]kV or above for CV and [...] voltage classes for OF [Oil Filled power cables]
- However, in addition to the above, for projects for which arrangements can be made, as much arrangements as possible will be made.

(…)

- Quota A:R=40:60

For projects involving electric power companies, companies located in relevant countries should be given preference".

and


- Immediately confirm the contents of the A/R position sheet".  

(226) It is noted that, although this description of the cartel rules makes a reference to the "voltages" of the cables, the arrangements were not limited to the cables themselves, but to the projects as a whole (which include additional products and services such as accessories\(^\text{309}\), installation works, etc.), as is clearly indicated by the second indent ("However, in addition to the above, for projects ..."). Moreover, in the meeting notes references are made to the R associates ABB, Brugg, Sagem and nkt.\(^\text{310}\)

(227) One day later, on 15 November 2002 an A/K/R meeting took place.\(^\text{311}\) Notes of this meeting were found at Nexans\(^\text{312}\) and [...]\(^\text{313}\) and EXSYM.\(^\text{314}\) Nexans, Pirelli, JPS, VISCAS and LG Cable and Taihan attended the meeting. According to the contemporaneous notes, the following question was put to [company representative M3] (LG) and [company representative N1] (Taihan) "Can Korea Cooperate" to which the answer was "Ready to cooperate, project by project".\(^\text{315}\) In addition, the Korean companies "confirmed that they would participate in the Scheme in the long term".\(^\text{316}\)

(228) At this meeting the home territory rules were spelled out: "Territories: Domestic: R at large\(^+\) [preferred territory] [Europe in the wide sense, plus [preferred territory], the preferred territory [...]]; K [Korea, the home territory of the Koreans]; J+[Japanese home territory] [Japan and [Japanese home territory], home territory of the Japanese companies]."\(^\text{317}\)

and

"Entire Europe, [preferred territories] are R’s territories. If there is any infringement, then territories of Korea side will not be accepted".\(^\text{318}\)

---

\(^{308}\) ID [...], EXSYM reply of 7 May 2011 to RFI of 31 March 2010.  

\(^{309}\) See the penultimate indent in Recital (225).  

\(^{310}\) [...].  
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\(^{315}\) [...].  

\(^{316}\) ID [...], EXSYM reply of 7 May 2011 to RFI of 31 March 2010.  
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\(^{318}\) ID [...], EXSYM reply of 7 May 2011 to RFI of 31 March 2010.
EXSYM, Taihan and LG Cable were informed of the involvement of ABB, Brugg, Sagem and nkt.\(^{319}\) It was furthermore explained that [company representative A1] and [company representative CD1] were the contact points for the European R side and the Japanese and Korean companies respectively.\(^{320}\) In most of the electronic correspondence gathered during the investigation, the messages were in general also sent in copy to other individuals involved in the cartel arrangements for example [company representative C2] and [company representative D3] (JPS), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative A2] (Nexans) and [company representative B2], [company representative B3] and [company representative B1] (Pirelli).

On 27 and 28 November 2002, Nexans, Pirelli, Sagem, nkt and Brugg all attended an R meeting in La Chapelle en Serval, France.\(^{321}\) Nexans and Pirelli held a preparation meeting before the other participants arrived.\(^{322}\)

The cooperation in the A/R cartel configuration led to a growing stream of "enquiry notifications". Such notifications were sent to the coordinator of the European side at the event of receipt of an enquiry by a Japanese company to bid for a project located in the European home territory and vice versa. Where necessary, these enquiry notifications were accompanied by a request for guidance on what to do or how to bid. There are several examples of JPS informing Nexans of the receipt of project enquiries. A brief overview is provided here:

(a) JPS informed Nexans on 16 January 2002 about a received enquiry on a UG project in Spain of 400 kV.\(^{323}\)

(b) At the end of April 2002, [company representative CD1] (JPS) requested the European companies to "Please advise how "A" can respond to the following enquiry", with regard to a project enquiry from the United Kingdom.\(^{324}\) After consulting with Pirelli,\(^{325}\) [company representative A1] (Nexans) replied: "RP [Pirelli] is clearly involved and we would appreciate if A declines".\(^{326}\)

(c) JPS informed [company representative A1] of another enquiry from a United Kingdom customer received in May 2002. [company representative B1] (Pirelli) offered his opinion to [company representative A1]: "we expect preference to R for such projects".\(^{327}\)

(d) In June 2002, [company representative F3] (VISCAS) requested guidance from [company representative CD1] (JPS) on how to deal with an enquiry for a SM project in the Netherlands.\(^{328}\) [company representative CD1] notified [company representative A1] of the enquiry and asked "please advise us how we should
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The issue was raised at the A/R meeting on 20 June 2002 where it was decided that A should receive guidance.

(e) [company representative CD1] notified his cartel partners of a SM project enquiry they had received from a potential customer in Ireland on 30 July 2002.

(f) In September 2002, [company representative CD1] sent a notification informing his cartel partners that JPS had been asked to make a quotation for Siemens UK for a project in the United Kingdom. [company representative CD1] asked his European colleagues: "We are planning to decline quoting unless you request us to put out some price". [company representative A1] replied, confirming "Kindly decline".

(g) Upon its adherence to the A/R scheme, EXSYM also started notifying the receipt of enquiries from customers to the coordinators. On 12 December 2002, [company representative H1] (EXSYM) reported an invitation for a 64/110 kV project from a German customer to [company representative CD1]. [company representative CD1] forwarded this notification to [company representative A1], with the subscript "He will be declining to quote".

(232) The cooperation extended to mutual assistance after the allocation of projects. With regard to the Spain-Morocco project, in Recitals (190) and (191) it is explained that this project was allocated to the R side. Pirelli and Nexans had laid down a consortium bid, while ABB had ‘cooperated’ (see also Recital (207)). Some days after the A/R meeting of 30 January 2002, [company representative A1] (Nexans) requested the A side (JPS and VISCAS) to present a pre-qualification bid to this project as the client would not open the pre-qualification documents with only two respondents (the consortium offer by Pirelli/Nexans and the bid by ABB). A series of actions ensued, all designed to ensure that the consortium offer by Pirelli/Nexans would be selected as the winner. The actions provide a clear indication of the great lengths to which the participants were prepared to go in order to ensure the implementation of an allocation. A summarised chronological overview is provided here:

(a) First, the Japanese side ([company representative CD1] of JPS) requested advice on the documents to submit;

(b) [company representative A1] (Nexans) sent the contents of the pre-qualification file to [company representative CD1];

(c) The Japanese side then received an invitation for the preparatory meeting of the customer and an invitation to bid. This was forwarded to [company representative A1] with the comment that they "would like to decline".
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[company representative A1] replied: "we insist on your full support for this project which include participating to the meetings as well as submitting an offer" and urged "may I remind you of our support" referring to the support by the R side in an earlier bid procedure for a project in the export territories.339

[company representative CD1] conceded and promised to submit an offer.340

[company representative CD1] then requested input for the questions […] should ask at the preparatory meetings with the customer.341 [company representative CD1] also requested the list of documents to be submitted with the bid.342

[company representative B1] (Pirelli) provided [company representative CD1] with a full overview of the price levels the A side had to submit343 and gave details on the technical part of the offer.344

[company representative CD1] thanked [company representative B1] and asked "can we understand that we can include these documents in our proposal without any modification?". In addition, he asked whether further documents should be submitted.345 Moreover, [company representative CD1] requested a draft of the bid bond as submitted by Nexans/Pirelli.346

[company representative B1] provided [company representative CD1] with templates for the bid bond,347 and a copy of the commercial comments to be sent.348 [company representative B1] also visited […] in person to explain the procedure.349

[company representative CD1] subsequently requested input on the work schedule to be given to the customer "so that we will not make any better than your proposal"350

[company representative B1] provided the work schedule of Nexans/Pirelli with the request to extend the schedule of […] by 30 months.351

[company representative CD1] notified [company representative B1] and [company representative A1] the questionnaire the customer had sent in reply to their "Shit proposal" and requested translation thereof.352

338 […]
339 […]
340 […]
341 […] A first reply of [company representative A1] is found in […].
342 […] This request was also issued at the A/R meeting which took place on 20 June 2002 at which the parties agreed that the "list of compulsory documents for submission will be communicated", […].
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352 […] which includes the translation provided by [company representative B1].
(m) [company representative CD1] requested several documents Nexans and Pirelli had prepared for the customer electronically, so he could send a modified version to the customer.\(^\text{353}\)

(n) [company representative A1] provided the requested information while leaving some of the work for [...] "This is a minimum work you have to do". He urged [company representative CD1] "take care to vary" from the information Nexans/Pirelli had provided.\(^\text{354}\)

(o) At the start of the negotiations phase, one year later, [company representative A1] reminded [company representative CD1] that he expected his "continuous support".\(^\text{355}\)

(233) Eventually, the project was indeed awarded to the consortium Nexans/Pirelli. In the specialised press, [company representative A2] (Nexans) declared that "it was the largest contract awarded to the submarine power industry in 2003".\(^\text{356}\)

(234) As was the case for the A/R cartel configuration, the parties exchanged information and prices for allocated projects within the European cartel configuration. The parties could then prepare their cover bids and ensure that they would not bid higher than the allottee. Alternatively, the allottee would give instructions (‘guidance’) to the other parties to ensure that his bid remained the best. In addition, the parties would inform the cartel members of each allocation or the desire to be allocated a specific project. While several examples of such emails were found, it is obvious that the parties were acutely aware of the illegality of their behaviour and preferred to discuss matters by phone or resorted to very brief, cryptic descriptions in their emails. Some examples of these cryptic descriptions are given in the exchanges below:

(a) On 12 June 2002, [company representative B1] (Pirelli) sent his offer for the wind farm project Scroby Sands in the United Kingdom to [company representative A1] (Nexans).\(^\text{357}\)

(b) On 13 June 2002 [company representative A5] (Nexans Iberia SL) sent to [company representative A1] (Nexans) the following message about a project in Spain for Endesa – UG 220 kV, 1,8 km –

"Il y a un projet pour Endesa en Espagne ... donc nos amis du pneu veulent la protection de tes amis francais. Le prix de tes amis doit étre superieur à 99 Euros/m et le total superieur a 1.000.000 Euros". [There is a project for Endesa in Spain... so our tyre friends demand the protection of your French friends. This price of your friends must be above 99 Euros/m and the total above 1.000.000 Euros.]\(^\text{358}\)

This message shows an illicit exchange of price information between Pirelli ("nos amis du pneu" [our tyre-friends]) and probably Sagem ("tes amis..."
francais" [your French friends]) with [company representative A1] (Nexans) as coordinator.

(c) On 26 June 2002, [company representative B1] (Pirelli) urged [company representative A1] to inform him of the offer Nexans would be making for a wind project in the North Sea.359

(d) An email sent on 7 August 2002 shows that the information exchange also took place by telephone. On that date, [company representative B2] (Pirelli) sent a message to [company representative A2] (Nexans) with the cryptic description "170 kV" in the subject field (probably referring to an unidentified 170 kV project) with the phrase: "Re our earlier telecon. I confirm we will not be offering, under the assumption there will be reciprocation".360

(e) [company representative B2] (Pirelli) sent a similar email to [company representative A1] (Nexans) on 19 September 2002, referring to a project identified by "150kV – ID [...]". The email contained the offer of Pirelli. A string of emails followed on the same project.361

(f) In an email of 6 November 2002, [company representative J2] (Brugg) informed [company representative A1] (Nexans) and [company representative B3] and [company representative B2] (Pirelli) of Brugg’s interest in a UG power cable project in Austria.362 [company representative B2], in a separate email of 7 November 2002 to [company representative A1], gave "RP´s" [Pirelli’s] opinion: "I. MUCH better if correspondence re this and similar cases is not so explicit! 2. RP is interested as well".363 [company representative A1] agreed with Pirelli’s comments and therefore promised to call Brugg (and avoid further written evidence).364 This phone call took place and the next day, [company representative A1] sent a further reply by email, in which the name of the project is replaced by the cryptic "380kV W/GmbH". In his email [company representative A1] referred to the phone call he had with [company representative J2]. He then added: "BC interest would probably be very difficult to satisfy".365

(g) On 15 October 2002, [company representative B1] (Pirelli) sent Pirelli’s offer for a wind farm project in the United Kingdom to [company representative A1] and [company representative A2] (Nexans).366

(h) On 22 November 2002 [company representative J2] (Brugg) asked [company representative A1] (Nexans) about the status of a private tender organised for a Danish project.367 [company representative A1] replied and stated "Affaire coordonnée vers [initials][non-addressee] ", indicating that the project was allocated to nkt.368 On the same date, [company representative J2] requested
confirmation from [company representative A1] about the allocation of a project in Spain. [company representative A1] replied that a coordinated action was required and that the establishment of a floor price level would be the minimum.369

(i) [company representative J2] broke the cartel’s confidentiality rules again on 29 November 2002, when he asked Nexans, Pirelli and Sagem to provide cover bids for a project in Spain.370 [company representative A1] replied "You are not respecting the request made recently regarding communication on such type of projects. It is totally unacceptable to behave in such a way in this environment, should it continue we will not pursue this kind of arrangement". [company representative A1] then continued by giving Nexans’ offer.371 In a separate email, [company representative B3] (Pirelli) gave the offer of Pirelli.372

(235) The correspondence referred to in Recital (234)(b) indicates that Nexans’ Spanish subsidiary Nexans Iberia SL and its manager [company representative A5] were aware of the cartel agreement and were involved in arrangements with regard to Spain. [company representative A5] was involved in other communications as well and frequently referred to "mes amis" or "tes amis" when writing to [company representative A1] (Nexans), whereby in all likelihood the companies Pirelli and Sagem, who were all active in Spain, are intended.373

(236) The series of emails mentioned in Recital (234) and exchanged between the European R companies Nexans, Brugg and Pirelli also provides an insight into the organisation of the European cartel configuration. In these emails, [company representative A1] (Nexans) apologised to [company representative J2] (Brugg) for not responding earlier to an expression of interest by Brugg for a certain project.374 In a separate reply sent directly to [company representative A1], [company representative B2] (Pirelli) proposed to take over the role of coordinator whenever [company representative A1] is absent: "My only concern is if, in your absence, BC [Brugg] or others would feel authorized "to be free" to do funny things with the very excuse of urgent offers for which they can’t wait for your input etc. etc. (...) I could maybe act "on your behalf" if and when you are not fully operational (...). When back you would of course re-take full control."375

2003

(237) A large number of meetings and contacts took place in 2003. A detailed overview is provided in Annex I.

(238) An email of 10 January 2003 of [company representative A1] (Nexans) to [company representative J2] and [company representative J3] (Brugg) clarifies that the reporting duty for projects in the export territories extended to enquiries concerning the supply of accessories for such projects. [company representative A1] wrote: "In case of accessories enquiry for those projects we expect you would also report so
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that we could define jointly a strategy suitable with the complete bids for those projects." 376

(239) On 21 and 22 January 2003 Nexans, Pirelli, JPS, VISCAS, and EXSYM attended an A/R meeting in Paris. The contemporaneous notes of this meeting contain at least two references to the R associates. Concerning one project in the export territories, it is mentioned: "FPL BY A R to check with BC", entailing that A would set a floor price and that Nexans or Prysmian would confirm this with Brugg. Another note reads: "[Project in the export territories] PREF TO R (AB, NK)", entailing that Nexans and Prysmian claimed preference for the project on behalf of ABB and/or nkt. 377

(240) On 23 January 2003 [company representative N1] (Taihan) complained to [company representative CD1] (JPS) about the activities of Pirelli in Korea. [company representative CD1] offered his apologies on behalf of Pirelli. 378

(241) On 7 February 2003, representatives of Nexans, Pirelli, Brugg and nkt attended an R meeting in Lennestadt-Bilstein, Germany. 379 nkt organised the meeting and sent out the invitations. 380 [company representative L2] (Sagem) received an invitation for the meeting. Safran claims that there is insufficient evidence to confirm that Sagem indeed participated in the meeting. According to Safran, the fact that [company representative L2] (Sagem) received an invitation for this meeting cannot establish that he indeed attended. 381 Safran has not adduced any evidence which would establish with certainty that [company representative L2] did not attend the meeting.

(242) Shortly after the meeting, on 27 February 2003, [company representative B3] (Pirelli) emailed [company representative K2] (nkt), with copy to [company representative A1] (Nexans) and [company representative B2] (Pirelli) with information about the presence of competitors in a project in the export territories. 382

(243) On 24 February 2003, [company representative A1] reported a number of upcoming projects to [company representative CD1], among which one project located in Spain. He requested: "Please confirm that LG will not quote on those enquiry which R pref or R territory". 383 [company representative CD1] subsequently verified with [company representative N1] (Taihan) whether Taihan and LG Cable would be able to cooperate with this instruction, 384 while he warned [company representative A1] that Taihan and LG Cable were still "outsiders". 385 [company representative CD1] replied on 27 February 2003: "Have received their reply as follows: 1. Spain; LG no quote. TEC [Taihan] quoted with high price. Asking TEC to disclose their offered price". 386 [company representative A1] then commented that he hoped that "Korean
unit for measuring high levels is identical to \( R^u \).\(^{387}\) [company representative N1] (Taihan) eventually provided the prices it had quoted.\(^{388}\)

(244) Representatives from Nexans, JPS, EXSYM, Taihan and LG Cable all attended an A/R/K meeting on 4 March 2003 in Seoul, to discuss the allocation of projects in the export territories.\(^{389}\)

(245) Nexans, Pirelli, JPS and VISCAS all attended an A/R meeting in Tokyo on 27 March 2003. EXSYM attended the meeting only for the UG part. Contemporaneous notes of this meeting exist, […] by Nexans […].\(^{390}\) Besides discussing projects in the export territories, the parties repeated the rules on the allocation of projects by utilities and contractors. Both sets of notes include a table in which this aspect of the home territory rule is set out.\(^{391}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POWER AUTH EQUIV</td>
<td>CONTRACT.</td>
<td>POWER AUTHOR EQUIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Power Authority or equivalent]</td>
<td>[contractor]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allo</td>
<td>A PREF</td>
<td>R PREF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOME EXCEPTIONS</td>
<td>SOME EXCEPTIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(246) The notes also refer to an "invasion" of Pirelli in Korea\(^{392}\) and […] it is mentioned that LG was taking part in a project in Spain.\(^{393}\)

(247) At this A/R meeting, a large project in Greece was also discussed. As indicated in Recital (79), for historical reasons Greece was excluded from the normal definition of the European territory and thereby from the home territory principle. At the meeting it was nevertheless decided to allocate the project to R.\(^{394}\) In the course of 2003 and 2004, the parties allocated further projects in Greece to R and/or requested guidance from R.\(^{395}\)

(248) [company representative B2] (Pirelli) sent an email to [company representative CD1] (JPS) in April 2003 with the aim of avoiding that any of the A parties would offer

---
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technological assistance to a potential Greek competitor that was not a cartel member.\textsuperscript{396}

The contemporaneous notes of the R meeting on 23 April 2003 provide an insight into the procedure of these meetings. Representatives of nkt, Sagem, Brugg and Nexans attended his meeting. The parties first discussed the events of the A/R group "Report on ARSK SAGA" and "Report on A/R TKYO 27/3".\textsuperscript{397} Subsequently, individual projects in the R territory ([non-EEA territory] and Italy) were discussed.\textsuperscript{398}

An email of [company representative CD1] (JPS) of 19 May 2003 to [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3] and [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative F3] (VISCAS) provides an example of the implementation of the contractor rule. In the project concerned, the contractor was Japanese; however the project was located in Europe. [company representative CD1] therefore asked the R partners for comments on the price levels to apply.\textsuperscript{399}

The contemporaneous notes of the A/R meeting on 13 June 2003 in Milan demonstrate once more that the parties sought to limit the risk of exposure of the cartel. The meeting was attended by representatives of Nexans, Pirelli, JPS, VISCAS and EXSYM (only for UG power cables).\textsuperscript{400} The notes [...] contain the phrase: "More careful about exchanging information",\textsuperscript{401} while Nexans’ notes refer to: "Quality in security to be made. Proposal to be made soon".\textsuperscript{402} At the meeting, further instances of Korean violations of the home territory principle were made: "Korea preparing to attacking in Europe".\textsuperscript{403}

The contemporaneous notes of the subsequent R meeting on 30 June and 1 July 2003 also contain a reference to the security. Nexans, Pirelli, Sagem and Brugg attended this meeting. According to the notes, [company representative K1] of nkt was excused. The participants discussed a number of projects in the export territories that were allocated to either A or R producers. The notes also mention that Nexans showed the other participants a "document on statistics".\textsuperscript{404} It appears that a number of such documents (position sheets, documents with shares and percentages and also lists of projects) were presented to the participants. This follows from the structure of folders kept by [company representative A1] in his word processing programme (see also, Recital (100)). The folder entitled "R Seerose 1 JUL 03" contains a series of such documents prepared for the purposes of the R meeting.\textsuperscript{405}

Among these documents, one document "[document name]"\textsuperscript{406} contains a long list of projects in the export territories with several columns showing various types of...
information such as the voltage, the type of cable, the value, and one specific column entitled "COMMENTS" with information in several instances on the allottee of a project.

(254) At the A/R meeting in Tokyo on 11 September 2003, the subject of security was back on the agenda. The contemporaneous notes from JPS contain a reference to a French antitrust complaint by EDF: "Security matter. No papers. More serious for projects in Eur."\(^{407}\) The notes drafted by Nexans state: "security increased: make agenda and minutes on topics"\(^{408}\) Representatives of Nexans, Pirelli, JPS, VISCAS and EXSYM (for UG power cables only) attended the meeting.

(255) At the meeting, the attendants also discussed the "K situation": "K (LG) attacked in Italy: Spain 400kV Italy 400kV [preferred territory] [...]kV and [...]kV, UK 132KV".\(^{409}\) At the same time, "K" also requested the allocation of certain projects in the export territories.\(^{410}\)

(256) [...] notes of the meeting mention that EXSYM, in order to obtain an order in the export territories "Had to under quote BRG [Brugg]".\(^{411}\) Nexans' representative wrote down: [project name] "trouble by Brugg (after ABB trouble) ... A is willing not to collaborate anymore with BC and ABB".\(^{412}\) [...] notes continue with "Will ask BC at next R meeting" which refers in all likelihood to commitments made by Nexans or Prysmian to raise the issue with Brugg.\(^{413}\)

(257) Finally, the notes [...] also provide some details regarding the allocation of projects in the export territories. For one project it is mentioned "E-bid on September 17 (...) Price from NXN by tonight", while for another the notes state: "Final negotiation stage (...) Guidance sent. Waiting for NXN's final bid."\(^{414}\)

(258) A document saved by [company representative A1] on 16 September 2003 with the title "RULES IN SHORT" sets out the main characteristics of the cartel.\(^{415}\) The document contains a table entitled "Territories" with the following content:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>Free</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pending</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>[non-EEA territory], Iceland, [non-EEA territory], [preferred territories]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{407}\) ID [...] \(^{408}\) ID [...] Nexans inspection. \(^{409}\) ID [...] Nexans inspection and [...]. \(^{410}\) ID [...] Nexans inspection. \(^{411}\) ID [...] \(^{412}\) ID [...] Nexans inspection. \(^{413}\) ID [...] \(^{414}\) ID [...] \(^{415}\) ID [...] Nexans inspection.
(259) It then lists the following as "Participants": "R: N, P, BC, SG, FG, (AB) [that is to say, Nexans, Pirelli, Brugg, Sagem, nkt and (ABB)] A: JP, VC, XS [JPS, VISCAS and EXSYM]", and states that "K" is under discussion.<sup>416</sup>

(260) Under the heading: "Shares", it is mentioned "More or less : 60 : 40 R:A". Moreover, for "Products", the document contains the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>220 and above</th>
<th>Below 220</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Report and Allo</td>
<td>Report and free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exception</td>
<td>Discuss/Free</td>
<td>Discuss/allo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"All enquiries Budget or firm /orders to be reported".<sup>417</sup>

(261) The second table sets out the to the reporting obligations of the cartel members, indicating that for projects involving cables below 220 kV there is an obligation to report and that, although these cables are "free", there is the possibility to deviate from the rule after discussion.

(262) Finally, the document contains a heading "Safety" under which is typed "Paperless" and a heading "Various" which lists "Contractor rule" and "[non-EEA territory]. NorthSouth".<sup>418</sup>

(263) In October 2003, the Korean companies Taihan and LG Cable on the one side and Pirelli on the other side became involved in a discussion concerning activities on their respective home markets. On 6 October 2003, [company representative CD1] (JPS) passed on a message from Taihan and LG Cable concerning Pirelli’s activities in Korea. From the message it is clear that there also had been contacts by phone concerning the issue. [company representative B3] (Pirelli) replied to [company representative CD1], [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative D3] and [company representative C2] (JPS): "On one side we are required to withdraw our presence from private contractors business (where K manufacturers are clearly weak and unable to properly serve their market), and on the other side we continue to see K [Korean] aggressive presence on RP [Pirelli] domestic utilities markets with subsequent heavy losses for RP to preserve the markets (...) How can I ask and instruct my people to keep out of Korea, when K is attacking us on our domestic markets?" On 7 October 2003, he added: "The major interferences on RP domestic markets are now known to my management".<sup>419</sup> [company representative B3] also indicated that, when the argument could not be solved at the operational level, Pirelli’s management would directly address the management of the Korean companies concerned: "my management intends to address the issue at the forthcoming ICF meeting with higher level K representatives".<sup>420</sup> This email therefore demonstrates that bilateral contacts took

---

<sup>416</sup> ID [...], Nexans inspection.
<sup>417</sup> ID [...], Nexans inspection.
<sup>418</sup> ID [...], Nexans inspection.
<sup>419</sup> ID [...], Nexans inspection.
<sup>420</sup> ID [...], Nexans inspection.
place in the context of the meetings of the International Cablemakers Federation. […] has provided information to the same effect.421

(264) On 16 October 2003, [company representative A1] (Nexans) again repeated to [company representative CD1], [company representative D3] and [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative H1] (EXSYM) and [company representative] that […] had also reported several attacks in […] [preferred territory]. [company representative A1] added: "this will be part of the discussions but I believe we should concentrate on discussion of future projects (Should of course K reconfirm their adherence to the scheme)".422

(265) Eventually, the parties agreed to hold a further A/K/R-meeting on 17 October 2003.423 At the preparatory meeting, which was held in the morning, Nexans, JPS, EXSYM and VISCAS set out the main aim of the meeting with LG and Taihan. This is evidenced by the contemporaneous notes of […] Nexans. The notes […] read:

"Confirm the willingness. Put on the table. No attack in domestic market each other. Vise versa. Korea attacking in Italy, [non-EEA territory], Germany, Spain. […] Principle, No attack each other in domestic. 220KV and above with exception. As much as possible."424

(266) The notes of Nexans contain a similar description: "LG underquote 400kv Italy, and […] kV in [non-EEA territory]. RECALL PRINCIPLES to K to be made ( no mention of SHARES TO K)".425 A second set of notes of Nexans also contain the phrase: "Reporting to be made except for domestic CC Only to coordinators and direct contacts".426

(267) A representative of A (either JPS, VISCAS or EXSYM) presented his view on the membership of the cartel. In his view, Taihan and LG Cable each had a different position in the cartel configuration. This stems from the table provided in the notes of this preparatory meeting.427

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>R</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O/Member</td>
<td>R P</td>
<td>V J E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASS</td>
<td>BC AB SG NK</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASS'</td>
<td></td>
<td>L/G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(268) The "General Understanding" was set out at the actual A/R/K meeting held in the afternoon of 17 December 2003, in which [company representative M7] and [company representative M3] (LG Cable) and [company representative N1] and
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[company representative N3] (Taihan) participated. The notes [...] state the following:

"Basically [...]kV and above. OF [Oilfilled] and XLPE. Except some cases. [...]kV and [...]kV where possible.


Can Korea confirm?"428

(269) While the notes of Nexans contain similar wording: "RECALL OF THE RULES HV ABOVE 220 ALWAYS +BELOW 132 WHENEVER POSSIBLE DOMESTIC JAPAN [Japanese home territory] KOREA / EUR COMMUNITY [preferred territories]."429

(270) After hearing the general understanding, [...] LG is quoted as saying: "LG, Europe OK. [non-EEA territory], not agreed (...)"430 while the notes of Nexans mention that "K STATES DOUBT AS IF OK WITH RP AND RN STILL SOME "Outsiders": BC SAG; NKT;".431

(271) Both sets of notes then contain a reference to the other R associates:

[...] notes provide: "ABB try to get [company representative I3] once in a while. Most difficulty, ABB NXNS, Pirelli, ABB, Sagem, Brugg, NKT([...])".432 While Nexans’ notes state: "R STATE THAT 3 CATEGORIES / RN [Nexans] RP [Prysmian] then SMALL BC [Brugg] SAG [Sagem] NKT which are working but less accustomed and third category : ABB (No agreement officially) only personal relation [initials]+[initials] [[company representative I3] and [company representative A2]]."433

(272) According to the notes, LG and Taihan subsequently expressed that they expected the purpose of the meeting to be on the "domestic protection". As they complained about a number of infringements of their domestic territory by Pirelli, it was agreed that they would "summarize a list of attacks" and that a specific meeting would be held with Pirelli "to stop these actions".434

(273) The Korean companies then agreed to the allocation of a number of projects in the export territories.435

(274) On 19 November 2003, Nexans and Prysmian attended a preparation meeting before the R meeting. The meeting was used to allocate projects inside the European home territory. Different projects in France, Italy, Spain, Greece and Portugal were discussed.436
At the following ‘plenary’ R meeting in the afternoon of 19 November 2003, Nexans and Prysmian briefed the R associates nkt, Brugg, and Sagem on the outcome of the ARK meeting. The contemporaneous notes refer to a "specific report" on this meeting. In addition, the notes mention: "K made aggressive actions over the years in UK/Ireland (TH) Spain, Germany, Italy (400kV) [non-EEA territory]", which is a clear reference to an infringement of the European home and preferred territories.

The notes of this R meeting also contain a reference to the existence of a specific position sheet for the European cartel configuration: "R PS/Shares to be priority items for next meeting". Two documents found at Nexans appear to give first the parameters for and secondly an overview of the market shares " [information predating the infringement period] " of the R participants.

Outside of the A/R meetings, [...] has reported that at a bilateral meeting on 24 November 2003, [company representative C2] (JPS) agreed with [company representative I3] (ABB) that JPS would not engage in competition against ABB in Scandinavia and ABB would not compete against JPS in Japan. This understanding was not related to any specific project or type of cable. Moreover, during the meeting [company representative C2] (JPS) expressed his interest in a number of projects in the export territories.

Representatives of Nexans, Pirelli, JPS, VISCAS and EXSYM all attended an A/R meeting on 27 November 2003. At this meeting, the Korean companies LG Cable and Taihan were criticised because of infringements in the home territory of the R participants. Nexans proposed that "countermeasures should be taken immediately". JPS tried to deflect the situation by stating: "Considering issues of home territories, a grace period should be set. How about a year? I think we should wait and see for a year and make a final decision". JPS also considered that LG Cable and Taihan should be dealt with "separately", as "TEC [Taihan] seems to be a bit calmer than LG".

In 2003, the application of the home territory principle was visible mostly in the continuous stream of enquiry notifications and other contacts between the Japanese A group and the European R producers. As was the case in 2002 (see Recital (231)), whenever an A side producer received an enquiry from an R side customer, contact was sought with the respective coordinators ([company representative A1] (Nexans) and [company representative CD1] (JPS)) to receive guidance on the desired course of action. A full overview of the communications is found in Annex I. A summary is provided below:

(a) On 29 January 2003, [company representative CD1] (JPS) reported an enquiry from a German customer to [company representative A1] (Nexans). He indicated "We will be declining because of your home territory". In addition, he offered: "it seems that there are lots of submarine cables to be installed for off-

---
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shore wind mills in Eur. We would be more than welcome to help you in case of excess demand at your end”.444

(b) On 3 July 2003, [company representative F3] (VISCAS) reported an enquiry notification to [company representative C2], [company representative D3] and [company representative CD1] (JPS) concerning a project in Italy, for which it had "declined to quote".445

(c) On 11 July 2003, [company representative CD1] (JPS) notified [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative D3] and [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative B3] and [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative F3] (VISCAS) and [company representative H1] (EXSYM) of a request from the Korean companies to refrain from quoting on a project in their domestic market.446

(d) On 2 September 2003, [company representative CD1] (JPS) consulted [company representative A1] (Nexans) on a project in Greece. He promised: "we will agree on R pref. taking the geographical aspect into consideration".447

(e) On 22 October 2003, [company representative M3] (LG Cable) reported an enquiry for a 110 kV project from a customer in Finland to [company representative CD1] (JPS), with copy to [company representative N1] (Taihan).448 [company representative CD1] forwarded the message to [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative D3] and [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative B3] and [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative F3] (VISCAS) and [company representative H1] (EXSYM).449

(280) As explained in Recital (234) for the year 2002, in 2003 the R parties continued their exchange of prices and information and requests for allocation. A detailed overview of these exchanges is provided in Annex I. A summary is provided below:

(a) On 10 January 2003, [company representative A5] (Nexans Iberia SL) forwarded information on an upcoming auction for a project in Spain to [company representative A1] (Nexans) stating the following "tes amis sont bien concernés".450 The attached table contains the offers of three companies described with the words "Corto", "Medio" and "Largo", while the column for "Francia" is still empty.451 "Francia" appears to be Sagem as [company representative A1] forwarded the price information to [company representative L2] (Sagem) on the same day.452
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(b) On 14 January 2003, [company representative L2] (Sagem) and [company representative A1] (Nexans) exchanged prices for a project in Bretagne, France.453

(c) Between 16 January 2003 and 22 October 2003, [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] and [company representative B2] (Pirelli) were involved in exchanges concerning the bids for several different projects in Norway.454

(d) [company representative L2] (Sagem) informed [company representative A1] on 24 January 2003 of Sagem’s interest in several upcoming projects. His list contains several projects in Spain, starting from 110 kV.455

(e) Nexans, Pirelli, Sagem, and Brugg all appear to have been involved in the allocation of a framework contract in Spain in February 2003. Again, code names are used to refer to the parties, with Pirelli indicated as "Corto", Nexans as "Largo", Brugg as "Medio/Suisse" and Sagem as the "Copains".456

(f) [company representative A1] (Nexans) provided [company representative B1] (Pirelli) with his offer for a Belgian wind farm project on 6 April 2003.457

(g) On 22 April 2003, [company representative B3] (Pirelli) emailed a "budgetary offer" for a further unidentified project to [company representative A1] (Nexans).458

(h) [company representative A1] (Nexans) in turn sent an offer for a project entitled "X Island" to [company representative B1] (Pirelli) on 5 September 2003.459

(i) In bilateral contacts, [company representative I3] (ABB) agreed with [company representative B1] (Pirelli) and [company representative A2] (Nexans) that in exchange for ABB ‘receiving’ the Estlink project (connecting Estonia and Finland), ABB would not compete on the project Spain-Mallorca.460

(281) While the number of such exchanges rose, it appears that not all R members were convinced of the efficiency of exchanging requests for allocation. In an email of 7 May 2003, [company representative L2] (Sagem) complained to [company representative A1]: "Je ne t’enverrai plus de déclaration d’intérêts, comme j’ai pu le faire par le passé, sans aucun résultat, mais une demande d’allocation ferme et définitive, que je continuerai à appeler déclaration d’intérêts" [I am not going to send you declarations of interest anymore like I did in the past, without any results, but a request for a binding and definitive allocation, which I will continue to call declaration of interest].461 It is likely that this email followed on an email of
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460 […] According to the notes of the A/R meeting of 27 November 2003, the Estlink project was indeed allocated to ABB, ID […]
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[company representative A1], in which he reproached [company representative L2] for not attending meetings and notifying project enquiries: "comme tu as manqué au moins un sur deux des rendez-vous R et comme tu ne déclares pratiquement aucun projet en amont nous arrivons toujours trop tard pour faire une coordination qui ait un sens. En outre tu étais sensé tenir a jour un état des affaires Franco/F je n'ai a ce jour rien vu. S'il y a une absence de dialogue ta responsabilité est grande" [as you have missed at least every second R-meeting and as you practically don't declare a single upcoming project, we always arrive too late to establish a coordination which would make sense. Besides, you were wise to keep the Franco/F business up-to-date I haven't seen anything up to this day. If there is an absence of dialogue, your responsibility is large].

(282) On certain occasions, despite the regular meetings and communications by email and phone, projects were won in violation of the allocation. Informally the parties would keep track of such instances, as is evidenced by an email sent by [company representative B2] (Pirelli) to [company representative A1] (Nexans) on 19 February 2003. As Nexans ‘took’ a project in Germany, [company representative B2] wrote: "We therefore consider the RP [Pirelli] "debt" with RN [Nexans] to be substantially reduced".

2004

(283) On 5 January 2004 [company representative A1] (Nexans) informed representatives of Pirelli that he had been "requested by phone this morning from A to communicate only by fax until further notice". On 7 January 2004, [company representative A1] sent a fax to [company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative B3] and [company representative B1] (Prysmian), [company representative H1] (EXSYM) and [company representative F3] (VISCAS). In his message, he indicated "for fax communication we understand you send to all R destinees" and then confirmed the fax numbers of himself, [company representative B3] and [company representative B1]. [company representative A1] added: "Correspondence will be sent to you only until we have this info". [company representative CD1] replied on 8 January 2004 with the fax numbers of [company representative H1] (EXSYM) and [company representative F3] (VISCAS). He added: "please be careful not to send SM matters to T.I."([company representative H1], EXSYM). Over the course of the following days, a number of faxes were sent.

(284) On 8 January 2004, [company representative CD1] (JPS) warned Nexans and Pirelli that EXSYM would participate in the Greek SM project that was discussed at the A/R meeting on 27 March 2003 (see Recital (247)). [company representative CD1] repeated that EXSYM was an outsider on the SM part of the cartel. [company representative A1] (Nexans) requested [company representative CD1] (JPS) and
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467 ID […], Nexans inspection.
[company representative F3] (VISCAS) to assist him" to convince them [EXSYM] to behave properly as we did on several occasion with AB [ABB]".468

(285) At the beginning of 2004, Brugg claimed preference for a project and client in the export territories. In his reply of 15 January 2004, [company representative B2] (Prismian) reminded Brugg of the earlier discussions they had at Divonne (See Recital (275)) considering this client and the fact that Pirelli would continue negotiations with the client. [company representative J2] (Brugg) replied by stating "Since our cable price is approx. 10% higher you would agree that it is fully in line with the philosophy that BC persues with [the client] and orders a major quantity from RP".469

(286) Nexans, Pirelli, JPS, VISCAS and EXSYM all attended an A/R meeting on 28 January 2004. Contemporaneous notes by EXSYM of the meeting mention that JPS had been subject to a tax audit at the beginning of 2004. During the meeting, JPS stated that the tax auditors "are computer specialists" and therefore "special attention is necessary for information management".470

(287) At this A/R meeting, the participants were also specifically briefed on the fact that a "meeting within R" was scheduled for the following week. In addition it was announced that "nkt will be participating".471

(288) Several SM and UG power cable projects were discussed and allocated at the meeting. The parties confirmed amongst others that the project in Corfu should go to "R", the European companies.472 In the notes […], the comment "Showa OK but Mit. difficult" is added.473

(289) […] Nexans’ notes of the meeting mention that the parties added a pragmatic rule to diminish the need for guidance in cases where the project involved only a small length of cable. When the cable length was below one kilometre, the project would still have to be reported but the parties were free to make a quote. Only on an ad hoc basis would agreements be made on the quote to be submitted.474

(290) The notes by EXSYM also record a discussion between Nexans and EXSYM outside of the main meeting, about the project in Greece (see Recitals (247) and (284)). Nexans had claimed preference for this project and requested EXSYM for cooperation. EXSYM refused.475

(291) By email of 6 February 2004, EXSYM informed Nexans that its "final decision would not be changed". [company representative A1] subsequently complained to [company representative C1] and [company representative C2] (JPS) about EXSYM’s behaviour: "we believe agressing us (RN is the allotee) in Europe will really not help improving the overall scheme".476
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66
On 9 February 2004, [company representative H1] (EXSYM) excused himself for the company's decision by stating "as we are non-member [in relation to SM matters] and have no proper method for the settlement of accounts between two companies". Concerning the price to be offered, [company representative H1] confirmed however "As for price level, it would be informed that as we also do not like to collapse market level, we will maintain reasonable level". 477

A fax message of 9 February 2004 demonstrates that [company representative CD1] (JPS) faxed information to [company representative A1] to help Nexans "disqualify EXM" for the project. 478 JPS confirmed again that EXSYM was still an "outsider" in the SM part of the cartel. 479

From 9 to 12 February 2004, [company representative I3] (ABB) visited JPS, VISCAS and EXSYM. At a meeting with representatives of at least JPS and VISCAS, the Japanese producers discussed the application of the home territory principle with ABB. 480 […] VISCAS and JPS referred to three large European SM power cable projects for which they would not be competing or not aggressively competing. 481

Nexans, Pirelli, Sagem, Brugg and nkt all attended an R meeting on 10 February 2004. 482 Nexans’ notes of this meeting contain a reference to a report (or "MOM" i.e. minutes of meeting) of the A/R meeting in Kuala Lumpur.

The second item on the agenda was the discussion of projects "Export & Non export". The first point under this item was the "situation and orders on pref. projects". In Nexans’ notes an "Obligation to report: to maintain a list: EURO s/s at 400kV and 220kV" is mentioned here. The projects mentioned under "Pref. Projects" include projects in [non-EEA territory], Italy and the United Kingdom. Regarding a project in Portugal it is mentioned: "Order to SGM [Sagem] at P [Pirelli] Price". Moreover, behind a reference to Germany, the following is noted "NK [nkt] to withdraw from conference: difficulty with NX. Reason?? Lubeka. (NX at 3, NK at 4, P at 5 M EUR)". 483 Other items on the agenda include the "non pref." projects and the "outstanding enquiries / Future projects". Moreover, the parties were urged to sit down and draft a "list/country". Under the heading "Others", the agenda lists the items "R PS [Position Sheet]/Shares" and "R areas". Finally, under "Calendar of next meetings" in the notes, two further meetings were announced, one meeting "R Specific 3/3" and one meeting "R Global 1/4". 484

On 1 March 2004, [company representative I3] (ABB) had a meeting with [company representative A2] and [company representative A1] (Nexans) in Zurich. On Nexans’ computer, the notes of this meeting were saved under the document name "Windmill". According to the notes, several projects inside and outside the EEA were

477 ID […], Nexans inspection.
478 ID […], Nexans inspection.
479 ID […], Nexans inspection.
480 […]
481 […]
482 ID […], Nexans inspection; ID […], Nexans inspection; ID […], Nexans inspection; ID […], reply Brugg of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010; ID […], reply nkt of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.
483 ID […], Nexans inspection.
484 ID […], Nexans inspection.
discussed. The notes contain references to the terms used in the cartel, for instance: "Buttendiek. NKT like to make a consortium between NX [Nexans], NK [NKT], SK. (...) FPL [Floor price level] proposed by NXG [Nexans Germany]" and "FPL proposed possibility to share NX AB [Nexans ABB] at later stage the big SM. Exchange price on intermill".  

(298) As announced in the notes of the R meeting on 10 February 2004, indeed, on 3 March 2004, an R meeting was held specifically to deal with European 220-400 kV projects. Nexans, Pirelli, Sagem and Brugg participated in this meeting. The notes of the meeting, which were found at Nexans, contain references to projects in the Netherlands, Germany, Italy, Greece, the United Kingdom and Spain. For certain projects comments are made as "to be discussed between SAG [Sagem] and P [Pirelli]", "In principle for BC [Brugg]" and "SGM [Sagem] leads".  

(299) Representatives of Nexans, Sagem and Pirelli all attended a specific cartel meeting on the coordination of Spanish projects in Barcelona on 17 March 2004.  

(300) On 26 March 2004, an A/R meeting took place in Italy. Representatives of Nexans, Prysmian, VISCAS, EXSYM (only for UG) and JPS attended the meeting. At the meeting, participants received an update on the participants in the European cartel configuration. The notes also mention that an "R internal meeting" would take place in the next week. It is indicated that Brugg followed the guidance for a project in the export territories. The order status of several projects inside the European home territory is also mentioned.  

(301) Nexans, Pirelli, JPS, VISCAS and EXSYM attended the A/R meeting in Tokyo on 9 June 2004. During the discussion of SM power cable projects, the dispute between Nexans and EXSYM about the project in Greece came up: "Greece project. Surprised to the attitude of EXM [EXSYM]. EXM making noise. Frozen. Have to decrease price.". Under the heading "LAND" [UG projects], it is mentioned for ABB "Unfair trade action on Switchgear. (...) Brought to EUR. ABB getting become more and more difficult. (...) Can discuss only very important projects. Not for small projects. Can discuss with only one person." ABB was the immunity applicant in Case COMP/F/38.899 – Gas Insulated Switchgear. After the immunity application of ABB, the Commission carried out inspections on 11 and 12 May 2004 (that is to say one month before the A/R meeting). Moreover, the parties also discussed the application of a new antitrust law in [non-EEA territory] in detail.  

(302) The notes of the A/R meeting also contain a heading on Korea. The notes mention "H.T.[Home territory]: respect". One month after the A/R meeting, [company representative N1] (Taihan) complained by email to [company representative CD1] (JPS) about actions of a Pirelli subsidiary in Korea. On 1 July 2004, [company representative CD1] forwarded this complaint to Nexans, Pirelli, EXSYM and
VISCAS. interjected that the Korean companies had been very active in both Italy and [non-EEA territory], [...].

(303) The European companies Nexans, Pirelli, Brugg and Sagem participated in an R meeting on 30 June and 1 July 2004. nkt was invited, but declined to participate. Its representative indicated that they would probably meet at a later meeting of the Council on Large Electric Systems ("CIGRE"). In emails leading up to the R meeting, [company representative L2] (Sagem) mentioned to the fact that an unnamed European problem had "been solved in Barcelona", thereby referring to the March 2004 meeting mentioned in Recital (299)). [company representative L2] urged [company representative A1] (Nexans) and [company representative B3] (Pirelli) to also provide a solution for a project referred to as "Mediterranean subcontracting" and referred to a SM power cable project. According to the notes of the meeting, the parties discussed a number of projects in the Mediterranean region. Some of these projects concerned SM power cables.

(304) The increased awareness of ongoing cartel investigations was also a reason for JPS to allegedly halt its participation in the cartel arrangements. [...], [company representative C2] was charged with notifying the end of JPS' involvement to the European cartel participants. He had meetings with [company representative I3] (ABB) and [company representative A2], [company representative A1] (Nexans) and [company representative B1] (Pirelli) on 19 and 20 July 2004. During his visits to ABB and Nexans/Pirelli, [company representative C2] also announced that his successor ([company representative C1]) would respect the allocations that had been agreed before 20 July 2004. An additional number of projects in the export territories were discussed and allocated on the spot.

(305) By email of 26 July 2004, [company representative CD1] formally announced his resignation as "the window between A and R" to Nexans, Pirelli, VISCAS, and EXSYM.

(306) The notes of an R meeting held on 17 September 2004 contain more information on the contents of [company representative C2]'s (JPS) discussions with Nexans, Pirelli and ABB. At this meeting, Nexans and Pirelli informed the other participants (Brugg and possibly nkt and Sagem) that there would be a "suspension of contact for 1y and ½". It is noted that the notes are limited to "contact" with JPS and do not record JPS's withdrawal from the cartel. While JPS would be "Probably more aggressive in [non-EEA territory]", Europe would not be "under A's fire", which indicates that the
home territory principle was maintained.\footnote{ID […], Nexans inspection. The notes of a meeting on 12 October between [company representative I3] (ABB) and [company representative A2] and [company representative A1] (Nexans) also refer to the fact that the "contact with A [is] interrupted until early 2006", ID […], Nexans inspection.} At the meeting, the participants made the explicit decision that [Japanese home territory] would continue to be "domestic to A" and that there would be "No attack to [Japanese home territory] and Japan", The R parties decided to send a message to A to "try to maintain international level and keep agreement on domestic situation", hinting at the continued allocation of projects in the export territories and the maintenance of the home territory principle. Finally, at the end of the meeting, the parties appear to have discussed the allocation situation in France as the notes contain a reference to "FRAME FR: SITUATION" with RP [Prysmian], RN [Nexans] and RS [Sagem] listed with a monetary amount next to their names.\footnote{ID […], Nexans inspection.}

nkt and Safran (on behalf of Sagem) have disputed their participation in this meeting and claim that the case file documentation cited to confirm their attendance is ambiguous.\footnote{ID […], Nexans inspection.} While the notes of the meeting contain several references to nkt and Sagem, it indeed cannot be concluded with certainty that representatives of these companies attended.\footnote{ID […], Nexans inspection.} What is clear from the references to nkt and Sagem in the notes is that the other participants considered nkt and Sagem as part of the cartel, as they gave nkt preference on a project in Iceland and as the notes include declarations of interest by Sagem.\footnote{ID […], Nexans inspection.}

In an email exchange on 30 September 2004, [company representative B2] (Pirelli) and [company representative A1] (Nexans) agreed to discuss several major projects with A at the upcoming ICF conference (for earlier reference to these conferences as location for cartel contacts, see Recital (263)).\footnote{ID […], Nexans inspection.}

In the autumn of 2004, [company representative A1] (Nexans) and [company representative CD1] (JPS) remained in contact with each other directly by phone and email.\footnote{ID […], Nexans inspection; ID […], Nexans inspection; ID […], Nexans inspection; ID […], Nexans inspection.} In the same way, [company representative A1] and [company representative A2] (Nexans) contacted [company representative H1] (EXSYM) directly to discuss the allocation of projects.\footnote{ID […], Nexans inspection.}

Nexans and ABB held a further "Windmill" meeting on 12 October 2004.\footnote{ID […], Nexans inspection; ID […], Nexans inspection.} The notes saved by a representative of Nexans contain a list of projects with comments. ABB and Nexans discussed two projects in Spain and ABB declared that it had no intention of becoming a major player in Spain. Nexans' notes also mention: "Contact with A interrupted until early 2006".\footnote{ID […], Nexans inspection.}

In an email of 28 October 2004 to [company representative B2] and [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans) informed his
colleagues that they "more or less agreed to maintain the contractor rule during the "no show" period".515

(312) During this time, JPS continued to apply the home territory principle. In November 2004, it rejected the possibility to bid for the Estlink project, claiming difficulties with their "factory load".516 On 5 November 2004, [company representative CD1] (JPS) forwarded this rejection internally to [company representative C2] (JPS) stating that he had discussed this project on the phone with [company representative B1] (Pirelli).517

(313) Pirelli and Nexans attended a bilateral meeting on 15 November 2004. According to the notes of Nexans, the parties discussed the projects in Spain: "ABB will follow guide on Iberdrola" and "ABB take the Barcelona case and remain quite [quiet] on other".518 This is in line with what was discussed at the meeting between Nexans and ABB on 12 October 2004 (see Recital (310)). [...] [company representative A2] (Nexans) called [company representative I3] (ABB) and provided him with a price level which ABB should bid at the Iberdrola project.519

(314) An email exchange in November 2004 between [company representative J2] (Brugg), [company representative B2] (Pirelli) and [company representative A1] (Nexans) provides an insight into the workings of the European cartel configuration at that time with regards to the rules on the notification of project enquiries, the R meetings, and the existence of home territories within Europe.

(315) [company representative J2] (Brugg) asked [company representative B2] (Pirelli) on 19 November 2004 to leave Brugg "the forefront" for a project in Teverola, Italy for which Brugg and Pirelli were both shortlisted.520 [company representative B2] replied "I am always prepared to consider flexibility (remember Piacenza [an Italian project that was allocated to Brugg]), although this is my and [initials][company representative A1]] home market. (...) I do not recall BC [Brugg] notifying this case and, as you know, this is against the spirit of our agreement". [company representative B2] then insisted on receiving information on Brugg’s offer for this project "I am waiting for your prices".521 [company representative J2] subsequently argued "This is a typical small job and honestly, I like to apply to your flexibility and leave us the forefront! (...) You did not mention at last Divo. [the last R meeting in Divonne], (...) Unfortunately there is in 2004 no HM (for HV) for us! Our friend took all!".522 [company representative B2] replied by stating "(...) we DID declare Teverola in Divonne". He then urged Brugg not to quote below a certain amount and promised "we can have a possibly constructive chat in Divonne on 9/10-12".523

(316) Further discussions on the price to be quoted followed.524 [company representative B2] confirmed on 22 November 2004 that he" did recheck with [initials] [[company
representative A1], Nexans], who also recalls that this case was mentioned in previous Divonne meeting, and pref was for RP [Pirelli]". He warned [company representative J2] that "you are finding excuses for an action which is to be considered a pure infringement".525 [company representative J2] then accepted the allocation to Pirelli but continued that the guidance price proposed by Pirelli was too high in comparison to the earlier guidance given on a bid for the Piacenza project: "I only came across the fact that (guided-TRVOLA) > (40% of Piacenza)".526 [company representative B2] forwarded the email exchange to [company representative A1] on 22 November 2004 with the comment: "we (RP) [Pirelli] are certainly the main players, but maybe better if in Divonne YOU also reiterate that "concessions" here must be considered as generous gestures (and not the normality)".527

(317) Representatives of Nexans, Prysmian, Brugg, Sagem and nkt all attended an R meeting in Divonne on 9 and 10 December 2004.528

(318) In an email to [company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans) proposed on 16 December 2004 to "maintain "easy" arrangement possibilities" for certain projects in the export territories.529 [company representative CD1] (JPS) replied that he could not "communicate with these matters".530

(319) On 17 December 2004, [company representative H1] (EXSYM) confirmed to [company representative A1] (Nexans) that EXSYM also would like to maintain the "present level" of cooperation and that he would contact "J and V", meaning JPS and VISCAS, to get their opinion.531 [company representative A1] replied "we are presently suffering from a technical interruption due to A side but we understood the willingness is still there on both side and we believe the achievements done previously should not be destroyed". He then proposed the allocation of a range of projects in the export territories.532

(320) Nexans and LS Cable appear to have participated in a meeting on 17 December 2004. [company representative A2] (Nexans) refers to this meeting in his email to [company representative M1] and [company representative M3] (LS Cable) of 27 December 2004. In his email, [company representative A2] thanked LS Cable for its cooperation in the allocation of a project in the export territories and proposed a further number of projects for allocation. In this connection, [company representative A2] explicitly mentioned: "(…) WITH THE AIM TO ACHIEVE ULTIMATLY A SHARING EUROPE 60%/(JAP. + KOR) 40%". He adds: "WE ASSUME THAT YOU WILL DISCUSS THE MATTER WITH TAIHAN". 533

525 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
526 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
527 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
528 The notes of a meeting dated 17 September 2004, possibly wrongly dated, could correspond to this meeting since a number of non-EEA projects, still uncertain in the minutes of the meeting of 17 September 2004 discussed above, were clarified: ID [...], Nexans inspection.
529 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
530 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
531 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
532 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
533 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
In addition to the contacts listed above, in 2004 the A and R parties also exchanged several other enquiry notifications in instances where the A parties were invited to tender for projects in the R home territory. Again, a summary is provided below while a full overview is given in Annex I:

(a) On 13 January 2004, [company representative CD1] (JPS) sent [company representative A1] (Nexans) a fax with the notification of a project in Norway. He added that JPS "will decline". VISCAS intended to submit a "protection bid" for the project and requested guidance on the price to quote from [company representative A1]. VISCAS argued that it could not decline to bid as it had shown much interest in the project when the client visited VISCAS earlier. [company representative F3] (VISCAS) requested further guidance on this project on 5 November 2004.

(b) [company representative CD1] (JPS) also forwarded a notification of an enquiry for a potential project on a Mediterranean Sea Crossing between [non-EEA territory] and Europe to [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Pirelli) and [company representative F3] (VISCAS).

(c) At the A/R meeting on 28 January 2004, the parties agreed to allocate the Norned and Estlink projects to "R".

(d) On 20 February 2004, [company representative CD1] requested [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Pirelli) and [company representative F3] (VISCAS) for guidance in connection with an enquiry for an off shore wind farm project in Germany.

(e) [company representative A1] (Nexans) requested "R" preference for a project in Greece, in an email of 8 November 2004 to [company representative F3] (VISCAS). In reply, [company representative F3] confirmed that VISCAS would decline to quote.

Moreover, in 2004, the R participants exchanged several emails on projects located inside the European home territory that were allocated or for which guidance was necessary. Many of these emails contain cryptic references to projects, as the senders were aware of the illegal nature of the exchanges. In addition, many emails refer to previous contacts by phone, indicating that exchanges on projects and prices by phone were preferred. Several examples of such emails are mentioned below. A full overview is found in Annex I.

(a) On 5 February 2004, [company representative A1] (Nexans) sent an email to [company representative B3] (Pirelli) which contained price information for a project "as discussed today".

---

534 ID […], Nexans inspection.
535 ID […], Nexans inspection. See Annex I for more emails exchanged on the cover bid by VISCAS.
536 ID […]
537 ID […]
538 ID […]; ID […], Nexans inspection.
539 […]
540 ID […]
541 ID […], Nexans inspection.
(b) [company representative A1] (Nexans) complained "why didn’t you ask us to give us half of this project" to [company representative B2] (Pirelli), after Pirelli obtained a large project in Austria. 542

(c) [company representative B2] (Pirelli) urged for guidance from [company representative A1] (Nexans) on a project identified by "150kV 4km RP pref" indicating that it had been allocated to Pirelli. 543

(d) On 16 March 2004, [company representative A1] (Nexans) quizzed [company representative J2] (Brugg) and [company representative B2] (Pirelli) about whether they had any interest in "cooking" a 110 kV project in Austria. [company representative J2] replied that Brugg’s "menu is already submitted". 546 [company representative B2] did respond positively but needed "to check with my locals to see if and what they are doing/have done". 547

(e) On 18 March 2004 [company representative A2] (Nexans) sent price information to [company representative B1] (Pirelli) regarding a "wind farm cable". 548

(f) [company representative B2] (Pirelli) requested [company representative J2] (Brugg) to abstain from bidding for a project in Italy, on 19 March 2004, as Brugg had been granted ‘preference’ on another project at the R meeting of 3 March 2004 (see Recital (298)). 549

(g) On 3 April 2004, [company representative B2] (Pirelli) also informed [company representative A1] (Nexans) of the outcome of some discussions he had with [company representative L2] (Sagem). In these discussions [company representative L2] had promised to be "reasonable" on several projects. [company representative A1] replied that [company representative L2] was summoned on his lack of cooperation. 550

(h) On 18 June 2004 [company representative B2] (Pirelli) requested guidance on the price of [company representative A1] (Nexans) with regard to a project in Norway. 551 The project had been subject to earlier allocations with the A parties (see Recital (321)).

(i) [company representative B2] (Pirelli) also requested guidance from [company representative A1] (Nexans) on a project indicated as "Ter...380kV". 552 This project was allocated to Nexans according to the notes of the R meeting of 30 June 2004. 553

---

542 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
543 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
544 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
545 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
546 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
547 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
548 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
549 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
550 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
551 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
552 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
553 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
In July 2004, Pirelli, Nexans, Brugg and Sagem were all involved in exchanges about a project designated "220 kV (40km) frame contract". It is likely that the project was for the Italian customer Terna (as discussed in the R meeting on 30 June 2004). On 20 July 2004, [company representative B2] forwarded guidance on the price to [company representative A1] (Nexans): "following discussions of yesterday, where you have confirmed your agreement for RP [Pirelli] to be leader on this case, we are sending you herewith attached price list which reflects prices to be quoted by RN [Nexans] (...) We will forward guidance to BC [Brugg] and SGM [Sagem] later".

On 9 July 2004 [company representative B2] (Pirelli) and [company representative A1] (Nexans) exchanged more price information, for a 220 kV project.

On 5 August 2004, [company representative J2] (Brugg) informed [company representative B2] (Pirelli) and [company representative A1] (Nexans) of a project in the United Kingdom. This project would be discussed at a future R meeting.

On 21 September 2004 [company representative B2] (Pirelli) forwarded price information for a project named "TEV....380kV" to [company representative A1] (Nexans).

On 22 October 2004 [company representative B2] (Pirelli) requested guidance from [company representative A1] (Nexans) regarding an enquiry Pirelli had received for a project in Norway.

On 28 October 2004 [company representative A1] (Nexans) faxed information on the terms and conditions to be used for a project in the United Kingdom to [company representative B1] (Pirelli).

On 15 November 2004 [company representative B2] (Pirelli) urged [company representative A1] (Nexans) by email "don't forget to give me your prices" for a project in Greece that was discussed as well at their meeting on the same day.

On 14 December 2004, [company representative L2] (Sagem) requested "Flexibility" from [company representative A1] (Nexans) regarding a project in the "south-west of Europe".
On 20 December 2004 [company representative B2] (Pirelli) asked [company representative L2] (Sagem) to "abstain from participating" in a project referred to as "220kV Frame contract". [company representative L2] requested "compensation" for agreeing with this request.565

**2005**

(323) EXSYM’s participation in the A/R configuration of the cartel continued to be limited to UG power cable projects. On 4 January 2005 [company representative A1] (Nexans) confirmed this when he wrote to [company representative H1] (EXSYM) "Despite your current position on undersea scheme (…)". In the email he attempted to obtain confirmation about EXSYM’s intent to bid on a SM power cable project in the export territories. [company representative H1] refused to commit himself.566

(324) In an email of 6 January 2005, [company representative J2] (Brugg) enquired about his request for preference for a shallow SM project in the export territories. In reply on 7 January 2005, [company representative A1] (Nexans) explained to [company representative J2] the current status of the cartel: "We never said that cooperation is cancelled. It is temporarily suspended (more on the written communication side) with some flexibility particularly on case which are easier to handle such as [non-EEA project], [non-EEA project] and others. At last meeting we explained that we have made very significant progress in direct with LG and contacts with A are not lost at all although contacts require more efforts and contacts as there is no real single point of contact for a while. We have maintained R situation and we should capitalise on that" (…) "we should in particular find a ways to improve (…) project within R territories where no A/K are really present. (Among others It& Fr, D where you have had some arguable actions…”567

(325) An email sent by [company representative A1] (Nexans) to [company representative L2] (Sagem) and [company representative B2] and [company representative B3] (Prysmian) refers to the existence of local arrangements in Spain and Italy. In this email of 7 January 2005, [company representative A1] proposes to appoint a "country pilot" for [non-EEA territory], "like we have for some domestic case such as SP, IT, etc. ….which would be given all datas and we would be jointly working out and negociating proposals to everyone"568

(326) As was the case in previous years (see notably Recitals (235) and (322)(d)), some projects in the home territories located in Europe were handled by the local subsidiaries of Nexans and Prysmian. An example is the local arrangement that existed for Spain. In an email of 14 January 2005, [company representative B2] (Prysmian) seeks confirmation of [company representative A1] (Nexans) that a Spanish project is indeed "handled locally".569 [company representative A1] in reply confirms "This project is effectively coordinated locally as usual"570

565 ID […], Nexans inspection; ID […], Nexans inspection.
566 ID […], Nexans inspection.
567 ID […], Nexans inspection.
568 ID […], Nexans inspection.
569 ID […], Nexans inspection.
570 ID […], Nexans inspection.
(327) [...] knowledge of local arrangements in Spain. [company representative A2] (Nexans) had informed [company representative [...] [...] that local arrangements were in place between Pirelli, Nexans and Sagem.571

(328) Subsequent to their email exchange of December 2004 (see Recital (319)), [company representative H1] (EXSYM) and [company representative A1] (Nexans) continued their exchange in January 2005. 572 On 14 January 2005, [company representative A1] urged the A companies to agree to (bilateral) meetings, offering "we can come and meet individually each party if needed"573 On 17 January 2005 [company representative H1] confirmed that while only one big case in the export territories could be arranged, the home territories agreement would apply "as agreed before".574

(329) In an email of 18 January 2005, [company representative A1] (Nexans) informed [company representative J2] and [company representative J3] (Brugg) hereof: "A has in any case reconfirmed the domestic territories are still valid during this period of low profile".575 In this email [company representative A1] also stated that within A "the willingness to keep the link is real".576

(330) In an email of 19 January 2005, [company representative H1] (EXSYM) explained to [company representative A1] (Nexans) that it was difficult to reach an agreement on the allocation of a project in the export territories due to recent antitrust procedures against one A company "and subsequent strong order from their management "not to be involved".577 According to [company representative H1], the A parties had discussed that the "risk could be minimized by only decreasing communication volume as much as possible".578 For one project in the export territories, this was easy as it could be "simply operated with a rotation system as before" and there was no "necessity of further coordination in the end".579 The allocation of another project however would require "bulk communication before/after bidding" a risk [company representative H1] was unable to take.580 [company representative H1] stressed that this situation "is very much against our will" and requested [company representative A1] to "put up with [it] for the time being".581

(331) On 19 January 2005, [company representative A2] (Nexans) sent a document entitled "FPL GUIDE" [guidance on the floor price level to be quoted] to [company representative M3] and [company representative M1] (LG Cable). In the subject heading, [company representative A2] referred to "Our Telecon. 19/01/05", thereby indicating that a conversation by phone had preceded the email. The price information exchanged concerned a project for the customer Endesa in Spain. 582 On 24 January 2005, [company representative M3] (LG Cable) confirmed to [company representative A2] (Nexans) that they had "submitted [their] price based on your
request". In the same email [company representative M3] stated "What we ask Pirelli is no more selling in Korea. If agreed by Pirelli we want to have some evidence from them. Just talking or promise is not useful". [company representative M3] also confirmed that LG Cable was ready to cooperate on the allocation of a project in the export territories.583

(332) On 20 January 2005, [company representative A1] (Nexans) complained by email to [company representative B2] (Pirelli) that a client in France took part of a project out of a tender and made it part of a framework contract.584 In reply, [company representative B2] denied any involvement, stating "Do you really think I would deliberately create a problem between us for such a small business (...)", and "wasn´t this originally an RP allo?" In addition, [company representative B2] stated that the case would in any event be "regularly accounted for in the local 150kV PS [position sheet]".585

(333) An email exchange between [company representative L2] (Sagem), [company representative B2] (Pirelli) and [company representative A1] (Nexans) provides examples of several aspects of the cartel arrangement. On 26 January 2005, [company representative L2] started a debate via email with [company representative B2]. Using the subject heading "debt", [company representative L2] proposed to take the leadership for two upcoming EEA UG projects, one "domestic", indicated with "Rosele" or "ROS" and one in "south-west Europe for the customer Natural Gaz".586 [company representative L2] wrote: "Trusting in your strong will to pay back your 4.2 M Euros debt, would you mind considering two jobs (...)".

(334) [company representative B2] replied on the same day stating that the project "ROS" "was discussed at the last cable Seminar, and I recall [initials] [[company representative A1]] expressing strong interest".587

(335) [company representative A1] (Nexans) indeed sided with [company representative B2] and claimed the "ROS" project for Nexans while reminding [company representative L2] that for Natural Gas Nexans had "a Long Leadership".588 Moreover, he indicated that the project SarCO (a SM connection between Sardinia and Corsica) should "be added to the local list".589

(336) [company representative L2] replied "domestic debt: I agree on the fact that SarCo is to be added on the local list, but [company representative B2] [Prysmian] you need to have in mind that this is one half of your local debt". [company representative L2] then promised "to follow your guidances" on the "ROS" project "to avoid any pb between us."

(337) With regard to the project of Natural Gaz he indicated: "I still think that this job is a good opportunity for [company representative B2] to solve definitively his [non-EEA territory] debt".

583 ID [...], Nexans inspection. A full overview of the email exchange at the beginning of 2005 with regard to Prysmian’s actions in Korea is provided in Annex I.
584 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
585 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
586 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
587 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
588 ID [...], Nexans inspection. References to the full exchange are available in Annex I.
589 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
In the same email exchange, [company representative L2] asked about a project in [non-EEA territory]: "Would you agree SG [Sagem] to be the fighter in this case and follow SG guidances?" [company representative L2] proceeded by giving [company representative B2] and [company representative A1] detailed guidance on the minimum prices to quote for the project, which included the cable, the accessories, spare parts, special tools and incidental services.

At the beginning of 2005, Brugg infringed the planned allocation of a project in the export territories by under quoting the allottee. On 31 January 2005, [company representative H1] (EXSYM) complained about this action to [company representative A1] (Nexans). [company representative A1] immediately asked [company representative J2] (Brugg) for an explanation: "it appears from several sources that you have not respected the levels". [company representative J2] did not deny this and [company representative A1] forwarded the exchange to [company representative B2] (Pirelli). Thereupon, [company representative B2] then enquired of [company representative A1] whether they could retaliate by taking a project in [non-EEA territory] "Is there anything major going on in [non-EEA territory]? Of course, I mean something which would not damage local RN". [company representative A1] replied to [company representative B2]: "We have first to approach their top management (above [company representative J2] and [company representative J3]). If they are out then coordinated retaliation has to be made".

Nexans, Pirelli and LG Cable planned a meeting to discuss the application of the Korean/European home territory agreement that was raised in earlier emails and phone calls (see Recital (331)). In an email exchange of 7 February 2005, [company representative B2] (Prysmian) wrote to [company representative A2] and [company representative A1] (Nexans): "the meeting can happen if they agree to the principle of interrupting their aggressive attitude in R territories. We, of course, would have to reciprocate in K´s territory".

On 16 February 2005, [company representative L2] (Sagem) renewed his exchange with [company representative B2] (Pirelli) about the debt Pirelli had accrued (see also, Recital (333)). [company representative L2] asked [company representative B2] to be "flexible" on a Spanish project in order "to solve your debt". [company representative A1] interfered by stating "any decision of this nature has to be considered by all parties in view of not affecting the local game. I will suggest not to move until a clear answer is made by locals on such a request which I suggest [company representative B2], [Prysmian] to pass to his local man who will coordinate with other locals".

On 3 and 4 March 2005, [company representative A2] and [company representative A1] (Nexans) visited Japan to proceed with the bilateral meetings they had proposed
before (see Recital (328)). VISCAS refused to meet with Nexans representatives, stating that the "circumstance" in Japan "is getting worse or more dangerous".

As was discussed earlier (Recital (340)) LS Cable, Nexans and Pirelli met on 7 and 8 March 2005 in Zurich. According to LS Cable, the focus of the meeting was two-fold: Pirelli complained about LS Cable’s aggressive pricing strategy in [non-EEA territory] while LS Cable was faced with aggressive competition in Korea by a Pirelli subsidiary. It appears from the earlier e-mail exchanges between Nexans and Prysmian however that the European participants wanted to discuss Korea’s infringement of the home territory principle (Recital (340)). This was also explicitly set out in an email that [company representative A2] (Nexans) had sent to [company representative M1] and [company representative M3] (LG Cable) on 9 February 2005: "it is obvious for me, that from now until such a meeting take place no agressivity will be shown from Europe against Korea and vis versa. I am convince that a period of fruitfull cooperation is being initiated". In his reply of 11 February 2005, [company representative M3] (LG Cable) wrote to [company representative A2] with regard to the planning of the same meeting "we agree to meet them [Pirelli] during that time if Pirelli show some evidence they withdraw their offer for Korean market before the meeting." On 15 February 2005, [company representative A1] (Nexans) replied to [company representative M3]: "We have requested Pirelli to stop any aggressive activity out of your domestic market". [company representative B2] (Pirelli) replied to [company representative A1] (Nexans) on 16 February 2005 as follows: "maybe you have deliberately not added that RP [Pirelli] (and RN?) expect reciprocation/non aggression from LG as clearly mentioned in my mail to [company representative A2] /yourself. I can assume you did this in order not to exacerbate the situation, or to make them more comfortable. As you certainly understand, we consider this reciprocation as an essential element of the scheme". [company representative A1] (Nexans) replied to [company representative B2] on the same day: "You are correct. No need to create bad feelings. Reciprocation is understated".

On 24 February 2005, [company representative M3] (LG Cable) wrote again to [company representative A2] (Nexans) and asked with regard to Pirelli: "Can we make some agreement that they will not come to Korea market right now?" That the subject of the meeting indeed concerned the mutual respect for the home territories flows from the notes of the R meeting of 15 March (Recital (344)), which mention the following regarding this meeting with LS Cable: "RP progressively withdraw from K market. K withhold progressively from Europe".

Representatives of Nexans, Pirelli, nkt and Brugg attended an R meeting in Divonne on 15 March 2005. A document which appears to contain notes of the meeting was
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found at Nexans. The document contains several headings. Under the Heading "General" it is proposed to organise the appointment of "country coordinators":

"Spain exemple: One coordinator for Spanish market

Italy: [company representative B2], [Prysmian] coordinator

[non-EEA territory]: BC [Brugg]

UK/Ireland (...) RP [Prysmian] coord

Germany: (...) [...] [[company representative K3], nkt] contact for [...] [[company representative L2], Sagem] and [...] [[company representative J3], Brugg] others through their locals.

Sweden: ABB busy for 3 y due Norned. May be NKT

Scandinavia (...) RN [Nexans] to coordinate.

Netherlands: (...) RP [Prysmian] leads".

(345) nkt has declared that the proposal for coordinator roles in several Union Member States and EEA Contracting Parties was indeed raised by Nexans' employees at the meeting. The other parties did not accept the proposal.609

(346) According to the notes, Nexans, Brugg, nkt and Pirelli also discussed several projects in the Union. Regarding a cable in the United Kingdom, the notes mention the following "NK [NKT] agrees to be out" and "Sagem to check the situation".610 Similarly, for a project in the Netherlands it is mentioned "BC [Brugg] invited not aggressive. RP [Prysmian] leads. NK [NKT] to contact local".611 Under the heading Belgium, the notes mention "NKT: Seek interest in recently announced project in EC journal (...)".612 The parties also planned "actions against outsiders".613 Furthermore, the participants were informed of the recent visit by Nexans to the A companies.614 The notes mention that the "difficult situation" with JPS, E Sym and VISCAS was due to the threat of the Japanese antitrust authority.615 As indicated, the notes also refer to the meeting between LS Cable, Pirelli and Nexans on 8 March 2005 (Recital (343)).616

(347) In a document dated 10 May 2005,617 [company representative A1] saved a position sheet for the parties active in France, Prysmian ("RP"), Nexans ("RN") and Sagem ("RS"). The position sheet gives equal shares to the three companies and lists a number of contractors active in France.618

(348) Representatives of Nexans, Pirelli, nkt, and Sagem participated in an R meeting in Divonne on 12 May 2005. According to the notes of the meeting, the parties were
informed of Pirelli’s upcoming meeting with LG Cable. In addition, the parties exchanged information about the situation and orders on "Pref." and "Non Pref." projects and on "outstanding enquiries". The projects listed are located inside and outside the Union.

(349) EXSYM, LS Cable, JPS, Nexans and Pirelli all attended a meeting in Kuala Lumpur on 18 May 2005 to discuss the allocation of projects in the export territories. In a subsequent email dated 21 May 2005, [company representative H1] (EXSYM) confirmed to [company representative A1] (Nexans) that JPS and EXSYM were open for further discussions. He inquired whether [company representative A1] was able to control the smaller European producers: "Please let us know your idea including feasibility to control SK, AB [ABB], SGM [Sagem] and BC [Brugg]". In a later email, [company representative A1] confirmed "we have done all efforts to control [...] [project in the export territories] in advance, and u know well we have much more participants on our side than on yours making it more time consuming then on your side and you were informed. We have concluded satisfactorily with AB [ABB], BC [Brugg], RP [Prysmian], RN [Nexans], SG [Sagem]".

(350) While VISCAS had refused to meet with the representatives of Nexans during their Japan tour in March 2005 (see Recital (342)), [company representative F3] (VISCAS) sought contact again in June of that year. In an email of 9 June 2005 to [company representative A1] (Nexans) and [company representative B3] (Pirelli), he requested the R parties to refrain from quoting on a job in the export territories. In the ensuing email exchange, [company representative F3] mentioned that "the dangerous situation is still continuing in Japan and we must be careful each other". [company representative A1] then indicated that the risk of detection could be tackled by adopting a rotation system for the allocation of projects in the export territories (as was done for the large [non-EEA project] projects, see Recital (330)). He suggested that the problem lay elsewhere: "it appears that A has difficulty to reach internal consensus therefore expressing one voice".

(351) In a follow up to the provision of a floor price guide for the projects in Spain in January 2005 (see Recital (331)), on 8 June 2005, [company representative A1] (Nexans) announced to [company representative B2] (Prysmian): "LS perfectly in line at 220 (Highest)". LS Cable had not entirely followed the guidance but [company representative A1] continued: "which in the frame of ongoing negociation with them to solve issues elsewhere is somewhat understandable (showing guns...`) and not really affecting the scheme".

(352) Some weeks later, on 24 June 2005, [company representative A2] (Nexans) complained to [company representative M1] (LS Cable) of the offer made by a third Korean producer for the projects in Spain. [company representative A2] urged

---
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[company representative M1]: "WE WOULD LIKE KOREA TO RESPECT THE AGREEMENT". [company representative A2] also referred to a future meeting with LS Cable. On 1 July 2005, [company representative M3] (LS Cable) replied to [company representative A2], with [company representative M1] copy and indicated "We expect [the third Korean producer] will not move anymore".628

In the context of an email exchange about the allocation of projects in the export territories, [company representative A1] (Nexans) referred to the existing situation as the "standby period".629 On 24 June 2005, [company representative A1] (Nexans) also confirmed to [company representative H1] (EXSYM): "A is 3 large J and 2 Ks (1large one medium). R is 2 large (P+N) and medium ones (AB, BC, SG, NK). Both A & R have their own difficulty to manage their smaller ones: A with K and R with BC and AB. To work the scheme should respect balances. Before A left temporarily the unbalance A/R was important leaving specially smaller ones with a big frustration when announced their temporary suspension. If balances are respected we will have less difficulties to manage the smaller ones."630 Further on in the exchange, [company representative A1] stated "rule 60:40 is since long a basic rule". In addition, [company representative A1] accused EXSYM of infringing the "contractors rule" by "quoting low to [customer] in [non-EEA territory] and quoting low to [addressee] in [non-EEA] project".631 [company representative H1] (EXSYM) replied to [company representative A1] in an email of 27 June 2005: "As for equipment business all A’s understanding is to respect each home territory and there are no specific arrangement since our declaration of temporary suspension of this scheme last July 04".632 One day later, [company representative H1] wrote to [company representative B2] (Pirelli) and [company representative A1] that at this time of "temporary suspension" the agreement was "to respect each home territory only for the both utilities and equipment contractor business".633 On 29 June 2005, [company representative H1] wrote the following to [company representative B2] regarding the contractors rule:

"4. Contractor's Business:

According to our record, the followings have been discussed and agreed in AR meeting on 13.6.2003 in Italy:

a) Enquiry from power utilities & authority in home territory and/or home country ([…], etc.)

Territory members should be unconditionally respected.

b) Enquiry from equipment manufacturers of member’s home country ([…], etc)

Member would be respected with some exceptions.

c) Enquiry from equipment manufacturer in A or R territory, but from outside of member’s home country ([…], etc)
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No restrictions

Furthermore, in the last meeting in July 2004, it was basically agreed that AR will only respect home territory/country business and discontinue all correspondences and arrangements due to hard circumstances."634

(354) [company representative A1] (Nexans) qualified the above interpretation of the contractor rule by [company representative H1] (EXSYM) as "Incorrect" in his reply on 11 July 2005: "The contractor rule was clearly established from the beginning of the new agreement (together with 'territories/including [Japanese home territory]', 60/40, members etc.) as in line with the old agreement. It was however raised when your company infringed with an [customer] case in [an export territory]. At that time (In Japan on 27/03/03 and not in Italy). This agreement was reconfirmed as follows (as sketched on the board):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allo A</td>
<td>A Pref</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some exceptions to be agreed case by case</td>
<td>Some exceptions to be agreed case by case</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was also agreed that you (xsym) would compensate on [...] , RP [Prysmian] is still waiting..... In your point 4. the paragraph c) has emerged out of your fertile imagination. AB and SI are clearly Domestic contractors as headquartered in home territories. Your companies in 'c)' have same status as your 'b)'"635

(355) On 25 July 2005, [company representative CD1] (JPS) asked [company representative A1] (Nexans) the following: "we have information that RN [Nexans] is active in our home territory, [Japanese home territory] (…). Please clarify the situation".636 [company representative A2] (Nexans) wrote a draft reply for [company representative A1] explaining that the presence in [Japanese home territory] was not related to a project and stating "I do not think this constitutes an infringement of our agreement" and "we believe that we can market any client including [Japanese home territory]. When the time comes to make a proposal we will respect our commitments".637

(356) As was the practice in previous years, the cartelists also limited the supply of joints to competitors outside the cartel in 2005 (see Recital (171)). On 4 August 2005, [company representative B1] (Prysmian) wrote to [company representative A2] (Nexans): "we have been contacted by Fulgor asking for (...) joints and technology.

---
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We have of course declined and expect Nexans will do likewise should you receive the same request. 638

(357) In August 2005, a dispute arose concerning the application of a rotation rule in relation to the large [non-EEA project] in the export territories. Apparently, Taihan and LS Cable were not abiding by the allocation mechanism as [company representative A1] (Nexans) wrote on 23 August 2005 to [company representative H1] (EXSYM) and [company representative B2] (Prysmian) that "the presence of TEC and LG is an internal A problem" [company representative A1] proposed to leave part of the project to Taihan and LS Cable to ensure "proper behaviour elsewhere". [company representative H1] (EXSYM) replied on 24 August 2005 and stated that LS Cable and Taihan "have a free hand to do whatever they prefer in any cases, even within our A territory and therefore we can not acknowledge that they are our A members" In a following email, [company representative H1] explained: (…) the recent confusion have been brought by our different understanding of operation rule to be observed before and during this temporary suspension of AR arrangement. We were only informed that the territory to be continuously protected by the other party is his home territory only and the cases to be protected is the cases already arranged before this temporary suspension and any further communications should be discontinue. 639

(358) [company representative A1] (Nexans) replied to [company representative H1] (EXSYM) and [company representative B2] (Prysmian) on 26 August 2005. He clarified: "Basic agreed lines are:

-territories (A/R) ( including specificity such as [Japanese home territory], [preferred territory], composite business etc...)

-Shares 60/40 where 40 includes K and J

The suspension meeting has "only" suspended the scheme not changed the rules for the "remaining" cases:

This [initials] [[company representative C2]]- June 04 meeting has agreed to keep territories and already agreed cases go on, has also agreed to keep bilateral contacts, and for land cases had agreed to keep [non EEA project] and other specific case particularly at 400 or 500kV within the frame of the agreement. 640 Concerning the participation of Taihan and LS Cable he added: "if you say K is out of A then the 40 is no longer valid and should be reduced to may be 20 hence the balance over the last years. Km is definitely in negative for R. So either K is "out" of A and next 2 OFC [Oil Filled Cable projects] must be R to rebalance the situation as you agreed already or K is "in" and the rotation agreement must apply. We understand you have difficulty to control K like we have difficulty to control AB [ABB] and BC [Brugg] and SG [Sagem] or NK [nkt] but this does mean to have them "out". It is simply a fact to adapt to". 641 LS Cable and Taihan were therefore still both seen as part of the cartel.
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At some point in 2005, [company representative A2] (Nexans) also complained [...] about the fact that Taihan and LS Cable were bidding too aggressively on projects in the export territories. [...] [company representative A2] indicated [...] that he would approach one of the Korean companies and try to get it to bid at higher prices. Later [company representative A2] told [...] that the Korean producer had rejected his proposal.642

[company representative A2] (Nexans) intervened in the debate on 5 September 2005 when he wrote to [company representative H1] and [company representative G2] (EXSYM): "I understand from [company representative A1] that there is a lot of difficulties to obtain your collaboration (...)."643 He offered to speak with [company representative G2], a [board member] of EXSYM, during a meeting in Tokyo. In a separate email he offered: "This discussion could be further continued during the I.C.F. cession in TOKYO late October together with our [company representative A4]."644 Already in earlier years (see Recitals (263) and (308)) anti-competitive discussions appear to have been planned in the fringes of the ICF conferences.

On 7 September 2005, [company representative B1] (Pirelli) invited [company representative A2] (Nexans) to a meeting to discuss several projects. In his invitation, [company representative B1] indicated that he was contacted by [company representative I3] (ABB) to discuss the allocation of further projects.645

On 9 September 2005, JPS commented on the continuous debate on the [non-EEA] projects in the export territories by sending a message to [company representative H1] (EXSYM). The message contains a numbered list on the status of the allocation scheme for projects in the export territories. The list reads: "As of the last July, the operation of scheme has been suspended. (...) However we have agreed to continue for some exceptional cases". The list confirms the application of a rotation rule for the [non-EEA] projects.646

On 15 September 2005 ABB, Nexans and Prysmian all participated in a meeting in Prague. [...] at this meeting the allocation of a number of projects inside the European home territory and in the export territories was discussed.647

On 28 September 2005, [company representative B2] (Prysmian) pointed out to [company representative A1] (Nexans) that not many enquiry notifications were made nowadays.648 [company representative A1] replied, explaining: "from A side not astonishing. From BC/NK side .... From SGM apart from [non-EEA territory] and from us we always communicate verbally. He added: "I believe we should Divonne soon what do you think?" [company representative B2] agreed "To Divonne is not a problem (nice place, nice food/wine etc.) The real issue is whether those who sit there intend to be fair, or at least honest (perhaps horrible, but honest!) The blackmailing attitude I am fed up with!"649 [company representative A1] returned: "In case of Divonne we must have our own RPRN [Prysmian-Nexans] meeting first to
agree on subjects”. 650 Company representative B2] finished: "... and to agree to a hopefully common position". 651

(365) In an email to [company representative H1] (EXSYM) of 29 September 2005, [company representative A1] (Nexans) made clear that the rotation system, as applied to the large [non-EEA] projects in the export territories, did not depend on the type of cable, but purely on the voltage involved and the volume of work generated for the A/R cartelists: "we maintain that this market is to be treated by voltage and with respect of volume of work for each members". He added: "the large A/R unbalance as well as aggressive A behaviour on composite cases (although rules on this type of business are among the oldest agreed ones) does not ease discussions and stability or relations with small R shares" 652

"[initials] [company representative C2] agreement is still valid", thereby referring to the meetings on 19 and 20 July 2004 (see Recital (304)) and the agreement reached for allocation of projects in the export territories. 653

(367) On 4 October 2005, [company representative A1] (Nexans) enquired with [company representative B2] (Prysmian) whether the latter had any "viewpoints" on an upcoming tender in the Netherlands in which Brugg, nkt, Prysmian and Nexans were involved. [company representative B2] replied: "too many bloody competitors in my home market!" and expressed concerns about nkt "who have recently misbehaved". 654 On 21 October 2005, [company representative A1] came back on the project and asked [company representative B2]: "you are still not giving me any indication on EON so I guess it is free". 655 In reply, [company representative B2] promised to send guidance on the price to offer later. 656

(368) On 7 October 2005, [company representative B2] emailed [company representative A1] about a call from nkt: "[...] [company representative K3], nkt called me yesterday late afternoon. (...) I did however understand he has a problem with you in the Country of 'Fried fish and beer' (?), and with me in the Roast Beef country. He was wondering whether we could divonne in the near future. Your views? It perhaps could also be an opportunity to have an official/unofficial RN/RP session in advance. Let me know". 657

(369) [company representative B2] (Prysmian) referred to the ICF sessions as an occasion to discuss the cartel arrangements when he wrote to [company representative A1] on 10 October 2005: "I understand that within the ICF session there will be a "trilateral" dinner (RN, JP, RP [Nexans, JPS, Prysmian])". 658 In the same email, [company representative B2] also promised that his management would intervene in a dispute with A over a project in the export territories for which Prysmian had
under-quoted. [...] meetings between JPS, Nexans, VISCAS and Prysmian indeed took place at the occasion of the ICF conference in Tokyo. On 20 October 2005, VISCAS hosted a dinner at the Mitsui Guest House, which was attended by JPS, Nexans and Prysmian. [...] at this meeting Nexans and Prysmian invited JPS and VISCAS to recommence the previous coordination arrangements.\textsuperscript{659} In a follow up message to [company representative A2] (Nexans) and [company representative B1] (Prysmian) on 10 November 2005, [company representative C1] (JPS) referred to the "meeting result" reached on 20 October and proposed a new meeting "for the further development of our collaboration".\textsuperscript{660}

Brugg did not participate in the R seminar organised in May 2005. On 9 December 2005, [company representative A1] (Nexans) remarked to [company representative J2] (Brugg): "you dropped out of the "seminars". I have noted however your positive attitude for discussing several subjects (...). Are you officially back in the seminars? (we sincerely hope you can confirm yes)".\textsuperscript{661} In reply, [company representative J2] explained: "BC's [Brugg's] new (young) Management is afraid since we have in [non-EEA territory] new AT-law [Antitrust] and having instruction of the board to adhere to it. You know that despite this, I have acted in 2005 as if.... (...). We did not spoil level! All "seminar" attendants can look back to a very nice 2005".\textsuperscript{662} [company representative A1] gave his comments to this declaration in a separate email of 12 December 2005: "You cannot have a foot "in" and a foot "outside": you must decide and all positions will be clear (...). I understand you have compensated yourself in RP home territory without prediscussing the matter. (...) you should decide your participation or not but I think time is more adequate for coop then years before. But please give a clear position."\textsuperscript{663}

On 21 December 2005, [company representative L2] (Silec) forwarded a "declaration of interest" ["declaration d´interet"] to [company representative A1] (Nexans). A number of projects in the export territories and one project in the EEA are included on a list, which appears to have originally been sent in February 2005. [company representative A1] refers to a conversation he had with [company representative A1] the day before. In his reply of 22 December 2005, [company representative A1] spells out: "Comme maintes fois répété :pour obtenir, il faut offrir et proposer des solutions et prendre des positions claires suffisamment tôt.: Force est de constater malheureusement tu ne tiens pas toujours tes engagements ou dit oui un jour et semble oublier quelques mois après ...ou ne propose pas de solutions ce qui aboutit au même (à part dire 'Je veux" pour tous les projets et ce souvent tardivement ) : exemples récents: [projects in the export territories], Frites, Esp., Ital." [As repeated several times: in order to obtain, you have to offer and propose solutions and assume a clear stance early enough:. Unfortunately, it can only be ascertained that you do not always keep your engagements or you say yes one day and seem to forget some months afterwards ...or you don't suggest any solutions which amounts to the same (except saying 'I want" for all projects and that often late : recent examples: [projects in the export territories], Fries, Spain, Ital."	extsuperscript{664}
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In 2005, the email exchanges between the R companies increased significantly. The parties sent several hundred emails in which they requested or granted the allocation of projects inside the European home territory, gave guidance and discussed general issues relating to the cartel. Those projects included a wide range of voltages ranging between at least 110 kV and 400 kV for UG cables and above 66 kV for SM cables. A detailed overview is given in Annex I. A brief summary of the email exchanges is provided here.

(a) On 18 January 2005, [company representative A1] (Nexans) promised to fax the floor price level for the Endesa project to [company representative L2] (Sagem).665

(b) In January 2005 [company representative B2] (Prysmian) provided guidance on the price to be quoted for a 220 kV project to [company representative A1] (Nexans) and [company representative L2] (Sagem).666

(c) Between 5 and 28 January 2005 [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Prysmian) and [company representative L2] (Sagem) exchanged information on the price to be quoted for a project referred to as "ROS…380kV".667

(d) On 14 January 2005, [company representative B2] (Prysmian) asked for guidance from [company representative A1] (Nexans) about a project in Norway for which Prysmian had received an enquiry from the customer.668

(e) On 17 January 2005, [company representative B2] (Prysmian) asked a number of 'undisclosed recipients', which included [company representative A1] (Nexans) if they had received an enquiry for a project entitled "Aldel". [company representative B2] added the following "If so, I will provide you with figures", thereby indicating that Prysmian was the allottee of the project and would give guidance if needed.669
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(g) On 21 January 2005 [company representative A1] (Nexans) promised guidance to [company representative B2] (Prysmian) concerning a project referred to as "Rosi".671

(h) [company representative A1] (Nexans) kept a copy of a fax message saved in his computer which had been sent to [company representative L2] (Sagem). The message referred to a range of 132 kV and 220 kV projects, seemingly all for the customer Iberdrola in Spain. [company representative A1] had added the following phrase "In brackets your levels" ["Entre parenthese tes niveaux"], indicating it concerned guidance for these projects.672

(i) In February 2005 [company representative B2] (Prysmian) and [company representative A2] (Nexans) discussed the allocation of a project in Stockholm by phone and by email.673

(j) [company representative B2] and [company representative B3] (Prysmian), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative L2] (Sagem) and [company representative J2] (Brugg) all exchanged emails concerning a project of the customer Gas Natural in Spain. [company representative J2] asked his cartel partners: "for your positions and not to move further neither commercially nor technically".674

(k) On 10 June 2005, [company representative B2] (Prysmian) summoned [company representative L2] (Sagem) "to discuss" Sagem’s behaviour in two projects for Iberdrola in Spain.675 In a separate email to [company representative A1] (Nexans) of 16 June 2005, [company representative B2] also complained "I understand from my people that RN [Nexans] has given a sudden discount of 15pct, therefore underquoting agreed levels. I was told that [company representative A5] (Nexans Iberia SL) had agreed to the scheme of SGM and RP [Prysmian] taking this business on approx. 50-50pct. basis".676

(l) An email of 4 July 2005 of [company representative B2] (Prysmian) to [company representative A1] (Nexans) proves that the cartelists did not hesitate to enlist the assistance of their colleagues in order to ensure that their offer looked favourable. [company representative B2] wrote: "you will be receiving an enquiry calling for approx 36-39 km (...) Your invitation was triggered by myself because I need a friendly offer".677

(m) On 6 July 2005 [company representative B2] notified [company representative A1] (Nexans) of the receipt of an enquiry indicating "Destination: a very cold place (still NK territory?)". He thereby verified whether it would be allowed to
bid for this project or whether the project was for nkt as it may be in nkt’s home territory.678

(n) On 18 July 2005, [company representative B2] (Prysmian) informed [company representative A1] (Nexans) that "your locals called me to express pref on a 220kV 4km case. I said matter will need to be discussed with you".679 [company representative B2] was probably referring to Nexans Italy, as he was the coordinator for the Italian territory (see Recital (344)).

(o) On 25 July 2005 [company representative B2] (Prysmian) also emailed [company representative A1] (Nexans) to confirm the receipt of an enquiry requesting a quote for a project referred to as "220kV XLPE". He indicated "Ready to discuss if and when necessary. Please however let me know if no coordination is feasible".680

(p) In September 2005 several emails on the subject "Mare Nostrum" were exchanged between Prysmian and Nexans. The term refers most likely to the S.A.PE.I project, linking Sardinia to the Italian mainland. [company representative B1] (Prysmian) claimed this project for Prysmian and provided extensive price guidance to Nexans: "these are OUR levels. Please add min. 10% and offer no better terms".681 [company representative A2] (Nexans) sent a reply on 13 October 2005 with additional price information and the instruction "to be destroyed after usage".682

(q) A series of emails was exchanged between [company representative B2] (Prysmian) and [company representative A1] (Nexans) about projects referred to as "EG 380 kV", "ER", "ED" and "E+ 400kV". All four projects may have been located in Italy, as [company representative B2] (Prysmian) complains: "your beloved friends of BC [Brugg] are very aggressive on another 380kV job here (…) Does your relaxed attitude on all these aggressions mean you are abandoning this territory and you therefore don’t care about BC arrogance?".686 In an email of 26 October 2006, [company representative A1] berates [company representative J2] (Brugg): "We understand you are getting quite aggressive on above project. In our view this project must be intended for our friend [company representative B2] (Prysmian) and we believe it is not reasonable to be aggressive in this kind of project in their homeland".687

(r) On 3 October 2005, [company representative B2] (Prysmian) emailed to [company representative A1] (Nexans) with regard to the project "Ter… IM".

678 ID […], Nexans inspection.
679 ID […], Nexans inspection. For a full overview of the email exchange, please see Annex I.
680 ID […], Nexans inspection.
681 ID […], Nexans inspection.
682 ID […], Nexans inspection.
683 ID […], Nexans inspection.
684 ID […], Nexans inspection.
685 ID […], Nexans inspection.
686 ID […], Nexans inspection.
687 ID […], Nexans inspection. The full exchange is included in Annex I.
In the email [company representative B2] stated "Re your call. Please quote your own (reasonable) prices."\(^{688}\)

(s) In October 2005 [company representative B2] (Prysmian) and [company representative A1] (Nexans) also exchanged price information for different projects involving the Spanish Baleares.\(^{689}\)

(t) By email of 8 December 2005, [company representative J2] (Brugg) promised [company representative A1] (Nexans) "we stay back / high price" in relation to a project located in Norway.\(^{690}\)

(u) In an email of 15 December 2005 [company representative A1] (Nexans) demonstrated his role as R coordinator to [company representative B2] (Prysmian). Concerning a project in Italy, he mentioned: "I talked with [company representative J2] (Brugg) and [company representative K3] (nkt): apparently they have agreed between themselves to transfer the Livorno to NK..., I will respect unless you tell me otherwise."\(^{691}\)

(v) On 14 December 2005 [company representative B2] (Prysmian) notified [company representative A1] (Nexans) an enquiry in "Martin's country" (appears to refer to Norway; see Recital (414)(a)).\(^{692}\) He reminded [company representative A1] (Nexans) again of this project on 16 December: "Please don't forget the 110kV 10.8km enquiry from Martin's country. Unless you reckon that it is not worth coordinating and we go free".\(^{693}\) [company representative A1] replied by email that same day: "Free".\(^{694}\)

(w) At the end of December 2005 [company representative A1] and [company representative B1] also exchanged price information for a wind farm project in the United Kingdom.\(^{695}\)

2006

(373) On 4 January 2006, [company representative CD1] (JPS) announced to several contacts within Nexans that he was assigned a new position within Sumitomo.\(^{696}\) In reply, [company representative A1] wrote: "I will (…) certainly regret that your are no longer in command of the A/R contacts as it has largely contributed to build a very healthy and constructive situation".\(^{697}\)

(374) Representatives of JPS, VISCAS, Nexans and Prysmian attended the first A/R meeting of 2006, on 13 January 2006.\(^{698}\) The notes indicate that this meeting concerned SM power cables. The first subject discussed concerned "How to manage the scheme (function, guideline, method, communication etc…) .

Contact JPS [company representative C1]

Quotas: No quota per se but try to use old 60/40 or 65/35 borderline still in question.

Territories:

Domestics:

R: Europe community + [non-EEA territory] and Norway

A: Japan and [Japanese home territory]

Exports:

All others + case by case and (...) by phone only

Meetings:

Quarterly in Asia (KL)

27/4/05 NEXT MEETING

Communication: communication through [company representative A1] (Nexans)/
[company representative C1] (JPS)

Market overview:

R-AB [ABB] possible case by case

EXSYM: [...] Greece 'history' mentioned. EXSYM acquired by showa. (profit lowering).

(375) Under the heading "Projects", the notes mention a large number of SM power cable projects in the export territories that were (pre-)allocated to the A or R side. Several projects are mentioned, some of those would be "proposed" to EXSYM and ABB: "[Project in the export territories]: this project earlier allo to R but proposed to be to exsym to avoid them in Greece".

(376) In an email of 16 January 2006, [company representative A1] (Nexans) explained the position of [company representative H1] (EXSYM) to [company representative C1] (JPS): "he was lately the [non-EEA project] contact point since the july 04 [company representative C2] JPS "closing" meeting". [company representative A1] continued "As you have been nominated to be the A contact point during the KL [Kuala Lumpur] meeting we are from now on disrupting contact with [company representative H1] (EXSYM)". In addition, [company representative A1] referred to earlier under quoting by Brugg and Prysmian in regard to the allocation of certain projects in the export territories and added: "Both RP and BC have reconfirmed their willingness to adhere to the scheme".

(377) On 17 January 2006, [company representative H1] (EXSYM) reported in an email to [company representative B2] (Prysmian) and [company representative A1] (Nexans) as follows: "Spoke with all A and basically obtained acceptance of [non-EEA territory] continuous operation provided that R including BC [Brugg] clearly confirm perfect cooperation and projection for the future [...]kV cases".
representative B2] replied stating that Prysmian confirmed its cooperation on the [non-EEA project] allocation scheme. 703 [company representative A1] (Nexans) also requested [company representative J2] (Brugg) to explicitly confirm Brugg’s cooperation. 704 Instead, [company representative J2] requested further allocations to Brugg of projects in the export territories. 705 On 23 January 2006 [company representative A1] then replied the following to [company representative J2]:

"Je pense que ta position est largement exagérée et en plus infaisable: (…)

- Exagérée: la situation avec A sur ce projet n'est pas encore réglée pour deux raisons: Tu as pris une affaire qui leur étais destinée en […kV et RP a fait de même: A n'a plus confiance et refuse de continuer l'exercice [non-EEA project] (et donc refusent cette allo) si RP et toi ne vous engagez pas à respecter les accords à venir sur ce pays RP a confirmé qu'ils suivraient à l'avenir et on donné une explication crédible de leur geste (lié à un projet sous marin). (…)

Maintenant si tu es capable de négocier à ma place un accord avec A pour que tu sois l'allocataire de cette affaire je te souhaite bonne chance... (ils sont encore très irrités du "hardship" que tu leur a causé). Et si tu préfère un "free" pour toutes affaires futures pourquoi pas j'aurais moins de travail... et encore une fois il n'est pas raisonnable de dire oui un jour non le lendemain uniquement en fonction des charges d'usine... ou de faire un chantage terroriste pour avoir des affaires. A toi de voir et dis moi vite. Comme nous avons annulé le séminaire Div [Divonne] du 31/1, [name] [company representative A2 Nexans] pense que nous pourrions peut être maintenir une réunion entre toi, [company representative J1] [Brugg] et nous pour discuter sérieusement de tous ces sujets."

[I think your position is largely exaggerated and in addition not feasible: (…)

- Exaggerated: the situation with A about this project is not yet arranged for two reasons: you have taken a business which was assigned to them for […]kV and RP did the same: A does not trust any more and refuses to continue the [non-EEA project] exercise (and thus refuse this allo) if RP and you do not commit to respecting future agreements about this country RP has confirmed that they would follow in the future and have given a credible explication of their gesture (regarding a submarine project). (…)

Now, if you are capable of negotiating an agreement with A in my place in order to be the allottee of this business I wish you good luck… (they are still very irritated about the "hardship" you have caused them). And if you prefer a "free" for all of your future affairs why not I would have less work... and one more time it is not reasonable to say yes one day and no the next day only depending on the factory load… or to use terrorist blackmail in order to get business. Up to you to see and tell me fast. As we have annulled the Div [Divonne] seminar of 31/1, [name] [company representative A2 Nexans] thinks that we could maybe hold a gathering between you, [company representative J1] [Brugg] and us in order to seriously discuss all these matters.] 706

(378) On 24 January 2006 [company representative J2] responded with a long email:

---

703 ID […] Nexans inspection.
704 ID […] Nexans inspection.
705 ID […] Nexans inspection.
706 ID […] Nexans inspection.
"Je constate de nouveau la grande différence de nos vues de la situation. Même si vos carnets de commande sont pleins, pleins, vous demanderez plus, sans arrêt. Difficile pour moi d'établir une politique de survie qui vous convient! J'avais la naïveté d'y croire longtemps quand même... Alors, je travaillais des années en faveur d'une coordination des grands...

... un petit est un dérangement à....

... petite la chance d'être utile dans vos yeux...

... peut être bien pour prendre le chnit es les affaires spécialement difficiles ([non-EEA project] ex! [Project in the export territories]) Supposons que BC prenait rien pendant des années: personne de vous considérait ça comme coopération car "free"....

... la grande "violation de BC".... (sans casser les prix d'ailleurs) chaqun de vous s'est déjà bien servi entretemps (niveau prix établit par vous!) Il y avait beaucoup de business en 2005 (nous avons laisser passer quasiment tous pour vous): p ex [projects in the export territories] Et juste pour mentionner une petite cooperation que j'ai demandé via toi de 'A' [non-EEA territory]: - → on m'envoit dans les roses, pretend qu'on ne peut plus rien faire etc. etc. En même temps RN+ABB [Nexans and ABB] prennent [projets in the export territories] (...) Je préfère de discuter avec toi directement et verbalement ton eMail (de préférence sous 4 yeux)... mais accepterais plus de remarques quant à [project in the export territories] comme raison pourquoi que le system (pour ne pas dire 'A") soit encore irrité!... la grande "violation de BC"...????... c'était sans casser les prix! chaqun de vous s'est déjà bien servi depuis, mais trouve normal de dénoncer BC pour toujours!... pour camoufller sa propre tactique? Pour débloquer ma decision: ((...) en anglais pour fâcilement passer aux autres):

[I discover again the great difference of our views of the situation. Even if your order books are full, full, you continue to ask for more. Difficult for me to establish a survival policy that suits you! I had the naïveté to believe in that for a long time anyway... So, I have been working for years in favour of a coordination of the big ones...

...a small one is a disruption to...

...small the probability to be useful in your eyes...

... maybe good to take the chnit and the especially difficult businesses ([non-EEA project] e.g.!) [Project in the export territories]) Suppose that BC didn't take anything during years: nobody among you would consider that as cooperation because "free"...

... the great "infringement of BC".... (without disrupting the prices by the way) every one of you has served themselves well in the meantime (price level establised by you!) There was a lot of business in 2005 (we have let almost everything go to you): e g [projects in the export territories] And just to mention a small cooperation that I demanded via you from 'A' in [non-EEA territory]: - → they send me packing, pretend that they can do no more etc. etc. In the same time RN+ABB [Nexans and ABB] take [projects in the export territories] (...) I prefer to discuss with you directly and verbally your eMail (preferably between 4 eyes)... but I will not accept more remarks with regard to [project in the export territories] as a reason why the system (as not to say 'A") is still irritated!... the great "infringement of BC"...????... that was without disrupting the prices! Every one of you has served themselves since then, but
think it normal to denunciate BC forever!... in order to camouflage their own tactics? In order to free my decision: ((…) in English in order to pass around easily to the others):

(...) BC hereby acknowledges 'A' as allottee in [[non-EEA] project in the export territories] BC hereby declares to fully back this decision. Under these circumstances we are ready to cooperate. We shall not submit an offer! Please confirm convenience. We consider this decision as a further step (among many others done!) to off-set our action a year ago. We refuse to further discuss this issue! Our focus is the future! (...)”.

(379) [company representative A1] (Nexans) forwarded the email of [company representative H1] (EXSYM) of 17 January 2006 to [company representative C1] (JPS) and asked him whether he agreed with [company representative H1]’s position as continued coordinator for the [non-EEA] projects. [company representative C1] replied on 18 January 2006 stating as follows: "I am a contact point of A for S/M [Submarine] and will coordinate any necessary steps. As for the land, however, I need some more time to find the way with [company representative H1] who has voluntarily been taking this role".

(380) The application of the home territory principle continued in 2006. On 18 January 2006, [company representative C1] (JPS) informed [company representative A1] (Nexans) that JPS was contacted to attend a meeting in relation to a project for an interconnector between Wales and Dublin. [company representative C1] asked [company representative A1] for "any suggestion and comment in handling this project". In reply, [company representative A1] requested to be kept informed of the outcome of the meeting.


(382) A subsequent email of 26 January 2006 from [company representative A1] (Nexans) to [company representative B2] (Prysmian) provides an insight in the organisation of the R meetings. [company representative A1] proposed to hold a meeting on 16 and 17 February:

"Preparation meeting RP/RN: Morning of the 16th
16th Afternoon continuation of RP RN and/or bilateral/friendly meetings with others then dinner.
17th Plenary R seminar".

(383) [company representative A1] (Nexans) and [company representative H1] (EXSYM) continued their email exchange about the [non-EEA] projects. On 26 January 2006,
[company representative H1] proposed a 50:50 split of the ongoing [...] projects and enquired after Brugg’s participation.  

[company representative A1] disagreed, stating: "the basis of our cooperation is 60/40 R/A". [company representative A1] also mentioned: "They [Brugg] have confirmed in principle, we have a final discussion with them tomorrow to put everything absolutely clear".  

(384) [company representative H1] (EXSYM) did not agree with the 60/40 allocation rule mentioned by [company representative A1] (Nexans). On 3 February 2006 he wrote: "We were really astonished of our hearing that you are still adhere to old rule which was of no use since suspension of operation in July 2004. It would be advised that leaving home territory protection, we have no valid general operation rule". [company representative H1] also stated: "please remember that RP’s [Prysmian’s] infringement in the previous case is not settled yet".  

(385) On 6 February 2006, [company representative A1] (Nexans) accepted the proposal by [company representative H1] (EXSYM): "given the tight schedule and your totally inflexible position, we feel very frustrated, but we have no other choice, for the benefit of the scheme, than to bend to your extraordinary requirement of 50/50 sharing km wise (although the projects awarded before July 04 were already agreed on 60/40 basis...and the global situation was largely unbalanced in your favour). This of course does not prevail our future position in any discussion to come should a global scheme be restarted."  

(386) On 6 February 2006 [company representative A1] (Nexans) also wrote to [company representative C1] (JPS) that "A might be requested to quote on the Baleares (Majorca-Menorca) interconnections". [company representative A1] asked [company representative C1] to inform them in such case "to allow us to provide you with appropriate informations". In his reply email, [company representative C1] referred to a "capacity problem in manufacturing" on the R side which caused the customer to be anxious about the completion time. [company representative C1] proposed "A’s XLPE might be a solution for this case" and "Any room to collaborate with us to settle the capacity problem?". It is likely that further contacts ensued between Nexans and JPS, as one day later, on 7 February 2006, [company representative C1] agreed not to take any action in relation to this project. [company representative B1] (Prysmian) had also become involved in the dispute as [company representative C1] explained the matter to him in another email dated 7 February 2006. [company representative C1] wrote: "A has no intention to interfere this business, however, if any alternative solution could be offered by R by utilizing A’s capacity, A and her partner might not be involved directly". [company representative B1] strongly disagreed: "This is Nexans business. I strongly suggest
you to abstain as there is no capacity problem but the attempt by Customer to
deteriorate price level for a very difficult project".722

(387) On 16 February 2006, Nexans and Prysmian, held a preparation meeting before the
plenary meeting in Divonne. The notes of this preparation meeting reveal that several
measures to increase the security of the cartel were discussed:

"Security: separate server
separate mob (not co not perso)"723

(388) This indicates that Prysmian and Nexans considered using a separate computer server
for their cartel activities. In addition, separate mobile phones, not connected to the
company, nor their personal phones, should be used.

(389) The notes further detail that "RP+RN relations would need to be improved between
[initials] + [initials] [[company representative B4] (Prysmian) and [company
representative A2] (Nexans)]."724 Moreover, Prysmian had met with LS Cable, as is
clear from the comment: "LS met RP [company representative M3], talked about
[...kv business there]."725

(390) The second part of the notes is concerned with a proposition entitled "Eur
MARKETING 400/220" and contains the following phrases:

"Countries with local MARKET PENETRATION
Countries without MARKET PENETRATION
Overall MARKET PENETRATION
UK, I, SP, H, F, B, G, Scandinavia [UK, Italy, Spain, Holland, France, Belgium,
Germany, Scandinavia]
Marketing team to identify the market penetration in Europe (CRU)
Reste: below 220: case to case"726

(391) Furthermore, at the preparation meeting Prysmian and Nexans discussed a large
number of projects located in the European home territory. Regarding Spain the
notes mention: "local" and "Market penetration to be discussed (40, 35, 25)."727

(392) One day after the preparation meeting between Prysmian and Nexans, nkt joined for
the plenary meeting. Brugg and Silec were excused. The notes of this meeting
confirm that security was again a point of debate. Under the heading "General
matters", the notes mention: "Security: Little mails+little com". The participants then
discussed the "Europe markets"; one of the countries mentioned there is Spain, for
which is written: "Spain: RNKT [nkt] Action endesa but settlement with [a third

722 ID […] Nexans inspection.
723 ID […] Nexans inspection.
724 ID […] Nexans inspection.
725 ID […] Nexans inspection.
726 ID […] Nexans inspection.
727 ID […] Nexans inspection.
party] for the future." On 23 March 2006, [company representative C1] (JPS) notified [company representative A1] (Nexans) of a further enquiry; this time concerning a wind farm project in the United Kingdom. He promised: "We will refrain from responding, however, your advise is helpful." On 24 March 2006, [company representative A1] replied as follows: "Agree with you refraining from quotation."

Representatives of JPS, VISCAS, Nexans and Prysmian attended an A/R meeting in Kuala Lumpur on 27 April 2006. According to the notes of the meeting, the parties discussed a number of projects in the export territories. Regarding a project in [non-EEA territory], it is mentioned: "this project earlier allo [allocated] to R but proposed to be Exsym to avoid them in Greece. A says Exsym will not come to Greece." This agreement was made even though the details of the project were not yet clear.

On 29 May 2006 [company representative C1] (JPS) notified representatives at Nexans of his new mobile number. In the ensuing email conversation, [company representative A1] (Nexans) proposed to keep EXSYM out of further coordination of power cable projects in the export territories. In his email dated 2 June 2006, mentioning on a number of projects, he proposed to [company representative C1] (JPS): "We suggest first that only the big 4 [Nexans, Prysmian, JPS, VISCAS] meet first to define a strategy and intentions and how to handle the various cases: what the gang of 4 aims at and what they have to negotiate with the others out of the big 4) to encounter success. [Original in italics]

Projects in the discussion package could be:

Large [...]kV or [...]kV currently tendered or soon to be tendered within export territories (or within other territories outside of export or domestic territories)."

On 29 May 2006 [company representative C1] (JPS) was hesitant to immediately accept the proposal due to the existing internal conflicts among the A participants. In an email of 7 June 2006, he proposed to first have a meeting without VISCAS and EXSYM as "Among A, there is still some conflict, so that before A’s internal coordination work, I just want to discuss the matter with R at first."
Eventually, on 6 July 2006, representatives of JPS, VISCAS, Nexans and Prysmian attended a meeting in Jakarta. The first item listed in the notes found at Nexans again concerns the matter of the security. According to the notes, the parties discussed to apply a "separate computer and e mail organisation". Furthermore, under the heading "Projects" a number of "Orders"; "Ongoing projects" and "Future enquiries are listed." The last category includes the names of the parties professing an interest in a specific project.736

On 20 July 2006, [company representative A2] (Nexans) wrote to [company representative B1] (Prysmian), about a project in the export territories: "This is to confirm that the land portion shall be manufactured by Prysmian. This will create an unbalanced situation in the contract sharing that shall be compensated by other business or subcontracted".737 [company representative B1] replied the same day, stating: "we do not agree to compensate by other business but we agree to work out a subcontract agreement in line with current agreed principles of SAPEI [a project in the Union]".738

This exchange demonstrates that the parties agreed to compensate each other when there was an "imbalance" of allocations existed. In view of the fact that [company representative B1] (Prysmian) was in charge of SM projects within Prysmian, the above exchange which refers to both UG and SM projects may indicate that for such compensation it was irrelevant whether a project concerned UG power cables, or SM power cables.

On 25 July 2006 [company representative F3] (VISCAS), announced that [company representative EF1] would take over his role representing VISCAS in "the scheme".739

Also on 25 July 2006, Nexans announced that it had agreed to form a production joint venture dedicated to the manufacturing of SM high voltage power cables with VISCAS. The joint venture would be based in Japan. The establishment of the joint venture allowed Nexans to increase its capacity in the production of SM power cables. The joint venture would produce MI power cables only for Nexans while VISCAS could produce some OF power cables at the plant.740

[JPS saw the creation of the joint venture between Nexans and VISCAS as an intrusion of the Japanese market by Nexans.741 In an email of 26 July 2006 to [company representative B1] (Prysmian), [company representative C1] (JPS) expressed his shock about the joint venture as follows: "Is this a proper marriage or plunderer? (...) Eventually we are alone, and has to change the strategy since this might be our threat, they are finally in our territory".742

In September 2006 Nexans also announced that its Halden factory in Norway would increase capacity for mass impregnated cables. This caused [company representative B1] (Prysmian) to write to [company representative A2] (Nexans) on 4 September

736 ID […], Nexans inspection.
737 ID […], Nexans inspection.
738 ID […], Nexans inspection.
739 ID […], Nexans inspection.
740 ID […], Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID […], Fujikura reply to SO of 17 February 2012.
741 ID […], Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID […], Fujikura reply to SO of 17 February 2012.
742 ID […], Prysmian inspection.
2006: "IT SEEMS THAT IN ADDITION TO THE JV WITH VISCAS, YOU ARE
ALSO INCREASING THE CAPACITY FOR MI CABLES IN HALDEN. THIS IS NOT
IN LINE WITH OUR UNDERSTANDING. YOUR COMMENTS ARE
APPRECIATED".743

(405) [...] there was a common understanding among the European cable suppliers that
there was excess production capacity for HV power cables. In the early 2000s,
[company representative A2] (Nexans) had urged ABB and Prysmian to reduce their
existing excess capacity.744

(406) [...] During the period from 2001 onwards Prysmian, Nexans and ABB were in
regular contacts to ensure the maximisation of their factory utilisation through the
maintenance of price levels or the allocation of bids. This coordination centred on
those projects that were large in value and on which Nexans, Prysmian and ABB
could have competed against each other based on their factory capacity and other
factors.745

(407) On 9 August 2006, [company representative B1] (Prysmian) sent an email
attachment to [company representative A2] (Nexans) with the heading "It is
anticipated that Prysmian and Nexans will achieve an acceptable balanced level of
factory load until 2010 with the following current and expected order backlog". The
document then lists different (parts of) SM power cable projects both in the EEA as
well as in the export territories and indicates which parts will be manufactured by
Nexans or Prysmian or shared equally. The document concludes as follows:
"Prysmian and Nexans agree that the level of factory load will be reviewed bi-yearly
taking all factors and new projects into consideration. If, during the periodical
review and in any case not later than the end of 2007 it becomes evident or it is
anticipated that there will be an unbalance in the factory loads, then Prysmian and
Nexans will discuss and agree a different splitting of the factory loads with the aim of
achieving an acceptable balance".746

(408) In 2006, the parties also continued their practice of meeting at the fringes of the ICF
conferences. ABB [...] was informed by [company representative A2] (Nexans) that
meetings took place between Nexans and the Japanese and Korean cable producers at
the ICF conference in October.747 VISCAS has confirmed that a short meeting took
place during the conference but argues that the Korean producers were not present.748
LS Cable also denies participating in such a meeting.749

(409) On 4 October 2006, [company representative B2] (Prysmian) emailed [company
representative A1] (Nexans) using the email address: [email address]750 In previous
years, [company representative A1] (Nexans) had also used the address [email
address].751

743 ID [...] Nexans inspection.
744 [...] 
745 [...] 
746 ID [...] Prysmian inspection. On 12 May 2006, [company representative B1] had already sent an
erlier version of the document to [company representative A2], ID [...] Nexans inspection.
747 [...] 
748 ID [...] Annex B to VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011. 
749 ID [...] LS Cable reply to SO of 9 February 2012.
750 ID [...] Nexans reply of 5 June 2009 to RFI of 20 March 2009.
Representatives of JPS, VISCAS, Prysmian and Nexans all attended an A/R meeting in Baveno, Italy on 6 October 2006. [...] at this meeting [company representative C1] informed the other participants that JPS would not participate in any further meetings.752

On 16 November 2006, [company representative J1] (Brugg), sent an email to [company representative L2] (Silec) with [company representative A1] (Nexans) in copy. [company representative J1] used the email address: [email address]. The email simply contains the heading "Quote" and the text: "Please note that we need to receive instruction by today. If we do not receive anything we will quote as our convenience". [company representative L2] replied on the same day: "According to our phone conversation, I have noticed your agreement to receive instructions on Monday, November 20". 753 This last email was not found during the inspection on [company representative A1]'s computer but was provided by Nexans in its reply to the Commission's request for information.754

Already in 2002, [company representative J2] (Brugg) had communicated his web based email address [email address] and his mobile phone number to the other cartel participants.755 The informal manner in which [company representative J1] and [company representative L2] wrote suggests that this is not the first time they have communicated on projects. 756 Moreover, they both seem to conform to the 'rule' of putting [company representative A1], as coordinator, in copy, so to keep him up to date about the agreements.

Finally, [...] [company representative C1] discussed projects located in the export territories by phone with the R side throughout 2006.757

The exchange of enquiry notifications, prices and other sensitive commercial information for projects located in the European home territory continued in 2006. A summary is provided here and a detailed overview is found in Annex I.

(a) On 4 January 2006, [company representative B2] (Prysmian) notified a project in "Martin’s country" (probably Norway, after one of Nexans’ employees) to [company representative A1] (Nexans), asking for guidance.758

(b) [company representative B2] (Prysmian) also alerted [company representative A1] (Nexans) to rumours that "[name] [[company representative L2], Silec] has taken major 150kV business in one of your preferred markets".759

(c) On 13 March 2006, [company representative B2] (Prysmian) informed [company representative A1] (Nexans) on the fact that the results for a "150kV
"36km" case were still uncertain. He would therefore wait before providing guidance about a project in Thessaloniki, Greece.\(^760\)

(d) Brugg, Silec, Nexans and Prysmian were all involved in an email exchange about a project referred to with the code name "Gissi". On 31 March 2006, [company representative B2] (Prysmian) requested [company representative A1] (Nexans) and [company representative J2] (Brugg) to follow his "recommendation". In the same email, [company representative B2] requested [company representative A1] to make contact with [company representative L2] (Silec) too. [company representative J2] confirmed that Brugg would follow Prysmian’s guidance.\(^761\)

(e) By email of 31 March 2006, [company representative B2] (Prysmian) gave [company representative A1] (Nexans) price guidance for a project referred to as "4.5km 380kV".\(^762\)

(f) Prysmian and Nexans were also involved in an exchange of price information in relation to a project referred to as "1.77km 1000sqmm 380kV". A reference is also made to Silec and Brugg.\(^763\)

(g) On 30 August 2006 [company representative B1] (Prysmian) gave [company representative A2] (Nexans) price guidance for the Rödsand II project, stating: "For 10km route your total number, excluding options, shall be not less than DKK [amount]".\(^764\)

2007

(415) In relation to ABB, [company representative A2] (Nexans) remained the main point of contact. [...] [company representative A2] indicated to [company representative I3] (ABB) in January 2007 that Nexans was fully loaded and therefore would not be bidding aggressively on a project in Norway called Gjøa.\(^765\)

(416) Similarly, during a phone conversation in early 2007, [company representative I3] (ABB) indicated to [company representative A2] (Nexans) that ABB did not intend to bid for a project in Germany called Alpha Ventus.\(^766\)

(417) On 6 March 2007 an internal email sent by [company representative B2] to [company representative B1] (both Prysmian) reveals an additional rule applied by the cartel members. In his email, [company representative B2] refers to an "old, not written "rule", which is to limit as much as possible the interference in Competitors’ business when they suffer failures etc. In such case, the "suffering" party has the priority to take care of it’s own problem".\(^767\) In practice, this rule meant that the cartelists would not interfere when repair works to a project done by another cartelist were necessary. The company that had originally executed the work retained the "privilege" to also do any repair work, if and when required.

---

\(^{760}\) ID [...] Nexans inspection.

\(^{761}\) ID [...] Nexans inspection.

\(^{762}\) ID [...] Nexans inspection.

\(^{763}\) ID [...] Nexans inspection.

\(^{764}\) ID [...] Nexans inspection.

\(^{765}\) [...] 

\(^{766}\) [...] 

\(^{767}\) ID [...] Prysmian inspection.
Prysmian has argued that this rule is the consequence of the common inclusion of warranty clauses for the period after the completion of a project. Prysmian has failed however to adduce evidence that the application of this rule in this case was indeed linked to the inclusion of such a clause.\textsuperscript{768}

When it was contacted by a customer to repair a cable installed by Nexans, ABB did not submit a quote to the customer. Instead, [company representative R] (ABB) contacted [company representative A2] (Nexans) to notify him that the customer was looking for urgent repair work.\textsuperscript{769}

On 11 April 2007 representatives of Nexans, Prysmian and VISCAS met in Paris to discuss a number of projects. According to the notes of this meeting, [company representative H1] (EXSYM) could not attend due to a "[reason]". Regarding [company representative C1] (JPS) the notes mention: "]company representative C1] / compliance committee: no participation in such meetings".\textsuperscript{770}

On 9 May 2007, [company representative E1] (VISCAS) indicated to [company representative A1] (Nexans) that it would concentrate for the time on SM cases as "It will be difficult to manage to arrange Land at this time as many parties need to be involved".\textsuperscript{771}

[company representative C1] (JPS) met with [company representative A1] (Nexans) in May 2007 in Paris in order to discuss the allocation of a project in the export territories.\textsuperscript{772} In an email to [company representative B2] (Prismian) of 6 June 2007, [company representative A1] reports on the results of this meeting. [company representative A1] sent this email from his yahoo address.\textsuperscript{773} From the email it appears that the Korean companies were still involved in the allocation: "they agree the originally agreed 50/50 basis for R /A-K (...)" and "They have difficulty with K as K wishes to get one full lot. But they are confident".

Representatives of Nexans, EXSYM and JPS attended an A/R meeting in Tokyo on 27 or 28 June 2007, to discuss the allocation of another large UG power cable project in the export territories.\textsuperscript{774} According to the notes, VISCAS and Prysmian had expressed an interest in the allocation of certain projects, although they did not participate in the meeting.\textsuperscript{775} Other large future projects in the export territories were also discussed, as becomes clear from the subsequent email correspondence between [company representative H1] (EXSYM) and [company representative A1] (Nexans).\textsuperscript{776} It was [company representative H1] who acted as main coordinator on the A side for the allocation of these projects.

In a bilateral meeting between ABB and Nexans on 4 June 2007, [company representative A2] (Nexans) reproached [company representative I3] (ABB) for

\textsuperscript{768} ID […], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
\textsuperscript{769} […]
\textsuperscript{770} ID […], Nexans inspection.
\textsuperscript{771} ID […], Nexans inspection.
\textsuperscript{772} […]
\textsuperscript{773} ID […], Prysmian inspection.
\textsuperscript{774} […]
\textsuperscript{775} ID […], Nexans inspection.
\textsuperscript{776} ID […], Nexans inspection.
doing all the work for BritNed itself. [...] decided to refrain from bidding on the Fennoskan II project as a gesture of goodwill.\footnote{777}{[...]

(425) [...] during a meeting between [company representative I3] (ABB) and [company representative C1] (JPS) on 10 or 11 June 2007, the companies discussed the application of the home territory principle. [...] there was an understanding that JPS would not compete in Scandinavia and/or Europe and that ABB would not compete (aggressively) in Japan.\footnote{778}{[...]

(426) In an email of 18 July 2007, [company representative A2] (Nexans) informed [company representative B1] (Prysmian) of the prices Nexans would offer for a number of projects in Spain. He concluded with "Please add 3%".\footnote{779}{[...]

(427) [company representative H1] (EXSYM) continued to be main contact point on the A side for the allocation of UG power cable projects in the export territories.\footnote{780}{[...]

(428) In an email of 2 August 2007, [company representative E1] (VISCAS) confirmed to [company representative A1] (Nexans) that no one had submitted an offer for a wind farm project in Germany.\footnote{784}{[...]

(429) An email exchange between [company representative A1] (Nexans) and [company representative H1] (EXSYM) demonstrates that the A members had difficulty reaching a consensus on the allocation of a number of large UG power cable projects in the export territories. On 10 August 2007, [company representative A1] reminded [company representative H1] that: "The agreement made in Tokyo was a package deal which was including ALL A’s, including K, and R."\footnote{785}{[...]

\footnote{777}{[...]

\footnote{778}{[...]

\footnote{779}{ID [...], Nexans inspection.

\footnote{780}{ID [...], Nexans inspection.

\footnote{781}{ID [...], Nexans inspection.

\footnote{782}{ID [...], Nexans inspection.

\footnote{783}{ID [...], Nexans inspection.

\footnote{784}{ID [...], Nexans inspection.

\footnote{785}{ID [...], Nexans inspection.

\footnote{786}{ID [...], Nexans inspection.
opinion of JPS. In an email of 29 August 2006, [company representative H1] (EXSYM) apologised on behalf of JPS stating: "Spoke with JP [JPS] (...) please understand their position in terms of compliance". In addition, [company representative EF1] (VISCAS) and [company representative A2] (Nexans) also exchanged several emails to establish the basis for the allocation. In order to find a solution, [company representative A2] (Nexans) contacted the [position] of VISCAS, [company representative E3] and managed to reach an agreement on the allocation. The agreement was, however, rejected by JPS and EXSYM. [company representative H1] (EXSYM) referred to the situation as a "conflict of interest among A involved" in an email of 13 August 2007.

Nexans, Prysmian and ABB were all involved in exchanges concerning a SM power cable project in the United Kingdom in August 2007. On 31 August 2007, [company representative A2] sent an email with his delivery and installation dates to [company representative B1]. [...] [company representative I3] (ABB) communicated to Nexans that ABB was not interested in this project.

On 3 September 2007, [company representative A2] (Nexans) held bilateral meetings with representatives of VISCAS and EXSYM during a special visit to Tokyo in an attempt to negotiate an agreement on the large UG power cable projects in the export territories. According to an email of [company representative A2] to [company representative H1], the meeting was intended to convince VISCAS to accept the proposal of JPS and EXSYM regarding these projects. From an email of 5 September 2007 by [company representative H1] (EXSYM) to [company representative A1] and [company representative A2] (Nexans) it appears that JPS had indeed agreed with the allocation proposal. [company representative H1] also referred to discussions with LS Cable about those projects.

In October 2007, [company representative A2] (Nexans) planned to use the ICF seminar as an opportunity to talk with [company representative B1] (Prysmian) about projects in the export territories. [company representative B1] informed [company representative C1] (JPS) of Nexans' intention by email of 20 September 2007.

In November 2007, [company representative I3] (ABB) and [company representative A2] (Nexans) held a further bilateral meeting at Copenhagen airport. At this meeting, the two representatives discussed the price range for the upcoming Fennoskan II project. Nexans would obtain this project in exchange for placing a higher bid on the Eirgrid project. In connection with this agreement, [company representative A2] told [company representative I3] that he would contact Prysmian.
[company representative A2], and [company representative A1] (Nexans) met with [company representative EF1] and [company representative E1] (VISCAS) on 3 December 2007 in Paris. In his notes, [company representative A1] stated: "For the time being still difficult with JPS". The companies discussed (past) orders and current (future) projects.

In 2007, Prysmian and Nexans discussed the allocation of and exchanged price information on several wind farm projects:

(a) From emails it is clear that [company representative A2] (Nexans) and [company representative B1] (Prysmian) discussed the Greater Gabbard and Sheringham Shoal wind farm projects in the United Kingdom.

(b) On 24 October 2007 [company representative B1] (Prysmian) forwarded a price list to [company representative A2] (Nexans) for a further unidentified project.

(c) [company representative A2] (Nexans) provided [company representative B1] (Prysmian) with prices for the Walney project in an email of 16 November 2007.

(d) [company representative A2] (Nexans) in turn expressed his interest in a project referred to as "Windmill" and "SCIRA : 2x21km 132kV 3x500²" to [company representative B1] (Prysmian) in an email of 22 December 2007.

(e) On 19 December 2007, [company representative B1] (Prysmian) gave information to [company representative A2] (Nexans) about the Ormonde Power project and proposed "I thing we must put also this into the pot with Walney, Greater Gabbard and [non-EEA territory]."

2008

On 27 February 2008, [company representative A2] (Nexans) forwarded a price list to [company representative B1] (Prysmian) with the following in the subject field "la baie du bouchon"[Cork Bay]. This project had both a SM and an UG section, and [company representative A2] communicated to [company representative B1] several limitations on the commercial conditions to be offered by Prysmian such as a request to quote the supply only and not the installation for the UG section and also the prices it should quote.

The remaining parties still applied the home territory principle at this point in time. This is demonstrated by the email sent by [company representative A1] (Nexans) to [company representative EF1] (VISCAS) on 7 March 2008. In this email, [company representative A1] asks: "We have noted with surprise A (JP) [JPS] involvement through a company called [non-addressee] in a (UK) SM project Ormonde (...). Please clarify."
[company representative A1] and [company representative A2] (Nexans) visited JPS, ENSYM and VISCAS for a series of bilateral meetings in Tokyo on 9 and 10 April 2008.\(^{807}\) At the meeting between JPS and Nexans [company representative C1] and [company representative D5] (JPS) told [company representative A1] and [company representative A2] to cease contacting JPS.\(^{808}\) JPS argues that it thereby ended its participation in the cartel.\(^{809}\)

On 24 April 2008 [company representative A2] (Nexans) sent an email to [company representative B1] (Prysmian) in which he referred to several projects within the EEA and in the export territories that were under discussion.\(^{810}\)

[company representative H1] (EXSYM) and [company representative A1] (Nexans) exchanged emails in June 2008 on the large UG projects in the export territories that were allocated at the meeting in Tokyo in June 2007 (see Recital (423)). On 9 June 2008, in an email to [company representative H1], [company representative A1] stated that communications were kept to the minimum "at your request". The allocation of these projects raised discussions as he continued "so far you received your share of [project in the export territories] even more through K not R. Naturally this case [another project in the export territories] should go in total to R, the unbalance will otherwise aggravate and we will need your compensation". An email of 9 June 2008 from [company representative EF1] (VISCAS) to [company representative A2] (Nexans) demonstrates that VISCAS was also still involved in the "arrangements".\(^{811}\)

The contacts between ABB and Nexans also continued during 2008. On 7 July 2008, [company representative I3] (ABB) met [company representative A2] (Nexans) in a hotel in Zurich. [...] has indicated that the purpose of this meeting was to discuss the allocation of the Eirgrid SM power cable project in Ireland. At this meeting, the parties agreed on the price level they would use for their respective bids.\(^{812}\) The project was allocated to ABB in exchange for Nexans obtaining the Fennoskan II project (see Recital (433)).

[...] and Nexans were also in contact about a wind farm project in Belgium in October 2008.\(^{813}\) On 17 or 18 October 2008, [company representative A2] (Nexans) contacted [...] by phone and announced that Nexans would bid high for this project.\(^{814}\)

On 25 October 2008 [company representative B1] (Prysmian) communicated by email to [company representative A2] (Nexans) Prysmian’s prices for a project which appears to be a SM interconnection - 380 kV - between Sicily and Calabria (Italy). In fact, [company representative B1] sent [company representative A2] three different versions of the prices, all on the same day, and the subject of the last message was "As discussed", which suggests that the third set of prices would have

\(^{807}\) ID [...] Nexans inspection; ID [...] Nexans inspection; [...]  
\(^{808}\) [...]  
\(^{809}\) This is the end date for JPS and its parent companies in the cartel, see Section 7.2.  
\(^{810}\) ID [...] Nexans inspection.  
\(^{811}\) ID [...] Nexans inspection.  
\(^{812}\) [...]  
\(^{813}\) [...]  
\(^{814}\) [...]
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been prepared after a discussion between [company representative B1] and [company representative A2].815

(444) Between 5 and 7 November 2008, [company representative A2] (Nexans) also contacted […] twice by phone in order to discuss the price level that the companies should apply to their bids for the London Array project.816

(445) The ongoing discussions led [company representative H1] (EXSYM) to state the following in an email to [company representative A1] (Nexans) on 9 December 2008: "Under the strong position of others and due to a tough surveillance of our internal control, a perfect arrangement is no longer feasible and bring us a numerous difficulties and risks. Therefore, we are obliged to inform you that we back out from the scheme except the cases we already committed. Please be noted that we are not intending to collapse the market situation, but proceed with due solemnity".817

2009

(446) A dinner and a meeting between representatives of Nexans and Prysmian were planned for 28 and 29 January 2009. This is confirmed by an email sent by [company representative B1] (Prysmian) to [company representative A2] (Nexans) (who forwarded it to [company representative A1], Nexans) on 15 January 2009 with the subject "Dinner on 28 January and meeting on 29 January". The Commission has no evidence of other parties involved in this meeting. [company representative B1] replied that he could not attend the meeting.818

3.5. Arguments of the parties regarding the reliability of the evidence

(447) nkt, LS Cable and Brugg have questioned the nature and reliability of the notes from the A/R/(K) and R meetings that the Commission found at Nexans.819 Nexans and Prysmian have questioned the reliability of the leniency applicants' oral statements.820

(448) Brugg has complained that the SO did not allow it to establish with certainty the facts alleged against it. According to Brugg, the Commission does not meet the required standard of proof necessary to demonstrate a concrete infringement. In addition, Brugg claims that evidence with regard to other parties may not be used against Brugg, in particular when no reference is made to Brugg. Finally, Brugg argues that the inspection documents from Nexans and Prysmian cannot be used until the Court has decided whether they have been obtained legally.821

815 ID […], Nexans inspection.
816 […]
817 ID […], Nexans inspection.
818 ID […], Nexans inspection.
819 ID […], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011; ID […], Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID […], LS Cable reply to SO of 31 October 2011.
820 ID […], Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011, ID […], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
821 ID […], Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
Annexed to their replies to the SO, several parties have submitted witness statements.\(^{822}\) In addition, several parties have submitted economic reports specifically prepared for their defence.\(^{823}\)

3.6. Discussion and findings regarding the evidence

The evidence presented in Section 3 consists of documents supplied by the leniency applicants, documents found during the inspections at Nexans and Prysmian and replies to Requests for Information ("RFIs") and their annexes. Among these materials, there are several thousands of pages of direct evidence: contemporaneous emails, (handwritten) notes, position sheets and corporate statements from undertakings directly involved in the infringement. In addition, the file is composed of corroborating contemporaneous evidence, notably in the form of travel records, and diary entries.

In accordance with the generally applicable rules on evidence, the reliability and, therefore, the probative value of a document depends on its origin, the circumstances in which it was drawn up, the person to whom it is addressed and the reputed and reliable nature of its content.\(^{824}\) In particular, great importance must be attached to the fact that a document has been drawn up in close connection with the events,\(^{825}\) or by a direct witness to these events.\(^{826}\)

As explained in Recital (60), the General Court has considered that the Commission was correct to order an inspection concerning HV SM and UG power cables. With regard to Brugg’s argument, the Commission is under no obligation to suspend its Decision until the Court of Justice rules in the appeal case brought by Nexans.\(^{827}\)

The statements of ABB and Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS implicate these undertakings in the infringement and therefore run counter to the interest of the undertakings. According to the Court, they have therefore a particularly high probative value.\(^{828}\)

---

\(^{822}\) See, for instance, ID […], VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011 (witness statement of [company representative EF1]); ID […], VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011 (witness statement of [company representative E3]); ID […], LS Cable reply to SO of 9 November 2011 (witness statement of [company representative M3]). Nexans has submitted 85 witness statements as attachments to its reply; ID […], Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.

\(^{823}\) See for example, ID […], CRA report prepared for VISCAS, 7 November 2011; ID […], LECG Study prepared for Nexans, 8 October 2010.

\(^{824}\) Case T-44/00 Mannesmannrohren-Werke AG v Commission [2004] ECR II-2223, paragraph 84; Joined Cases T-25/95, T-26/95, T-30/95, T-31/95, T-32/95, T-34/95, T-35/95, T-36/95, T-37/95, T-38/95, T-39/95, T-42/95, T-43/95, T-44/95, T-45/95, T-46/95, T-48/95, T-50/95, T-51/95, T-52/95, T-53/95, T-54/95, T-55/95, T-56/95, T-57/95, T-58/95, T-59/95, T-60/95, T-61/95, T-62/95, T-63/95, T-64/95, T-65/95, T-68/95, T-69/95, T-70/95, T-71/95, T-87/95, T-103/95 and T-104/95 Cimenteries CBR and Others v Commission ('Cement') [2000] ECR II-491, paragraph 1053.


\(^{826}\) Joined Cases T-67/00, T-68/00, T-71/00 and T-78/00 JFE Engineering Corp., formerly NKK Corp. (T-67/00), Nippon Steel Corp. (T-68/00), JFE Steel Corp. (T-71/00) and Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd (T-78/00) v Commission [2004] ECR II-2501, paragraph 207.

\(^{827}\) See in this sense, Case T-548/08 Total SA v Commission [2013] not yet reported, paragraph 172 and the AG’s Opinion in case C-109/10 P Solvay SA v Commission [2011], ECR I-10329, paragraph 308.

This is because providing inaccurate statements may jeopardise the leniency application and the admission of involvement entails considerable legal and economic risks such as private damages claims. In this Decision, the leniency statements are corroborated with contemporaneous evidence and by other means for example by other statements of that nature. The Commission has applied proper caution to the evidence voluntarily provided by ABB and Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS. It is clear that ABB’s position as a non-core player has prevented it from obtaining detailed information on the general application of the cartel. Similarly it is clear that JPS’ oral statements, the first of which was made a day after information about the inspections of the Commission became public, have developed in clarity over time. In addition, JPS has in its oral statements contradicted itself at certain occasions. The Commission has therefore assessed the statements of JPS with caution and accepted them only in so far as they were corroborated by other evidence.

(454) [...] at the meeting on 18 February 1999, the parties had reached no new agreement on the home territory principle. Nevertheless, [...] in practice the parties applied the home territory principle during this period. This last position is supported by the contemporaneous evidence (See Recitals (137), (145) and (147)). A close reading of the [...] statements and of the documentary evidence confirms that the parties did not reach an agreement on the exact geographical scope of the home territory principle (notably on the inclusion of [Japanese home territory], Sweden, Korea and the preferred territories) and on the exact split of the quota allocation for projects in the export territories (notably on whether this should be 70/30 or 60/40). However they did reach an agreement or at the very least established a concerted practice regarding the principle of home territory protection and export territory allocation.

(455) [...]. However the documentary evidence demonstrates however that JPS remained involved in all aspects of the arrangements until 10 April 2008 (see for instance Recitals (309) and (312) and the analysis in Recital (944)).

(456) Concerning the nature and reliability of the notes of meetings, it appears that [company representative A1] (Nexans) frequently typed those notes during the meetings. On occasion they were shared with other members of the cartel. While most of the notes referred to in this Section originated from [company representative A1], [...]. Whenever the authors attended the same meetings, the notes may differ according to the personal interest of the author. However, in general whenever notes existed of the same meeting they are similar (see, for instance, Recitals (227) and (245)). The fact that the notes were not circulated amongst the parties does not

832 [...] 833 [...] 834 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
reduce their reliability. The notes relate to meetings with an anti-competitive object in respect of which the author wanted to leave the least trace possible.\footnote{Case T-11/89 Shell International Chemical Company Ltd v Commission [1992] ECR II-757, paragraph 86.}

\ref{457} nkt claims that it only saw the notes and documents when the Commission granted access to the case-file.\footnote{ID [...] nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011.} However this statement is contradicted by the description nkt provides of the seminars.\footnote{ID [...] nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011.}

\ref{458} Witness statements written by the employees of a company, drawn up under the supervision of that company and submitted by it in its defence in the administrative procedure by the Commission, cannot, in principle, be classified as evidence which is different from, and independent of, the statements made by that same company. In order to influence the course of the proceedings and the content of the Commission's decision, such witness statements need to be substantiated.\footnote{Case T-113/07 Toshiba Corp. v Commission [2011] ECR II-03989, paragraphs 58-61.} This applies in particular to witness statements of employees that were not directly involved in the infringement and that have been made available only after the company was informed of the main allegations against it. The above applies to most of the witness statements submitted to the Commission.

\ref{459} In addition, most of the economic reports submitted by the parties were elaborated \textit{ex post}, for the specific needs of the parties' defence in the on-going investigation. The reports are drafted in general terms without reference to the specific facts of the case, and refer to a large extent to the statement of the party requesting it, which suggest that they do not constitute an independent source. It is therefore not possible to attach a level of credibility and a probative value to those reports beyond that of a mere statement from the party that supplied it.\footnote{Case T-110/07 Siemens AG v Commission [2011] ECR II-00477, paragraph 136.}

\ref{460} In conclusion, the Commission is of the opinion that it has properly assessed the available evidence and the arguments submitted by the parties.

4. **APPLICATION OF ARTICLE 101(1) OF THE TREATY AND ARTICLE 53(1) OF THE EEA AGREEMENT**

4.1. **Relationship between the Treaty and the EEA Agreement**

\ref{461} The arrangements described in Section 3 above applied to most of the world, including the entire territory of the EEA. Therefore they were liable to affect competition in the whole of the internal market and the territory covered by the EEA Agreement.

\ref{462} Insofar as the arrangements affected competition in the internal market and trade between Union Member States, Article 101 of the Treaty is applicable. Article 53 of the EEA Agreement is applicable insofar as the arrangements affected competition in the territory covered by that Agreement and trade between the Contracting Parties to that Agreement.
4.2. **Jurisdiction**

The application by the Union of its competition rules is governed by the territoriality principle as a universally recognised principle of international law. In this respect, the Court of Justice established in the *Woodpulp* case that the decisive factor in the determination of the applicability of Article 101 of the Treaty in cases where the participants of a cartel are seated outside the Union is whether the agreement, decision or concerted practice was implemented within the Union. More specifically, the Court of Justice observed in that case that the producers were selling directly into the Union and were engaging in price competition in order to win orders from the customers, thereby constituting competition within the Union. Therefore, the Court of Justice stated that, where those producers concert on the prices to be charged to their customers in the Union and put that concertation into effect by selling at prices which are actually coordinated, they are taking part in a concertation which has the object and effect of restricting competition within the Union. The Court of Justice also stated that an infringement of Article 101, such as the conclusion of an agreement which has had the effect of restricting competition within the internal market, consists of conduct made up of two elements: the formation of the agreement, decision or concerted practice and the implementation thereof. If the applicability of the prohibitions laid down under Union competition law were made to depend on the place where the agreement, decision or concerted practice was formed, the result would be to give undertakings an easy means of evading those prohibitions. The decisive factor is therefore the place where the agreement, decision or concerted practice is implemented. Accordingly, the jurisdiction of the Union to apply its competition rules to such conduct is covered by the territoriality principle.

Moreover, the General Court supplemented that test by establishing that the rules of Union competition law in Council Regulation (EEC) No 4064/89 are also applicable if the conduct at issue has immediate, foreseeable and substantial effect in the Union.

4.2.1. **Arguments of the parties**

Several parties have argued that the Commission has no competence to apply Article 101 of the Treaty to those meetings and contacts which concerned the export territories or the home territories Japan and Korea.

4.2.2. **Discussion and findings**

The Commission's territorial jurisdiction, including the competence to sanction the infringement, is limited to those parts of the infringement that were implemented or had effects in the EEA.

---

841 Ibid., paragraph 13.
842 Ibid., paragraph 16.
843 Ibid., paragraph 18.
846 ID […], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011; ID […], Taihan reply to SO of 7 November 2011; ID […], Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID […], Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID […], LS Cable reply to SO of 31 October 2011.
This applies to both the home territory agreement, through which the Japanese and Korean producers undertook not to enter the EEA, and to the European cartel configuration. As explained below, in Section 4.3.3, both the home territory agreement and the European cartel configuration formed an integral part of the single and continuous infringement which included cartel contacts both in the EEA and Asia. The reciprocal counterpart of the commitment of the Asian cable producers not to compete in the European home territory was the agreement of the European producers not to enter the market in the Asian home territories. In view of the provisions of Article 56(1) of the EEA Agreement, the Commission in this case has jurisdiction to apply Article 53 of the EEA Agreement.

Moreover, the agreement regarding allocation of projects in places the parties considered to be "the export territories" also included Member States (see notably Recital (247)) and projects on the periphery of the EEA (see notably Recitals (81)-(82)). There is also some evidence in the file indicating that projects in the export territories were awarded as compensation for the protection of the European home territory (See, for instance, Recitals (193) and (375)).

The parties implemented their agreements relating to the EEA through their sales in the EEA, or through the application of the home territory principle in the territory of the EEA. As a consequence, the cartel agreements concerned by this Decision were implemented in the Union. In addition, the cartel had immediate, foreseeable and substantial effects in the Union in the sense of the Gencor case. First, the infringement had an immediate effect on the EEA since the cartel arrangements directly influenced the supply of power cables in the EEA. Second, the effect on the EEA was foreseeable as the allocation of projects in and peripheral to the EEA would have evident consequences on the conditions of competition between the parties. Finally, the effects of the arrangements were substantial due to the seriousness of the infringement, the long duration and the position of the parties on the market for power cables.

In conclusion, the Commission is the competent authority to apply both Article 101 of the Treaty and Article 53 of the EEA Agreement on the basis of Article 56 of the EEA Agreement, since the cartel affected competition between European and non-European producers for UG and SM power cable projects in the EEA and had an appreciable effect on trade between Member States (see Section 4.3.5).

4.3. Application of the competition rules in this case

4.3.1. Article 101(1) of the Treaty and Article 53(1) of the EEA Agreement

Article 101(1) of the Treaty prohibits as incompatible with the internal market all agreements between undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings or concerted practices which may affect trade between Member States and which have

---


as their object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition within the internal market, and in particular those which directly or indirectly fix purchase or selling prices or any other trading conditions, limit or control production and markets, or share markets or sources of supply.  

(472) Article 53(1) of the EEA Agreement (which is modelled on Article 101(1) of the Treaty) contains a similar prohibition. However the reference in Article 101(1) to trade "between Member States" is replaced by a reference to trade "between contracting parties" and the reference to competition "within the internal market" is replaced by a reference to competition "within the territory covered by the ... [EEA] Agreement".

4.3.2. Agreements and concerted practices

4.3.2.1. Principles

(473) An agreement can be said to exist when the parties adhere to a common plan which limits or is likely to limit their individual commercial conduct by determining the lines of their mutual action or abstention from action in the market. It does not have to be made in writing; no formalities are necessary, and no contractual sanctions or enforcement measures are required. The fact of agreement may be express or implicit in the behaviour of the parties. Furthermore, it is not necessary, in order for there to be an infringement of Article 101(1) of the Treaty, for the participants to have agreed in advance upon a comprehensive common plan. The concept of agreement in Article 101(1) of the Treaty would apply to the inchoate understandings and partial and conditional agreements in the bargaining process which lead up to the definitive agreement.  

(474) In its judgment in the PVC II case, the General Court stated that “it is well established in the case-law that for there to be an agreement within the meaning of Article 81 of the Treaty [now Article 101 of the Treaty] it is sufficient for the undertakings to have expressed their joint intention to behave on the market in a certain way”.  

(475) Although Article 101(1) of the Treaty and Article 53 of the EEA Agreement draw a distinction between the concept of “concerted practices” and “agreements between undertakings”, the object is to bring within the prohibition of these Articles a form of co-ordination between undertakings by which, without having reached the stage where an agreement has been concluded, they knowingly substitute practical cooperation between them for the risks of competition.  

The case law of the Court of Justice and the General Court in relation to the interpretation of Article 101 of the Treaty applies equally to Article 53 of the EEA Agreement. See Recitals 4 and 15 as well as Article 6 of the EEA Agreement, Article 3(2) of the EEA Surveillance and Court Agreement and Case E-1/94 Ravintoloisijain Liiton Kustannus Oy Restamark [1994-1995] EFTA Ct. Rep, p. 15, paragraphs 32-35. References in this Decision to Article 101 of the Treaty therefore apply also to Article 53 EEA.


Case C-48/69 Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd. v Commission [1972] ECR 619, paragraph 64.
The criteria of co-ordination and co-operation laid down by the case-law of the Court, far from requiring the elaboration of an actual plan, must be understood in the light of the concept inherent in the provisions of the Treaty relating to competition, according to which each economic operator must determine independently the commercial policy which he intends to adopt in the internal market.

Although that requirement of independence does not deprive undertakings of the right to adapt themselves intelligently to the existing or anticipated conduct of their competitors, it strictly precludes any direct or indirect contact between such operators by which an undertaking may influence the conduct on the market of its actual or potential competitors or disclose to them its decisions or intentions concerning its own conduct on the market where the object or effect of such contact is to create conditions of competition which do not correspond to the normal conditions of the market in question, regard being had to the nature of the products or services offered, the size and number of the undertakings involved and the volume of that market.854

Thus, conduct may fall under Article 101(1) of the Treaty as a concerted practice even where the parties have not explicitly subscribed to a common plan defining their action in the market but knowingly adopt or adhere to collusive devices which facilitate the co-ordination of their commercial behaviour.855 Furthermore, the process of negotiation and preparation culminating effectively in the adoption of an overall plan to regulate the market may well also (depending on the circumstances) be correctly characterised as a concerted practice.

Although according to the terms of Article 101(1) of the Treaty, the concept of a concerted practice requires not only concertation but also conduct on the market resulting from the concertation and having a causal connection with it, it may be presumed, subject to proof to the contrary, that undertakings taking part in such a concertation and remaining active in the market will take account of the information exchanged with competitors in determining their own conduct on the market, all the more so when the concertation occurs on a regular basis and over a long period. Such a concerted practice is caught by Article 101(1) of the Treaty even in the absence of anti-competitive effects on the market.856

In addition, it is established case-law that the exchange, between undertakings, in pursuance of a cartel falling under Article 101(1) of the Treaty, of information concerning their respective deliveries, which not only covers deliveries already made but is intended to facilitate constant monitoring of current deliveries in order to ensure that the cartel is sufficiently effective, constitutes a concerted practice within the meaning of that Article.857

In the case of a complex infringement of long duration, it is not necessary for the Commission to characterise the conduct as exclusively one or other of these forms of illegal behaviour. The concepts of agreement and concerted practice are fluid and may overlap. The anti-competitive behaviour may well be varied from time to time, or its mechanisms adapted or strengthened to take account of new developments. Indeed, it may not even be possible to make such a distinction, as an infringement may present simultaneously the characteristics of each form of prohibited conduct, while when considered in isolation some of its manifestations could accurately be described as one rather than the other. It would however be artificial analytically to sub-divide what is clearly a continuing common enterprise having one and the same overall objective into several different forms of infringement. A cartel may therefore be both an agreement and a concerted practice at the same time. Article 101 of the Treaty lays down no specific category for a complex infringement of the type involved in the present case.858

In its PVC II judgment, the General Court stated that “[i]n the context of a complex infringement which involves many producers seeking over a number of years to regulate the market between them, the Commission cannot be expected to classify the infringement precisely, for each undertaking and for any given moment, as in any event both those forms of infringement are covered by Article [101] of the Treaty”.859

An agreement for the purposes of Article 101(1) of the Treaty does not require the same certainty as would be necessary for the enforcement of a commercial contract at civil law. Moreover, in the case of a complex cartel of long duration, the term “agreement” can properly be applied not only to any overall plan or to the terms expressly agreed but also to the implementation of what has been agreed on the basis of the same mechanisms and in pursuance of the same common purpose as well as to the measures designed to facilitate the implementation of price initiatives.860 As the Court of Justice has pointed out, it follows from the express terms of Article 101(1) of the Treaty that an agreement may consist not only in an isolated act but also in a series of acts or continuous conduct.861

The organisation of meetings or providing services relating to anti-competitive arrangements862 may also be prohibited under certain conditions according to the case law of the General Court. The General Court stated that "it is sufficient for the Commission to show that the undertaking concerned attended meetings at which anticompetitive agreements were concluded" and that "the Commission must prove that the undertaking intended, through its own conduct, to contribute to the common objectives pursued by the participants as a whole and that it was aware of the substantive conduct planned or implemented by other undertakings in pursuance of

---

862 Such as checking deviations and monitoring compliance facilitating the implementation of the agreements.
those objectives, or that it could reasonably have foreseen that conduct and that it was ready to accept the attendant risk.\textsuperscript{863}

(485) It is also well-established case-law that “the fact that an undertaking does not abide by the outcome of meetings which have a manifestly anti-competitive purpose is not such as to relieve it of full responsibility for the fact that it participated in the cartel, if it has not publicly distanced itself from what was agreed in the meetings.”\textsuperscript{864} Such distancing should have taken the form of an announcement by the company, for example, that it would take no further part in the meetings and therefore did not wish to be invited to them.

4.3.2.2. Arguments of the parties

(486) Some parties have claimed that the scope of the infringement was more limited than the Commission argued in the SO:

(a) Prysmian and Brugg argue that there was no home territory agreement. Prysmian submits that the allocations were limited to projects in the export territories.\textsuperscript{865} In addition, Prysmian claims that there is no evidence of customer allocation.\textsuperscript{866}

(b) Prysmian and Nexans state that the arrangements did not concern price fixing.\textsuperscript{867} According to Nexans, the examples of "floor price levels" that were given in the SO only concern projects outside the Union.\textsuperscript{868} Prysmian also states that there is only evidence for a number of cover pricing activities.\textsuperscript{869}

(c) In addition, Nexans argues that there existed no agreement on capacity.\textsuperscript{870}

(d) Nexans, Prysmian and Brugg argue that there was no refusal to supply accessories.\textsuperscript{871}

(e) Nexans states that there was no monitoring of the implementation of the agreement within the EEA.\textsuperscript{872}

(f) Prysmian also argues that there was no retaliation mechanism.\textsuperscript{873}

(487) In addition, both Nexans and Prysmian have argued that the Commission has failed to recognise that there were many legitimate reasons behind the contacts listed in Section 3.\textsuperscript{874}

---


\textsuperscript{865} ID […] , Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID […] , Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011.

\textsuperscript{866} ID […] , Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.

\textsuperscript{867} ID […] , Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.

\textsuperscript{868} ID […] , Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.

\textsuperscript{869} ID […] , Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.

\textsuperscript{870} ID […] , Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.

\textsuperscript{871} ID […] , Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.

\textsuperscript{872} ID […] , Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011, ID […] , Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID […] , Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.

\textsuperscript{873} ID […] , Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.

\textsuperscript{874} ID […] , Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
Several parties have argued that there was no agreement, understanding or concerted practice reached on the meeting of 18 February 1999.\(^{875}\)

nk\(^{876}\) and Nexans\(^{877}\) claim that only a small category of power cable sales were affected by the infringement. They are both of the opinion that only power cable sales over EUR 500,000 were concerned by the infringement.\(^{878}\) Nexans also points out that the power cable projects cited in the SO only covered a small percentage of its sales. According to Nexans this supports the conclusion that the infringement had an \textit{ad hoc} nature. Nexans therefore argues that each HV power cable sale must be analysed individually in order to prove effective collusion.\(^{879}\) Brugg argues that the infringement did not cover the contractor relations Brugg had concluded prior to its entry in the cartel with two contractors in [non-EEA territory].\(^{880}\) Similarly, Prysmian states that, even assumed the evidence provided by the Commission were founded, the infringement would only refer to 1\% of the market and therefore may not serve as evidence of an allocation scheme.\(^{881}\) Fujikura claims that the scope of the cartel only saw to UG projects above 220 kV.\(^{882}\) Finally, ABB has remarked that it believes that the agreements did not extend to accessories for UG power cables of less than 220 kV.\(^{883}\)

4.3.2.3. Discussion and findings

The facts described in Section 3 of this Decision demonstrate that the parties were involved in collusive activities concerning SM and UG power cables.

As already indicated in Recital (66), the overall aim of their contacts was to restrict competition for SM and UG power cable projects in specific territories by agreeing on market and customer allocation and thereby to distort the normal competitive process.

The most important suppliers of these cables took part in the collusive activities and these applied to UG power cable projects involving voltages of 110 kV and above, and of SM power cable projects with voltages of 33 kV and above. In addition, although in certain limited cases, a cable producer may sell a given power cable – and only the cable – to another cable producer, the projects are normally "packages" that include not only the power cable itself but also the necessary additional equipment (for example, joints, other accessories) and services (such as installation works) The cartel therefore included the above mentioned cables, regardless of the type of cable considered, and including all products and services sold to the customer related to a sale of power cables when such sales are part of a power cable project.

874 ID [...], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
875 ID [...], Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2011; ID [...], VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011; ID [...], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 November 2011; ID [...], Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID [...], Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.
876 ID [...], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011.
877 ID [...], Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.
878 ID [...], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011.
879 ID [...], Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.
880 ID [...], Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
881 ID [...], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
882 ID [...], Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
883 ID [...],.
In order to achieve their overall aim, the parties established a network of multilateral and bilateral meetings and contacts and participated in one or more of the following cartel activities:

(a) All producers implicitly or explicitly entered into an agreement or concerted practice through which the European home territory was protected from competition by Japanese and Korean power cable suppliers and vice versa (see, for instance for Nexans: Recitals (214), (228), (231), (243), (245), (251), (258), (263), (264), (265), (268), (279), (291), (302), (306), (321), (329), (340), (343), (352), (353), (354), (355), (358), (374), (380), (384), (386), (393), (428) and (437); for Pirelli/Prysmian: Recitals (137), (141), (214), (228), (231), (245), (251), (263), (264), (302), (306), (321)(d), (340), (343), (353), (358), (374) and (386); for Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS: Recitals (137), (141), (145), (147), (179), (185), (198), (214), (228), (231), (243), (245), (251), (263), (265), (268), (277), (279), (294), (302), (312), (321), (355), (374), (380), (386), (393) and (425); for Furukawa, Fujikura and VISCAS: Recitals (137), (141), (147), (185), (214), (228), (231), (245), (251), (264), (265), (268), (279), (294), (302), (321), (374), (428) and (437); for ABB: Recitals (198), (277), (294) and (425); for Showa, Mitsubishi and ESYM: Recitals (181), (214), (228), (231)(g), (245), (251), (264), (265), (268), (302), (328), (353), (354), (358) and (384); for Brugg: Recitals (214), (275), (306), (329) and (346); for Sagem/Safran/Silec: Recitals (185) and (275); for nkt: Recitals (275) and (346); for LS Cable: Recitals (228), (263) (268), (272), (279), (331), (343) and (352); and for Taihan: Recitals (228), (240), (243), (263), (268), (272), (279) and (302)).

(b) In addition, the European cartel members participated in the European cartel configuration; an agreement or concerted practice through which they allocated territories and customers within the EEA (see, for instance, for Nexans: Recitals (202), (234), (249), (274), (280), (296), (297), (298), (299), (303), (306), (310), (313), (322), (325), (335), (336), (344), (346), (348), (363), (370), (371), (392), (395), (414), (415), (416), (433), (435), (439), (441), (442) and (444); for Pirelli/Prysmian: Recitals (180), (202), (234), (274), (280), (298), (299), (303), (306), (313), (315), (322), (325), (333), (335), (336), (344), (346), (348), (363), (372), (392), (414), (433), (434) and (439); for ABB: Recitals: (152), (180), (202), (280), (297), (310), (363), (395), (415), (416), (433), (441), (442) and (444); for Brugg: (234), (249), (296), (298), (303), (315), (322), (344), (346), (370) and (372); for Sagem/Safran/Silec: Recitals (234), (249), (280)(d), (296), (298), (299), (303), (322), (325), (333), (335), (336), (341), (341).

---

The home territory principle was discussed as one of the general rules of the cartel from the starting date of 18 February 1999. The principle then covered at least the territories in which the factories of the cartelists were located (Italy, UK, Norway and France versus Japan) (Recital (137)). Later on, the home territory principle was refined to cover also situations in which a foreign contractor was involved, but the project was located in one of the home territories, or alternatively, when a contractor came from the home territories and the project was located in one of the export territories (Recitals (214) and (245)). The size of the European home territory grew as the cartel developed. At the A/R/K meeting on 15 November 2002, LS Cable and Taihan were informed to respect entire Europe, while the European producers would respect Korea, Japan and [Japanese home territory] (Recital (228)). From that meeting onwards, the application of the home territory principle is visible mostly through the many enquiry notifications that were exchanged between the parties (see, for instance, Recitals (231), (279)) and (321)) and the occasional infringements of the principle (see, for instance, Recitals (264) and (291)).
(348), (371) and (372); and for nkt: Recitals (249), (296), (344), (346), (348), (372) and (392)).

(c) All producers participated in the allocation of projects in the export territories (see, for instance, for Nexans: Recitals (178), (208), (225), (244), (296), (304), (319), (324), (328), (348), (349), (350), (353), (357), (363), (365), (366), (371), (374), (375), (377), (394), (423), (427), (429), (431) and (440); for Pirelli/Prysmian: Recitals (137), (141), (178), (208), (225), (242), (244), (285), (296), (304), (348), (349), (350), (357), (363), (374), (375), (377) and (394); for Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS: Recitals (137), (141), (178), (208), (225), (304), (348), (349), (362), (366), (374), (375), (379), (394), (396), (422), (423) and (431); for Furukawa, Fujikura and VISCAS: Recitals (137), (141), (178), (208), (225), (350), (374), (375), (394), (429) and (440); for ABB: Recitals (200), (297), (304) and (363); for Mitsubishi, Showa and EXSYM: Recitals (159), (160), (167), (225), (244), (319), (328), (349), (353), (357), (362), (365), (377), (423), (427), (429), (431) and (440); for Brugg: Recitals (285), (296), (324) and (377); for Sagem/Safran/Silec: Recital (296), (338), (348) and (371); for nkt: Recitals (242), (296) and (348); for LS Cable: Recitals (244), (273), (320), (331) and (357) and for Taihan: Recital (244), (273) and (357)).

(d) Several parties agreed on the prices to be offered for SM and UG power cable projects by either the establishment of a floor price or the coordination of price levels. These agreements concerned both projects in the EEA as well as in the export territories (see, for instance, for Nexans: Recitals (159), (213), (232), (234), (239), (297), (331), (351), (372), (433), (441) and (444); for Pirelli/Prysmian: Recitals (159), (180), (213), (232), (239) and (351); for Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS: Recitals (159), (213), (232) and (239); for Furukawa, Fujikura and VISCAS: Recitals (159), (213) and (239); for ABB: (180), (297), (433), (441) and (444); for EXSYM: Recitals (239) and (292); for Brugg: Recital (234); for Sagem/Safran/Silec: Recital (372) and for LS Cable: Recitals (331) and (351)).

(e) Several parties participated in the submission of cover bids in order to ensure the agreed allocation of SM and UG power cable projects. To this end, the parties exchanged prices and other sensitive commercial terms and conditions, required for the preparation of the cover bids. These agreements concerned both projects in the EEA as well as in the export territories. As indicated in Section 4.2.2, the Commission is the competent authority to deal with these agreements to the extent that they were implemented or had effects in the EEA (see, for instance, for Nexans: Recitals (168), (232), (234), (250), (280), (313), (322), (338), (367), (372), (414), (426), (435), (442) and (443); for Pirelli/Prysmian: Recitals (232), (234), (250), (280), (315), (316), (322), (338), (367), (372), (414) (426), (435) and (443); for Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS: Recitals (168), (232) and (250); for Furukawa, Fujikura and VISCAS: Recitals (159), (250) and (321); for ABB: Recitals (313) and (442); for Brugg: Recitals

---

885 As indicated in Section 4.2.2, the Commission is the competent authority to deal with this agreement and/or concerted practice to the extent that this allocation was implemented or had effects in the EEA.

886 As indicated in Section 4.2.2, the Commission is the competent authority to deal with this agreement and/or concerted practice to the extent that this allocation was implemented or had effects in the EEA.
(f) Several parties participated in the exchange of other sensitive commercial and strategic information such as their available capacity or interest in participating in specific tenders. These agreements concerned both projects in the EEA as well as in the export territories (see, for instance, for Nexans: Recitals (225), (232), (280), (404), (406), (407) and (430); for Pirelli/Prysmian: Recitals (225), (232), (404), (405), (406), (407), and (430); for Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS: Recitals (225) and (232); for Furukawa, Fujikura and VISCAS: Recital (225); for ABB: Recitals: (405) and (406); for EXSYM: Recital (225); for Brugg: Recitals (234), (285), (315); for Sagem/Safran/Silec: Recitals (280) and (371) and for nkt: Recital (346)).

(g) Some parties participated in the implementation of practices to reinforce the cartel such as the collective refusal to supply accessories or technical assistance to certain competitors. (see, for instance, for Nexans: (171), (223) and (356); for Pirelli/Prysmian: Recitals (171), (223), (248) and (356); for Sumitomo, and JPS: Recitals (171), (223) and (248) for Furukawa, Fujikura and VISCAS: Recital (223)).

(h) Several parties were involved in the monitoring of the implementation of the allocation and price agreements through the exchange of position sheets, market information and the establishment of reporting obligations. These arrangements concerned both projects in the EEA as in the export territories (see for instance, for Nexans: Recitals (238), (276), (282), (296), (332), (347), and (399); for Pirelli/Prysmian: Recitals (137), (143), (282), (296), (332) (333), (341) and (399); for Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS: Recitals (137), (143), (153) and (154); for Furukawa, Fujikura and VISCAS: Recitals (137) and (143); for Brugg: Recitals (238) and (296); for Sagem/Safran/Silec: Recitals (296), (333), (337) and (341); for nkt: Recital (296); for LS Cable: Recital (279); and for Taihan: Recital (279)).

While some parties may claim that many contacts between power cable producers were held for legitimate reasons, they have failed to adduce any evidence that would establish this with regard to the evidence presented in Section 3.

Concerning the argument that the parties meeting on 18 February 1999 did not culminate in a joint intention to restrict competition, it is noted that in line with settled case law the Commission does not review the evidence for this meeting in isolation. [information pre-dating the infringement period]. [information pre-
dating the infringement period] ([…]). [information pre-dating the infringement period].

(496) Instead, subsequently, [non-addresssee], Pirelli, Furukawa, Fujikura, Sumitomo and Hitachi all participated in a meeting on 18 February 1999 to discuss together the details of the new anti-competitive arrangement. From the evidence presented in Recital (137), it is clear that the parties discussed who may be additional participants in their anti-competitive arrangement, what should be the exact parameters of their new anti-competitive arrangement regarding the home territories, the quota and the monitoring of the agreement, and how often cartel meetings should take place.

(497) Indeed, some of the issues discussed at the meeting on 18 February 1999 did not result in an agreement. Notably, the parties did not conclude on whether to apply a 60/40 or a 70/30 split for the export territories. Also, it appears not to have been decided whether the home territories should cover Sweden (ABBs factory basis), Korea and [Japanese home territory] as the references to these territories are followed by a question mark.

(498) The decisive question is however whether the discussions on this meeting on 18 February 1999 led to a situation where the six companies, through their participation, eliminated or at the very least substantially reduced uncertainty as to the conduct expected from them on the market. 893 In order to decide that question, the Commission is entitled to look at the whole body of evidence surrounding this meeting, including the conduct of the parties before the meeting and their conduct thereafter. 894

(499) [...], as pointed out in Recital (495), it is apparent that [information pre-dating the infringement period] the parties discussed [time period] the manner in which a [...] arrangement [...] could be established. [...] the parties warned each other that individual actions concerning projects in the export territories may "[...]" (see, Recital (129)). It is highly likely that individual actions concerning the home territories would have resulted in a breakdown of confidence between the parties.

(500) Evidence would however suggest that such a breakdown of confidence did not take place, as after the meeting on 18 February 1999 the parties continued to meet each other on at least 8 more joint A/R meetings in 1999 (see, Recitals (139)-(143)) and 2000 (see, Recitals (146) and (154)). The contemporaneous notes of these meetings, the statements [...], and other contemporaneous evidence demonstrate that [non-paragraphs 55-57. See also Joined Cases C-238/99 P, C-244/99 P, C-245/99 P, C-247/99 P, C-250/99 P to C-252/99 P and C-254/99 P Limburgse Vinyl Maatschappij and Others v Commission [2002] ECR I-8375, paragraphs 513 to 523; see also Joined Cases T-67/00, T-68/00, T-71/00 and T-78/00 JFE Engineering, formerly NKK Corp. (T-67/00), Nippon Steel Corp. (T-68/00), JFE Steel Corp. (T-71/00) and Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd (T-78/00) v Commission [2004] ECR-II-2501, paragraphs 179 and 180.


addressee, Pirelli, Furukawa, Fujikura, Sumitomo and Hitachi in this period actively allocated projects in the export territories.\(^{895}\)

(501) In addition, the contemporaneous notes of these meetings after 18 February 1999 show that the parties used the meetings to refine the arrangement with regard to the potential additional participants, the inclusion of certain voltage levels in the allocation of projects in the export territories, the so-called preferred territories, and the appointment of regional coordinators (See notably Recitals (141) and (143)). Again, had there not been an agreement on the home territories at this time, it is highly unlikely that the parties would have continued their efforts to refine the arrangements.

(502) The commitment of the Japanese (and later the Korean) producers not to enter the home market of the European producers was based on a simple concept, which could be implemented easily.\(^ {896}\) The implementation of this commitment does not require, in principle, interaction between the undertakings concerned. Instead, the application of this part of the infringement required the Japanese (and later the Korean) producers to refrain from acting. It is therefore natural that the evidence with regard to the existence and application of this principle remains limited. […] the parties only had a need to contact each other concerning the home territory principle in a limited number of instances (described in Recitals (80)-(86)). In addition, the parties were acutely aware of the illegal nature of their activities (see, for instance, Recitals 0, (132), (137) and (189)) and put a number of organisational and technical precautions in place to prevent its discovery.

(503) Nevertheless, as set out in Section 3, the Commission is in possession of evidence that points to the implementation of the home territory principle already at this point in time (see Recitals (141), (145), (147) and especially (179) where it is explicitly confirmed that [Japanese home territory] forms part of "A’s home territory").

(504) None of the parties have provided indicia that they in reality did not adhere to the home territory principle at this time, or that they openly distanced themselves from its application.

(505) When [non-addressee], Pirelli, Furukawa, Fujikura, Hitachi and Sumitomo expanded the circle of participants in 2001 further contemporaneous evidence emerged of the existence of a home territory principle (see Recital (185)). At the same time, parties referred to their collusive activities as "the scheme" (see Recital (178)) or the "basic scheme of regular table" (Recital (179)). While the parties therefore deny that there existed a joint intention between them in 1999, there clearly was a cartel scheme in existence in 2001.

(506) In view of (i) […] [information pre-dating the infringement period] and (ii) the conduct thereafter when parties openly allocated projects in the export territories, respected their respective home territories and considered whether to invite others to "the scheme", the meeting on 18 February 1999 evidences the existence of a common intention at that time to allocate markets and customers and to distort the normal competitive process for both SM and UG power cable projects. From this date, at the very least, there was a concurrence of wills on the very principle of a restriction of

\(^{895}\) Furukawa, for instance, for itself admits that ad hoc arrangements were made; ID […], Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2011.

\(^{896}\) Case T-113/07 Toshiba Corp. v Commission [2011] ECR II-3989, paragraph 123.
competition amongst the participants. The parties therefore concluded an agreement or applied a concerted practice within the meaning of Article 101(1) of the Treaty even if some of the specific details of the cartel arrangement were still under discussion at that time.897

(507) The Commission has not found any evidence that the application of the home territory principle and the allocation of projects in the EEA were limited to only a narrow category of sales, as Nexans, Brugg and nkt claim. Nexans, Brugg and nkt also fail to supply evidence to this effect. Instead, there is ample evidence that these practices were of general application, irrespective of the type of customer or the amount of sales (see, notably, Recitals (141), (214), (228), (258), (268), (269), (374)). This evidence also concerns a range of different customers and sales channels (see, for instance, Recitals (245), (315), (353)-(354)).

(508) Moreover, there is no evidence that the application of the home territory principle was limited to specific categories of voltages. While the parties may have discussed initially to limit the allocation of projects in the export territories to cables of [...] kV and above (Recital (141)), such discussion never took place with regard to projects located in the home territories. All the evidence demonstrates that this principle was of general application. With regard to the export territories, the allocation of projects below [...] kV would take place "as much as possible" (Recitals (141) and (225)) so the allocation of projects below [...] kV was certainly not per se excluded.

(509) The evidence provided in Section 3 indicates that the parties did not intend to exclude specific countries from the application of their agreement or concerted practice, except for the United States (See Recital (93)).

(510) On the basis of the above considerations, the Commission considers that the complex of infringements in this case presents all the characteristics of an agreement and/or a concerted practice in the sense of Article 101(1) of the Treaty and Article 53(1) of the EEA Agreement.

4.3.3. Single and continuous infringement

4.3.3.1. Principles

(511) A complex cartel may properly be viewed as a single and continuous infringement for the time frame in which it existed. The General Court pointed out, inter alia, in the Cement case that the concept of ‘single agreement’ or ‘single infringement’ presupposes a complex of practices adopted by various parties in pursuit of a single anti-competitive economic aim.898 The agreement may well be varied from time to time, or its mechanisms adapted or strengthened to take account of new developments. The validity of this assessment is not affected by the possibility that one or more elements of a series of actions or of a continuous course of conduct could individually and in themselves constitute a violation of Article 101 of the Treaty.899

(512) It would be artificial to split up such continuous conduct, characterised by a single objective, by treating it as consisting of several separate infringements, when what

was involved was a single infringement which progressively manifested itself in both agreements and concerted practices.900

(513) The General Court has specified that in order for infringements to be treated as one it is required that they are complementary in nature and have a single objective. Different objectives implemented by dissimilar methods lead to the conclusion that infringements must be treated as separate infringements of Article 101 of the Treaty and not as a single and continuous infringement.901

(514) Although a cartel is a joint enterprise, each participant in the arrangement may play its own particular role. One or more participants may exercise a dominant role as ringleader(s). Internal conflicts, rivalries or even cheating may occur, but will not, however, prevent the arrangement from constituting an agreement/concerted practice for the purposes of Article 101 of the Treaty where there is a single common and continuing objective.

(515) The mere fact that each participant in a cartel may play the role which is appropriate to its own specific circumstances does not exclude its responsibility for the infringement as a whole, including acts committed by other participants which share the same unlawful purpose and the same anti-competitive effect. An undertaking which takes part in the common unlawful enterprise by actions which contribute to the realisation of the shared objective is equally responsible, for the whole period of its adherence to the common scheme, for the acts of the other participants pursuant to the same infringement. This is certainly the case where it is established that the undertaking in question was aware of the unlawful behaviour of the other participants or could have reasonably foreseen it and was nevertheless prepared to take the risk.902

(516) Although Article 101 of the Treaty does not refer explicitly to the concept of single and continuous infringement, it is settled case law of the Court of Justice that "an undertaking may be held responsible for an overall cartel even though it is shown that it participated directly only in one or some of the constituent elements of that cartel, if it is shown that it knew, or must have known, that the collusion in which it participated was part of an overall plan and that the overall plan included all the constituent elements of the cartel".903

(517) The fact that the undertaking concerned did not participate directly in all the constituent elements of the overall cartel cannot relieve it of responsibility for the infringement of Article 101(1) of the Treaty. Such a circumstance may nevertheless be taken into account when assessing the seriousness of the infringement which it is found to have committed. Such a conclusion is not at odds with the principle that responsibility for such infringements is personal in nature, nor does it neglect

---

individual analysis of the evidence adduced, in disregard of the applicable rules of evidence, or infringe the rights of defence of the undertakings involved.\footnote{Joined Cases T-101/05 and T-111/05 \textit{BASF AG and UCB SA v Commission} [2007] ECR II-4949, paragraph 60.}

(518) In fact, as the Court of Justice stated in its judgment in Case \textit{Commission v Anic Partecipazioni}, the agreements and concerted practices referred to in Article 101(1) of the Treaty necessarily result from collaboration by several undertakings, who are all co-perpetrators of the infringement but whose participation can take different forms according, in particular, to the characteristics of the market concerned and the position of each undertaking on that market, the aims pursued and the means of implementation chosen or envisaged. It follows, as reiterated by the Court in \textit{Cement}, that an infringement of Article 101 of the Treaty may result not only from an isolated act but also from a series of acts or from a continuous conduct. That interpretation cannot be challenged on the ground that one or several elements of that series of acts or continuous conduct could also constitute in themselves and taken in isolation an infringement of Article 101 of the Treaty. When different actions form part of an ‘overall plan’, with the identical object to distort competition within the internal market, the Commission is entitled to impute responsibility for those actions on the basis of participation in the infringement considered as a whole.\footnote{Joined Cases C-204/00 P, C-205/00 P, C-211/00 P, C-213/00 P, C-217/00 P and C-219/00 P \textit{Aalborg Portland and Others v Commission} [2004] ECR I-123, paragraph 258. See also Case C-49/92 P \textit{Commission v Anic Partecipazioni SpA} [1999] ECR I-4125, paragraphs 78-81, 83-85 and 203; Joined Cases T-101/05 and 111/05 \textit{BASF AG and UCB SA v Commission} [2007] ECR II-4949, paragraphs 159-161; Case T-446/05 \textit{Amann & Söhne GmbH & Co. KG and Cousin Filterie SAS v Commission} [2010] ECR II-01255, paragraphs 90, 91; Case T-11/05 \textit{Wieland-Werke AG, Buntmetall Amstetten GmbH and Austria Buntmetall AG v Commission} [2010] ECR II-00086* Summ.pub.}

(519) An undertaking that has only taken part in some of the forms of anti-competitive conduct comprising a single and continuous infringement, but has not contributed to all the common objectives pursued by the other participants in the cartel or was not aware of or could reasonably have foreseen all the other offending conduct planned or put into effect by the other participants, cannot be relieved of its liability for the conduct in which it has undeniably taken part or for which it can undeniably be held responsible, if such conduct may in itself constitute an infringement of Article 101 of the Treaty.\footnote{C-441/11 \textit{Commission v Verhuizingen Coppens NV} [2012] not yet reported, paragraphs 44-45.}

4.3.3.2. Arguments of the parties

(520) Some parties have pointed to the differences between SM and UG power cables and the fact that not all parties are able to supply SM power cables. They argue that both cables form two separate markets and that the investigation should have focussed on two separate infringements.\footnote{ID [...], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011; ID [...], EXSYM reply to SO of 30 September 2011; ID [...], EXSYM reply to SO of 24 February 2012; ID [...], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID [...], Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011.}

(521) nkt and Brugg argue that they did not take part in many of the cartel activities described in Recital (493) and point to their passive role.\footnote{ID [...], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011; ID [...], Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011.} Brugg also raises the fact that it is the smallest of all European cable producers.\footnote{ID […], Brugg reply to SO of 30 June 2011.} Furukawa and Fujikura state
that they were not involved in the application of the home territory principle in the period before 11 June 2001 or 30 September 2001.\textsuperscript{910} Showa and Mitsubishi both deny direct participation in the cartel arrangements.\textsuperscript{911}

\begin{itemize}
\item nkt claims that it was never informed about the home market rule.\textsuperscript{912}
\item Brugg also claims that it was not aware of many aspects of the cartel, such as the home market rule, the contractors rule and the fact that SM power cables were also included.\textsuperscript{913}
\item Several parties also argue that the infringement ceased or was interrupted following a 9 June 2004 meeting in Tokyo, or following the establishment of the joint venture between Nexans and VISCAS in 2006.\textsuperscript{914}
\end{itemize}

4.3.3.3. Discussion and findings

The facts described in Section 3 of this Decision provide evidence of the existence of a single and continuous infringement of Article 101(1) of the Treaty and Article 53(1) of the EEA Agreement.

This conclusion is based on the fact that (a) there existed an overall plan with the single aim to restrict competition for SM and UG power cable projects in specific territories by agreeing on market and customer allocation and thereby to distort the normal competitive process (b) all parties intentionally contributed in their own way to that single aim and (c) with very few exceptions, all parties were aware of the conduct planned or put into effect by the other undertakings in pursuit of that same single aim or could have reasonably foreseen it and were prepared to take the risk.\textsuperscript{915}

This conclusion is unaffected by the particular circumstances of this cartel:

\begin{itemize}
\item the cartel had two main configurations: the A/R cartel configuration and the European cartel configuration (see, Recital (73));
\item the cartel had different allocation methods: a home territory arrangement (see, Section 3.3.1.1) and an allocation arrangement for projects in the export territories (see, Section 3.3.1.2);
\item the cartel concerned two distinct products: SM power cables and UG power cables;
\item the cartel concerned two main groups of producers: the European group with Nexans, Prysmian, ABB, Sagem/Safran/Silec, Brugg and nkt and the Japanese/Korean group with Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS, Furukawa and
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{910} ID […] , Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2011; ID […] , Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011.

\textsuperscript{911} ID […] , Showa reply to SO of 30 September 2011; ID […] , Mitsubishi reply to SO of 20 September 2011.

\textsuperscript{912} ID […] , nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011.

\textsuperscript{913} ID […] , Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011.

\textsuperscript{914} ID […] , Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID […] , EXSYM reply to SO of 30 September 2011; ID […] , VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011; ID […] , Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID […] , Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.

\textsuperscript{915} Case C-444/11 P Team Relocations v Commission [2013] not yet reported, paragraph 51. As concluded in Recitals (614)-(615), there is no evidence that Showa and Mitsubishi may have been aware of the European cartel configuration or that LS Cable and Taihan may have been aware of the SM power cable part.
Fujikura and VISCAS, Mitsubishi, Showa and EXSYM, LS Cable and Taihan whose individual involvement in and contribution to the cartel differed.

a. The existence of an overall plan with a single aim

(527) It is clear from the evidence presented in Section 3 that the parties participated in a series of acts which formed part of an overall plan. Section 3 contains evidence of numerous circumstances and actions which are complementary in nature as each of them was intended to restrict competition for SM and UG power cable projects in specific territories by agreeing on market and customer allocation and thereby to distort the normal competitive process. By interacting, these circumstances and actions contributed to the realisation of the set of anti-competitive effects intended by the parties, within the framework of the overall plan having a single aim.916

i. The organisation of the cartel pursued the same single aim

(528) From the first meetings between the participants in 1999, it was clear that the cartel should cover both SM and UG power cables, contain a home territory principle, a quota arrangement for projects in the export territories and involve at least the same core group of Japanese (Hitachi, Sumitomo and JPS, Furukawa, Fujikura and VISCAS) and European (non-addresssee)/Nexans and Pirelli/Prysmian) companies […] (see, notably, Recitals (137)-(143)).917

(529) This core group set up a system of A/R meetings, rotating between Europe and Asia, in which a limited number of producers participated, to minimise the risk of detection. Initially, the parties aimed to hold these A/R meetings every two months in either Europe or South-East Asia (see Recital (137)). In practice, however, the facts described in Section 3 demonstrate that the meetings were held at more irregular intervals. In some years the parties organised up to seven meetings while in other years they held only two meetings.

(530) The A/R meetings encompassed both the home territory agreement and the arrangement to allocate projects in the export territories. As the rules with regard to the home territory principle were clear between the parties, the A/R meetings were not generally required to enforce these rules. A/R meetings appear to have been mainly organised to allocate new projects in the export territories, when new participants had joined and/or new issues had come up, such as imbalances in the position sheets, or when threats to or infringements of the cartel's rules needed to be discussed (see Recitals (96)-(98)). In November 2002, for instance, an A/R/K meeting was organised to imprint the rules of the cartel in clear terms upon the Korean companies (see Recitals (224) and (227)).

(531) At the A/R meetings both SM and UG power cables were discussed. On some occasions, the parties would discuss SM and UG power cables on consecutive meetings on the same day or on consecutive days, on other occasions both type of cables were discussed at the same meeting. The representatives of the companies that attended the meetings, as set out in Section 3 were also the same for both SM and

917 […]
UG power cables.\textsuperscript{918} Only for Pirelli/Prysmian did different representatives attend the meetings (see Annex I and, for instance, Recitals (142), (157)-(162), (173)-(175), (186)-(187), (205)-(207)). The representatives of Nexans and Pirelli/Prysmian that attended the A/R meetings also attended the meetings of the European cartel configuration.

(532) To minimise the risk of detection, the core group aimed to keep the number of parties involved in the actual negotiations as small as possible, while coordinators on each side (A and R) would inform the smaller cartel associates. The parties therefore all understood that it was the task of the coordinators to instruct the smaller producers who were not invited to the A/R meetings (see notably, Recitals (141) and (143)). It was known to all participants that the R coordinator, [company representative A1] (Nexans), negotiated on behalf of the R associates ABB, Sagem/Safran/Silec, Brugg and nkt (see for instance Recitals (195), (210), (229), (239), and (271)). The R coordinator had also the task of briefing the R companies not present at the A/R meetings about recent developments. (see, for example, Recitals (141), (143)). Similarly, if one of the Japanese companies could not attend the A/R meeting, the Japanese coordinator would inform that company of the proceedings (see, notably Recital (429)). In addition, the Japanese coordinator also acted on behalf of A-associates Mitsubishi, Showa, Taihan and LS Cable (see notably, Recitals (179), (229), (240), (243), (263), (279)(e), (302)).

(533) The coordinators ensured the proper monitoring and enforcement of the cartel for both SM as UG cables and for both the home territory principle as well as the allocation of projects in the export territories. The parties forwarded enquiry notifications of customers located in another home territory to the coordinator. In addition, the coordinator received the notifications for upcoming projects in the export territories for which reporting rules existed. It was also the coordinator who was responsible for arranging guidance for the parties, which allowed the parties to keep the market prices above competitive levels (see, for example, Recitals (231), (266) and (279)). Through the coordinator, the parties exchanged position sheets for both SM as well as UG power cables (Recital (99)). Finally, it were the coordinators who would undertake action when one of the other companies had not respected agreed allocations (see, for example, Recitals (339), (349), (358) and (376)).

(534) The European cartel configuration (as well as the allocation among the Asian companies) was subordinate to the almost global arrangement and gave effect to it. Indeed, at the European R meetings, the European coordinator would relay the discussions that took place at the A/R meeting (see Recitals (249), (275), (306)). To this end, the parties would often organise R meetings shortly after an A/R meeting (Recitals (188) and (216)). Moreover, at the R meetings, the parties expressed their interest in projects in the export territories that were to be discussed in the A/R meetings. Equally, the parties to the A/R meetings were also informed of the main discussions in the European cartel configuration (see Recitals (187), (188), (195), (229), (256), (287) and (349)). The European cartel configuration formed therefore an integral part of the overall plan.

\textsuperscript{918} In line with the judgment of the General Court in Case T-410/09 Almamet v Commission [2012] not yet reported, at paragraph 169, the mere fact that separate meetings were held is not sufficient for the existence of a single and continuous infringement to be ruled out, particularly since the meetings relating to SM power cables took place immediately after those related to UG power cables.
Finally, on some occasions, the parties’ actions implied that they did not differentiate between SM and UG power cables as far as the pursuit of the single aim was concerned. In Recital (277) a meeting is recorded in which JPS expressed its interest in a number of projects without distinguishing between UG and SM projects. In addition, in Recital (399) an example is given which shows that in case of imbalances it was irrelevant whether compensation was given in the form of the allocation of UG or SM projects.

ii. The cartel activities occurred at the same time

All the cartel activities occurred at the same time. [information pre-dating the infringement period] While the A/R meeting on 18 February 1999 concerned only SM power cables, it was followed within a month by a meeting concerning UG power cables (Recital (139)). [information pre-dating the infringement period] and, as (d) the first meeting on UG power cables took place so quickly upon the meeting of 18 February 1999; the Commission considers that it was always the intention of the parties to cover both UG and SM power cables in parallel in their arrangement. The establishment of the R meetings of the European cartel configuration only became relevant once additional European producers had joined the cartel and they served in part as a discussion forum for the subjects raised in the A/R meetings (Recital (188)). The home territory arrangement functioned in parallel to the allocation of projects in the export territories and the European cartel configuration and this was also explained as such to newcomers to the cartel (Recitals (268) and (271)). Regardless of the particular circumstances of the cartel; all aspects operated in parallel.

iii. the same group of parties were involved

The core group of undertakings (Nexans, Pirelli/Prysmian, Furukawa, Fujikura and VISCAS, Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS) was the same for both SM and UG power cables, and applied both the home territory principle and the arrangement for the allocation of projects in the export territories. While for obvious reasons the Japanese and Korean companies were not involved in the European cartel configuration, Nexans and Pirelli/Prysmian were active in both.

It was the core group of parties that urged the expansion of the cartel to include also the additional participants Showa, Mitsubishi and EXSYM, Sagem/Safran/Silec, ABB, nkt and Brugg (see for instance Recitals (137), (143), (157), (165), (166), (173), (178), (186) and (206)).

As the common elements outweigh the differences among the cartel arrangements, it would be artificial to split the investigation into different infringements.

b. All parties intentionally contributed in their own way to that single aim

It is sufficient for the Commission to show that the undertaking concerned attended meetings at which anticompetitive agreements were concluded, without manifesting its opposition to such meetings, to prove to the requisite legal standard that that undertaking participated in the cartel. In order to establish that an undertaking participated in a single agreement, made up of a series of unlawful acts over time, the Commission must prove that that undertaking intended, through its own conduct, to contribute to the common objectives pursued by the participants as a whole and that it was aware of the substantive conduct planned or implemented by other undertakings in pursuance of those objectives, or that it could reasonably have foreseen that conduct and that it was ready to accept the attendant risk. In that regard,
where an undertaking tacitly approves an unlawful initiative, without publicly distancing itself from the content of that initiative or reporting it to the administrative authorities, the effect of its behaviour is to encourage the continuation of the infringement and to compromise its discovery. It thereby engages in a passive form of participation in the infringement which is therefore capable of rendering that undertaking liable in the context of a single agreement.919

Moreover, the notion of publicly distancing oneself as a means of excluding liability must be interpreted narrowly. In order to disassociate itself effectively from anti-competitive discussions, it is for the undertaking concerned to indicate to its competitors that it does not in any way wish to be regarded as a member of the cartel and to participate in anti-competitive meetings. In any event, silence by an operator in a meeting during which an unlawful anti-competitive discussion takes place cannot be regarded as an expression of firm and unambiguous disapproval. A party which tacitly approves of an unlawful initiative, without publicly distancing itself from its content or reporting it to the administrative authorities, effectively encourages the continuation of the infringement and compromises its discovery.920

As indicated in Recitals (515) and (517), as regards the determination of the individual liability of an undertaking whose participation in the cartel is not as extensive or intense as that of the other undertakings, it is apparent from the case law that, although the agreements and concerted practices referred to in Article 101(1) of the Treaty necessarily result from collaboration by several undertakings, all of whom are co-perpetrators of the infringement but whose participation can take different forms – according to, inter alia, the characteristics of the market concerned and the position of each undertaking on that market, the aims pursued and the means of implementation chosen or envisaged – the mere fact that each undertaking takes part in the infringement in ways particular to it does not suffice to rule out its liability for the entire infringement, including conduct put into effect by other participating undertakings but sharing the same anti-competitive object or effect.921

Moreover, the fact that there is evidence in Section 3 which demonstrates that internal conflicts, rivalries and cheating occurred does not change that conclusion (see, notably Recitals (255), (256), (263), (291), (315), (334), (339), (350), (354), (355), (358), (370), (377), (384), (397), (404), (427) and (437)). As said in Recital (514) such instances did not prevent the parties from pursuing the common objective.922

Finally, the fact that not all parties were able to produce both UG and SM power cables and that EXSYM remained outside of the discussion on SM power cables, does not necessarily mean that these companies cannot be held liable for an infringement covering both UG and SM power cables.922 The Recitals below give for each party an individual analysis of its participation, awareness and therefore liability


in light of the particular circumstances of the cartel as set out in Recital (526) (Recitals (545)-(619)).

_Nexans, Pirelli/Prysmian, Furukawa, Fujikura and VISCAS, Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS_

(545) Nexans, Pirelli/Prysmian, Sumitomo, Hitachi, and JPS, Furukawa, Fujikura and VISCAS, were involved in almost all of the cartel activities described in Recital (493)). They (or their predecessors) took part in the negotiations leading up to the cartel and they were involved from the beginning of the cartel. In addition, representatives of these participants were involved in most of the communications and meetings of the cartel despite the existence of coordinators on each side. Through their presence in the A/R meetings, all core group participants were able to set out the parameters of the cartel. With the exception of JPS, all participants also remained active in the cartel right to the end. Because of their key involvement in the establishment and implementation of the home territory principle and (for Nexans and Pirelli/Prysmian) their role in the European cartel configuration, these parties are considered as the core group.

(546) Nexans does not deny its participation in the infringement but claims the collusion alleged in the SO was of an ad hoc nature, limited to specific sales and had limited effect on competition in the EEA.⁹²³

(547) Nexans' employees attended a large number of bilateral and multilateral meetings with European and Asian competitors between November 2000 and January 2009 (see Section 3 and Annex I), and were deeply involved in the other anti-competitive contacts (see, for instance, Recitals (177), (191), (218), (231), (232), (234) and (279)). Nexans also played a key role in the cartel, since its employee [company representative A1] acted as the European coordinator within the cartel (see, for instance, Recitals (231), (234), (236), (279) and (372)).

(548) Evidence shows that the anti-competitive meetings and other contacts between Nexans and the other parties concerned both UG and SM power cables (see Section 3 and Annex I). In the course of those contacts, Nexans participated actively in the allocation of UG and SM projects in the European cartel configuration through its presence at R meetings and through other meetings and contacts (see, for instance, Recitals (180), (252), (274), (280) and (333)-(335)). Nexans was also involved in the allocation of projects in the export territories concerning both UG and SM power cables (see, for instance, Recitals (178), (244), (245) and (362)). It is apparent from the evidence cited in Section 3 that Nexans actively applied the home territory principle (see, for instance, Recitals (214), (228), (231), and (258)).

(549) Prysmian does not deny its participation in the infringement although it denies the duration thereof.⁹²⁴

(550) Pirelli's/Prysmian's employees attended a large number of bilateral and multilateral meetings with European and Asian competitors between 18 February 1999 and January 2009 (see Section 3 and Annex I), and were deeply involved in the other anti-competitive contacts (see, for instance, Recitals (137), (177), (191), (220), (232), (234) and (279)).

---

⁹²³ ID […], Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.
⁹²⁴ ID […], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
Evidence shows that the anti-competitive meetings and other contacts between Pirelli/Prysmian and the other parties concerned both UG and SM power cables (see Section 3 and Annex I). In the course of those contacts, Pirelli/Prysmian participated actively in the allocation of UG and SM projects in the European cartel configuration through its presence at R meetings and through other meetings and contacts (see, for instance, Recitals (202), (274), (333), (363), (372), (435) and (436)). Prysmian was also involved in the allocation of projects in the export territories concerning both UG and SM power cables (see, for instance, Recitals (239), (358), (363) and (394)).

It is apparent from the evidence cited in Section 3 that Prysmian actively applied the home territory principle (see, for instance, Recitals (137), (231), (263), (340), (374) and (394)).

Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS’ employees attended a large number of bilateral and multilateral meetings with European and Asian competitors between 18 February 1999 and 10 April 2008 (see Section 3 and Annex I), and were deeply involved in other anti-competitive contacts (see, for instance, Recitals (198), (229), (231), (283), (284), (291) and (293)).

Evidence shows that the anti-competitive meetings and other contacts between Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS and the other parties concerned both UG and SM power cables (see Section 3 and Annex I). In the course of those contacts, Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS not only actively respected the European home territory (see, for instance, Recitals (137), (185), (198), (214), (221), (228), (231), (232) and (279)), but were also involved in the allocation of projects in the export territories concerning both UG and SM power cables (see, for instance, Recitals (144), (161), (208), (224), (349), (362) and (423)).

Furukawa and Fujikura each deny their participation in the infringement in so far as the home territory principle is concerned.* Furukawa and Fujikura each deny their participation in the infringement in so far as the home territory principle is concerned.*

[information pre-dating the infringement period] Both companies were present at the meeting on 18 February 1999 which is considered as the starting date for the cartel (see Recital (137)). Subsequently, Furukawa and Fujikura participated in respectively 7 and 9 additional anti-competitive meetings between 24 March 1999 and 1 October 2001 (see Section 3 and Annex I).

Evidence shows that the anti-competitive meetings and other contacts between Furukawa and Fujikura and the other parties concerned both UG and SM power cables (see, for instance, Recitals (137), (139), (140), (141) and (143)). In the course of those contacts, Furukawa and Fujikura participated in the discussions on the application of the European home territory (see, for instance, Recitals (137) and (147)) and were also involved in the allocation of projects in the export territories concerning both UG and SM power cables (see, for instance, Recitals (141), (143), (146) and (159)). Furukawa confirms that it indeed declined to bid for a project in the European home territory, but alleges that this decision was taken for technical reasons.

---

925 ID […], […].
926 ID […], Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2011; ID […], Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
927 ID […], Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2011; ID […], Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
reasons, not related to the application of the home territory principle. Furukawa fails however to provide documentary evidence in support of its claim.

(558) The evidence referred to in Recital (503), combined with the complete absence of any indication that Furukawa and Fujikura distanced themselves from the discussions held during the A/R meetings they attended, combined with the fact that they continued their participation in the A/R meetings, and that they actively participated in the allocation of projects in the export territories, confirms their participation in the infringement.

(559) In its reply, VISCAS […] disputes the duration thereof and its effect on competition in the EEA.

(560) VISCAS's employees attended a large number of bilateral and multilateral meetings with European and Asian competitors between October 2001 and January 2009 (see Section 3 and Annex I), and were deeply involved in the other anti-competitive contacts (see, for instance, Recitals (191), (231), (279) and (321)).

(561) Evidence shows that the anti-competitive meetings and other contacts between VISCAS and the other parties concerned both UG and SM power cables (see Section 3 and Annex I). In the course of those contacts, VISCAS not only actively respected the European home territory (see, for instance, Recitals (191), (214), (228), (231), (232), (245), (279), (294), (321) and (437)) but was also involved in the allocation of projects in the export territories concerning both UG and SM power cables (see, for instance, Recitals (239), (245), (375) and (394)).

ABB, EXSYM, Sagem/Safran/Silec and Brugg

(562) EXSYM, ABB, Sagem/Safran/Silec and Brugg participated in several of the cartel activities set out in Recital (493). None of these companies was involved in the cartel from its start date and there is evidence that all companies joined on the instigation of the members of the core group (see Recital (538)). All four companies had a level of involvement in the cartel that distinguishes them from the core group but is insufficient to qualify them as "fringe players". Below, for each company the specifics of its participation in the single and continuous infringement are indicated.

(563) As immunity applicant, ABB confirms that the SO reflected the information provided by ABB. Evidence shows that the anti-competitive meetings and other contacts between ABB and the other parties concerned both UG and SM power cables (see Section 3 and Annex I). In the course of those contacts, ABB participated actively in the allocation of UG and SM power cable project in the European cartel configuration through meetings and contacts (see, for instance, Recitals (202) and (280)). ABB was also involved in the allocation of projects in the export territories concerning both UG and SM power cables (see, for instance, Recitals (304) and (363)). It is apparent from the evidence cited in Section 3 that ABB actively applied the home territory principle (see, for instance, Recitals (277) and (294)). Because of its absence from the A/R meetings, ABB was not able to set out the parameters of the cartel. The level of participation of ABB is therefore lower than that of the core players. However, its deep involvement in many of the cartel activities as set out in
Recital (493) and its participation in many contacts and meetings do not qualify ABB as a fringe player.

In its reply, EXSYM [...] disputes the duration thereof [of the infringement] and its effect on competition in the EEA. 931 EXSYM claims that it did not participate in the infringement as far as SM power cables are concerned as [...] (see Recital (219)). 932 [...] 933

EXSYM was not involved in the establishment of the cartel but its employees attended a large number of bilateral and multilateral anti-competitive meetings with European and Asian competitors between June 2002 and January 2009 (see Section 3 and Annex I), and were deeply involved in the other anti-competitive contacts (see, for instance, Recitals (239), (264) and (319)). As a regular participant in the A/R meetings, EXSYM was able to set out the parameters of the cartel. As its participation remained limited to UG power cables, its influence was however lesser than that of the core players. Nevertheless, its deep involvement in many of the cartel activities as set out in Recital (493), its participation in the A/R meetings and its (temporary) role as a coordinator do not permit EXSYM to be qualified as a fringe player.

Evidence shows that the anti-competitive meetings and other contacts between EXSYM and the other parties concerned mainly UG power cables (See Section 3 and Annex I). In the course of those contacts, EXSYM not only actively respected the European home territory (see, for instance, Recitals (224)-(225), (353) and (357)) but was also involved in the allocation of UG projects in the export territories (see, for instance, Recitals (239), (244), (330), (423) and (431)).

On behalf of Sagem/Safran, Safran [...] disputes the duration thereof [the infringement]. 934

Sagem/Safran/Silec was not involved in the establishment of the cartel and did not attend any A/R meetings. Its employees attended at least 20 (mostly) multilateral anti-competitive meetings with (mostly) European competitors between 12 November 2001 and 16 November 2006, and were deeply involved in the other anti-competitive contacts such as phone calls and emails (see Section 3 and Annex I).

Evidence shows that the anti-competitive meetings and other contacts between Sagem/Safran/Silec and the other parties concerned mostly UG power cables (see Section 3 and Annex I). In the course of those contacts, Sagem/Safran/Silec participated actively in the allocation of UG projects in the European cartel configuration through its presence at R meetings and through other meetings and contacts (see, for instance, Recitals (249), (280), (296), (298), (299), (322), (348), (371)-(372)). Sagem/Silec/Safran was also involved in the allocation of UG projects in the export territories (see, for instance, Recitals (249), (296), (348) and (371)). It is apparent from the evidence cited in Section 3 that Sagem/Safran/Silec actively applied the home territory principle (see, for instance, Recital (185)).

931 ID [...], EXSYM reply to SO of 30 September 2011.
932 ID [...], EXSYM reply to SO of 30 September 2011.
933 ID [...], EXSYM reply to SO of 30 September 2011.
934 ID [...], Safran reply to SO of 3 October 2011.
As Sagem/Safran/Silec was absent from the establishment of the cartel and did not attend any A/R meetings, the level of its participation was lesser than that of the core players. Nevertheless, its deep involvement in many of the cartel activities as set out in Recital (493) and especially its active role in the allocations of several projects inside the European home territory as set out in, for instance, Recitals (108), (280), (298), (299), (306) and (347)) do not permit Sagem/Safran/Silec to be qualified as a fringe player.

Brugg denies its participation in many aspects of the infringement as set out in Recital (493). Brugg does not dispute its participation in the R meetings.

Brugg was not involved in the establishment of the cartel and did not attend any A/R meetings. Its employees attended at least 17 (mostly) multilateral anti-competitive meetings with its European competitors between December 2001 and November 2006 and were deeply involved in the other anti-competitive contacts (see Section 3 and Annex I).

Evidence shows that the anti-competitive meetings and other contacts between Brugg and the other parties concerned mostly UG power cables (see Section 3 and Annex I). In the course of those contacts, Brugg participated actively in the allocation of UG projects in the European cartel configuration through its presence at R meetings and through other meetings and contacts (See, for instance, Recitals (234), (298), (315)-(316), and (322)). Brugg was also involved in the allocation of UG projects in the export territories (see, for instance, Recitals (161), (285) and (349)). It is apparent from the evidence cited in Section 3 that Brugg was involved in communications concerning the home territory principle (see, for instance Recital (329)).

As indicated in Recital (485), the fact that Brugg may not have abided by the outcome of the meetings it attended does not relieve it of full responsibility for the fact that it participated in the cartel. In view of the evidence, Brugg’s statement is also not credible as it declared vis-à-vis other cartel members that it "didn't spoil the level" (Recital (370)), confirmed the allocation of projects made during the meetings (Recital (316)) and gave instructions (Recital (372)). Brugg thus implemented the main rules of the cartel. In addition, it is clear from the evidence referred to in Recital (573) and Section 3 and Annex I that Brugg regularly indicated its "interest" in projects, inquired about the positions of other R members or asked to be given "the forefront". This contradicts Brugg’s assertion that it had a passive role. Moreover, Brugg's alleged minor capacity does not diminish its ability to participate in anticompetitive agreements with major competitors. As the General Court held in Enichem Anic, the question is not whether the applicant's individual participation was capable of restricting competition but whether the infringement in which it participated with others could have had that effect.

Brugg has not provided any evidence that it expressed a firm and unambiguous disapproval of the practices taking place at the meetings and contacts in which it took part. It is therefore clear that Brugg has participated directly in the single and continuous infringement. As Brugg was absent from the establishment of the cartel

---

935 ID [...], Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
936 ID [...], Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
937 Case C-441/11 P Commission v Verhuizingen Coppens [2012] not yet reported, paragraph 64.
and did not attend any A/R meetings, the level of its participation was lesser than that of the core players. Nevertheless, its deep involvement in many of the cartel activities as set out in Recital (493) and especially its active role in the allocations of several projects inside the European home territory as set out in Recitals (234), (298) and (315) do not permit Brugg to be qualified as a fringe player.

Mitsubishi, Showa, LS Cable, Taihan and nkt

The third group of participants, Mitsubishi, Showa, LS Cable, Taihan and nkt all participated to a more limited extent in the cartel activities described in Recital (493). None of these companies was involved in the cartel from its start date and there is evidence that all companies joined on the instigation of the members of the core group (see Recital (538)). All four companies had a level of involvement in the cartel that distinguishes them from the core group and the middle group and which permits them to be qualified as fringe players. Below, for each company the specificities of its participation in the single and continuous infringement are indicated.

While both Mitsubishi and Showa deny any direct participation, the evidence viewed as a whole demonstrates their adherence to the cartel.

[information pre-dating the infringement period]. While Showa and Mitsubishi did not participate in the meeting on 18 February 1999, the start date of the cartel, [non-addressee] and Pirelli argued for their inclusion in the arrangement (Recital (137)). In practice, Mitsubishi and Showa were included in ad hoc arrangements concerning the export territories from at least February 2001 onwards (see Recitals (159) (Mitsubishi), (160) and (167) (Showa) and (178) Mitsubishi and Showa).

With regard to the specific features of the arrangements [information pre-dating the infringement period], the contacts with Mitsubishi and Showa took place through the coordinator or contact window on the Japanese side. The fact that there is limited evidence of contact between Mitsubishi and Showa and the other cartelists is therefore not surprising as all parties were aware that this was one of the rules (see, for instance, Recital (141)). In an email from July 2001, the Japanese contact person at that time reported that the Japanese ("A4") companies had contacted Mitsubishi and Showa to offer them regular membership of the cartel. Mitsubishi and Showa were to comment on the membership proposal by the middle or end of August 2001 (Recital (179)). There is no reason to doubt the veracity of this statement. For the Korean companies, the email mentions: "LG/TH (...) agreed to have meeting amongst R, A and K". Such an A/R/K meeting indeed took place soon thereafter (See Recital (184)).

The notes of the A/R meeting on 5 September 2001 mention that Mitsubishi and Showa had indeed confirmed their intention to become members "taking in mind they are not equal to majour 4" (Recital (181)). The notes are detailed and in this case too there are no reasons to question their reliability.

There are some indications that Mitsubishi and Showa were involved in some of the cartel arrangements from at least the beginning of 2001 (Recitals (157)-(158), (159)
While Mitsubishi and Showa did not attend any meetings, their inclusion in these ad hoc arrangements makes it highly likely that, at least from September 2001 onwards, they eliminated or, at the very least, substantially reduced any remaining uncertainty about the conduct expected from them on the market.942

This position is supported by the fact that at the next meeting, in November 2001, the future joint venture of Mitsubishi and Showa was already explicitly invited to join (Recital (186)). In addition, when the notes of this November 2001 meeting refer to Showa, they refer to this company as an "A associate" (Recital (186)). In 2002, both Showa and Mitsubishi continued to be involved in the allocation of projects in the export territories (Recitals (186) and (210)). Both companies are also listed as "A associates" on position sheets dating from the year 2002 (Recital (211)). The notes of the meeting in January 2002 do not even mention the issue of Mitsubishi’s and Showa’s participation any more. This is particularly relevant since the participation of LS Cable, Taihan, Brugg, Sagem, ABB and NKT is explicitly discussed. Had there been any question about the membership of Mitsubishi and Showa, it is likely that the notes would have mentioned this (Recitals (205)-(206)). Immediately upon the announcement of the creation of the joint venture EXSYM, this company was invited to attend the A/R meetings (Recital (212)). Again, had there been any question about the commitment of Mitsubishi and Showa, obviously its joint venture would never have been allowed to join upon its creation.

Therefore, to all intents and purposes, Showa and Mitsubishi were participants in the cartel arrangements from September 2001 onwards. This conclusion is not only based on the notes of the meeting in September 2001, but on all the evidence relating to Showa’s and Mitsubishi’s participation and on the specific features of the cartel described in this Decision. Notably, this evidence includes Mitsubishi’s and Showa’s actions prior to September 2001 and the events after September 2001. As Mitsubishi and Showa were absent from the establishment of the cartel and did not attend any A/R meetings, the level of their participation was less than that of the core and middle players. As Mitsubishi and Showa were only to a very limited extent involved in the cartel activities as set out in Recital (493) and in view of the short duration of their direct participation, Mitsubishi and Showa qualify as fringe players.

Taihan and LS Cable participated in the A/R/K meetings on 15 November 2002 (Recitals (227)-(229)), 4 March 2003 (Recital (244)) and 17 October 2003 (Recitals (268)-(273)). In addition, LS Cable participated in further anti-competitive meetings on 17 December 2004 (Recital (320)), 8 March 2005 (Recital (343)) and 18 May 2005 (Recital (349)). Taihan and LS Cable also met Nexans on 29 January 2002 (Recital (204)). During these meetings, the application of the home territory principle was discussed and projects in the export territories were allocated.

During the cartel arrangement LS Cable and Taihan protested several times against infringements of their home territory (see, for instance, Recitals (240), (263), (302)). In addition, LS Cable and Taihan were involved in the allocation of UG projects in the export territories (see, for instance, Recitals (157), (159), (167) and (244)). LS Cable was also explicitly involved in the application of the home territory principle as it sent out an enquiry notification to the R coordinator (Recital (279)) and received

---

guidance for a project in Spain (Recitals (331) and (351)). With regard to a project within the EEA Taihan cooperated on one occasion (Recital (243)). It is clear that LS Cable and Taihan, through their participation in meetings and other contacts gave at least the impression to the other participants that they would cooperate in the agreements. There is no evidence that Taihan and LS Cable indicated to their competitors that they participated in those meetings in a spirit that was different from theirs. Instead, contemporaneous notes show Taihan's and LS Cable's willingness, or at least perceived willingness, to cooperate. This willingness also flows from the fact that both companies attended several meetings and had several contacts with the other cartelists after they were informed of the main rules of the cartel.

(586) It is equally clear however that notably LS Cable made a genuine effort to compete for projects in the EEA, going against the home territory principle (See, for example, Recitals (263), (278)). In addition, it is clear that the Japanese companies regarded LS Cable and Taihan for a long time as outsiders and difficult to control (See for example, Recitals (243) and (357)).

(587) Taihan […] disputes the duration thereof and its effect on competition in the EEA. ⁹⁴₃ According to Taihan, it entered the arrangements with a view to protect its home territory from foreign intrusion. In addition, Taihan felt forced to participate […]. ⁹⁴⁴ […] ⁹⁴⁵

(588) LS Cable also admits that it had to maintain an open dialogue with R and A since it was dependent on them for the supply of accessories. ⁹⁴₆

(589) However, alleging the existence of coercion cannot alter the reality and the gravity of the infringement committed by Taihan and LS Cable as they participated in the cartel. Indeed, if the existence of coercion was established, the companies could have reported the pressure and the refusals to supply to the competent authorities and lodged a complaint with the Commission rather than participate in the cartel. ⁹⁴⁷ Moreover, as established in Recital (485), the fact that LS Cable did not always abide by the outcome of the anti-competitive meetings it attended, does not relieve it of full responsibility for the fact that it participated in the cartel.

(590) As indicated in Recital (515), by taking part in actions which contributed to the realisation of the shared objective, Taihan and LS Cable are equally responsible, for the whole period of their adherence to the common scheme, for the acts of the other participants pursuant to the same infringement. ⁹⁴⁸ As Taihan and LS Cable were absent from the establishment of the cartel and the evidence shows that at many times they disrespected the European home territory both companies are qualified as fringe players.

⁹⁴³ ID […], Taihan reply to SO of 7 November 2011.
⁹⁴⁴ ID […], Taihan reply to SO of 7 November 2011.
⁹⁴⁵ ID […], Taihan reply to SO of 7 November 2011.
⁹⁴⁶ ID […], LS Cable reply to SO of 31 October 2011.
⁹⁴⁸ As further set out in Recital (615) there is no evidence that LS Cable and Taihan were aware of the SM part of the agreement.
nkt in general denies its participation in the cartel [...]. nkt admits that it attended the R meetings but claims that these merely concerned the exchange of general information.

Employees of nkt participated in at least 14 anti-competitive meetings with the other R-participants of the cartel between 3 July 2002 and 17 February 2006. nkt organised itself one of these meetings (Recital (241)) and its employees requested the other participants in the cartel to meet (Recitals (368) and (381)). While there is some evidence that nkt’s involvement in the cartel was not entirely limited to its attendance of several R meetings (see, for instance, Recitals (173), (179), (186), (212), (218), (234), (297), (368), (372) and (381)), overall the evidence demonstrates that nkt’s participation in the allocations mainly took place at R meetings. The evidence available from these meetings clearly identifies the anti-competitive scope and nature thereof. Through these meetings power cable projects inside and outside the European home territory were allocated, also by nkt (see, for instance, Recitals (315), (334), (346), (370)). The evidence against nkt consists of documents drafted at the time the various contacts between competitors took place, that is to say in tempore non suspecto.

Despite nkt’s first claims that its participation in the infringement was limited to the notification and discussion of projects, it is clear from the evidence referred to in Recital (592) and from nkt’s own admission that the parties would indicate their "interest" in projects during the R meetings nkt attended. As is explained in Recital (648), by indicating its interest in a certain project, nkt eliminated, or at the very least substantially reduced uncertainty as to the conduct to expect from it on the market. In line with the case law, Article 101 of the Treaty and Article 53 of the EEA Agreement apply to this conduct.

nkt has not provided any evidence that it expressed a firm and unambiguous disapproval of the practices taking place at the meetings and contacts it took part in. As nkt was absent from the establishment of the cartel and did not attend any A/R meetings, the level of its participation was less than that of the core and middle players. Furthermore, its limited involvement in many of the cartel activities as set out in Recital (493) and especially the absence of evidence regarding an active role in the allocation of projects inside the European home territory beyond its attendance of R meetings qualify nkt as a fringe player.

c. Parties were aware of the conduct planned or put into effect by the other undertakings in pursuit of that same single aim or could have reasonably foreseen it and were prepared to take the risk

With two exceptions, all the participants in the cartel were aware, or should have been aware, of the single aim to restrict competition for SM and UG power cable projects in specific territories by agreeing on market and customer allocation and

---

949 ID [...], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011.
950 ID [...], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011.
951 ID [...], reply nkt of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.
952 ID [...], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011.
953 ID [...], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011.
thereby to distort the normal competitive process.955 This awareness includes the particular circumstances of the cartel as set out in Recital (526). The Recitals below give for each party an individual analysis of its awareness, notably when this is not obvious on the basis of a party’s individual contribution to the single aim as set out in Recitals (545)-(594).

Nexans, Pirelli/Prysmian, Furukawa, Fujikura and VISCAS, Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS

(596) The core group of companies Nexans, Prysmian, JPS and VISCAS and their predecessors/parent companies were clearly aware of the single aim as they established together the cartel and refined its workings. They attended regular A/R meetings and were involved in almost all the cartel activities as set out in Recital (493).

(597) Due to its participation in meetings and other contacts with its European and Asian competitors Nexans was clearly aware of all of the main features of the cartel arrangements of the home territory principle and the allocation of UG and SM projects in the export territories (see Recital (548)).

(598) Nexans also took part in the European cartel configuration (see, for instance, Recitals (175), (326), (335), (363), (391) and (435)) which shows its awareness of this part of the cartel. Moreover, Nexans was aware of the Asian configuration of the cartel due to its participation in meetings and other contacts in which the A configuration was discussed directly (see, for instance, Recitals (178), (214), (228), (258) and (259)).

(599) As a founding member of the cartel, Pirelli/Prysmian was clearly aware of the main features of the cartel arrangements. It was aware of the home territory principle and the allocation of UG and SM projects in the export territories (see, for instance, Recital (551)) through its participation in meetings and other contacts with its European and Asian competitors.

(600) Pirelli/Prysmian also took part in the European cartel configuration (see, for instance, Recitals (325), (326), (363), (391) and (414)) which shows the awareness of this part of the cartel. Moreover, Pirelli/Prysmian was aware of the Asian configuration of the cartel due to its participation in meetings and other contacts in which the A configuration was discussed directly (see, for instance, Recitals (224)-(229)).

(601) As founding members of the cartel, Sumitomo, Hitachi and (later) JPS were clearly aware of the main features of the cartel arrangements. They were aware of the home territory principle and the allocation of UG and SM projects in the export territories (see, for instance, Recital (554)) through their participation in meetings and other contacts with their European and Asian competitors.

(602) Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS were also aware of the European cartel configuration (see, for instance, Recitals (186), (211)-(212), (218) and (287)).

(603) As founding members of the cartel, Furukawa, Fujikura and (later) VISCAS were clearly aware of the main features of the cartel arrangements. They were aware of the home territory principle and the allocation of UG and SM projects in the export territories (see, for instance, Recitals (554)) through their participation in meetings and other contacts with their European and Asian competitors.

955 As set out in Recital (615), there is no evidence that LS Cable and Taihan may have been aware of the SM power cable part of the cartel. As set out in Recital (614), there is no evidence that Mitsubushi and Showa may have been aware of the European cartel configuration in the pre-joint venture period.
territories (see, for instance, Recitals (137), (557) and (561)) through their participation in meetings and other contacts with their European and Asian competitors.

(604) Furukawa, Fujikura and VISCAS were also aware of the European cartel configuration (see, for instance, Recitals (186), (211), (212) and (287)).

_ABB, EXSYM, Sagem/Safran/Silec, Brugg_

(605) ABB, EXSYM, Sagem/Safran/Silec and Brugg were aware of the single aim through their participation in meetings and contacts with the core group of participants.

(606) ABB was clearly aware of the main features of the cartel arrangements. Due to ABB’s participation in meetings and other contacts with its European and Asian competitors, it was aware of the home territory principle and the allocation of UG and SM projects in the export territories (see, for instance, Recitals (144), (163), (405), (415) and (416)). ABB also took part in the European cartel configuration (see, for instance, Recitals (202) and (280)) which shows its awareness of this part of the cartel. Moreover, ABB attended part of an A/R meeting in 2002 (see Recital (220)) which indicates that it was also aware the A/R cartel configuration.

(607) EXSYM was aware of the main features of the cartel arrangement. Through its participation in meetings and other contacts with its European and Asian competitors, it was aware of the home territory principle and the allocation of projects in the export territories (see Recital (565)).

(608) Although EXSYM alleges that it did not participate in the arrangements involving SM power cables, it is clear that it was aware of the existence of these arrangements (see, for instance, Recitals (292) and (323)). In so far as EXSYM is claiming that as a late joiner it did not understand the nuances of the operational rules of the cartel, there is sufficient evidence to refute this claim (see Recitals (224)-(229) in which the meetings on 14 and 15 November 2002 are discussed). EXSYM attended both these meetings and has supplied notes of these meetings. From the notes of the meetings it is clear that the parties explained the operating rules to EXSYM as well as Taihan and LS Cable. EXSYM was also aware of the European cartel configuration (see, for instance, Recitals (229) and (287)).

(609) Sagem/Safran/Silec was clearly aware of the main features of the cartel arrangement. Through its participation in meetings and other contacts with its European and Asian competitors it was aware of the home territory principle and the allocation of projects in the export territories (see, for instance, Recital (569)).

(610) Sagem/Safran/Silec also took part in the European cartel configuration (see, for instance, Recitals (275), (280) and (296)) which shows the awareness of this part of the cartel. Moreover, Sagem/Safran/Silec would have been aware of the A/R configuration of the cartel as Nexans and Prysmian informed the R associates of the discussions in the A/R meetings (see, for instance, Recitals (249) and (275)). In addition, Sagem/Safran/Silec was aware of the SM part of the cartel as it referred to an SM project in its contacts with [company representative A1] (Nexans) (Recital (303)) and occasionally events relating to SM power cables were discussed at the R meetings (see, for instance, Recitals (303) and (344)).

956 ID […], EXSYM reply to SO of 30 September 2011.
Brugg was clearly aware of the main features of the cartel arrangement. Through its participation in meetings and other contacts with its European competitors, it was aware of the home territory principle and the allocation of projects in the export territories (See, for instance, Recital (573)).

Brugg also took part in the European cartel configuration (see, for instance, Recitals (275), (280) and (296)) which shows the awareness of this part of the cartel. Moreover, Brugg would have been aware of the A/R configuration of the cartel as Nexans and Prysmian would inform the R associates Brugg, nkt and Sagem of the discussions in the A/R meetings (see, for instance, Recitals (249), (275), (306)). Brugg was also informed of the rules of the cartel through its direct (email) contacts with [company representative A1] (Nexans) (see, for instance, Recitals (214), (238), (329), (370), and (378)). In addition, Brugg was aware of the SM part of the cartel as it referred to an SM project in its contacts with [company representative A1] (Nexans) (Recital (324)). Brugg argues that their interest in this project was solely stemming from the possibility of applying UG power cable technology to it. The fact that Brugg enquired with [company representative A1] about the allocation of this project does nevertheless prove its awareness of the SM power cable arrangements. Moreover, occasionally events relating to SM power cables were discussed at the R meetings (see, for instance, Recitals (303) and (344)).

Mitsubishi, Showa, LS Cable, Taihan and nkt

The third group of participants; Mitsubishi, Showa, LS Cable, Taihan and nkt were aware of the single aim through their participation in meetings and contacts with the core group of participants.

As explained in Recitals (578)-(583), through their involvement [information pre-dating the infringement period] and […] concerning the cartel, Mitsubishi and Showa were or should have been aware of the main features of the cartel, including the home territory principle and the allocation of UG and SM projects in the export territories (see, for instance, Recitals (126), (131), (158), (160) and (179)). […] There is however no evidence that Showa and Mitsubishi may have been aware of the European configuration of the cartel during their participation in the pre-joint venture period.

LS Cable and Taihan were informed of the main aspects and participants in the cartel, during the A/R/K meetings on 15 November 2002 and 17 October 2003. At these meetings, the home territory rule was spelled out and the two Korean companies were informed of the participation of the smaller R associates in the European cartel configuration. In addition, at these meetings, projects in the export territories were allocated (Recitals (227)-(229) and (271)). There is however no evidence that LS Cable and Taihan may have been aware of the SM power cable part of the cartel.

While LS Cable claims that it was not aware of the main aspects of the anti-competitive arrangements, this is contradicted by the evidence. LS Cable alleges for instance that it was never informed of the 60/40 quota arrangement, even though it received an email explicitly referring to this agreement (Recital (320)). Similarly, LS
Cable claims that it was not informed about the collusion of Nexans and Prysmian with other European producers. The notes of the meetings on 15 November 2002 and 17 October 2003 prove differently (Recitals (229) and (271)).

(617) Concerning nkt’s claim that it was not aware of the conduct planned or put into effect by the other undertakings or could have reasonably foreseen it and was prepared to take the risk, the Commission considers the following:

(a) nkt attended at least 13 of the R meetings of the European cartel configuration. As indicated, at these meetings Nexans and Prysmian regularly briefed the other participants on the outcome of the A/R meetings and also discussed infringements of the home territory rule (see notably Recitals (249) and (275)). The other R associates, Brugg and Sagem/Safran/Silec, were also clearly aware of these rules (see, for instance, Recitals (185) and (329)). It is highly implausible that nkt would be the only participant sitting in on 13 anti-competitive meetings over the course of almost 4 years with the same individuals and still have no knowledge of the wider activities of the other parties.

(b) […]

(c) [information pre-dating the infringement period]. Moreover, occasionally events relating to SM power cables were discussed at the R meetings (see, for instance, Recitals (303) and (344)).

(618) Moreover, nkt was clearly aware of the attempts of the parties to conceal the existence of the cartel (see notably Recital (392)). The fact that the recollection by nkt employees of their involvement in the cartel is flawed may bear witness to these attempts at concealment. In its reply to the Commission’s request for information dated 31 March 2010, nkt failed to provide information regarding the R meeting it had organised itself in 2003 (see Recital (241)). nkt failed to remember the names of the participants, even though there is evidence that nkt made the hotel arrangements and sent invitations. While nkt claims in its reply to the Commission’s request for information dated 31 March 2010 that "nkt cables employees were only invited to and only participated in "one day seminars", it is clear from the evidence provided in Recital (241) that nkt itself even organised a seminar preceded by a dinner the day before. The invitations to the meetings as referred to in Annex I also demonstrate that nkt was invited for similar two-day events (See, for instance, Annex I, point 108).

(619) nkt was aware of all the other unlawful conduct planned or put into effect by the other participants in the cartel in pursuit of the same objectives. If nkt was unaware then it could reasonably have foreseen that conduct and was prepared to take the risk. nkt’s claims are therefore rejected.

959 ID […], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011.
960 ID […], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011.
961 ID […], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011.
962 ID […], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011.
963 Under the name [non-addressee]; ID […], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011. Two of nkt’s employees that attended R meetings were employed by [non-addressee] before, see Annex II.
964 ID […], Nexans doc.
965 Case C-441/11 P Commission v Verhuzingen Coppens [2012] not yet reported, paragraph 43.
Continuous infringement

(620) According to the evidence, the parties pursued the single aim of the cartel uninterrupted from 18 February 1999 until the 29 January 2009. Consequently, all the different elements of the agreement, whether concerning projects in home territories or export territories or whether relating to SM or UG power cables, are part of one single infringement. Accordingly, the parties’ approach, which consists of separating the existence of an agreement relating to export territories from an agreement relating to the home territories cannot be accepted. This conclusion is not affected by the fact that the Commission’s territorial jurisdiction is limited to those parts of the infringement that were implemented or had effects in the EEA.

(621) The conclusion concerning the continuous nature of the cartel is not altered by the fact that from mid-2004 onwards, an increased fear of detection had effects for the way in which the companies participated in the cartel. Due to highly publicised cartel investigations of the European Commission in other sectors, there was an increased awareness of the risks of an anti-trust investigation, which led to a decrease in contacts. The parties have also expressly referred to this in their contacts (see, for instance, Recitals (286), (304), (330), (342), (350), (392), (398), (420)).

(622) In contemporaneous evidence quoted in Section 3, the parties referred to the period from Mid-2004 until 2006 as the "no show" period (see Recital (311); a period of "technical interruption" (see Recital (319)); a period of "temporary suspension, more on the written communication side" (see Recital (324), see also: Recitals (353), (357), (358), (362) and (384)) and as the "standby period" (see Recital (353)).

(623) Nevertheless, the Commission does not consider that the period after Mid-2004 formed indeed a period of temporary suspension in the sense of the case law of the Court.966 There is a clear distinction between the events in the present case and those in, for instance the Pre-Insulated Pipe Cartel.967 In the latter case, the Commission considered that the cartel had been temporarily suspended as there had been a real "breakdown in confidence' which effectively ended the attempts to seek a comprehensive settlement of the [market at issue]" and which materialised in a violent 'price war' inducing heavy losses for all the cartel participants.968 As shown by the evidence described in Section 3 of this Decision, such events did not occur in this case. Neither is the situation comparable to that of some parties in the Marine Hose cartel, where the participants during a period of crisis significantly altered the way in which the cartel was operated and loosened the relations between the members of the cartel.969 The changes in the intensity and means of communication between the addressees of this Decision was not the result of a significantly altered operation but the result of changed modalities in the communication in order to avoid detection.

(624) For the whole duration of the cartel, the parties were in regular contact with one another. In order to minimise the risk of detection, from 2005 onwards, certain

967 Commission Decision 1999/60/EC in Case No IV/35.691 - Pre-insulated pipe cartel, OJ L 24/1, 30.1.1999, see notably paragraphs 52 and 170.
968 Ibid., paragraph 52.
parties amended or limited their e-mail communications and participations in meetings. Other means of communication were used instead, such as fax and telephone (Recital (283)). In addition, the parties sought other opportunities to meet each other in person, such as the ICF meetings (see Recitals (308), (330)).

(625) Below, a number of objective and consistent indicia are listed (Recitals (626)-(634)), which demonstrate that the cartel participants continued with the actions which form part of the framework of their single and continuous infringement.

(626) The home territory principle required a failure to act on the side of the Japanese and Korean producers. It is therefore inherently difficult to prove that this part of the agreement was respected continuously. Nevertheless, regarding this aspect the Decision contains sufficient evidence to prove that the principle remained firmly in place for the duration of the cartel (see, for instance, Recitals (306), (329), (353), (355), (357), (358), (380), (384), (386), (393), (428) and (437)). The evidence quoted in these Recitals demonstrates that the Asian producers continued to inform their European competitors of enquiries from European customers and that the European producers continued to expect the respect of the home territory principle.

(627) In view of this evidence, JPS’ statement that the "discussions" that took place after July 2004 never involved a home territory arrangement has to be dismissed.

(628) Some parties have claimed that the creation of the Nexans/VISCAS joint venture proves the end of the application of the home territory principle. The evidence provided in Section 3 establishes however that while the joint venture may have worried some of the participants it did not end the application of the home territory principle. Nexans had concluded the joint venture with the express restriction that the MI cables that were to be produced there, were only for sale in […] by Nexans. The establishment of the joint venture formed thereby no infringement of the home territory principle. As is mentioned in Recital (626), the parties firmly defended the application of the principle after the formation of the joint venture.

(629) Moreover, the fact that there is evidence that the allocation of projects in the export territories continued up until the end of the cartel (See below, Recital (631)) also constitutes a relevant indication that the home territory principle continued to be implemented in this period. Given the factual characteristics of the cartel, it is highly likely that the termination of the home territory principle would have compromised the functioning of the agreements concerning the export territories.

(630) The parties' argument that evidence relating to the home territory principle after 2004 must be looked at in isolation goes against the directions given by the European Courts. Those directions entail that often the existence of an anti-competitive practice or agreement must be inferred from a number of coincidences and indicia which, taken together, may, in the absence of another plausible explanation, constitute evidence of an infringement of the competition rules. The explanations that VISCAS provides for the evidence concerning the application of the home

970 ID […], VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011.
971 ID […], Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
972 VISCAS for itself has also admitted to this, ID […], VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011.
973 ID […], VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011.
974 Joined Cases C-204/00 P, C-205/00 P, C-211/00 P, C-213/00 P, C-217/00 P and C-219/00 P Aalborg Portland and Others v Commission [2004] ECR I-123, paragraphs 55-57.
territory principle after mid-2004 are not plausible.\textsuperscript{975} In this case, as argued in Recital (626), there is sufficient evidence supporting the continued application of the home territory principle. There is therefore no need to examine further whether there is a plausible alternative explanation for the collusive actions of the parties.\textsuperscript{976}

(631) Concerning the allocation of projects in the export territories, the parties abandoned their position sheets sometime after November 2004. Instead, the parties implemented the allocations already agreed upon and sought new, easier allocation methods to avoid detection. The parties resorted to the allocation by means of rotation schemes or by fax or telephone or direct meetings (see notably Recitals (330), (350), (357), (358), (362), (365), (366), (413), (420), (423), (427)).

(632) In addition, the European cartel configuration continued for the full duration of the cartel. There are clear indications that from 2006 onwards, the European participants increased their security measures and reverted to the use of web-based email accounts (see Recitals (387), (388), (392) and (398)). Despite these measures to conceal the allocation, Section 3 contains evidence that the European cartel configuration continued until the end of the cartel arrangements (See for instance Recitals (415), (424), (426), (430), (435), (439) and (443)).

(633) In the last full year of the cartel, the remaining parties became even more careful but had no intention to bring the cartel arrangements to a definitive end. This follows from the statement of EXSYM's representative on 9 December 2008, as quoted in Recital (445): "we back out from the scheme except the cases we already committed. Please be noted that we are not intending to collapse the market situation". The statement demonstrates that while the company intended to limit its participation in new project allocations, there was no intention to completely discontinue the implementation of the cartel agreements.

(634) The words used by EXSYM in its email of 9 December 2008 (see Recitals (445) and (633)) cannot indicate that the company formally distanced itself from the arrangements. It is clear from the wording of EXSYM's communication that EXSYM intended for the effects of the cartel to continue beyond the date of this last contact. In addition, neither VISCAS, nor Nexans or Prysmian have conclusively proved that they have formally distanced themselves from the home territory principle and the allocations agreed upon during the Tokyo meeting in June 2007. The nature of the projects involved entails that the effects of the agreement could be felt for several years to come.

4.3.4. Restriction of competition

4.3.4.1. Principles

(635) Article 101(1) of the Treaty and Article 53 (1) of the EEA Agreement expressly include as restrictive of competition agreements and concerted practices which:\textsuperscript{977}

\textsuperscript{975} ID […], VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011. VISCAS points for instance to the fact that its employee, [company representative F3], does not recall discussing a home territory rule. Section 3 of this Decision contains several references to communications on the application of this rule in which [company representative F3] was involved, see, for instance, Recitals (185) and (223)).


\textsuperscript{977} The list is not exhaustive.
(a) directly or indirectly fix selling prices or any other trading conditions;
(b) limit or control production, markets or technical development;
(c) share markets or sources of supply.

(636) As Article 101 of the Treaty applies only to sectors open to competition, the General Court has established that the examination of conditions of competition must be based not only on existing competition between undertakings already present on the relevant market but also on potential competition, in order to ascertain whether, in the light of the structure of the market and the economic and legal contexts within which it functions, there are real concrete possibilities for the undertakings concerned to compete among themselves or for a new competitor to enter the relevant market and compete with established undertakings. If there is no competition in a given market, that competition cannot be prevented and consequently trade between Member States could not be affected.978

(637) In addition, the Court of Justice has also clarified that under the terms of Article 101 of the Treaty, the only points to be determined for the purposes of applying the prohibition laid down in that provision are whether the agreement in which the undertaking participated alongside other undertakings had as its object or effect the restriction of competition and whether it was capable of affecting trade between Member States. The question of whether the individual participation of an undertaking in such an agreement could, by itself, restrict competition or affect trade between Member States, taking account of the undertaking’s weak position on the market concerned, is irrelevant when it comes to ascertaining whether there is an infringement.979

4.3.4.2. Arguments of the parties

(638) Prysmian and Nexans have argued that the arrangements between the parties could not have had anti-competitive effects.980 In that regard, Prysmian highlights the specific nature of the SM power cable sector, which is characterised by limited production and engineering capacity, and at the necessity to exchange strategic information.981 Nexans and nkt have pointed to the fact that agreements concerning certain projects were not always implemented.982 Safran, on behalf of Sagem/Safran, argues that while it may have requested the allocation of several projects, its requests were not always honoured.983 Brugg claims that its participation in the meetings and contacts had no influence on Brugg’s future market behaviour.984

(639) Prysmian has explicitly admitted that a knowledge of the market, such as knowing which companies are expected to be seen as competitors for a particular project, helps guide the overall pricing level.985 In addition, Prysmian has admitted that indeed an allottee of a project in the export territories sometimes forwarded its prices

978 Case T-360/09 E.ON Ruhrgas and E.ON v Commission [2012] not yet reported, paragraphs 84-85, 156.
979 Case C-441/11 P European Commission v Verhuizingen Coppens [2012], not yet reported, paragraph 64.
980 ID […], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID […], Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.
981 ID […], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
982 ID […], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011; ID […], Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.
983 ID […], Safran reply to SO of 3 October 2011.
984 ID […], Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
985 ID […], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
to competitors. Prysmian claims however that this never followed after a discussion and/or an agreement on the original price and that the price was always autonomously set by the allottee. Moreover, Prysmian has indicated that prices were exchanged so that other suppliers could submit an offer even when they were not interested in winning the tender and therefore had decided not to present a competitive bid. Prysmian argues that this is done in order to maintain good relationships with the customers and minimise any reputational risk associated with not presenting any offers and/or bidding an artificially high price.\textsuperscript{986} Nexans has also alleged that the use of cover bids did not cause harmful effects to European customers.\textsuperscript{987}

(640) Prysmian, nkt and Furukawa have argued that the Commission should have defined the relevant product and geographic markets for power cables.\textsuperscript{988} Prysmian claims that the Commission has failed to perform a serious analysis of the economic context of the power cables industry.\textsuperscript{989}

(641) [...]\textsuperscript{990} and [...]\textsuperscript{991} LS Cable [...] denies that the protection of the Korean market formed the reason for its participation.\textsuperscript{992} Moreover, other parties argue that they did not attempt to compete in the EEA as a result of their unilateral business decisions to focus on other markets.\textsuperscript{993}

(642) Several parties argue that the Japanese and Korean producers should not be regarded as actual or potential competitors to the European companies as they faced the following obstacles on the Union markets:\textsuperscript{994}

Regarding SM power cable projects:

(a) Parties have argued that the Japanese domestic market is noted for short distances and shallow waters. Japanese producers therefore focused on OF AC XLPE power cables designed for short lengths and shallow waters. The circumstances in Europe required MI power cables and three-core AC XLPE power cables. In addition, the Japanese producers did not own cable laying vessels;

Regarding both SM and UG power cable projects

(b) the parties claim that the Japanese and Korean companies lacked relationships with local engineering companies and customers, and encountered other barriers, such as high manufacturing costs, import duties, transport costs and

\textsuperscript{986} ID [...] , Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
\textsuperscript{987} ID [...] , Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.
\textsuperscript{988} ID [...] , Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID [...] , nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011; ID [...] , Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2011.
\textsuperscript{989} ID [...] , Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
\textsuperscript{990} ID [...] , Taihan reply to SO of 7 November 2011.
\textsuperscript{991} ID [...] , Taihan reply to SO of 7 November 2011.
\textsuperscript{992} ID [...] , LS Cable reply to SO of 31 October 2011.
\textsuperscript{993} ID [...] , VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011; ID [...] , Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2009.
\textsuperscript{994} ID [...] , VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011; ID [...] , Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2011; ID [...] , Taihan reply to SO of 7 November 2011; ID [...] , Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID [...] , EXSYM reply to SO of 30 September 2011; ID [...] , Showa reply to SO of 30 September 2011; ID [...] , Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID [...] , Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011 and ID [...] , [...].
the inability to meet required delivery dates, the existence of strong local competition, the lack of a track record, the existence of pre-qualification test certifications, often based on the standards from the International Electrotechnical Commission, the lack of invitations from European customers, and language and cultural barriers.

4.3.4.3. Discussion and findings

(643) The anti-competitive behaviour in this Decision has to be considered as a whole and in the light of the overall circumstances, despite the fact that each of the aspects (or parts thereof) in themselves and taken in isolation constitute an infringement of Article 101 of the Treaty. As indicated in Recital (493), the principal activities of the complex of agreements and concerted practices in this case, which have as their object the restriction of competition within the EEA, were as follows:

(a) the allocation of territories and customers such as utilities, contractors and repeat customers,

(b) the agreement on the prices to be offered for SM and UG power cable projects respectively by either the establishment of a floor price or the coordination of price levels,

(c) the submission of cover bids in order to ensure the agreed allocation of SM and UG power cable projects,

(d) the exchange of prices and other sensitive commercial terms and conditions, required for the preparation of cover bids,

(e) the exchange of other sensitive commercial and strategic information such as their available capacity or interest in participation in specific tenders,

(f) the implementation of practices to reinforce the cartel such as the collective refusal to supply accessories or technical assistance to certain competitors,

(g) the monitoring of the implementation of the allocation and price agreements through the exchange of position sheets, market information and the establishment of reporting obligations.

(644) This complex of agreements and concerted practices as well as its individual parts has as its object the restriction of competition within the meaning of Article 101(1) of the Treaty and Article 53(1) of the EEA Agreement.

(645) It is settled case-law that for the purpose of application of Article 101(1) of the Treaty and Article 53(1) of the EEA Agreement there is no need to take into account the actual effects of an agreement when it has as its object the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition within the internal market. Consequently, it is not necessary to show actual anti-competitive effects where the anti-competitive object of the conduct in question is proved.995 In this Decision, the Commission nevertheless notes that the evidence in Section 3 clearly shows that the anti-

competitive cartel arrangements were implemented. The fact that an agreement having an anti-competitive object is implemented, even if only in part, is sufficient to preclude the possibility that the agreement had no effect on the market.\footnote{996}

As regards the claim that some of the projects which were allocated amongst the parties were never implemented, it is noted that this does not preclude the application of Article 101 of the Treaty and Article 53 of the EEA agreement to undertakings which allocated those projects in the context of a cartel.\footnote{997}

As part of the claim that there was no effective implementation, Nexans has performed an "individual sales analysis" of a number of projects, among which is the Corfu SM project in Greece. According to Nexans, EXSYM competed aggressively on this project and even sued the customer in an attempt to be named the winner. Nexans feels that this should confirm that any competitor contacts had no effects.\footnote{998} Nexans however fails to mention that this project had been discussed at three previous A/R meetings and was allocated to "R" (see Recitals (247), (288) and (301)). It was mentioned on position sheets and Nexans had provided guidance to JPS (Recital (247)). Nexans' own witness provides with regard to the project: "the viable competitors for the Corfu project included Pirelli, J/Power, VISCAS and EXSYM".\footnote{999} The allocation of this project entailed that the viable competitors JPS and VISCAS were therefore already taken out of competition. When it became clear that EXSYM, which was not part of the SM arrangements, did not want to comply with the allocation, Nexans urged JPS to contact EXSYM to convince them "to behave properly" (Recital (284)). When such contacts had no success, JPS supplied Nexans with a list of points which could disqualify EXSYM's bid for the project (Recital (293)).

The evidence in Section 3 shows that parties would often discuss upcoming projects and declare their "interest" in certain projects. Even if the infringement was limited to a notification and discussion of projects in the EEA and the parties did not proceed to making a formal allocation, it is still likely to affect competition. After all, through these discussions and declarations of "interest" a party would be in a position to know whether there would be any other bidders (or at least, whether there would be bids from the other parties), which would allow it, for example, to fix higher prices for its bids. Moreover, in cases where there was only one undertaking interested in a certain bid, a specific allocation would serve no purpose since only the interested undertaking would be certain of obtaining the project.\footnote{1000}

Moreover, even though some of the information about offers which the parties shared during meetings with other members of the cartel may have already been released to potential customers, the regular information exchange about pending projects as described in this Decision may affect competition on the market, since it increases the likelihood of coordination in the future on other pending projects which were also discussed in the A/R and R meetings and other contacts. Furthermore, a regular exchange of prices recently offered to customers may make the already existing cooperation between the cartel members more robust and increases the agreements'
reliability. Such exchanges on the terms of the offers and on the business contacts with customers goes far beyond the concept of independent determination of commercial policy that each economic operator has to respect according to the provisions of the Treaty, because it is likely to influence the future behaviour of informed competitors. All parties were involved in the anti-competitive meetings and contacts for long periods, from 4 to almost 10 years. It is therefore highly unlikely that they conducted themselves independently on the market without any influence of the arrangements agreed upon and that they did not benefit from the information received during the meetings and contacts.\footnote{See Case T-83/08 Denki Kagaku Kabushiki Kaisha v Commission [2012] not yet reported, paragraph 247.}

(650) Prysmian’s arguments with regard to the beneficial effects of cover pricing and necessity of information exchange readily ignore the reality of the underlying allocation agreements that preceded such practices. Section 3 contains several examples of instances where parties exchanged prices and information after requests for "guidance" from their competitors (see, for instance, Recitals (84), (231), (234) and (316)). From these examples it is clear that the exchange of prices and other sensitive information occurred with regard to the preparation of cover bids, in order to implement the home territory principle or the agreed allocation of EEA projects. In addition, there is some evidence that this exchange of prices led in certain cases to an increase of the price that was finally offered (see, for instance, Recital (316)). It is clear that the normal competitive process, which is explicitly pursued by the customers when they request offers from different suppliers, is disturbed by these exchanges. This conclusion applies all the more considering that the parties to these arrangements are the largest suppliers of HV SM and UG power cables. In addition, the exchanges allow the suppliers themselves to obtain valuable information regarding the pricing and competitive strategy of their competitors.

(651) As regards the scope of the infringement, it is not required in a cartel case to define the relevant market in the same manner as in a merger procedure or when assessing an abuse of a dominant position. There is an obligation to define the relevant market(s) only where it is impossible, without such a definition, to determine whether the agreement is liable to affect trade between Member States and has as its object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition within the internal market.\footnote{Case T-29/92 SPO and Others v Commission [1995] ECR II-289, paragraph 74; Joined Cases T-25/95 and others Cimenteries CBR and Others v. Commission ('Cement') [2000] ECR II-491, paragraph 1093; Case T-213/00 CMA CGM and Others v Commission [2003] ECR II-913, paragraph 206; Case T-62/98 Volkswagen v Commission [2000] ECR II-2707, paragraph 230; Case T-44/00 Mannesmannrohren-Werke v Commission [2004] ECR II-2223, paragraph 132. See also paragraph 25 of Commission Notice – Guidelines on the effect on trade concept contained in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty, OJ 2004 C 101, p. 81.}

(652) The consistent case law of the General Court\footnote{See for example Case T-38/02 Groupe Danone v Commission [2005] ECR II-4407, paragraph 99 and Case T-48/02 Brouwerij Haacht NV v Commission [2005] ECR II-5259, paragraph 58 and the case law cited in these paragraphs.} makes it clear that in cartel cases, the product scope of the cartel is defined by the scope of the participants' discussions. In this respect the General Court stated in Tokai that: "It is not the Commission which arbitrarily chose the relevant market but the members of the cartel in which [the
Applicant] participated who deliberately concentrated their anti-competitive conduct on [the identified] products.”

Concerning the argument that the Japanese and Korean producers had no rational economic motive to conclude the agreements or establish the concerted practices, it suffices to point to the abundant evidence that supports the conclusion that the parties concluded and implemented an agreement of an anti-competitive nature. There is therefore no need to examine the question of whether the parties had a commercial interest in the agreement.

Furthermore, LS Cable's argument according to which the Korean companies would have no interest in protecting their home territory through a cartel arrangement is not convincing. More specifically, LS Cable's claim that the Korean market was "practically insulated from competition by foreign manufacturers" is hard to reconcile with the numerous examples contained in Section 3 of R activity on the latter market, which was repeatedly complained about by the Korean companies (see notably Recitals (194), (240), (263), and (331)). The Commission also notes that LS Cable's claim is not in line with Taihan's position. Indeed, Taihan argues that, despite the fact that the Korean public market was protected from foreign competitors, there was a fierce competition from the latter on the private market which could potentially lead to important losses for Korean companies.

Section 1 of this Decision contains a description of the products affected by the cartel and the supply and demand of these products. The evidence presented in Section 1 demonstrates that the cartel agreements covered at least UG power cable projects of 110 kV and above and SM power cable projects of 33 kV and above. In addition, it is clear from the evidence that, on several occasions, the parties to the cartel agreement have determined the boundaries of competition between themselves (See, for instance, Recitals (141), (143), (225), (258)-(260)).

In so far as the arguments of the parties see to the alleged ineffectiveness of the agreements, it suffices to state that Article 101 of the Treaty prohibits agreements between undertakings which have an anti-competitive object, regardless of their effect. The evidence set out in Section 3 of this Decision demonstrates that the object of the arrangements described in this Decision was to restrict competition. It is equally established that the cartel may have affected trade between Member States (Section 4.3.5). Therefore, by its nature, and independently of any concrete effect that it may have, the cartel constitutes an appreciable restriction on competition.

---

1004 Joined Cases T-71/03, T-74/03, T-87/03 and T-93/03 Tokai Carbon and others v Commission [2005] ECR II-10, paragraph 90.
1006 ID […] , LS Cable reply to SO of 31 October 2011.
1007 ID […] , LS Cable reply to SO of 31 October 2011.
1008 The sales of UG power cables to the […] were not open to competition from foreign suppliers and only those producers manufacturing power cables in Korea were allowed to participate in the tenders. See in this respect Recitals (985) et seqq.
1009 ID […] , Taihan reply to SO of 7 November 2011. To illustrate the fierce competition of foreign companies on the Korean private market, Taihan provided a list of 35 projects in which Prysmian was involved between 2001 and 2009 (Exhibit 12).
1010 Case C-226/11 Expedia [2012] not yet reported, paragraph 37.
Section 3 contains evidence that the parties explained and refined the application of the home territory principle on several occasions (see, notably, Recitals (141), (258), (265), (268)-(269)). If, as claimed by the parties, the Japanese and Korean producers were not perceived as credible competitors in the EEA because of the existence of insurmountable barriers to entry, an understanding relating to the EEA would not have served any purpose. In such a situation, the European producers, aware of that fact as a result of their privileged position in the EEA, would have no reason to establish such an understanding or to refine it.\(^{1011}\) However, it is apparent from the evidence that the home territories agreement between the parties eventually concerned the entire EEA and some additional privileged territories.

It should also be taken into account that the above agreement and/or concerted practices were implemented by the parties and were in effect for the duration of the infringement. Adherence to the agreement was regularly confirmed (see, for instance Recitals (259), (267), (271) and (353)), the parties notified invitations to bid from each other’s territories (see, for instance, Recitals (231), (279) and (321)) and the Japanese and Korean producers subsequently refrained from selling power cable projects in the EEA. This evidence constitutes a serious indicator that the Japanese and Korean producers were perceived by the European producers as potential credible competitors in the EEA. If the EEA was actually impenetrable for the Japanese and Korean producers because of the barriers to entry, there would have been no need to notify the enquiries the Japanese and Korean producers received from European customers. The European producers could then just have assumed that the Japanese and Koreans would not be able to participate in any case.

As established by the General Court, the conformity of conduct with Article 101 of the Treaty must be assessed in its economic context. Even if the arguments of the parties are well founded, they do not prove that the economic context excluded any possibility of effective competition. Moreover, the inherently anti-competitive object which characterises the conclusion of the home territory agreement, an agreement expressly prohibited under Article 101(1)(c) of the Treaty, cannot be altered by an analysis of the economic context in which the agreement is situated. An economic analysis cannot override the inescapable reality of the documentary evidence supplied in Section 3 of this Decision.\(^{1012}\)

In addition, there is evidence in the Commission’s file that, contrary to the parties’ statements, the alleged market entry barriers are not insurmountable.\(^{1013}\) It is clear from several documents that the European firms considered the sales of Japanese and Korean cables in the EEA as a genuine threat. In Recital (223) Nexans complains about LS Cable who had "*disturbed many cases including taking orders in Europe*". In Recital (291), Nexans complains about EXSYM’s presence in Europe: "*we believe agressing us in Europe will really not help improving the overall scheme*".


\(^{1012}\) Joined Cases T-25/95 and others Cimenteries CBR and Others v Commission ('Cement') [2000] ECR II-491, paragraph 1088.

\(^{1013}\) This is also specifically admitted by Prysmian with regard to SM power cables, in ID […], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
Parties have also pointed to the occasional sales made in Europe by Korean and Japanese producers. Arguments alleging the need to establish a presence in Europe to ensure the sale and the services and maintenance infrastructures and also the additional transport costs and delivery times can therefore not be upheld.

Moreover, the Japanese and Korean companies were able to supply power cables to almost all other parts of the world and they have not submitted convincing evidence that suggests that the barriers in other countries differ from the barriers to the EEA to such extent that there would be no real concrete possibilities to enter and to compete in the EEA.

With regard to the power cable projects covered by this Decision, several parties have pointed to the fact that these projects are custom-built, made-to-measure projects and that agreements with customers are often only concluded after extensive rounds of negotiations. The fact that Section 3 contains dozens of references to European customers inviting the Japanese and Korean producers to make an offer bears witness of the interest that the EEA customers had in obtaining offers from the Japanese companies (See, for instance, Recitals (231) and (279)). When the EEA customers were faced with lack of interest from the Japanese or Korean producers or with an unattractive offer, it is clear that no relationships were built.

Furthermore, while it may be true that some cables, and in particular MI SM power cables, were specifically requested by European customers, it is also clear that the Japanese companies did not make the necessary investments to become actual firm competitors within the EEA. In any event, the investigation has shown that there was room for competition to be exercised between different types of SM cables, including between MI and other types of SM cables produced by the Japanese companies. Nexans has confirmed that external factors can leave the customer with the choice of the type of cable to be used, for example a SM connection requiring an HV AC cable of 60 km length which could use either an XLPE or an OF cable. Nexans even mentions some examples of these alternative solutions, including alternatives to MI cables. As Nexans explains, the choice of the customer of one or the other solution can exclude certain potential producers from competing for the project. There is evidence showing that in certain cases power cable producers tried to influence the customer to use the technology that was more favourable to that producer and that would leave other competitors out of the tender. For example, the notes taken during an A/R

---

1014 ID […], VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011; ID […], Taihan reply to SO of 7 November 2011; ID […], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID […], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011, ID […], LS Cable submission of 5 July 2010.
1015 ID […], Prysmian presentation OH, ID […], Nexans presentation OH.
1016 ID […], VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011, VISCAS explains that instead of investing in the development of MI SM power cables, the company developed an alternative cable for long distance SM power cable projects, the DC XLPE cable.
1017 See ID […], Nexans submission of 3 August 2010.
1018 (i) The Cometa (Spain-Mallorca) interconnector, in which the customer had originally chosen an AC connection but subsequently changed to a DC connection (see ID […], Nexans submission of 3 August 2010; (ii) The Valhall project (not an interconnection but an offshore oil & gas platform) where a cable of 150 kV and 290 km was needed, and for which the customer considered both the MI DC cable offered by Nexans and the XLPE DC cable offered by ABB as viable alternative solutions (see ID […], Nexans submission of 3 August 2010).
1019 ID […], Nexans submission of 3 August 2010.
meeting held in Paris show the interest of the European producers in ensuring that the cable used for a given SM project was a MI cable, while the Japanese were interested in an XLPE cable.\(^{1020}\) The notes of another A/R meeting held in 2003 also show the interest of ABB in using the XLPE and not the OF technology (applied by the Japanese) for a cable in [non-EEA territory].\(^{1021}\) Lastly, in 2006 JPS contacted Nexans indicating that the customer of one of the Balearic interconnections (Mallorca-Menorca) had asked an agent of the Japanese producers for a quote for that project, and indicated that they thought that one of their XLPE cables “might be a solution for this case”.\(^{1022}\)

(665) With regard to the argument that the Commission, in Case COMP/M.1882 Pirelli/BICC, noted that the domestic cable suppliers in the Union still hold high market shares, it suffices to say that the Commission, at the time of that merger case, was unaware of the existence of the infringement described in this Decision, and that the Commission did also note that "competitive pressure is nevertheless exerted by foreign suppliers, because utilities would face no obstacles in switching to foreign suppliers if local prices rose above competitive levels."\(^{1023}\)

(666) The arguments advanced by the parties can also not be accepted for the following reasons:

(a) Several sources witness the long-time existence of structural overcapacity in the sector.\(^{1024}\) In that situation it is not likely that producers opted to forego on a potential growing market.

(b) The alleged high transport costs involved did not appear to deter Nexans from establishing a production facility in Japan in a joint venture with VISCAS. The MI SM power cables that are produced in this facility are intended for sale [region].\(^{1025}\)

(c) Potential suppliers to the EEA indeed have to comply with certain standards, pass conformity tests and obtain certificates. The fact that several of the Japanese and Korean producers were able to make occasional sales in the EEA (see Recital (661)) demonstrates that these requirements were not a deterrent. Moreover, the Japanese and Korean producers were also selling in other territories in which similar requirements apply. A similar argument can be made for the alleged longer delivery times.

(d) In addition, customers in certain Member States may impose additional technical requirements and usages. In so far as they are based in Member States other than the country where the factory of the power cable producer is based,
such requirements apply to all potential suppliers, whether European or Japanese.

(e) Regarding the alleged preference for national products, it is apparent that there were several Member States where there were no credible national suppliers. In such Member States, all potential suppliers, whether European or Japanese and Korean were in the same position. Such reasoning applies a fortiori to the alleged preference for the supplier of equipment already installed. A pre-existing satisfactory relationship with a supplier tends to disadvantage all other suppliers, irrespective of whether they are European or Japanese or Korean.

(f) The very strong position of the European producers on their national markets, demonstrates in the Commission’s view that the home territory arrangement was respected rather than being an obstacle for the Japanese producers’ exports to Europe;

(g) The public procurement rules in the EEA did not make it impossible for the Japanese firms to conclude contracts;

(h) Since the Commission’s investigation began, several Japanese and Korean parties have undertaken steps to enter the EEA. VISCAS for instance opened a London office in February 2011.\textsuperscript{1026}

(i) Nexans and Prysmian are the only two suppliers with their own dedicated cable laying vessel. ABB also has to hire a vessel for the installation of its cables. There are a number of special cable laying vessels available for hire on the market.

(667) It is therefore concluded that none of the trade barriers alleged by the Japanese and Korean applicants ever constituted an absolute obstacle to the import of Japanese and Korean power cables into the Union or EEA.

(668) In addition, the possible lack of commercial interest for the Japanese and Korean producers in entering the EEA at a given point in time does not render the home territory principle devoid of purpose. As recognised by the General Court, such a rule may serve, first of all, to eliminate the residual risk of a future entry on to the markets concerned in the event that competition changes and thereby to ensure long-term security for the three groups of producers by stabilising their respective privileged positions. Second, this rule may form the basis of mutual trust between three groups.\textsuperscript{1027} In this Decision, it is likely that the continued existence of the home territory principle formed the basis of the parties’ continued willingness to agree to the allocation of projects in the export territories.

(669) Furthermore, the fact that the Japanese and Korean producers encountered certain obstacles in the EEA may well have contributed to their commitment not to enter this market. Thus, rather than rendering the existence of the home territory agreement pointless, the barriers to entry on that market constitute a factor which led to the conclusion of this agreement. According to the General Court, such a finding is not paradoxical since it is natural for producers, when markets are being divided as

\textsuperscript{1026} ID […], VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011.

described in this Decision, to leave to its competitors the markets in which its own position is weak.1028

(670) In this regard it is important to point out that in exchange for abstaining from the European home territory, the Japanese and Korean producers obtained protection for their own home markets and some additional territories. In this Decision this is an important consideration as it is clear from the evidence that at the time the agreement was concluded, the European producers had a stronger position on the world market (hence the conclusion of the 60:40 quota agreement, instead of a 50:50 arrangement). Section 3 contains several references to instances where the Japanese and Korean producers relied on this part of the agreement (see, Recitals (240), (263) and (355)), which demonstrates that they perceived the potential presence of their European competitors on their home market as a genuine threat.

(671) The Commission is not required to prove the commercial interest of the Japanese and Korean companies in concluding the home territory agreement. In any event, as explained in Recitals (668)-(670), the conclusion of the home territory agreement likely conferred certain advantages on all the parties and was thus not without purpose, notwithstanding the existence of barriers to entry to the EEA market and the possible lack of immediate commercial interest in entering that market.

(672) Finally, the prolonged existence of the home territory agreement, [information predating the infringement period] and consequently, the absence of the Japanese and Korean producers in the EEA, is likely to reinforce artificially some of the barriers to entry referred to by the parties.1029

(673) Therefore it is concluded that the parties’ arguments are unfounded and that the evidence available is sufficient to confirm that the cartel arrangements had the restriction of competition as their object and that the agreement and/or concerted practice was implemented in practice.

4.3.5. Effect upon trade between Members States and between the EEA contracting parties

4.3.5.1. Principles

(674) Article 101(1) of the Treaty is aimed at agreements which might harm the attainment of a single market between Member States, whether by partitioning national markets or by affecting the structure of competition within the internal market. Similarly, Article 53(1) of the EEA Agreement is directed at agreements that undermine the achievement of a homogeneous European Economic Area.

(675) The Court of Justice and the General Court have consistently held that, "in order that an agreement between undertakings may affect trade between Member States, it must be possible to foresee with a sufficient degree of probability on the basis of a set of objective factors of law or fact that it may have an influence, direct or indirect, actual or potential, on the pattern of trade between Member States".1030 In any event,

---

whilst Article 101 of the Treaty "does not require that agreements referred to in that provision have actually affected trade between Member States, it does require that it be established that the agreements are capable of having that effect".\textsuperscript{1031}

(676) The application of Articles 101 of the Treaty and Article 53 of the EEA Agreement to a cartel is not, however, limited to that part of the members’ sales that actually involve the transfer of goods from one State to another. Nor is it necessary, in order for these provisions to apply, to show that the individual conduct of each participant, as opposed to the cartel as a whole, affected trade between Member States.\textsuperscript{1032}

(677) The Commission Guidelines on the effect on trade concept contained in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty [now Articles 101 and 102] (the "Notice on the effect on trade"),\textsuperscript{1033} stipulate that agreements between undertakings in two or more Member States that concern imports and exports as well as cartel agreements such as those involving price fixing and market sharing covering several Member States are by their very nature capable of affecting trade between Member States.\textsuperscript{1034} It is sufficient that an agreement or practice involving third countries or undertakings located in third countries is capable of affecting cross-border economic activity inside the Union. Import into one Member State may be sufficient to trigger effects of this nature. Imports can affect the conditions of competition in the importing Member State, which in turn can have an impact on exports and imports of competing products to and from other Member States.\textsuperscript{1035}

(678) As the General Court has stated, an understanding which seeks to respect the traditional positions of parties to the cartel on the European and Japanese markets respectively, would constitute in itself, a cartel having effects on the internal market, inasmuch as it suppresses the potential competition which Japanese producers would have provided in the internal market.\textsuperscript{1036}

4.3.5.2. Arguments of the parties

(679) Several parties have argued that the conduct described in the Decision could not have any effect on competition in the EEA.\textsuperscript{1037}

(680) As set out in Section 4.3.3 above, the conduct described in this Decision was a single and continuous infringement concerning almost worldwide sales of power cables including sales of power cables destined for projects within the Union or EEA. Some


\textsuperscript{1034} Ibid., paragraphs 62 and 64.

\textsuperscript{1035} Ibid., paragraph 101.

of the sales concerned by the infringement fall outside the scope of the Treaty, but this does not affect the Commission’s jurisdiction to deal with the infringement as such.

4.3.5.3. Discussion and findings

(681) Insofar as the activities of the cartel related to sales in countries that are not members of the Union or the EEA and had no impact on trade in the Union or the EEA, they are outside the scope of this Decision.

(682) It is not contested that, as indicated in Section 1.2 above, some of the main worldwide power cable producers are based in different Union Member States or Contracting Parties to the EEA Agreement and that these producers exported power cables to other Union Member States or Contracting Parties to the EEA Agreement (see Recital (46)).

(683) Evidence on file shows that power cable projects within the Union or EEA, for which power cable producers based in other Union Member States or Contracting Parties to the EEA Agreement did submit or could have submitted offers, were subject to allocation within the cartel. (see Recitals (107) to (115)). In view of these facts it is proven that the infringement had an appreciable effect on trade between Union Member States and between Contracting Parties of the EEA Agreement.

(684) The UG and SM power cable sector is characterised by a substantial volume of trade between Member States. There is also a considerable volume of trade between the Union Member States and EFTA countries belonging to the EEA. The major participants in the sector have their headquarters, sales offices and/or production facilities in Europe and their operations are developed throughout the EEA. In addition, the parties are the major companies active worldwide in the supply of UG and SM power cables.

(685) In this Decision, the cartel arrangements covered most of the world, including the entire territory of the EEA. The facts described in Section 3 of this Decision must have resulted, or were likely to result, in the automatic diversion of trade patterns from the course they would otherwise have followed.1039

(686) This obviously applies to the allocations under the European cartel configuration. In addition, as set out in Recital (468), the application of the home territory principle and, to some extent, the allocation of projects in the export territories must also have resulted in such a diversion of trade patterns.

(687) The agreements and concerted practices therefore directly restricted the competition for power cable projects between the Member States and had an appreciable effect upon trade between Union Member States and between Contracting Parties to the EEA Agreement.

4.3.6. Application of Article 101(3) of the Treaty and Article 53(3) of the EEA Agreement

(688) The provisions of Article 101(1) of the Treaty and Article 53(1) of the EEA Agreement may be declared inapplicable under Article 101(3) of the Treaty and Article 53(3) of the EEA Agreement in the case of an agreement or concerted

1038 See Section 1.4.
practice which contributes to improving the production or distribution of goods or to promoting technical or economic progress, provided that it allows consumers a fair share of the resulting benefit, does not impose restrictions that are not indispensable to the attainment of those objectives and does not afford the undertakings concerned the possibility of eliminating competition in respect of a substantial part of the products in question.

(689) Nexans has argued that some of the behaviour cited in the SO qualifies for exemption under Article 101(3) of the Treaty. However, the examples that Nexans describes do not form part of the behaviour cited in the SO but refer to legitimate consortia agreements. Nexans has not provided any arguments which would demonstrate that the home territory principle, the allocation of projects within the European cartel configuration and the allocation of projects in the export territories as described in this Decision would qualify for exemption under Article 101(3) of the Treaty or Article 53(3) of the EEA Agreement.

(690) On the basis of the facts before the Commission, there are therefore no indications suggesting that the conditions of Article 101(3) of the Treaty or Article 53(3) of the EEA Agreement could be fulfilled in this Decision.

4.3.7. Provisions of competition rules applicable to Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway, and to the 2004 and 2007 enlargement of the Union

(691) After the accession of Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia on 1 May 2004, Article 101(1) of the Treaty and Article 53(1) of the EEA Agreement became applicable to the cartel insofar as it affected those Member States. After the accession of Bulgaria and Romania on 1 January 2007, Article 101(1) of the Treaty and Article 53(1) of the EEA Agreement became applicable to the cartel insofar as it affected those Member States.

5. ADDRESSEES

5.1. Principles

(692) In order to identify the addressees of this Decision, it is necessary to determine the legal entities to which responsibility for the infringement should be attributed.

(693) The subjects of Union competition rules are undertakings, a concept which is not identical with that of corporate legal personality for the purposes of national commercial or fiscal law. The undertaking that participated in the infringement is therefore not necessarily identical with the precise legal entity within the group of companies whose representatives actually took part in the cartel meetings. The term ‘undertaking’ is not defined in the Treaty. The case law has confirmed that Article 101 of the Treaty is aimed at economic units which consist of a unitary organisation of personal, tangible and intangible elements which pursue a specific economic aim on a long-term basis and can contribute to the commission of an infringement of the kind referred to in that provision.1041

1040 ID […], Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.
Despite the fact that Article 101 of the Treaty is applicable to undertakings and that the concept of undertaking is of an economic nature, only entities with legal personality can be held liable for infringements.\(^{1042}\)

Concerning the principle of personal liability, Article 101 of the Treaty is addressed to 'undertakings' which may comprise several legal entities. The principle of personal liability is not breached as long as different legal entities are held liable on the basis of their own behaviour and their conduct within the same undertaking.

Accordingly it is necessary to define the undertaking(s) that will be held accountable for the infringement of Article 101 of the Treaty by identifying one or more legal persons to represent the undertaking. In accordance with case law, Union competition law recognises that different companies belonging to the same group form an economic unit and therefore an undertaking within the meaning of Articles 101 and 102 of the Treaty if the companies concerned do not determine independently their own conduct on the market.\(^{1043}\) If a subsidiary does not determine its own conduct on the market independently, the company which directed its commercial policy (that is to say, which exercised decisive influence)\(^{1044}\) forms a single economic entity with the subsidiary and thus may be held liable in a non-discriminatory way for an infringement on the grounds that it forms part of the same undertaking (so-called parental liability).

According to settled case-law of the Court of Justice and of the General Court, a parent company that owns 100% (or almost 100%) of a subsidiary has the ability to exercise decisive control over such subsidiary. In such a case, there exists a rebuttable presumption that the parent also in fact exercises that control without the need for the Commission to adduce further evidence on the actual exercise of control (the parental liability presumption).\(^{1045}\) When the Commission relies on the parental liability presumption and declares its intention to hold a parent company liable for an infringement committed by its wholly owned subsidiary in the SO, it is for that parent company, when it considers that - despite the shareholding - the subsidiary determines its conduct independently on the market, to rebut the presumption by adducing sufficient evidence in this regard during the administrative procedure.\(^{1046}\)

---

\(^{1042}\) Although an ‘undertaking’ within the meaning of Article 81 (now Article 101 of the Treaty) is not necessarily the same as a company having legal personality, it is necessary for the purposes of applying and enforcing decisions to identify an entity possessing legal personality to be the addressee of the measure, Case T-305/94 Limburgse Vinyl Maatschappij NV, Elf Atochem SA, BASF AG, Shell International Chemical Company Ltd, DSM NV, DSM Kunststoffen BV, Wacker-Chemie GmbH, Hoechst AG, Société artésienne de vinyle, Montedison Spa, Imperial Chemical Industries plc, Hüls AG and Enichem Spa v Commission (‘PVC II’) [1999] ECR II-931, paragraph 978.


Where such exercise of decisive influence cannot be presumed, it has to be demonstrated on the basis of factual evidence, including in particular the management powers that the parent companies have on the subsidiary. The European Courts have established that such powers can be, not only directly concluded from the parent's specific instructions, guidelines or rights of codetermination on the commercial policy given to their subsidiary, but also indirectly inferred from the totality of the economic, organisational and legal links between the parent company and its subsidiary, influencing it in aspects such as corporate strategy, operational policy, business plans, investment, capacity, provision of finance, human resources and legal matters, even if each of those indicia taken in isolation does not have sufficient probative value. Among these indicia, the European Courts have considered, for example, the implementation of the applicable statutory provisions/agreements between the parent companies in relation to the management of their common subsidiary, the presence in leading positions of the subsidiary of many individuals who occupy simultaneously (or even consecutive) managerial posts within the parent company, or the business relationships that they have with each other (for example, where a parent company is also the supplier or customer of its subsidiary).

The question of decisive influence relates to the level of autonomy of the subsidiary with regard to its overall commercial policy and not to the awareness of the parent company with respect to the infringing behaviour of the subsidiary. Attribution of liability to a parent company flows from the fact that the two entities constitute a single undertaking for the purposes of the Union rules on competition and not from proof of the parent’s participation in or awareness of the infringement, including its organisation.

Where a parent company has the ability to exercise control over its subsidiary (or over a joint venture) and is aware of the infringement and does not stop it, it will be held liable for its infringement. In such a case, the actual exercise or non-exercise of control by the parent is irrelevant for its liability. According to Agroexpansión, when a parent company is aware of the involvement of its wholly-owned subsidiary in an infringement and it does not oppose this involvement, the Commission can deduce that the parent company tacitly approves the participation in the infringement and this circumstance represents additional indicia supporting the presumption.

1047 Case T-77/08 *The Dow Chemical Company v Commission* [2012] not yet reported, paragraph 76.
1048 Case T-77/08 *The Dow Chemical Company v Commission* [2012] not yet reported, paragraph 77.
The actual exercise of management power by the parent company or parent companies over their subsidiary may be capable of being inferred directly from the implementation of the applicable statutory provisions or from an agreement between the parent companies, entered into under those statutory provisions, in relation to the management of their common subsidiary. The extent of the parent company’s involvement in the management of its subsidiary may also be proved by the presence, in leading positions of the subsidiary, of many individuals who occupy managerial posts within the parent company. The involvement of the parent company or companies in the management of the subsidiary may follow from the business relationship which they have with each other.

The decisive influence of the parent company does not necessarily have to result from specific instructions, guidelines or rights of co-determination in terms of pricing, production and sales activities or similar aspects essential to market conduct. Such instructions are merely a particularly clear indication of the existence of the parent company’s decisive influence over its subsidiary’s commercial policy. However, autonomy of the subsidiary cannot necessarily be inferred from their absence. A parent company may exercise decisive influence over its subsidiaries even when it does not make use of any actual rights of co-determination and refrains from giving any specific instructions or guidelines on individual elements of commercial policy. Thus, a single commercial policy within a group may also be inferred indirectly from the totality of the economic, legal and organisational links between the parent company and its subsidiaries. Moreover, the Court has stated that with respect to a joint venture it is not necessary for the parent company to have sole control of its subsidiary and that both parent companies can exercise decisive influence over the joint venture.

Concerning a full-function joint venture, the Court has found that “although a full-function joint venture, for the purposes of Regulation (EEC) No 4064/89, is deemed to perform on a lasting basis all the functions of an autonomous economic entity, and is, therefore, economically autonomous from an operational viewpoint, that autonomy does not mean, as the Commission made clear in paragraph 93 of its Consolidated Jurisdictional Notice under Regulation (EC) No 139/2004, that the joint venture enjoys autonomy as regards the adoption of its strategic decisions and that it is not therefore under the decisive influence exercised by its parent companies.

---

for the purposes of the application of Article 81 EC.

The fact that a joint venture has its own legal personality is not sufficient to exclude the possibility of imputing its conduct to one of its parent companies.

When an undertaking that has committed an infringement of Article 101 of the Treaty subsequently disposes of the assets which contributed to the infringement and withdraws from the market in question, it continues to be answerable for the infringement if it has not ceased to exist. If the undertaking which has acquired the assets continues the violation of Article 101 of the Treaty, liability for the infringement should be apportioned between the seller and the acquirer of the infringing assets, each undertaking being responsible for the period in which it participated through these assets in the cartel. However, if the legal person initially answerable for the infringement ceases to exist, for example by being purely and simply absorbed by another legal entity, that latter entity must be held accountable for the entire duration of the infringement and is thus liable for the activity of the entity that was absorbed. The mere disappearance of the person responsible for the operation of the undertaking when the infringement was committed does not allow it to escape liability. Liability for a fine may thus pass to a successor where the (corporate) legal entity which committed the violation has ceased to exist in law.

A different conclusion can, however, be reached when a business is transferred from one company to another, in cases where transferor and transferee are linked by economic links, that is to say, when they belong to the same undertaking. In such cases, in virtue of the economic continuity criterion, liability for past behaviour of

---


the transferor may transfer to the transferee, notwithstanding the fact that the transferor remains in existence.\textsuperscript{1065}

(706) The same principles hold true, \textit{mutatis mutandis}, for the purposes of the application of Article 53 of the EEA Agreement.

5.2. Application to this case

(707) Applying the above principles, this Decision should be addressed to those legal entities whose representatives participated in cartel meetings and other forms of anti-competitive contacts with competitors. In addition, this Decision should be addressed to the parent companies of those legal entities in as far as it is presumed or shown that they exercised decisive influence over the commercial policy of their wholly owned subsidiaries. This Decision should also be addressed to those parent companies that, in addition to their own direct participation, subsequently continued their involvement through joint ventures and jointly exercised decisive influence over the commercial policy of these joint ventures. Together, those legal entities should be held liable for the infringement of Article 101 of the Treaty and of Article 53 of the EEA Agreement.

(708) The names and the employment records of individuals relevant for this Decision are provided in Annex II to this Decision\textsuperscript{1066}.

5.2.1. Nexans

(709) Nexans SA has its origins in the power cable activities of the […]. [… ] carried out its power cables activities through various subsidiaries. During the period 18 November 1999 until 13 November 2000, the UG power cable activities were mainly carried out by […], while the SM power cable activities where mainly carried out by […].\textsuperscript{1067} Pursuant to an asset contribution agreement, on 13 November 2000 […] contributed most of its UG power cable activities to a wholly-owned subsidiary named “Vivalec” which changed its name to “Nexans France SAS”.\textsuperscript{1068} This asset contribution also included the transfer of key employees, such as [company representative A3], [company representative A2], and [company representative A1]. In addition, in late 2000 and early 2001 […] contributed the rest of its power cable activities, including Nexans Norway A/S and other subsidiaries, to another wholly-owned subsidiary called Nexans Participations. Prior to 12 June 2001, Nexans France SAS and Nexans Participations were sold to the newly created company Nexans SA.\textsuperscript{1069} On 12 June 2001 Nexans SA became autonomous of […] through an Initial Public Offering (“IPO”) whereby […] sold approximately 80% of the shares of Nexans SA, which therefore became the ultimate parent company of the Nexans Group. Currently, […] is no longer a shareholder of Nexans SA.


\textsuperscript{1066} Some of the individuals listed in Annex II may not have been involved in anti-competitive contacts with competitors for all of the periods specified.

\textsuperscript{1067} Nexans Norway A/S still exists as a legal entity under the RCS number 393525993 and was renamed Draka Comteq France.

\textsuperscript{1068} ID […], Nexans Annex I of reply to RFI of 20 October 2009, p. 11.

\textsuperscript{1069} See Recitals (15)-(16).
The evidence demonstrates that employees of […], later known as […] and Nexans France SAS (within […] and finally Nexans France SAS (within the Nexans group), participated directly in the infringement from 18 February 1999 to 28 January 2009 with regards to both UG and SM cable projects.

As mentioned in Recital (705), it is settled case-law that, where assets that were involved in committing an infringement are transferred, the legal entity previously responsible for those assets continues to be liable, as long as it remains in existence. The Commission notes that the entity formerly called […] remains an existing entity at the date of this Decision but was not an addressee of the SO. Without taking position on whether or not it would be possible to hold Nexans France SAS liable for the period prior to 13 November 2000 as a successor of […], the Commission will in this case only hold Nexans France SAS liable for the period during which it (including under the name […]) directly participated in the infringement.

The Commission therefore holds Nexans France SAS liable for its direct participation in the infringement pertaining to UG as well as SM power cables for the period from 13 November 2000 until 28 January 2009.

Nexans France SAS is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Nexans SA. Nexans has argued that Nexans SA should not be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over its subsidiary Nexans France SAS as Nexans SA was not made aware of the anti-competitive behaviour through the Nexans Group Tender Review Committee structure through which the Nexans group reviews large value sales. As is indicated in Recital (697), since Nexans SA owns 100% of Nexans France SAS, there exists a rebuttable presumption that Nexans SA also in fact exercised that control without the need for the Commission to adduce further evidence on the actual exercise of control. The claim that Nexans SA was not aware of the anti-competitive behaviour is not sufficient to rebut this presumption. Nexans has provided ample indications that Nexans SA was actively involved in managing its subsidiaries. The claim that Nexans SA was not made aware of the anti-competitive behaviour through the Tender Review Committee is not an element that is of itself capable of rebutting the presumption.

In line with the above mentioned case-law, the Commission presumes the exercise of decisive influence by Nexans SA over the conduct on the market of Nexans France SAS. Nexans SA has not demonstrated that Nexans France SAS determined its own commercial policy in such a way that they and their parent company did not constitute a single economic entity and, therefore, a single undertaking for the purposes of article 101 of the Treaty. The Commission therefore holds Nexans SA jointly and severally liable with Nexans France SAS for the infringement from 12 June 2001 until 28 January 2009.

Moreover, it is apparent from the organisation of the HV SM and UG power cable business within the Nexans Group that Nexans France SAS operated in the cartel also on behalf of other wholly-owned Nexans SA subsidiaries. Therefore, the

---

1070 ID […]. Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.
1071 ID […]. Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.
1072 See […], Nexans reply of 30 November 2009 to RFI of 20 October 2009.
1073 See Recitals (697) et seqq.
Commission stated in the SO that it intended to take into consideration the relevant sales of the Nexans Group, and not only the sales of Nexans France SAS.  

(716) Nexans claims that its subsidiaries, such as Nexans Norway A/S, prepared their bids and executed cable sales and deliveries independently from Nexans France SAS. In addition, Nexans points to the fact that the collusive agreements were never discussed in the Nexans Group Tender Review Committee. It therefore argues that these subsidiaries cannot be considered to have implemented agreements of Nexans France SAS. In addition, Nexans claims that Nexans France SAS cannot be accused of implementing anti-competitive agreements on behalf of Nexans Norway A/S.

(717) However, the following objective factors, such as (a) the decision making structure in the Nexans Group, (b) the reporting lines in place between Nexans France SAS and other Nexans SA subsidiaries, such as Nexans Iberia SL and Nexans Norway A/S and (c) the factual implementation of the cartel, demonstrate that the anti-competitive behaviour of Nexans France SAS directly encompassed HV power cable sales produced and supplied by other Nexans SA subsidiaries.

*The decision making structure in the Nexans HV power cables division*

(718) During the infringement period, Nexans SA carried out its HV UG and SM power cable activities in Europe through various subsidiaries. While Nexans France SAS was directly wholly-owned by Nexans SA, other subsidiaries, such as Nexans Iberia SL and Nexans Norway A/S, are wholly-owned by Nexans Participations, which is in turn wholly-owned by Nexans SA. Key European production sites for HV power cables are located in Norway (SM), Germany, Switzerland and Belgium (UG).

(719) Within the Nexans Group, the responsibility for operational means and results for HV SM and UG power cables lay with the HV and HV Accessories Business Group. It was the [function] that was responsible for the worldwide management of the HV SM and UG business. Nexans SA subsidiaries, among others, Belgium, Germany, Norway and Spain all formed part of this Business Group. The [function] reported directly to Nexans SA.

(720) Throughout the infringement period, it was the senior management of Nexans France SAS that headed the HV and HV Accessories Business Group. [company representative A3] was its [function] while [company representative A2] held the position of [function].

(721) On 1 October 2008, Nexans SA split the HV and HV Accessories Business Group into two. From that date onwards, the Submarine Business Unit within the Nexans Group was responsible for engineering, sales, production and related activities of HV SM power cables while the Land Business Unit performed similar tasks for HV UG power cables. Both Business Units were still headed by the [function], [company

---

1074 SO, Recitals 784-785. See Section 7.3.2 of this Decision.
1075 ID […], Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.
1076 ID […], Nexans reply to RFI of 20 October 2009.
1077 ID […], Nexans submission of 29 June 2010.
1078 ID […], Nexans reply of 30 November 2009 to RFI of 20 October 2009.
1079 ID […], Nexans reply to RFI of 20 October 2009.
1080 ID […], Nexans reply to RFI of 20 October 2009.
1081 ID […] and ID […], Nexans reply to RFI of 20 October 2009.
representative A3], [company representative A2] remained the [function] and also became [function].

(722) Therefore, even though Nexans France SAS was formally a sister company of Nexans SA's subsidiaries in, among others, Norway and Spain, the organisational structure established by Nexans SA entailed that the senior management of Nexans France SAS directly headed all HV SM and UG power cable activities of the group. From an organisational point of view, Nexans France SAS therefore held a key position in the decision-making structure of Nexans SA's HV and HV Accessories Business Group.

The reporting lines in place between Nexans France SAS and other Nexans SA subsidiaries

(723) As a direct consequence of its decision-making model, the senior management of Nexans SA's subsidiaries active in the HV power cable business such as Nexans Iberia SL or Nexans Norway A/S were supervised by the same senior management of Nexans France SAS. Therefore, senior managers in these sister companies reported directly to senior managers of Nexans France SAS.

(724) For instance, the [function] from 30 April 2002 to 31 July 2008, reported directly to [company representative A3] from Nexans France SAS. In addition, an employee of Nexans Iberia SL [company representative A5] who was involved in the collusive contacts, reported directly to the senior management from Nexans France SAS in relation to these contacts (see, for instance, Recitals (234) (b) and (280) (a)).

Nexans France SAS responsible for the implementation of the cartel also on behalf of its sister companies

(725) The fact that Nexans France SAS was responsible for the involvement of other Nexans SA subsidiaries, such as Nexans Iberia SL or Nexans Norway A/S, in the cartel is demonstrated by the evidence provided in Section 3. On several occasions, representatives of Nexans France SAS (mainly [company representative A2] and [company representative A1]) were involved in collusive contacts regarding projects located in Norway and Spain (see, for instance, recitals (175), (280) (c) and (322) (h)) or related to HV SM power cables, produced by Nexans Norway A/S but not by Nexans France SAS, as indicated in Recital (718). From the facts presented in Section 3, it is clear that the collusive activities of Nexans France SAS included HV SM power cables. The decision-making structure within Nexans SA’s HV and HV Accessories Business Group is therefore reflected in the anti-competitive activities of the management of this group. This management stems from Nexans France SAS.

(726) This organisational structure of linking key senior management employees from Nexans France SAS to other Nexans SA subsidiaries, is also reflected in Nexans France SAS' functional role in the infringement. While Nexans has argued that local subsidiaries independently competed for HV SM and UG power cable projects, the evidence indicates that Nexans France SAS' employees have allocated projects on behalf of other Nexans Group subsidiaries, regardless of the type of cable involved.

1082 ID […], Nexans reply of 30 November 2009 to RFI of 20 October 2009.
1083 See, in addition, ID […], ID […], ID […], ID […], ID […], ID […], ID […], ID […], ID […], ID […], ID […], ID […] and ID […], Nexans reply of 30 November 2009 to RFI of 20 October 2009.
1084 ID […], ID […] and ID […], Nexans reply of 30 November 2009 to RFI of 20 October 2009.
From this evidence it is clear that employees of Nexans France SAS not only allocated projects concerning the UG power cables it itself produced, but also participated in the allocation of SM power cable projects that were produced by Nexans Norway A/S.

(727) For example, Section 3 contains evidence of Nexans France SAS' direct participation in the allocation of the Corfu cable project to Nexans. 1085 This project was subsequently taken up by Nexans Norway. 1086 Further evidence shows that [company representative A3] and [company representative A2] from Nexans France SAS participated in an Internal Project Review meeting regarding that project. 1087 Similarly, Section 3 contains evidence of JPS declining an invitation to offer for a German windmill project as it was in the European home territory. [company representative CD1] (JPS) informed [company representative A1] (Nexans France SAS) thereof. 1088 This project was also subsequently taken up by Nexans Norway. 1089

(728) Accordingly, although this Decision is only addressed to Nexans France SAS and Nexans SA, the Commission concludes that Nexans France SAS operated in the cartel on behalf of the other subsidiaries active in HV SM and UG power cables within the Nexans Group. 1090

5.2.2. *Pirelli/Prysmian/Goldman Sachs*

(729) The evidence described in this Decision shows that employees of Pirelli Cavi e Sistemi S.p.A., then Pirelli Cavi e Sistemi Energia S.p.A. and finally Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi Energia S.r.l. (now Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l) participated directly in the infringement between 18 February 1999 and 28 January 2009. Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. should therefore be held liable for its participation in the infringement.


---

1085 See, for instance, Recitals (288), (290)-(293), (301)).
1086 ID [...] Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.
1087 ID [...] Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.
1088 Recital (279)(a).
1089 ID [...] Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.
1090 See Section 7.3.2.
1091 Case C-448/11 P SNIA SpA v Commission [2013] not yet reported, paragraphs 28-29 - In the context of Pirelli Cavi e Sistemi S.p.A.'s demerger the complete power cables and systems business, including corporate participations, real estate, the cable laying ship G. Verne, agreements, R&D activities and personnel, was transferred to Pirelli Cavi e Sistemi Energia S.p.A., ID [...] Prysmian reply to RFI of 20 October 2009.
1092 Joined Cases C-204/00 P, C-205/00 P, C-211/00 P, C-213/00 P, C-217/00 P and C-219/00 P Aalborg Portland and Others v Commission [2004] ECR I-123, paragraphs 354-360.
Pirelli S.p.A. and Pirelli Finance S.A. owned 98.75% and 1.25% of Pirelli Cavi e Sistemi S.p.A. and then of Pirelli Cavi e Sistemi Energia S.p.A. respectively. Effective from 4 August 2003, Pirelli S.p.A. was merged into Pirelli & C. S.p.A.

Prýsmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. and Prýsmian S.p.A. have claimed that Prýsmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. may not be held liable as a successor of Pirelli Cavi e Sistemi Energia S.p.A. for the period from 18 February 1999 to 28 July 2005, since during this time the infringement has been solely committed by Pirelli Cavi e Sistemi Energia S.p.A. under the direction of Pirelli & C. S.p.A. According to Prýsmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. and Prýsmian S.p.A., holding Prýsmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. liable as a successor would constitute a breach of the principle of personal liability. At least in case of a joint liability with Pirelli Cavi e Sistemi Energia S.p.A., Prýsmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. should not be held liable primarily.

As indicated above, the principle of personal liability is a well-established principle of Union competition law. However, holding Prýsmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. liable for the infringement period from 18 February 1999 to 28 July 2005 does not constitute a breach of this principle for the following reasons. Prýsmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. represents Pirelli & C. S.p.A.’s former power cable business as it existed as a unit within Pirelli Cavi e Sistemi S.p.A. and later as subsidiary named Pirelli Cavi e Sistemi Energia S.p.A. Upon its demerging, Pirelli Cavi e Sistemi Energia S.p.A. ceased to exist and Prýsmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. continued its economic business from 28 July 2005 onwards within the same legal entity. The fact that the ownership of Pirelli Cavi e Sistemi Energia S.p.A. passed on from Pirelli Group to Goldman Sachs through GSCP Athena Energia S.r.l. on 28 July 2005 does not affect the liability of Pirelli Cavi e Sistemi Energia S.p.A., later Prýsmian Cavi e Sistemi Energia S.r.l., now Prýsmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. as legal entity and direct infringer itself, nor does any renaming of a legal entity lead to a release as far as liability for the infringement of competition rules is concerned. Furthermore and contrary to Prýsmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. and Prýsmian S.p.A.’s second argument regarding their utmost liability in the second degree, it is settled case-law, that the Commission is "not obliged first to verify whether the conditions were fulfilled for attribution of the infringement to the parent company of the undertaking that committed the infringement (...), even if the latter has undergone changes regarding its status as a legal entity." Therefore Prýsmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. can be held liable as direct infringer notwithstanding a parental liability of its former or current parent undertakings.

Prýsmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. and Prýsmian S.p.A. have argued that the level of responsibility of the individuals involved in the collusion was incompatible with the scope and the duration of the allegations contained in the SO. Prýsmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. and Prýsmian S.p.A. have not substantiated this argument and the list of people involved on behalf of Prýsmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. and Prýsmian S.p.A. (as reproduced in Annex II) does not provide indications supporting this claim.

1093 ID [...], Prýsmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
Moreover, Section 3 contains references which indicate that knowledge about the infringements was not limited to the people directly involved in communications and meetings (see, for instance, Recitals (263) and (369)).


Pirelli & C. S.p.A. claimed that it was not aware of the anti-competitive practices enacted by its subsidiary and that it had issued a code of ethics to ensure compliance with the applicable anti-trust legislation. Pirelli & C. S.p.A. further argued that the Commission acted in violation of its rights of defence and of the principle of legal certainty, by establishing parental liability on the basis of an excessively arbitrary and ultimately non-rebuttable presumption. Finally, Pirelli & C. S.p.A. argued that, following the divestment of its power cables business, it did not have access to the documentary evidence necessary to challenge the Commission's claims.

The Commission considers that Pirelli & C. S.p.A. has failed to rebut the presumption that it is liable for the infringements committed by Pirelli Cavi e Sistemi Energia S.r.l. Furthermore, while the Commission welcomes measures taken by undertakings to avoid the recurrence of cartel infringements and to report infringements to the competent authorities, such measures cannot change the reality that infringements occur and need to be sanctioned. Pirelli & C. S.p.A. has not demonstrated that Pirelli Cavi e Sistemi Energia S.r.l. determined its own commercial policy in such a way that they and their parent company did not constitute a single economic entity and, therefore, a single undertaking for the purposes of article 101 of the Treaty. Regarding the alleged violation of rights of defence and of the principle of legal certainty, the Commission observes that the lawfulness of the presumption of parental liability has been consistently upheld by the case-law of the Court of Justice.

The Commission therefore intends to hold Pirelli & C. S.p.A. liable as a parent company, also as legal successor of the former parent company Pirelli S.p.A, for the anti-competitive behaviour of its former subsidiary between 18 February 1999 and 28 July 2005.


---

1097 ID […], Pirelli reply to SO of 23 September 2011.
1098 ID […], Pirelli reply to SO of 23 September 2011.
1099 ID […], Pirelli reply to SO of 23 September 2011.
1101 See Case C-447/11 P Commission v Portieije [2013], not yet reported, paragraph 72.
1102 GSCP Athena Energia S.r.l was incorporated on 11 May 2005. On the day of incorporation four directors were nominated to the BoD, [company representative], [company representative], [company representative] and [company representative]. This Board met for the first time on 28 July 2005, the
GSCP Athena Energia S.r.l., later renamed Prysmian S.r.l. and then Prysmian S.p.A., was at the time wholly owned by GSCP Athena S.r.l.\textsuperscript{1103} (which was in turn indirectly wholly owned\textsuperscript{1104} by four of Goldman Sachs funds, the GS Capital Partners V Funds ("GSCP V").\textsuperscript{1105} The GSCP V Funds were indirectly wholly owned by Goldman Sachs which through several interposed companies solely and fully controlled the investment decisions of the GSCP V funds.\textsuperscript{1106}

On 7 September 2005 Pirelli Cavi e Sistemi Energia S.p.A. was renamed into Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi Energia s.r.l. (now Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l)\textsuperscript{1107} and on 28 November 2005 GSCP Athena Energia S.r.l. was incorporated into Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l.\textsuperscript{1108} On 16 January 2007 Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l.'s sole shareholder Prysmian S.r.l changed name into Prysmian S.p.A.\textsuperscript{1109}

Also on 7 September 2005 the GSCP V funds sold 8.89\% of their shares in Prysmian S.p.A.'s holding company, GSCP Athena (Lux) S.a.r.l., to funds managed by the Apollo Investment Corporation ("Apollo"). For the purpose of the investment, the GSCP V funds established a new partnership, GS Prysmian Co-Invest L.P.\textsuperscript{1110}

Subsequently, on 21 July 2006, GSCP V sold 8.12\% of the shares in GSCP Athena (Lux) S.a.r.l. as part of a management incentive plan to the management team of Prysmian S.p.A.\textsuperscript{1111} On 3 April 2007 GSCP V sold a further [...]\% of GSCP Athena
(Lux) S.a.r.l. shares to another subsidiary of the The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., Goldman Sachs International.\(^ {1112}\)

(744) On 3 May 2007 46% of Prysmian S.p.A.'s shares were floated through an IPO on the Milan Stock exchange. In a second disposal on 6 November 2007 a further 12.3% of Prysmian S.p.A.'s shares were sold to the market and on 12 November 2007 an additional 9.9% was sold to Taihan. In a third disposal on 10 November 2009 a further 14.36% of Prysmian S.p.A.'s shares were sold to the market.\(^ {1113}\)

(745) As Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. was wholly-owned by Prysmian S.p.A from 29 July 2005 until 28 January 2009, the Commission presumes the exercise of decisive influence by Prysmian S.p.A. over the conduct on the market of Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l.

(746) From 29 July 2005 to 3 May 2007 The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. held indirectly 100% of the voting rights in Prysmian S.p.A. Therefore, and in line with the above mentioned case-law, the Commission presumes the exercise of decisive influence by The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. over the conduct on the market of Prysmian S.p.A. during this period.

(747) In addition, taking the arguments introduced by The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. and considering that both periods before and after the IPO are closely linked into account, the Commission will also rely on evidence showing that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. indeed exercised decisive influence over Prysmian S.p.A. during the whole period of its investment and until the end of the infringement, from 29 July 2005 until 28 January 2009.

– 100% control of voting rights from 29 July 2005 to 3 May 2007

(748) In its reply to the SO The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. has claimed that it only indirectly owned 100% of Prysmian S.p.A. from 29 July 2005 until 7 September 2005 and that [...].

(749) In particular, The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. has argued that the sales of 8.89% of its shares in Prysmian S.p.A. on 7 September 2005 to Apollo, of 8.12% of its shares to the management team of Prysmian S.p.A. on 21 July 2006 and of [...]% of its shares to Goldman Sachs International on 3 April 2007 would show that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.’s ownership of 100% was only of very short duration (see Recital (742) and (743)). The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. concluded that the Commission cannot rely on the presumption for wholly-owned subsidiaries for this period.

(750) However, the Commission's investigation has shown that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. controlled 100% of the voting rights in Prysmian S.p.A. throughout the whole period before the IPO, from 29 July 2005 to 3 May 2007.

(751) First, the sale of 8.89% of Prysmian S.p.A.’s shares to the investment company Apollo on 7 September 2005 was organised in a way to ensure that the new investor, Apollo, would engage as a purely passive investor without any possibility to make use of its potential shareholder rights. As explained in Recital (742) above, prior to and in preparation of Apollo's investment, the GSCP V funds established a new

\(^ {1112}\) ID [...], Goldman Sachs reply to the SO of 11 October 2011.

\(^ {1113}\) ID [...], Goldman Sachs reply to the SO of 11 October 2011.
partnership, GS Prysmian Co-Invest L.P. This company had one general partner and one limited partner. The general partner of GS Prysmian Co-Invest L.P. was GS Prysmian Co-Invest, GP Limited, a subsidiary of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., fully controlled and managed by The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. through the GSCP V funds. On 7 September 2005 Apollo made a capital contribution to GS Prysmian Co-Invest L.P. and became sole limited partner. As such, Apollo was a pure passive co-investor, [...]. This shows very clearly that GS Prysmian Co-Invest L.P. acted through its general partner GS Prysmian Co-Invest G.P. Limited and was in the same position as the other GSCP V funds, fully controlled by The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. Accordingly, Apollo has confirmed that [...] Consequently all rights, and in particular voting rights, linked to the shares acquired by Apollo remained with the GSCP V funds.

Second, the sale of 8.12% of Prysmian S.p.A.’s shares to the management team of Prysmian S.p.A. on 21 July 2006 was organised in a way to ensure that the management holding the shares would be purely passive shareholders without the possibility to make use of their shareholder rights and in particular voting rights. When acquiring those shares the investing management had to accept certain conditions for their investment in two contracts:

(i) a co-investment contract and

(ii) a fiduciary agreement with Fortis Banque Luxembourg SA.

Through these contracts the managers accepted that their respective shares were acquired and held though the fiduciary, Fortis Banque Luxembourg SA.

---

1114 See ID […], Goldman Sachs reply to the SO of 11 October 2011; ID […], Apollo reply to RFI of 30 August 2012; ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012. See also footnote 1 of Prysmian's IPO prospectus (ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012) explaining that "GS Prysmian Co-invest GP Limited is indirectly controlled by The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. via the Goldman Sachs Capital Partners funds." (emphasis added)

1115 See ID […], Apollo reply to RFI of 30 August 2012, clause [...] of this sale and purchase agreement states on voting arrangements: "/.../" (emphasis added)

This agreement was signed by two Goldman Sachs employees, [company representative] representing the four GSCP V funds and [company representative] representing [GS entities].

1116 For the Management Rights Letter see ID […], Goldman Sachs reply to RFI of 9 October 2012.

1117 ID […], Apollo reply to RFI of 30 August 2012 and letter to GS Capital Partners V Institutional, L.P dated 7 September 2005, ID […], Apollo reply to RFI of 30 August 2012 - this letter was signed by two Goldman Sachs employees, [company representative] representing the GS Capital Partners V Institutional, L.P fund and [company representative] acting for [GS entities].

The letter reads:"/.../".

/.../" (emphasis added)

1118 See ID […], Apollo reply to RFI of 30 August 2012. Accordingly, Apollo is not even mentioned as shareholder in Prysmian's IPO prospectus that shows the various shareholdings in Prysmian and explains that GS Prysmian Co-Invest, GP Limited was indirectly controlled by Goldman Sachs through the GSCP V funds and that GS Prysmian Co-Invest G.P. Limited controlled as General Partner all decisions of GS Prysmian Co-Invest, LP - ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012. This is also confirmed by Goldman Sachs in its reply to RFI of date 30 August 2012, where it states that "/.../", ID […].

1119 See ID […], Goldman Sachs reply to RFI of 30 August 2012 and ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012, these contracts were signed on 29 June 2006.
The agreements stipulate further that: 

"[...]. [...]"

Consequently all rights, and in particular voting rights, linked to the shares acquired by the management remained with the GSCP V funds.

(753) Third, the sale of [...] % of Prysmian S.p.A.'s shares to Goldman Sachs International on 3 April 2007 did not change anything in The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.'s possibility to control 100% of the voting rights in Prysmian S.p.A., as Goldman Sachs International was just another wholly owned subsidiary of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

(754) Consequently, The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. throughout the period from 29 July 2005 to 3 May 2007 controlled 100% of the voting rights in Prysmian S.p.A. This situation is identical to the situation in which a company holds 100% of the shares, which is the classical situation in which the presumption of wholly-owned subsidiaries applies. Also a common 100% shareholder will often have external finance stemming from banks or investors (comparable to the situation of the investors in the GSCP V funds or the purely passive investments by Apollo and Prysmian S.p.A.'s management team) without giving any management or voting rights to the respective creditors. Therefore, Prysmian S.p.A.'s situation should not be assessed any differently to a case of a normal wholly owned company, as all voting rights remained with one shareholder which was ultimately The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. In view of the above, the Commission relies on the presumption for wholly-owned subsidiaries for the period from 29 July 2005 to 3 May 2007. The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. has not been able to rebut this presumption of exercise of decisive influence for the above period.

Exercise of decisive influence from 9 July 2005 to 28 January 2009

(755) Aside from the presumption of exercise of decisive influence, the Commission also demonstrates that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc actually exercised decisive influence over Prysmian in light of all the organisational, economic and legal links

---

1120 See ID [...], Goldman Sachs reply to RFI of 30 August 2012, clauses [...] of the Fiduciary agreement – accordingly it is stated in the Consob commercial register extracts submitted by Prysmian that "the rights to vote relating to the shares held by the trustee on behalf of the co-investing managers is reserved to the trustee, considering that these [voting rights] can be exercised only where the Parties GS [meaning the GSCP V Funds] have given previous written instructions to vote to the trustee." (emphasis added) See ID [...], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012.

1121 The fact that Goldman Sachs was seen as a shareholder also of the shares in which Apollo and the management team had invested is also clear from the official minutes of Prysmian's shareholder meeting of 15 April 2008, ID [...], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012. This was a shareholder meeting after the IPO, when the GSCP V funds owned 25.2% of Prysmian's shares, Apollo through GS Prysmian Co-Invest, LP 2.5%, Prysmian's management through the fiduciary 2.4% and Goldman Sachs International [...]% The minutes of the shareholder meeting, referring to the shareholders extracts, state that Goldman Sachs at this point in time held 30.23% of Prysmian's shares (through Prysmian (Lux) II S.a.r.l) and [...] through Goldman Sachs International, adding in total to 31.69% of the shares. This confirms that Goldman Sachs was in the position to act as shareholder also in regard of the shares invested into by Apollo and the management team.

1122 This conclusion is further supported by the wording of Prysmian's IPO prospectus, which explains that (i) the investment made by Apollo is managed by Goldman Sachs in the same way as the other four GSCP V funds, (ii) the votes of the shares held by the management are subject to written approval from the GSCP V funds and that consequently (iii) Prysmian at the time of the IPO was indirectly fully controlled by Goldman Sachs, ID [...], Annex 1 to Prysmian's observations on Goldman Sachs reply to the Commission RFI of 30 August 2012, dated 25 January 2013.
between them which of itself is sufficient to support The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. liability for Prysmian's conduct. The evidence in the possession of the Commission shows that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. indeed exercised decisive influence over Prysmian S.p.A. from the acquisition of 100% of Prysmian S.p.A.'s shares on 29 July 2005 until the end of the infringement on 28 January 2009.

(756) The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. has raised a number of arguments, claiming that it did not exercise any decisive influence over Prysmian S.p.A. and was not even in a position to do so. In particular, The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. has explained the following: (i) it was a pure financial investor and was only involved in high-level, non-operational matters not concerning the conduct of Prysmian S.p.A. (ii) [essential elements of the commercial position of the Goldman Sachs Group regarding its investment in Prysmian] and did not have the expertise and the resources to determine the conduct of Prysmian S.p.A. (iii) [essential elements of the commercial position of the Goldman Sachs Group regarding its investment in Prysmian] (iv) the members of the board that were employees of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. did not make up the qualified majority needed to pass board resolutions regarding Prysmian S.p.A. and resolutions regarding the market conduct of its subsidiary, Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l.

(757) The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.'s arguments are contradicted by the elements in the Commission's file which show clearly that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. has exercised decisive influence over Prysmian S.p.A. during the entire period from 29 July 2005 until 28 January 2009. This conclusion is based on objective factors, having regard to the economic, organisational and legal links between the two entities, as described in the following Recitals.

(a) Appointment of the Board of Directors

(758) Throughout the relevant period, The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. had the power to appoint the respective Boards of Directors through its wholly controlled subsidiaries. The various Boards of Directors were given "the widest powers to decide on any ordinary and extraordinary business", with the exception of any decisions legally reserved for the shareholders.\(^{1123}\)

(759) As mentioned in footnotes 1102 and 1103, The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. incorporated two companies, GSCP Athena S.r.l and GSCP Athena Energia S.r.l. on 9 and 11 May 2005, in preparation of the acquisition of Pirelli & C. S.p.A.'s cable business. The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. nominated as directors of GSCP Athena S.r.l [company representative], [company representative], [company representative] and [company representative]. [company representative] was nominated president of the Board of Directors ("BoD") on 28 July 2005.\(^{1124}\) GSCP Athena S.r.l.'s BoD remained in place until the nomination of the new BoD of then Prysmian S.p.A. on [date].\(^{1125}\)

On [date] The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. nominated, through its fully controlled

---

\(^{1123}\) See Prysmian S.p.A.'s by-laws, ID […] Goldman Sachs reply to RFI of 13 March 2013.

\(^{1124}\) ID […] Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012: […]

\(^{1125}\) ID […] ID […] and ID […] Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012.
subsidiary GSCP Athena (Lux) II S.a.r.l. as sole shareholder, Prysmian S.p.A.'s new board of seven directors. The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. nominated [company representative], [company representative], [company representative], [company representative], [company representative], [company representative], [company representative] and [company representative] to the BoD. [company representative] was elected chairman of the BoD.

On [date] The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. nominated through its fully controlled subsidiary Prysmian Lux (II) S.a.r.l. as sole shareholder Prysmian S.p.A.'s new board of ten directors in preparation of the upcoming IPO in May 2007. The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. nominated [company representative], [company representative], [company representative], [company representative], [company representative], [company representative], [company representative], [company representative], [company representative] and [company representative] to the BoD. This BoD was originally nominated for a period until [date], with [company representative] as chairman of the BoD.

During an ordinary shareholders' meeting on 9 April 2009, after the end of the infringement and at a time that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. held through Prysmian (Lux) II S.a.r.l. and Goldman Sachs International 31.69% of Prysmian S.p.A.'s shares – see footnote 1121, The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. revoked, using its majority shareholding through Prysmian Lux (II) S.a.r.l., the mandate given to the Directors at the shareholders' meeting on 28 February 2007. Prysmian S.p.A.'s new board of twelve directors was nominated solely on the basis of a list of candidates proposed by The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. through its fully controlled subsidiary Prysmian (Lux) II S.a.r.l. The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. nominated [company representative], [company representative], [company representative], [company representative], [company representative], [company representative], [company representative], [company representative], [company representative] and [company representative] to the BoD.

---

1126 Represented by [company representative] (GSCP Athena (Lux) II S.a.r.l.), ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012. For Prysmian's first BoD meeting see ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012.

1127 It is clear from Prysmian's Corporate Governance Report that the newly appointed board also kept its extensive powers as regards the management of the company and that the chairman held a casting vote as of 28 February 2007, ID […], Prysmian reply of 17 November 2009 to RFI of 20 October 2009 and Prysmian S.p.A. Corporate Governance Report of 7 March 2008, p. 11-19, available via http://media.corporate-ir.net/media_files/irol/21/211070/pryscorpgov2008.pdf. The only director that was previously employed by the Pirelli group was [company representative], see ID […], Goldman Sachs reply of 27 March 2013 to RFI of 13 March 2013.

1128 Represented by [company representative] (Prysmian Lux (II) S.a.r.l.), ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012.

1129 See ID […], Annex 6 to Prysmian reply to RFI of 22 March 2013.

1130 No other shareholder presented a list of candidates, therefore the 12 directors proposed by Prysmian (Lux) II S.a.r.l. were appointed to the Board, see Prysmian's report on corporate governance and ownership structures of 3 March 2010, p. 11-15, available via http://phx.corporate-ir.net/External.File?item=UGFyZW50SUQ9MzY2NzJ8Q2hpbGRJRD0tMXxUeXBlPTM=&t=1.
(b) Power to call for shareholder meeting and to propose to revoke Directors

Throughout the relevant period, The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. had, through its wholly controlled subsidiaries, the power to call for a shareholder meeting and to propose the revocation Directors or the entire BoD. Indeed, on 9 April 2009, after the end of the infringement, The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. made use of this power and revoked, through its wholly controlled subsidiaries Prysmian (Lux) II S.a.r.l. and Goldman Sachs International, Prysmian's BoD and nominated 12 out of 12 new directors (at that time holding a combined 31.69% of Prysmian S.p.A.'s shares).

(c) Representation on Prysmian S.p.A.'s BoD

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. made sure to be directly represented on each of Prysmian S.p.A.'s BoDs with a number of representatives. Two out of four BoD members of GSCP Athena S.r.l, nominated on 9 May 2005, were at the same time employees of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

Three out of seven BoD members of Prysmian S.p.A.'s BoD nominated on 15 December 2005, were also employees of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc at the same time, a fourth director also had [essential elements of the Goldman Sachs Group's internal policy].

Three out of ten BoD members of Prysmian S.p.A.'s BoD nominated on 28 February 2007, were also employees of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. at the same time. In addition two directors had also [essential elements of the Goldman Sachs Group's internal policy].

Finally four out of twelve board members of Prysmian S.p.A.'s BoD nominated on 9 April 2009, after the end of the infringement and at a time that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. held through Prysmian (Lux) II S.a.r.l. and Goldman Sachs International 31.69% of Prysmian S.p.A.'s shares, were also employees of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. at the same time. In addition two other directors [essential elements of the Goldman Sachs Group's internal policy] and

---

1131 During the relevant period Goldman Sachs had (as only shareholder), through its sole or majority shareholding in Prysmian, at any time the possibility to call for an extraordinary shareholder meeting. See ID [...], Prysmian reply to RFI of 22 March 2013.

1132 Until November 2007 Goldman Sachs had, through its sole or majority shareholding in Prysmian, at any time the possibility to revoke Prysmian's BoD or certain directors thereof, ID [...]. Goldman Sachs reply of 27 March 2013 to RFI of 13 March 2013. After that date, Goldman Sachs remained with more than 30% the largest shareholder and was de facto the only shareholder in a position to call for an extraordinary shareholder meeting at any time in order to propose the dismissal and the new nomination of a BoD, see ID [...], Prysmian reply to RFI of 22 March 2013. According to Art 2383 of the Italian civil code, the shareholder meeting can revoke the directors or the BoD at any time.

1133 [...].

1134 [...].


1136 [...]. ID [...]. Goldman Sachs reply to RFI of 30 August 2012.

1137 [Essential elements of the Goldman Sachs Group's internal policy] ID [...]. Goldman Sachs reply of 27 March 2013 to RFI of 13 March 2013. These two directors were also nominated to several other Boards of companies acquired by Goldman Sachs.

1138 [...], ID [...]. Goldman Sachs reply to RFI of 30 August 2012.
one director had [essential elements of the Goldman Sachs Group's internal policy] (see footnotes 1135 and 1137).

Looking at the composition of Prysmian S.p.A.’s BoDs from May 2005 until April 2009 it is clear that the directors directly employed by The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. or otherwise linked to The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. through [essential elements of the Goldman Sachs Group's internal policy] in other The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.’s controlled entities always represented 50% or more of the BoD members, for example 3 out of 4 on the first BoD, 4 out of 7 on the second BoD, 5 out of 10 on the third BoD and 7 out of 12 on the fourth BoD. In addition, decisions of the BoD that was in place until 28 February 2007 (the second BoD), needed a positive vote of five out of seven of the directors. Any decision not reaching this majority was mandatorily to be taken by the shareholders during an extraordinary shareholder meeting convened on the request of the chairman or any managing director, which was until 28 February 2007 The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. through its subsidiary Prysmian (Lux) II S.a.r.l.. As of 28 February 2007 (the third BoD) BoD decisions were taken by simple majority and one The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. employee, [company representative], held a casting vote as chairman of the Board. Consequently The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. was not even obliged to revoke the BoD and nominate a new one but could rather rely on the approval of its decisions by the BoD (or the shareholders) throughout the whole period.

(d) Management powers for representatives in BoD

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. made sure that its representatives on the BoD were vested with the broadest possible powers of management. On 15 December 2005 the BoD decided in its first meeting to delegate special powers to a number of directors in order to guarantee a more efficient management of the company. Consequently the board nominated four "Managing Directors", namely [company representative], [company representative], [company representative] (as previously explained all of whom were The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. employees) and the CEO [company representative], granting those directors ample management powers. The powers conferred to those directors included extensive powers related to the ordinary management of Prysmian S.p.A. and its subsidiaries. The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. employees acting as managing directors during this period signed regularly acts connected to the daily management of Prysmian S.p.A.'s business in their function as managing directors. In addition, there are several BoD minutes that evidence that for special projects additional powers were given to the Prysmian S.p.A.’s directors employed by The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

1139 [...] see ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012.
1142 The minutes of the meeting read: “[…] “[…]”, see ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012. The minutes read further: “… "[…]”, see ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012 (emphasis added).
1143 […] See also ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012.
1144 […] ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012.
1145 […] ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012.
In view of the upcoming IPO in May 2007 and in order to comply with the provisions of the Regulatory Code of the Italian Stock Exchange for Listed Companies Prysmian S.p.A. had to revoke the special management powers granted to the managing directors. As a result of the BoD’s decision of 16 January 2007 The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.’s employees were no longer managing directors and all delegated powers were granted exclusively to Prysmian S.p.A.'s CEO, [company representative].\textsuperscript{1146} However, during the same meeting the BoD decided to create a "Strategic Committee", composed of three directors. Two of the three members of this committee were simultaneously employees of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., namely [company representative] (president of the committee) and [company representative], the third one being Prysmian S.p.A.'s CEO [company representative].\textsuperscript{1147} The Regulatory Code of the Italian Stock Exchange for Listed Companies does not require the existence of any committee such as the Strategic Committee.

Although it had no voting or veto powers, the Strategic Committee had a central role in supporting the BoD in relation to key strategic and business matters of Prysmian S.p.A. and therefore to intervene at an early stage of Prysmian S.p.A.’s decision making process. Most notably the duties of the Strategic Committee were as follows:\textsuperscript{1148}

(i) it examined the strategic, business and financial plans of the company and of the group, the annual budget and year-to-year forecasts prior to examination by the BoD;

(ii) it examined particularly important investment and divestment projects, the obtaining of loans and the granting of guarantees which may have a significant effect on the financial, economic and equity position of the company and of the group prior to examination by the BoD; and

(iii) it analysed the most important problems connected with the performance of the company and of the group.

Its role was, […]. It is clear from the evidence in the Commission's file that the topics discussed during the meetings of the strategic committee were related to the daily business of Prysmian S.p.A. and Prysmian Cavi e Sistmi S.r.l.\textsuperscript{1149} and that the presence of [company representative], [company representative] and [company representative] was perceived internally as the presence of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.\textsuperscript{1150} Prysmian S.p.A. has submitted that the CEO, [company representative] had regular, at least weekly, contacts with the other members of the strategic committee and that the relationship between [company representative] and

\textsuperscript{1146} See minutes BoD, ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012.

\textsuperscript{1147} On 28 February 2007 the members of the Strategic Committee were newly appointed, two of three members being Goldman Sachs employees ([company representative] and [company representative]), ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012. At the same time [company representative] and [company representative] renounced any rights of remuneration for their position as Prysmian's directors, ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012.

\textsuperscript{1148} See minutes BoD, ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012.

\textsuperscript{1149} ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012, […]. ID […], Prysmian comments on Pirelli and Goldman Sachs reply to SO of 21 March 2012.

\textsuperscript{1150} See an internal Prysmian email of 14 July 2008, ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012, […].
the The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. employees who were members of the Strategic Committee was wide ranging (including the group main strategic choices and results), and mostly held by phone.\textsuperscript{1151} Prysmian S.p.A. has also submitted a number of emails showing that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. employees were consulted prior to the potential acquisition of certain cable business and provided guidance as to the price to pay and other aspects of the target’s business.\textsuperscript{1152}

It should also be noted that the strategic committee was dissolved in May 2010, just after The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. complete disposal of its shareholding in Prysmian S.p.A.\textsuperscript{1153}

(e) Important role on other committees established by Prysmian GS

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. employees also had an important role on the other committees established by Prysmian GS on 15 December 2005. These committees were the compensation committee dealing amongst other with questions of remuneration (two out of the three members of the committee until 28 February 2007 were The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. managers – [company representative] and [company representative]), and the internal control committee dealing amongst others with questions of compliance (one of the two members of the committee until 28 February 2007 was a The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. manager – [company representative]).\textsuperscript{1154} Due to the expected listing of Prysmian S.p.A.’s shares on the Milan Stock Exchange, the composition of those committees changed according to the provisions of the Self-Regulatory Code for listed companies, which requires at least two out of three members to be independent. On 28 February 2007 the members of both committees were reappointed.\textsuperscript{1155} Evidence in the file shows that [company representative] intervened actively in the pre-discussion on 20 February on which Directors should be appointed to the various committees, explaining to [company representative] that he would prefer [company representative] to be on the compensation committee rather than [company representative].\textsuperscript{1156} After that date The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. maintained the only non-independent member sitting on the compensation committee (one out of three members was The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. manager – [company representative]).

(f) Receipt of regular updates and monthly reports

All directors including the employees of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. were updated on each of the group's sector areas and on operations at monthly meetings and received monthly reports informing on each of the group's sector areas

\textsuperscript{1151} ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012 and ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 22 March 2013. See also ID […] Annex to Prysmian reply to RFI of 22 March 2013, email by [company representative] dated 20 August 2007 verifying with [company representative]'s volume, pricing and profitability and email by [company representative] of 11.09.2007 asking [company representative] for the latest version of Prysmian's 3 year business plan.


\textsuperscript{1153} […]. ID […],to Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.

\textsuperscript{1154} See minutes BoD, ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012.

\textsuperscript{1155} See minutes BoD, ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012.

\textsuperscript{1156} ID […], Annex to Prysmian reply to RFI of 22 March 2013, email by [company representative] dated 20 and 21 February 2007.
throughout the relevant period. Prysmian S.p.A. has submitted that prior to the IPO on 3 May 2007 other The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. managers also participated in the monthly meetings and that only after the IPO was Prysmian S.p.A. advised to limit the attendance to those The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. managers who were also Prysmian S.p.A. BoD members.

(g) Measures to ensure continuation of decisive control after the IPO

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. took measures in order to guarantee that even after the IPO it would be in a position to exercise decisive control over Prysmian S.p.A.: 

New BoD

As mentioned above (see Recital (758)), The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. nominated through its fully controlled subsidiary Prysmian Lux (II) S.a.r.l. as sole shareholder in February 2007 the BoD that governed Prysmian S.p.A.’s until 9 April 2009, originally its mandate was until 31 December 2009. This meant that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. could avoid a new BoD being installed directly after the IPO in May 2007.

Slate system

In preparation of the IPO The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. changed during Prysmian S.p.A.’s shareholder meeting of 16 January 2007 through its fully controlled subsidiary Prysmian Lux (II) S.a.r.l. as sole shareholder Prysmian S.p.A.’s by-laws, introducing amongst others a slate system for the nomination and appointment of new BoDs. Through this system The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. could with lower shareholding make sure to be in a position to nominate at least five of the six directors in the future and to keep control over Prysmian S.p.A.

---

1157 See for cover sheets of monthly reports ID […], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012 and as an example of monthly reports, ID […], Prysmian comments on Pirelli and Goldman Sachs reply to SO of 21 March 2012. […]

1158 For example [company representative] and [company representative], who later became also member of Prysmian’s BoD, see monthly report dated 25 October 2006, ID […], Prysmian comments on Pirelli and Goldman Sachs reply to SO of 21 March 2012.

1159 Prysmian submits that this was done in order to avoid that disclosure of potential price sensitive information to persons outside of the company’s organization triggers an obligation to inform the market, ID […], Prysmian comments on Pirelli and Goldman Sachs reply to SO of 21 March 2012.

1160 ID […], Goldman Sachs reply of 27 March 2013 to RFI of 13 March 2013. See also Prysmian’s report on corporate governance and ownership structures of 3 March 2010, p. 9-10, available via http://phx.corporate-ir.net/External.File?item=UGFyZW50SUQ9MzY2NzJ8Q2hpbGRJRD0tMXxUeXBlPTM=&t=1 quoting Art 14 of Prysmian’s by-laws: “... The Board of Directors shall be appointed on the basis of slates presented by shareholders in accordance with the following paragraphs. [...] The only shareholders entitled to present or contribute to the presentation of slates are those who, alone or together with other shareholders, represent at least 2% (two per cent) of the ordinary share capital with voting rights at the ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting. [...] The following procedure must be observed for the election of the Board of Directors: (a) five-sixths of the directors to be elected shall be chosen from the slate that obtains the majority of the votes cast by the shareholders, in the order in which they are listed on the slate; if five-sixths represents a fractional number, it shall be rounded down to the nearest whole number; (b) the remaining directors shall be taken from the other slates; [...]” (emphasis added).

1161 As mentioned above in footnote 1130 this led in April 2009 to the situation that Goldman Sachs could nominate 12 out of 12 directors, as it was (via its subsidiary Prysmian (Lux) II S.a.r.l) the only shareholder presenting a slate.
Taihan voting

During the second disposal on 12 November 2007, 9.9% of Prysmian S.p.A.’s shares were sold to Taihan (see Recital (744)). In a letter dated 6 November 2007 Taihan committed the following to Prysmian S.p.A.: (i) not to hold an investment of more than 10% overall in Prysmian S.p.A.’s share capital (ii) not to exercise voting rights in Prysmian S.p.A. shareholders' meetings, including through other companies in the Taihan Group, for more than 10% of share capital with voting rights and (iii) not to propose any candidate for appointment to the position of director or statutory auditor of Prysmian S.p.A. Again this commitment guaranteed The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. that the second biggest shareholder, Taihan, would not be able to present a slate or nominate any representatives to Prysmian S.p.A.’s BoD.

Express references to controlling interest after IPO

It is clear that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. considered itself to be controlling Prysmian S.p.A. even after the IPO on 3 May 2007. Minutes of a BoD meeting on 19 December 2007 (at a time that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. held through Prysmian (Lux) II S.a.r.l. and Goldman Sachs International 31.69% of Prysmian S.p.A.’s shares) show a discussion at the BoD about a possible further cooperation with [...]. [...].

(h) Acting as an industrial owner

Finally, it is clear from the evidence that even at the end of 2007 (at a time that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. held through Prysmian (Lux) II S.a.r.l. and Goldman Sachs International 31.69% of Prysmian S.p.A.’s shares) The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. favoured, just like an industrial owner, cross-selling between Prysmian S.p.A. and other The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.’s subsidiaries. [company representative] encouraged [company representative] to tie business relations with a company recently acquired by The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., provided contact details and requested a follow-up on the outcome of these contacts.

From the above it is evident that, despite the IPO on 5 May 2007 and the share sales on 12 November 2007, the Commission has evidence that The Goldman Sachs Group was solely in charge of decisions regarding the shareholding in the Prysmian companies and secondly that even [company representative] considered that being present on the BoD (even with one seat) gave decisive influence over Prysmian's management.

---

1162 In an Italian newspaper article submitted by Goldman Sachs [company representative], Prysmian's [...] is quoted stating that the only setback during the period of Goldman Sachs' ownership was when "Goldman Sachs sold 10% to our competitors of Taihan who, however, never had any say in terms of management [of Prysmian], also because the OK to their shareholding was only given in agreement that they would not claim a seat in the Board of Directors" [Goldman Sachs ha ceduto il 10% ai nostri concorrenti coreani della Taihan che, però non hanno mai avuto voce in capitolo sulla gestione, anche perché era stato dato l'ok al loro ingresso a patto che non prendessero un posto nel cda] (emphasis added), ID [...], Goldman Sachs reply to SO of 23 March 2012. This shows very clearly that Goldman Sachs was solely in charge of decisions regarding the shareholding in the Prysmian companies and secondly that even [company representative] considered that being present on the BoD (even with one seat) gave decisive influence over Prysmian's management.


1164 See minutes BoD, ID [...], Prysmian reply to RFI of 30 August 2012.

1165 ID [...], Annex to Prysmian reply to RFI of 22 March 2013, email exchange between [company representative] and [company representative] on 20 December 2007, [company representative]'s email of 2 January 2008 and [company representative]'s email of 30 January 2008.
Group, Inc. has exercised decisive influence over Prysmian S.p.A. during the entire period from 29 July 2005 until 28 January 2009. The change of corporate status and the listing on the stock exchange did not change anything in The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.'s position as it remained the most important shareholder with key employees on Prysmian S.p.A.'s board and committees.

The claims made by The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. are contradicted by the facts. In particular the explanations given by The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. that the presence of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. representatives on the BoD and in the committees was […] and not to exercise decisive influence are flawed, the level of participation of the The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. representatives as "managing directors" and in all of the Committees and in particular in the strategic committee can not be reconciled with a pure supervisory function. Despite its claim of not having sufficient resources to determine Prysmian S.p.A.'s conduct, a number of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. managers were present at all decision-making levels of Prysmian S.p.A. There is no reason why The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. would need to be present with three to four of its own employees on the BoD and in all the committees in order to […]. The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. was not able to explain why its employees active on Prysmian S.p.A.'s BoD were nominated managing directors (in contrary to other independent directors of the board) if the only purpose of their presence was to passively […].1166 Also regarding the strategic committee, it is not plausible that on a three person committee dealing with detailed strategic questions The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. would need two persons to […]. That would mean in reality that one person, [company representative], would have done all the work conferred to the strategic committee and two persons would simply have monitored his strategic positions. Such a monitoring could have been adequately implemented by other means (for example periodical financial reports or other formal or informal reporting mechanisms), without the need of having The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.'s employees as members of the BoD.

Regarding The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.' argument that it could not effectively control Prysmian S.p.A.'s BoD, as only three out of seven or three out of ten members (before and after the IPO) were The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. employees, it should be noted first that it was nevertheless The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. who had the power to determine the top management of the Company at any time and that it used that power to appoint the BoD. Furthermore it is clear from

1166 Regarding the quote of Prysmian's CEO [company representative] stating in an article of Panorama Economy, "Ecco l'Italia che pensa globale" of 4 August 2010, ID […], Goldman Sachs reply to SO of 23 March 2012, that "from a main shareholder who was also manager of the company, we switched to a pure financial shareholder which, besides financially, did not guide the choices, it only observed. The management made all decisions concerning industry and business" ["da un socio che era anche gestore della società, siamo passati a un'azionista finanziario puro che, finanza a parte, non ha guidato le scelte, ha guardato. Sull'industria e sul business abbiamo gestito tutto noi manager"] it is firstly clear that most of these managers were, as described at length, linked to the Goldman Sachs group. Secondly in the same article [company representative] is quoted saying that the only setback during the period of Goldman Sachs' ownership was when "Goldman Sachs sold 10% to our competitors of Taihan who, however, never had any say in terms of management [of Prysmian], also because the OK to their shareholding was only given in agreement that they would not claim a seat in the Board of Directors" ["Goldman Sachs ha ceduto il 10% ai nostri concorrenti coreani della Taihan che, però non hanno mai avuto voce in capitolo sulla gestione, anche perché era stato dato l'ok al loro ingresso a patto che non prendessero un posto nel cda"] (see footnote 1162).
the above that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. own employees and other directors having contractual relationships with The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. represented at least 50% of the votes on each BoD (including the casting vote since 27 February 2007 and before that date a referral of decisions to the shareholder meeting – see Recital (762)).

(775) Regarding The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.'s claims that Prysmian S.p.A.'s BoD was only involved in high-level, non-operational matters not concerning the conduct of Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. and that there is no indication that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. or its representatives played any role in key transactions, approved limits, offers, bidding, or any other matters at issue as its employees functioned as outside board members, not management, it is clear that the claims cannot be reconciled with the evidence. First there is an abundance of evidence to show that operational matters were discussed at all levels and in the presence of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. employees.1167 Second there are various examples showing formal approvals of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. employees in their functions as managing directors, see footnotes 1144 and 1145).

(776) While it is true that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.'s employees were no longer managing directors as of 16 January 2007 and that all delegated powers were granted exclusively to Prysmian S.p.A.'s CEO, [company representative], it is also clear, from the same meeting that this decision was taken mainly in order to comply with the requirements of listing Prysmian S.p.A. on the stock exchange. However The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. made sure, as explained above in Recital (763), not to lose its control and influence by creating the strategic committee, two of the three committee members being The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. employees.

(777) The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. states that none of the committees were capable of exercising any decisive influence over Prysmian S.p.A., as each of them primarily performed advisory functions within Prysmian S.p.A.'s corporate governance structure. According to The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., certain The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.'s employee directors participated in those board committees as part of their ordinary duties as directors of Prysmian S.p.A.. The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. explains that the strategic committee was not an executive committee with executive powers but was set up to be an advisory body with no voting or veto powers on matters relating to the administration of the Prysmian S.p.A. group.

(778) The Commission rejects the view expressed by The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. that the remit of the various committees were not such as to ensure that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. retained decisive influence over Prysmian S.p.A.. Tasks of the internal control committee covered also central audit functions, such as the control and the verification of the internal accounting documents and the assistance in drawing up the balance sheets. Through its presence on the compensation and the internal control committee The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. had further means to control directly the compliance policies of the group as well as indirectly the human resource policies through remuneration decisions for Prysmian S.p.A. and its

1167 In particular during the monthly meetings and the monthly reports operational matters were discussed in great detail, see Recital (765) above. […].
Regarding the strategic committee it is clear from the available agenda and presentations that the committee dealt with highly detailed questions of Prysmian S.p.A.'s and Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l.'s day to day business. The committee met regularly before the meetings of the BoD discussing a broad range of topics covering questions of investment and divestment projects and strategic, business and financial plans of the company and of the group (see Recital (763)). In this regard it is important to note that the concept of exercise of decisive influence is not an abstract company law concept but an overall assessment of the combined existence of structural, personal and organisational links.  

(779) The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. portrays itself as a pure financial investor that in 2005 made a temporary financial investment in Prysmian S.p.A. It claims that it should be seen as a professional shareholder rather than a manager or strategist and explains that a large part of the capital of its investments was raised from third party investors. However, the Commission considers that the exercise of voting rights regarding strategic decisions for the business conduct of the subsidiary - such as, for instance, the appointment of top management and the approval of business and management plans - amount to a clear exercise of decisive influence. The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.'s influence regarding strategic decision, such as Prysmian S.p.A.'s potential divestment of factories in the energy sector to its competitors was even known on the market and to Prysmian S.p.A.'s direct competitors. In any event, it is artificial to separate operational and strategic decision-making in a given company. Even more so if the legal consequence would be that a parent company is only held liable for the illegal behaviour of its subsidiary if it influenced operational decisions but not if it determined the strategic decision of the company on the market. The concept of the single economic unit cannot be reconciled with such an academic categorisation of business activities on the market place. This approach is also at odds with reality in the sense that strategic decisions determine the very essence of the behaviour of the company on the market. Strategic decisions concern the general development of the subsidiary, whether it shall survive on the market or not, whether its business activities shall be expanded or will be down-sized, whether investments or acquisitions shall be made and whether it shall be sold and for what price. In addition, The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. has drawn significant economic advantage

1168 Prysmian had to approve Goldman Sachs' policies regarding, among other, export control, economic sanctions, anti-bribery, gifts and entertainment, ID […], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID […], Annexes E.01-E.44 to Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.  

1169 See Case T-395/09 Gigaset AG v Commission [2014] not yet reported, paragraph 82, where the General Court finds that in order to find the exercise of decisive influence it is not necessary that a parent company can give binding instructions to its subsidiaries. See in this regard also Case C-440/11 P Commission v Stichting Administratiekantoor Portielje and Gosselin [2013] not yet reported, paragraphs 65-67 and Opinion of Advocate General Kokott in the same case, paragraphs 71 and 76: "The question whether a subsidiary can determine its conduct on the market autonomously or is exposed to the decisive influence of its parent company cannot be assessed solely on the basis of the relevant company law. Otherwise, it would be easy for the parent companies concerned to evade responsibility for infringements of the cartel rules committed by their wholly owned subsidiaries by relying on events falling entirely under company law." "It would, however, have been of decisive importance, leaving aside all the formal deliberations on company law, to examine the actual effects of the personal links between Portielje and Gosselin on everyday business activities and to assess purely on the basis of the facts whether Gosselin – contrary to the 100% presumption – really determined its commercial policy independently." (emphasis added) […], ID […], Prysmian comments on Pirelli and Goldman Sachs reply to SO of 21 March 2012.
from its investment in Prysmian S.p.A. and Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. and capitalised such an advantage by both listing Prysmian S.p.A. on the stock exchange and by subsequently selling its stake in the company’s share capital to third parties. All the measures taken by The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. during the infringement period as described above are identical to the involvement of any other industrial group holding company and clearly more than what a passive investor would do. The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. did certainly not behave like a pure financial investor, described by the General Court in 1.garantovana a.s. as an investor refraining from any management and control. In this regard, the source of the capital invested is irrelevant for the finding of exercise of decisive influence. The evidence in the Commission's file shows that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.'s main aim was to structure Prysmian S.p.A.’s management in a way that would enable it to exercise decisive influence immediately in case of any risk to its investment in this company. Although the examples of exertion of decisive evidence listed above are in itself sufficient to prove the exertion of such influence, it is also clear that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. would not have had any reason to make even more use of its influence, because its investment turned out to be profitable and the management team proved to be reliable.

(780) In this context it is worth noting that Regulation (EC) No 139/2004 considers a temporary financial investment as an investment by a credit institution or other financial institution or insurance companies which "hold on a temporary basis securities which they have acquired in an undertaking with a view to reselling them, provided that they do not exercise voting rights in respect of those securities with a view to determining the competitive behaviour of that undertaking or provided that they exercise such voting rights only with a view to preparing the disposal of all or part of that undertaking or of its assets or the disposal of those securities and that any such disposal takes place within one year of the date of acquisition." In this context it is worth noting that Regulation (EC) No 139/2004 considers a temporary financial investment as an investment by a credit institution or other financial institution or insurance companies which "hold on a temporary basis securities which they have acquired in an undertaking with a view to reselling them, provided that they do not exercise voting rights in respect of those securities with a view to determining the competitive behaviour of that undertaking or provided that they exercise such voting rights only with a view to preparing the disposal of all or part of that undertaking or of its assets or the disposal of those securities and that any such disposal takes place within one year of the date of acquisition."1173

(781) Finally, and in contrary to The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.'s claims, the only director of Prysmian S.p.A. that was employed by Pirelli & C. S.p.A before the acquisition was Prysmian S.p.A.’s[function] [company representative].

- Conclusion

(782) In line with the case-law referred to in Recitals (697)-(702) and in addition to the liability of Pirelli & C. S.p.A., Prysmian S.p.A. and Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. for the period 18 February 1999 and 28 July 2005 (see Recital (738)), the Commission presumes that Prysmian S.p.A. has exercised decisive influence over the conduct of Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. on the market at least between 29 July...

---

1171 See also Case T-395/09 Gigaset AG v Commission [2014] not yet reported, paragraph 38, where the General Court finds that it is difficult to imagine how an investor that acquires a company in order to restructure it and to resell it with a profit could do so without exercising a decisive influence over it.

1172 Case T-392/09 1. garantovaná a.s. v Commission [2012] not yet reported, paragraph 52: “The reference in the Opinion of Advocate General Kokott in Case C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel and Others v Commission, cited in paragraph 50 above, to a ‘pure financial investor’ must therefore be understood as referring to the case of an investor who holds shares in a company in order to make a profit, but who refrains from any involvement in its management and in its control. That is evidently not so in the applicant’s case [...].” (emphasis added) See also Opinion of Advocate General Sharpston in Case C-50/12 P Kendrion NV v Commission [2013] not yet reported, paragraphs 53-5.

1173 Art 3(5)(a).

1174 ID […] Goldman Sachs reply of 27 March 2013 to RFI of 13 March 2013.
2005 and 28 January 2009, and that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. has exercised
decisive influence over the conduct of both Prysmian S.p.A. and Prysmian Cavi e
Sistemi S.r.l. on the market at least between 29 July 2005 and 3 May 2007 (see
Recitals (739) to (754)).

(783) In addition, and on the basis of the facts assessed in Recitals (755) to (781) it is
concluded that The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. has exercised decisive influence over
the conduct on the market of both Prysmian S.p.A. and Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi
S.r.l. at least between 29 July 2005 and 28 January 2009. This conclusion is based on
the analysis of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. organisational, economic and legal
links with its subsidiaries Prysmian S.p.A. and Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. and
leaving aside its formal role as a financial investor. Although there can be cases of
"pure financial investors" (see Recital (779)) in which no decisive influence can be
established it is clear from the case-law that any such finding of a pure financial
investor can only be made on a case-by-case basis and without relying on categories
of exempted undertakings.

(784) For these reasons, Prysmian S.p.A. and The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. are jointly
and severally liable with Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. for the infringement
described in this Decision as they form part of the undertaking that committed the
infringement in the period from 29 July 2005 until 28 January 2009.

(785) Accordingly, this Decision is addressed to Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l., Prysmian

5.2.3. Sumitomo and Hitachi.

(786) Two periods must be distinguished in the attribution of liability to Sumitomo and
Hitachi:

Sumitomo’s and Hitachi’s involvement prior to the transfer of power cable activities
to JPS

(787) As described in Section 3, Sumitomo and Hitachi participated directly in the
infringement at least from 18 February 1999 to 30 September 2001. The individuals
representing Sumitomo and Hitachi in the cartel arrangement and who are relevant
for the purposes of this Decision are listed in Annex II to this Decision.1175 In view of
this, the Commission holds Sumitomo and Hitachi liable for their direct participation
in the infringement.

(788) Hitachi Cable, Ltd. ceased to exist in law on 1 July 2013 due to its merger with
Hitachi Metals, Ltd. According to the case-law referred to in Recital (704)), the
Commission holds Hitachi Metals, Ltd., being the legal successor of Hitachi Cable,
Ltd., liable for the direct participation of Hitachi Cable, Ltd. in the infringement.1176

(789) Accordingly, this Decision is addressed to Sumitomo and Hitachi.

1175 Some of the individuals listed in Annex II may not have been involved in anti-competitive contacts with
competitors for all of the periods specified.
1176 ID […], […]: Hitachi has on 11 December 2013 confirmed that they agree with the Commission's
assessment of Hitachi Metal Ltd being the successor of Hitachi Cable Ltd.
Liability for JPS’ involvement

(790) For the reasons explained in Recitals (792) to (809) below, the Commission holds Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS jointly and severally liable for the involvement of JPS in the infringement from 1 October 2001 to 10 April 2008.

5.2.4. JPS

(791) JPS was incorporated on a 50%/50% basis by Sumitomo and Hitachi by means of a joint venture agreement signed on 26 March 2001 ("the JVA") followed by the articles of incorporation signed on 14 June 2001 ("the AoI"). JPS started its operations on 1 October 2001. Sumitomo and Hitachi transferred to JPS all their power cables activities with the exception of the sales of power cables to the Japanese market (power utilities and other customers). The sales activities in Japan to power utilities were transferred to JPS on October 2004.

(792) The evidence described in Section 3 shows that JPS participated directly in the infringement at least from the start of its business operations on 1 October 2001 until 10 April 2008, which is considered to be the end of JPS’ participation in the cartel. The individuals representing JPS in the cartel arrangement and who are relevant for the purposes of this Decision are listed in Annex II to this Decision. JPS should therefore be held liable for its participation in the infringement.

(793) During that entire period, Sumitomo and Hitachi each held a 50% shareholding in JPS.

(794) By transferring their power cable interests to JPS, Sumitomo and Hitachi were in effect using JPS as a vehicle to continue their involvement in the cartel. One individual that was previously involved either in the cartel or [information pre-dating the infringement period] on behalf of Sumitomo continued the cartel activities on behalf of JPS. This was the case for [company representative C2], [...].

(795) Although all cartel contacts as from 1 October 2001 were carried out by JPS and there is no evidence indicating the direct involvement of either Sumitomo or Hitachi, these contacts also concerned the protection of the home territories and therefore included the protection of the sales made by Sumitomo and Hitachi for their reserved customers. It is therefore highly unlikely, also in view of the evidence described below, that the parent companies have not been aware of the continuation of the cartel and of JPS’s role therein beyond the period of their own direct participation.

(796) Since the parent companies’ respective shareholdings does not on its own allow the Commission to presume that they exercised a decisive influence over JPS's commercial activities, the Commission has relied on additional evidence showing that the parent companies were both able to and have actually jointly exercised

---

1177 ID [...], [...].
1178 Article 11 of the JVA and Article 13 of the AoI.
1179 ID [...], ID [...], ID [...], [...]. Sumitomo and Hitachi however retained sales to certain customers in Japan[...].
1180 ID [...], [...]. See also Annex II. See for example Recitals (137), (141), (143) for his participation while being an employee of Sumitomo, and Recitals (239) and (244) for his participation while being an employee of JPS.
decisive influence over JPS during the whole period of its involvement in the infringement.\footnote{Case T-77/08 The Dow Chemical Company v Commission \citeyear*{2012} not yet reported, paragraph 75.}

\footnote{1181}{Case T-77/08 The Dow Chemical Company v Commission \citeyear*{2012} not yet reported, paragraph 75.}

\footnote{797}{[...].}

\footnote{798}{As regards the legal links, the provisions in the JVA and AoI required the agreement of both Sumitomo and Hitachi in order to pass any resolution at the general shareholders meetings, which gave both parent companies the possibility to block any resolution.\footnote{1182}{Article [...] of the JVA.}}

\footnote{799}{The BoD of JPS was responsible for adopting all decisions concerning commercial, financial and other policy matters, including the approval of the business plan and the budget.\footnote{1183}{Each parent company had the power to appoint an equal number of directors to JPS’ BoD, which consisted of [...] [...] JPS had [...] Representative Directors, [...], each of whom was to be appointed in turn by Hitachi and Sumitomo respectively. By providing that the same number of Directors was appointed by Sumitomo and Hitachi, the balance of their influence in JPS was maintained throughout the relevant period. The resolutions at JPS’ BoD were adopted by a majority vote of the Directors present, provided the attendance of a majority of the total number of Directors. The provisions therefore gave both parent companies the possibility to block any resolution at the level of the BoD.}}

\footnote{800}{In addition, for sixteen specific matters a majority vote of [...] of the Directors present were needed, provided the attendance of [...] of Directors. These matters included several with particular relevance for the strategic and commercial conduct of JPS.\footnote{1186}{Article [...] of the JVA. [...].}}

\footnote{801}{Consultation and support of Sumitomo and Hitachi was also required for a series of functions listed in the JVA, such as [...].\footnote{1187}{ID [...]}.}

\footnote{802}{In addition, there are also a number of factors related to the personnel and organisational links between JPS and its parent companies supporting the conclusion that they exercised a decisive influence on JPS.}

\footnote{803}{First, a number of JPS’ Directors held simultaneous positions in the parent companies. The existence of such simultaneous positions occurred during the entire infringement period.\footnote{1188}{Of those Directors nominated by Hitachi, the following held simultaneous positions at Hitachi during the indicated period: [company representative] [...] [...], [company representative] [...] [...].}]

\footnote{804}{The parent companies also transferred employees required for the management of JPS, including through secondments ("on loan").\footnote{1189}{Article [...] of the JVA. See for example ID [...] [...], which shows several employees of JPS having been seconded from Hitachi: [company representative D4], [company representative] and [company representative]}}
and number of personnel needed had to be agreed upon between the parties. This provision clearly implied a significant influence of the parent companies on JPS’ human resources policy.

Moreover, certain of the employees that had been either seconded or transferred from the parent companies took part in the cartel activities on behalf of JPS. This was the case for [company representative CD1], who had been transferred from Sumitomo and was involved in cartel contacts and communications as a manager of JPS International Business Division […].

[company representative D3], participated as a manager of JPS International Business division during the time when he was seconded from Hitachi […] and continued after he had been permanently transferred to JPS […].

In addition, there were a number of economic links between the parties. This included notably the fact that the parent companies were at least until 2004 buying the power cables that they needed for their reserved customers in Japan from JPS. It would therefore be unlikely and commercially implausible that the parent companies would have lost interest in aspects such as JPS’s prices and commercial conditions, particularly since they had the means to find it out.

 […] Sumitomo and Hitachi exercised a decisive influence over JPS during the infringement period. This is also confirmed by the manner in which these parties have jointly participated in all stages of the administrative procedure, […]. As confirmed by the Courts, this can be used as further indicia supporting the conclusion that the parent companies exercised decisive influence over JPS. Lastly, as stated in Recital (700)), case-law has confirmed that a parent company that has the ability to exercise decisive influence over a subsidiary and is aware of the infringement committed by such subsidiary, can be held liable for the acts of the subsidiary if it did not bring the infringement to an end. In view of the above, and notably of the prior involvement of Sumitomo and Hitachi in the cartel, the simultaneous positions held by some of their employees in JPS and the extent of the interdependence between them and JPS, it can be concluded that Sumitomo and Hitachi were or should have been aware of the continuation of the infringement by JPS. Given that they did not bring the infringement to an end despite having the means to do so, they must be held liable for JPS’ conduct.

representative D3], seconded in the period […], afterwards becoming permanent employees, and [company representative and [company representative], seconded as of […].

ID […], […]. See for instance Recitals (186) and (219).

ID […], […]. See for instance Recitals (223) and (279).


Conclusion (809) From the considerations set out in Recitals (794)-(808), it is concluded that Hitachi and Sumitomo jointly exercised decisive influence over JPS as of the start of its operations until at least 10 April 2008. J-Power Systems Corporation, Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. and Hitachi Metals, Ltd. are held jointly and severally liable for JPS’ participation in the infringement from 1 October 2001 until 10 April 2008.

5.2.5. Furukawa and Fujikura (810) Two periods must be distinguished in the attribution of liability to Furukawa and Fujikura.

Furukawa and Fujikura’s involvement prior to the transfer of power cable activities to VISCAS (811) As described in Section 3, Furukawa and Fujikura participated directly in the infringement from 18 February 1999 to 30 September 2001. The individuals representing Furukawa and Fujikura in the cartel arrangement and who are relevant for the purposes of this Decision are listed in Annex II to this Decision. In view of this, the Commission holds Furukawa and Fujikura liable for their direct participation in the infringement.

(812) Accordingly, this Decision is addressed to Furukawa and Fujikura.

Liability for VISCAS’s involvement (813) For the reasons explained in Recitals (815) to (852) below, the Commission holds Furukawa, Fujikura and VISCAS jointly and severally liable for the involvement of VISCAS in the infringement from 1 October 2001 to 28 January 2009.

5.2.6. VISCAS (814) VISCAS was incorporated by Furukawa and Fujikura by means of a joint venture agreement signed on […] 2001 (the "2001 JVA") followed by the articles of incorporation, signed on […] 2001 (the "2001 AoI"), and two service agreements signed on […] 2001 (the "Service Agreements"). VISCAS started its business operations on […] 2001 and a further integration of the parent companies’ respective power cable businesses took place on 1 January 2005, following an amendment of the original JVA (the "2004 JVA").

(815) The evidence described in Section 3 shows that VISCAS participated directly in the infringement at least from the start of its business operation on 1 October 2001 until 28 January 2009. The list of key employees directly engaged in the cartel contacts is provided in Annex II. VISCAS should therefore be held liable for its participation in the infringement.

1194 Some of the individuals listed in Annex II may not have been involved in anti-competitive contacts with competitors for all of the periods specified.
1195 ID […] VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID […] (the 2001 JVA), VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID […] (the 2001 AoI), VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October; ID […] and […] (the Service Agreements), VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009.
1196 ID […] (the 2004 JVA), ID […] and ID […] (2004 Basic Agreement concerning business integration), VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009. The 2001 AoI were also amended at six occasions; ID […], ID […] to ID […]. VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2012.
1197 VISCAS started its business operations on 1 October 2001 (ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012).
During that entire period, Furukawa and Fujikura each held a 50% shareholding in VISCAS.\footnote{ID [...], VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.}

By transferring their power cable interests to VISCAS, Fujikura and Furukawa were in effect using VISCAS as a vehicle to continue their involvement in the cartel. Several individuals that took part in the cartel activities on behalf of VISCAS were seconded from or were previous employees of Furukawa and Fujikura. There is evidence showing that at least one of those individuals was previously involved in the cartel on behalf of Fujikura and thereafter continued the cartel activities on behalf of VISCAS.\footnote{[company representative F3] attended the A/R meeting on 5 September 2001 (Recital (181)) as general manager of Fujikura and continued to participate in the cartel arrangement following his transfer to VISCAS on 1 October 2001 (see Section 3), ID [...], Fujikura reply to RFI of 22 October 2012. Fujikura has claimed that [company representative F3] was transitioning from Fujikura to VISCAS and attended the meeting on 5 September 2001 in his capacity as future VISCAS' representative, ID [...], Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011.}

Moreover, although all cartel contacts that took place as from 1 October 2001 were carried out by VISCAS and there is no evidence in the file demonstrating the direct involvement of either Furukawa or Fujikura, these contacts also concerned the protection of the home territories and therefore included protection of the sales made by Furukawa and Fujikura to their reserved customers. It is therefore highly unlikely that the parent companies have not been aware of the continuation of the cartel and VISCAS' role therein beyond the period of their own direct participation.

Since the parent companies’ respective shareholding does not on its own allow the Commission to presume that they exercised decisive influence on VISCAS' commercial activities, the Commission has relied on evidence showing that Fujikura and Furukawa were both able to and have actually jointly exercised decisive influence over VISCAS during the whole period of its involvement in the infringement.

\textit{Arguments of the parties}

In their replies to the SO, the three companies have however contested that conclusion.

Furukawa has claimed that, although it could be concluded from the legal provisions that it had the ability to exercise decisive influence over VISCAS, the Commission has not shown any actual exercise of such influence.\footnote{ID [...], Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2011.} Fujikura has argued that its nominated full-time directors did not have as their mandate to represent the parent companies. It further asserted that the part-time directors which during the second period also held simultaneous positions in Fujikura dealt with business areas different from those of VISCAS.\footnote{ID [...], Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011.} Fujikura has also stated that the seconded employees were de facto permanently moved to VISCAS and were from a functional point of view only answerable to VISCAS and that VISCAS' BoD kept the decision making powers over key matters as of 1 January 2005.\footnote{ID [...], Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID [...], Fujikura presentation in the Oral Hearing on 15 June 2012.}
Both Furukawa and Fujikura have argued that the supervision of VISCAS (including the reporting obligations) was limited to financial information or to extraordinary events aimed at protecting the investments of the shareholders.\(^{1203}\)

Finally, VISCAS has argued that the absence of any economic, organisational and legal links between the three entities shows that VISCAS acted autonomously in the market. In support of that position, VISCAS has underlined that a subsidiary of Furukawa was competing with VISCAS in [...]\(^{1204}\)

**Discussion and findings**

Additional evidence gathered during the investigation in response to the parties' contestation of the findings of the SO has confirmed that Furukawa and Fujikura jointly exercised decisive influence over VISCAS. This conclusion is based on objective factors, having regard to the legal, organisational and economic links between the entities, as described in the Recitals (825) to (847).

From 1 October 2001 to 31 December 2004, Furukawa and Fujikura transferred to VISCAS only their respective sales of UG and SM power cables outside [country, covered by the home territory principle] to [...] companies, together with related activities.\(^{1205}\) The manufacturing facilities and the sales activities in [country, covered by the home territory principle] as well as to [...] companies outside [country, covered by the home territory principle] were during this period retained by the parent companies.\(^{1206}\) Evidence in the file clearly shows that VISCAS was during this period acting as a sales agent for its parent companies rather than as a company with an independent market presence.

This conclusion can be drawn from the Service Agreements themselves, [...]\(^{1207}\) In addition, Fujikura has not contested the finding of the SO concerning this first period and has clarified during the administrative procedure that as of 1 January 2005, it "(...) no longer exercised decisive influence over VISCAS", thereby implicitly recognising that such decisive influence had been exercised in the previous period.\(^{1208}\) Furukawa has contested its parental liability for this period, but also indicated that VISCAS was at that time merely a business unit integrated within Furukawa.\(^{1209}\)

Recitals (825) to (826) show that VISCAS was during this period not more than the commercial arm of Furukawa and Fujikura outside [country, covered by the home territory principle] and that it was not in a position to act autonomously in the

---

\(^{1203}\) ID [...], Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID [...], Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2011.

\(^{1204}\) ID [...], VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011; ID [...], VISCAS submission of 18 January 2012.

\(^{1205}\) Although both the 2001 JVA and the Service Agreements refer only to UG power cables, the transfer also concerned SM power cables; ID [...], VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009; ID [...], VISCAS submission of 18 January 2013; and ID [...], 10, Fujikura reply to RFI of 22 October 2012. According to Article 4 of the 2001 JVA, the transfer included design, construction work and some research and development activities. ID [...], VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID [...], Fujikura reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID [...], Fujikura reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.

\(^{1206}\) ID [...], VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.

\(^{1207}\) ID [...], VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.

\(^{1208}\) ID [...], Fujikura presentation in the Oral Hearing on 15 June 2012. See further ID [...], Fujikura reply to RFI of 22 October 2012 and ID [...], Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011.

\(^{1209}\) ID [...], Fujikura reply to SO of 11 November 2011.
market. Such lack of autonomy as well as the joint exercise of decisive influence over VISCAS by its parent companies is further supported by the additional evidence set out in Recitals (828) to (852).

(828) Following the JVA of 2004, the scope of VISCAS's activities was expanded to the manufacture and all sales of power cables with the exception of sales to [...] companies other than [...] power companies, which were retained by the parent companies.1210

(829) As regards legal links, statutory provisions in both the 2001 and 2004 JVAs and AoI required the agreement of both Furukawa and Fujikura in order to pass any resolution at the general shareholders' meetings.1211

(830) Each parent had the power to appoint half of the [...] directors of VISCAS' BoD that were thereafter elected at the shareholders' meeting.1212 The shareholders also decided on [...]1213 The 2001 and 2004 JVAs foresaw that the parent companies should exercise their respective voting rights in a manner that ensured that the directors nominated by the other shareholder were elected.1214 As shown by the agendas of the shareholders meeting, decisions adopted by the meeting related to [...] but also to other matters such as [...].1215

(831) The BoD was responsible for the management of VISCAS' business and affairs. As shown by the agendas of the BoD meetings, decisions adopted by the BoD related not only to financial matters, but also to a wide range of other matters including [...]1216 Resolutions in the BoD were to be adopted by a majority vote of the directors present, provided the attendance of a majority of the directors entitled to vote.1217

(832) Both parent companies had throughout this period the same influence and the power to block the adoption of resolutions to be adopted both at the shareholders meeting and by the BoD. Contrary to Furukawa’s claim, the fact that all resolutions adopted during this period, both at the shareholders meetings and by VISCAS' BoD, were unanimously adopted1218 is evidence that the joint exercise of voting rights and the prior consultation procedure were actually implemented or at least that Furukawa and Fujikura de facto agreed on the matters resolved in such meetings.1219

1210 ID [...] VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009; ID [...] VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012 (the [...] power companies whose sales were transferred to VISCAS are listed in point 4 of ID [...]).
1211 Article 12 of the 2001 JVA and Article 12 of the 2001 (and subsequent) AoI; ID [...] and ID [...], VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; Article 6 of the 2004 JVA, ID [...] VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009. See also: ID [...] VISCAS reply to RFI of 2 October 2012.
1212 Article 13 of the 2001 JVA, ID [...] VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012 and Article 7 of the 2004 JVA, ID [...] VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009. The number of appointed Directors increased to eight on 24 December 2004, ID [...] VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
1213 Article 20 of the 2001 (and subsequent) AoI, ID [...] VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
1214 Article 13(2) of the 2001 JVA, ID [...] VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012 and Article 7 of the 2004 JVA, ID [...] VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
1215 ID [...] VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009.
1216 ID [...] VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
1217 ID [...] VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
1218 ID [...] ID [...] and ID [...] VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
In addition, the 2001 JVA also established nine matters of relevance for VISCAS' strategic and commercial conduct that required prior consultation between Furukawa and Fujikura before the matter could be put before the BoD. This included decisions regarding [...] and any decision regarding a material matter that would influence the operation or management of VISCAS.\(^{1220}\) This prior consultation requirement enabled the parent companies to directly retain a significant influence over VISCAS' strategic and commercial conduct.

With the 2004 JVA, the prior consultation requirement was abandoned. Decisions on [...] matters still required a majority vote (provided that a majority of directors were present). This therefore de facto still required an agreement by the directors nominated by both Fujikura and Furukawa in order to pass a resolution by the BoD on those matters.\(^{1221}\)

In addition to the reporting mechanisms under the Service Agreements,\(^{1222}\) the 2004 JVA introduced a reporting mechanism between VISCAS and its parent companies which included an obligation to report on [...].\(^{1223}\) VISCAS, Furukawa and Fujikura have confirmed the existence of monthly reports provided by the President of VISCAS to the presidents and directors of divisions and other persons of Furukawa and Fujikura on matters such as the [...] and, according to Furukawa, on other financial information related to [...].\(^{1224}\) Furukawa acknowledged that reporting obligations such as the ones established by Article [...] of the JVA of 2004 were already fulfilled through the attendance at VISCAS BoD's meetings of the part-time director nominated by Furukawa.\(^{1225}\) Fujikura explained the reporting obligations to VISCAS in two letters sent in 2007. In these letters, Fujikura gave specific instructions identifying issues considered important, the persons to whom they are important and when VISCAS had to inform Fujikura. Fujikura has indicated that the reporting took place normally twice a year.\(^{1226}\) Although evidence on similar communications is not available for Furukawa, it is likely that such right of supervision also existed for Furukawa.

In addition, VISCAS' directors also reported to Furukawa and Fujikura on an ad hoc basis upon request. Matters covered by such ad hoc reporting included, for example, the [...].\(^{1227}\)

Furukawa and Fujikura furthermore reserved the right to inspect VISCAS' businesses and the status of its assets whenever they considered such inspections necessary, as well as the right to inspect [...].\(^{1228}\) The parties have claimed that inspections

\(^{1220}\) Article 14(2) of the 2001 JVA, ID [...], VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
\(^{1221}\) Article 9 of the 2004 JVA, ID [...], VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009.
\(^{1222}\) Article 4 of the Service agreements, ID [...] and ID [...] VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009.
\(^{1223}\) Article 10 of the 2004 JVA, ID [...], VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009.
\(^{1224}\) ID [...] VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID [...] Fujikura reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID [...] Furukawa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012. Furukawa confirmed that the reports were as of January 2005 submitted to Furukawa's Chairman, the President and Head of the Energy and Industrial Products Group and the General Manager of the Energy Business division.
\(^{1225}\) ID [...] Furukawa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
\(^{1226}\) ID [...] and ID [...] Fujikura reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
\(^{1227}\) ID [...] VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
\(^{1228}\) See articles 10(2) and 16(3) of the 2004 JVA.
according to these provisions were never conducted.\textsuperscript{1229} However, given that it has not been claimed that VISCAS was not governed according to the clauses of the 2004 JVA, whether or not inspections were actually conducted is of no relevance. What is relevant is that, pursuant to these provisions, Furukawa and Fujikura exercised a significant influence on VISCAS' conduct.

Moreover, VISCAS was subject to scrutiny by auditors of both Furukawa and Fujikura. Furukawa's corporate auditors conducted an inspection on 8 February 2006 as a result of which Furukawa's auditors gave advice to VISCAS on various aspects, including the company's current administrative system or the control of the working hours.\textsuperscript{1230} Fujikura did not conduct any inspections, but meetings between its auditors and VISCAS' auditors took place from time to time in order to obtain a "high-level overview" of VISCAS' operating results, management issues and potential risk factors. These discussions included matters such as quality problems in certain projects, VISCAS' view on measures – including the withdrawal - regarding a business in [non-EEA territory] and quality problems and production delays in a given production facility.\textsuperscript{1231}

As regards organisational links, VISCAS' BoD was composed of [...] directors. During the first term [...] ([…] nominated by Furukawa and […] nominated by Fujikura) out of the […] directors were at the same time holding relevant managerial positions in Furukawa and Fujikura. During the second term, at least […] directors, […] nominated by Furukawa and […] nominated by Fujikura, were at the same time occupying relevant managerial positions at Furukawa and Fujikura. The simultaneous positions in the parent companies included positions such as [...].\textsuperscript{1232}

Several of VISCAS' directors, managers and other employees in more senior positions were not permanent employees of VISCAS but seconded from Furukawa and Fujikura, many of them during the entire period of the infringement.\textsuperscript{1233} Moreover, some of the seconded managers held simultaneously management positions in the parent companies.\textsuperscript{1234} The salaries of the seconded employees were paid by Fujikura and Furukawa (although the costs were later reimbursed by

\textsuperscript{1229} ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID […], Furukawa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID […], Fujikura reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.

\textsuperscript{1230} ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012. The inspections were foreseen under the "Basic Policy for the establishment and development of Internal Control Systems" in the Business Reports from 2006 until 2008, ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009, ID […], Furukawa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.

\textsuperscript{1231} ID […], Fujikura reply to RFI of 22 October 2012 and minutes of the meeting held on 11 December 2008 in appendix to question 11 of this reply, ID […].

\textsuperscript{1232} Only for two months during the first term of six directors (27 October 2004 – 24 December 2004), only one of the directors nominated by Fujikura held a simultaneous position at Fujikura. ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID […], Furukawa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID […], Fujikura reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.

\textsuperscript{1233} For example, out of the around sixty five employees that VISCAS had in 2002 and 2003 (see ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009), about twenty two were seconded from Fujikura (ID […], Fujikura reply to RFI of 22 October 2012). During the period after 2005, 127 employees, many of them managers or employees of a higher position, were seconded to VISCAS (many of them during the entire period) from Fujikura. Moreover, Furukawa has reported that twenty-nine managers of these were appointed by VISCAS' BoD to managing positions. All of them were during a certain period of time (and many of them for the entire period) seconded from Furukawa (ID […], Furukawa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012).

\textsuperscript{1234} ID […], Fujikura reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID […], Furukawa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
Among these seconded employees at least [company representative F3] and [company representative E3] took part in the cartel activities on VISCAS's behalf. At least two employees seconded by Fujikura also held simultaneous management positions at Fujikura.

The number of managers and directors who were either seconded from (and thereby formally employed by) and/or were simultaneously holding managerial positions in the parent companies necessarily placed the parent companies in a position where they had decisive influence over VISCAS' market conduct, since it enabled the parent companies to check whether the conduct of VISCAS on the market was consistent with the parent companies' aim and strategy for their JV. It is in that respect irrelevant whether or not the full-time directors (who were nevertheless in a minority during this period) had as their mandate to represent the parent companies that had nominated and appointed them.

Both the 2001 and 2004 JVAs granted Fujikura and Furukawa significant power over other aspects of VISCAS' staff and human resources policy. Under both agreements, VISCAS required the approval of both parent companies before hiring any employees. Under the 2001 JVA, the working conditions at VISCAS were established upon consultation between VISCAS, Furukawa and Fujikura. Under the 2004 JVA, this last right was entirely determined by Furukawa and Fujikura.

Fujikura has not provided any evidence to support its argument that seconded employees were in reality permanently transferred to and only answerable to VISCAS. The above facts, including the direct payment of the salaries to the seconded employees by the parent companies and their supervisory role, clearly indicate the opposite.

There is also clear evidence of economic links which show that VISCAS had to rely on its parent companies in order to be a viable market player.

In addition, VISCAS procured significant amounts from Furukawa and Fujikura, including. Furthermore, following the transfer of the manufacturing facilities, Furukawa and Fujikura became customers of VISCAS who produced the

1235 Article 20 of the 2001 JVA, ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID […], Fujikura reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID […], Annex 2 of Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID […] and ID […], Furukawa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
1236 Section 3 and ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009
1237 ID […], Fujikura reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
1239 Article 20(1) of the 2001 JVA, ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
1240 Article 20(2) of the 2001 JVA, ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
1241 See Articles 11.1 and 11.5 of the JVA of 2004, ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009. VISCAS stated in its 2006 business report (ID […], Annex 11.C. to VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009) that it would begin to undertake employees recruitment activities “as VISCAS” as of the financial year 2007 after consulting with and receiving advice from Furukawa and Fujikura.
1242 Article 18 of the 2001 JVA, ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID […], Appendix F to Furukawa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
1243 Article 16.1 of the 2004 JVA, ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2012; ID […], Furukawa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012 and ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009. In order to give an indication of the relative importance of such purchases of materials from the parent companies, it is noted that in the financial year 2006 such purchases amounted to around 33.8 billion yen (see ID […]). VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009) which represented 44% of the total "cost of sales" reported in VISCAS' profit and loss statement (see ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009).
power cables that were sold by the parent companies to their reserved customers in Japan.\textsuperscript{1244}

(846) Finally, from the financial point of view, Furukawa and Fujikura exercised significant influence over VISCAS by […]\textsuperscript{1245}

(847) From all of the considerations outlined in Recitals (824) to (846), it is evident that the parent companies jointly exercised decisive influence over VISCAS and that the claims made by its parent companies Furukawa and Fujikura are contradicted by the facts.

(848) VISCAS reliance on competition between itself and another subsidiary of Furukawa in [non-EEA territory] and [non-EEA territory] is irrelevant, since it is unrelated to the legal, organisational and economic links between VISCAS and its parent companies which are the relevant criteria to determine the existence of decisive influence.

(849) Lastly, the negotiation process preceding the setting up of the production joint venture between VISCAS and Nexans shows the joint decision-making role exercised by VISCAS parent companies in strategic decisions relating to VISCAS business and market presence. The fact that Nexans immediately contacted the parent companies and involved them throughout the process clearly shows that this role and these powers were also well understood by the other market players. A document from Fujikura dated 29 May 2006 explains the process as follows […]\textsuperscript{1246}

(850) From all of the above, it is evident that, despite the changes introduced by the JVA of 2004, Furukawa and Fujikura continued to jointly exercise a decisive influence over VISCAS. Concerning Fujikura’s allegation that the BoD retained decision-making powers over key matters, it suffices to point to the prior consultation requirements as well as the fact that the directors were appointed by VISCAS’ parent companies and several of those directors continued to hold simultaneous management positions with the parent companies. Fujikura's argument that the simultaneous positions held in the parent companies by some of VISCAS's directors during this period were in business areas other than power cables is of no relevance to the influence and the reporting that such overlapping positions and presence at the BoD guaranteed. Neither is this situation particularly surprising given that all the research and manufacturing activities had at that time been transferred from the parent companies to VISCAS.

(851) Moreover, it is clear that the additional supervisory measures that were introduced with the 2004 JVA (including notably the reporting obligations, power to inspect and involvement of the VISCAS parent companies’ auditors) went clearly beyond what would have been needed to merely protect the shareholders’ investment and in reality

\textsuperscript{1244} ID […] and ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009 and ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.

\textsuperscript{1245} Article 12.2 of the 2004 JVA, ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 20 October 2009; ID […] and ID […], VISCAS reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID […], Fujikura submission of 18 January 2013.

\textsuperscript{1246} ID […], Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011. See also other documents of Fujikura's reply to the SO confirming the involvement of Fujikura and Furukawa: "As pointed out in a report of 29 May 2006 concerning the establishment of the Nexans/Viscas manufacturing joint venture, which was discussed at one of Fujikura’s management meetings […]", ID […], and: "There was an offer made (Oct 2005) by France’s Nexans to VISCAS for a joint venture for the manufacture of MIND cables (high-viscosity, oil-paper-insulated, direct-current undersea cables). This enterprise which allows for the utilization of the Futtsu plant has been considered by Nexans, VISCAS, Fujikura and Furukawa." (ID […]).
allowed Furukawa and Fujikura to be fully aware of and if necessary influence VISCAS’ commercial conduct.

Taking into account the parent companies' customer relationship with their JV, it would also be unlikely and commercially unreasonable that the parent companies would have lost interest in aspects such as VISCAS's prices and commercial conditions, particularly since they had the means to find it out. Their client relationship necessarily gave them a specific additional commercial interest in actually exercising a decisive influence over the market conduct of their JV. Lastly, as stated at Recital (700), case-law has confirmed that a parent company that has the ability to exercise decisive influence over a subsidiary and is aware of the infringement committed by such subsidiary, can be held liable for the acts of the subsidiary if it did not bring the infringement to an end. In view of the above, and notably of the prior involvement of Furukawa and Fujikura in the cartel, the simultaneous positions held by some of their employees in VISCAS, and the reporting obligations and interdependence between them and VISCAS, it can be concluded that Furukawa and Fujikura were or should have been aware of the continuation of the infringement by VISCAS and, since they did not bring it to an end despite having the means to do so, they must be held liable for VISCAS' conduct.

Conclusion

From the aforementioned, it is concluded that Furukawa and Fujikura jointly exercised decisive influence over VISCAS as of the start of VISCAS operations until at least 28 January 2009. Therefore, VISCAS Corporation, Furukawa Electric Co. Ltd. and Fujikura Ltd. are held jointly and severally liable for VISCAS Corporation's participation in the infringement from 1 October 2001 until 28 January 2009.

5.2.7. ABB

The power cable operations in ABB in Karlskrona have undergone repeated restructuring since 1995, with numerous changes occurring in the legal entity directly and indirectly responsible for its activities. Between 1 January 1995 and 1 June 2001, Karlskrona was operated by ABB High Voltage Cables AB. ABB High Voltage Cables AB was a directly wholly-owned subsidiary of Asea Brown Boveri AB. This parent entity changed its name from Asea Brown Boveri AB to ABB AB on 26 July 1999. Then, on 2 June 2001, ownership of ABB High Voltage Cables AB vested downwards from ABB AB to its directly wholly-owned subsidiary ABB Power Technology Products AB. Subsequently, on 1 October 2001, ABB High Voltage Cables AB was merged into ABB Power Technology Products AB. With effect from 10 July 2003, the shares of ABB Power Technology Products AB were transferred to ABB Power Technologies AB. ABB Power Technologies AB was also a directly wholly-owned subsidiary of ABB AB. Later, on 2 January 2004, ABB Power Technology Products AB was merged into ABB Power Technologies AB. Finally, on 2 May 2007 ABB Power Technologies AB was merged into its parent ABB AB. Hence, the Karlskrona power cable operations are now owned by ABB AB.
The evidence described in this Decision shows that employees of ABB High Voltage Cables AB, then ABB Power Technology Products AB, later ABB Power Technologies AB and finally ABB AB participated directly or via subsidiaries in the infringement between 1 April 2000 and 17 October 2008. ABB AB should therefore be held liable for its participation in the infringement.

In view of this, the Commission holds ABB AB liable for its direct participation in the infringement between 2 May 2007 and 17 October 2008. Moreover, in line with the case-law referred to in Recital (704), the Commission considers that ABB AB is liable for the infringement for the period from 1 April 2000 until 1 May 2007 as the successor of the legal entities that directly participated in the infringement during that period.

ABB Ltd was the ultimate parent company of ABB AB and its predecessors during the entire period of the infringement. The Commission therefore holds ABB Ltd, together with ABB AB, jointly and severally liable for the infringement described in this Decision for the period from 1 April 2000 to 17 October 2008.

Accordingly, this Decision is addressed to ABB AB and ABB Ltd.

5.2.8. Brugg

The evidence described in this Decision shows that employees of Brugg Kabel AG participated directly in the infringement from 14 December 2001 to 16 November 2006. Brugg Kabel AG should therefore be held liable for its participation in the infringement.

During the entire period of the infringement, Brugg Kabel AG was a [90-100%] subsidiary of Kabelwerke Brugg AG Holding. In line with the case-law referred to in Recital (697), the Commission considers Kabelwerke Brugg AG Holding to exercise decisive influence over the conduct on the market of Brugg Kabel AG. The Commission therefore holds Kabelwerke Brugg AG Holding, together with Brugg Kabel AG, jointly and severally liable for the infringement described in this Decision for the period from 14 December 2001 to 16 November 2006.

Accordingly, this Decision is addressed to Brugg Kabel AG and Kabelwerke Brugg AG Holding.

5.2.9. Sagem/Safran/Silec

The evidence described in this Decision shows that Safran (formerly Sagem) and then Silec, while a subsidiary of Safran, directly participated in the infringement from 12 November 2001 to 21 December 2005.

Between 20 May 1998 and 11 May 2005 the power cable business was operated as a business unit of Sagem. Safran was formed as a result of a merger between Sagem and the Snecma Group on 11 May 2005. As a result of the merger, Sagem acquired control over Snecma SA, became the holding company of the new group and was renamed on that same day as Safran. On the same date, the power cable business unit was transferred, together with other activities, to Safran's wholly-

---

1250 See Section 1.2. of this Decision.
1251 ID […], Brugg reply of 16 November 2009 to RFI of 20 October 2009.
1252 ID […], Safran reply of 16 November 2009 to RFI of 20 October 2009.
owned subsidiary Sagem Communications SA.\textsuperscript{1254} Due to internal restructuring within the Safran group, the power cable business unit of that group was transferred to Silec on 30 November 2005, and on 22 December 2005 Silec was sold to General Cable.

(864) Safran has argued that the individuals involved in the collusion occupied posts of a low level in the organisation. The list of people involved on behalf of Sagem (as reproduced in Annex II) does not provide indications supporting this position. In view of this, the Commission holds Safran and Silec liable for their own participation in the infringement described in this Decision for the periods from 12 November 2001 to 29 November 2005, from 30 November 2005 to 21 December 2005 respectively.

(865) General Cable argues that Safran should be held directly liable for the infringement committed by Silec in the period from 30 November 2005 to 21 December 2005. Such argument goes however against the principle of personal responsibility which dictates that an economic entity that infringes the rules of competition should be accountable for that infringement.\textsuperscript{1255} Moreover, from 30 November 2005, Silec, and not Safran, was in possession of all the information with regard to the power cable activities.\textsuperscript{1256}

(866) During the period 30 November 2005 to 21 December 2005, Silec was indirectly wholly-owned by Safran. In line with the case-law referred to in Recital (697), the Commission presumes the exercise of decisive influence by Safran over the conduct on the market of Silec. In view of this, the Commission holds Safran, together with Silec, jointly and severally liable for the infringement described in this Decision for the period from 30 November 2005 to 21 December 2005.

(867) Accordingly, this Decision is addressed to Safran SA and to Silec Cable, SAS.

5.2.10. Silec/General Cable

(868) The evidence described in this Decision shows that Silec continued its direct participation in the infringement as of 22 December 2005 until 16 November 2006. In view of this, the Commission holds Silec liable for its direct participation in the infringement also for this period.

(869) As explained in Section 1.2 of this Decision, Silec is an indirectly wholly-owned subsidiary of General Cable Corporation since 22 December 2005. In line with the case-law referred to in Recital (697), the Commission presumes the exercise of decisive influence by General Cable Corporation over the conduct on the market of Silec. The Commission therefore holds General Cable Corporation, together with Silec, jointly and severally liable for the infringement described in this Decision for the period from 22 December 2005 to 16 November 2006.

(870) Accordingly, this Decision is addressed to Silec Cable, SAS and General Cable Corporation.

\textsuperscript{1254} ID [...]\textemdash{}Safran reply of 16 November 2009 to RFI of 20 October 2009.


\textsuperscript{1256} ID [...]\textemdash{}Safran reply to SO of 3 October 2011.
5.2.11. **Showa and Mitsubishi**

(871) Two periods must be distinguished in the attribution of liability to Showa and Mitsubishi.

*Showa and Mitsubishi’s involvement prior to the transfer of power cable activities to EXSYM*

(872) As described in Section 3, Showa and Mitsubishi participated directly in the infringement from 5 September 2001 to 30 June 2002. The individuals representing Showa and Mitsubishi in the cartel arrangement and who are relevant for the purposes of this Decision are listed in Annex II to this Decision.\(^{1257}\) In view of this, the Commission holds Showa and Mitsubishi liable for their own direct participation in the infringement.

(873) Accordingly, this Decision is addressed to Showa and Mitsubishi.

*Liability for EXSYM’s involvement*

(874) For the reasons explained in Recitals (877) to (897) below, the Commission holds Showa, Mitsubishi and EXSYM jointly and severally liable for the involvement of EXSYM in the infringement from 1 July 2002 to 28 January 2009.

5.2.12. **EXSYM Corporation**

(875) EXSYM was established on 1 April 2002 pursuant to a JVA and articles of incorporation entered into between Showa and Mitsubishi on 7 March 2002 ("the 2002 JVA" and the "2002 AoI")\(^{1258}\) by which these companies transferred their power cable businesses to EXSYM with the exception of the sales to domestic (Japanese) companies other than power companies, which were retained by them. EXSYM started its operations on 1 July 2002.\(^{1259}\)

(876) On 30 September 2005, Showa and Mitsubishi changed their 50%/50% contribution ratio and voting rights in EXSYM to 60% for Showa and 40% for Mitsubishi and signed a revised joint venture agreement (the "2005 JVA").\(^ {1260}\)

(877) The evidence described in Section 3 shows that EXSYM Corporation participated directly in the infringement at least from the start of its business operations on 1 July 2002 until 28 January 2009. The individuals representing EXSYM in the cartel arrangement and who are relevant for the purposes of this Decision are listed in Annex II.

(878) By transferring their power cable interests to EXSYM, Showa and Mitsubishi were in effect using EXSYM as a vehicle to continue their involvement in the cartel. Some individuals that were previously involved either in the cartel or in the discussions that took place between the breakdown of the earlier arrangements and the start date of this infringement on behalf of Showa or Mitsubishi continued the cartel activities on

---

\[^{1257}\] Some of the individuals listed in Annex II may not have been involved in anti-competitive contacts with competitors for all of the periods specified.

\[^{1258}\] ID […], ID […], EXSYM submissions of 11 February 2013 and ID […], Mitsubishi submission of 3 March 2011.

\[^{1259}\] See Articles 2 and 4 of the 2002 JVA. See also ID […], EXSYM reply to RFI of 20 October 2009 and ID […], Mitsubishi reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.

\[^{1260}\] ID […], EXSYM/Showa submission of 11 February 2013; ID […], Mitsubishi submission of 3 March 2011; ID […], EXSYM reply to RFI of 20 October 2009.
behalf of EXSYM. This is the case for [company representative G1] (Showa) and [company representative H1] (Mitsubishi). These individuals were later seconded to or employed by EXSYM (see Recital (889)).

Moreover, although all cartel contacts that took place as of 1 July 2002 were carried out by EXSYM and there is no evidence in the file showing the direct involvement of either Mitsubishi or Showa, these contacts also concerned the protection of the home territories and therefore included protection of the sales made by Showa and Mitsubishi to the customers that they had retained in Japan (see Recital (875)). It is therefore highly unlikely that the parent companies would not have been aware of the continuation of the cartel and EXSYM's role therein beyond the period of their own direct participation.

Since the respective shareholding of Showa and Mitsubishi does not, on its own, allow the Commission to presume that they exercised decisive influence on EXSYM’s commercial activities, the Commission has relied on evidence showing that the parent companies were both able to and have actually jointly exercised a decisive influence over EXSYM during the whole period of its involvement in the infringement, despite the asymmetry in the ownership after 29 September 2005.

(a) Arguments of the parties

In their replies to the SO, the three companies have however contested this conclusion.

Mitsubishi has mainly claimed that the following aspects show that it did not exercise a decisive influence over EXSYM: (i) Showa and EXSYM had a very close cooperation during the administrative procedure, responded jointly to Commission’s requests for information and have stated that only Showa, and not Mitsubishi, should be considered as "connected undertakings"; (ii) through the formation of EXSYM, Mitsubishi in effect withdrew from the market while Showa retained its business; (iii) after the change of the ownership ratio the accounts of EXSYM were consolidated in the accounts of Showa; (iv) there is no evidence in the SO showing the existence of simultaneous positions held by EXSYM's Directors at Mitsubishi, (v) the SO also lacked evidence showing consultations between Mitsubishi and Showa under the prior consultation procedure; the relevant provisions in this respect expressed the desire to reach an agreement and not a binding requirement to reach an agreement, (vi) the matters on which Showa and Mitsubishi consulted each other were essentially confined to matters potentially affecting their financial resources, such as […], and not on the matters subject to the prior consultation procedure, and (vii) it was established that the prior consultation should in any case "not interfere with the independence of the management for EXSYM". In reply to the Commission's Letter of Facts Mitsubishi has argued that the elements advanced by the Commission

1261 [...]  
1262 [...]
are at most able to show that Mitsubishi had the ability to exercise decisive influence but not the actual exercise thereof.1263

(883) Showa and EXSYM have, in line with Mitsubishi's last argument, also claimed that the day-to-day operation of the business was carried out by EXSYM independently from Showa as it retained the final decision making rights, and that Showa had no knowledge of the cartel.1264

(b) Discussion and findings

(884) The assessment of the additional evidence gathered during the investigation in response to the parties' contestation of the findings of the SO has confirmed that Showa and Mitsubishi jointly exercised decisive influence over EXSYM. This conclusion is based on objective factors and having regard to the legal, organisational and economic links between the entities, as described in Recitals (885) to (897).

(885) According to Article 1 of the 2002 JVA, EXSYM was formed on the basis of equal powers and full cooperation between both parent companies.1265 The purpose of the 2005 amendment to the investment ratio was two-fold. Firstly, the independent management of EXSYM was furthered by […]. Secondly, the new investment ratio reflected the more substantial involvement of Showa in terms of […].1266 The 2005 JVA explicitly provided for Showa to respect the opinion of Mitsubishi in light of the purpose of the (2002) JVA and to use reasonable efforts to reach an agreement between Showa and Mitsubishi.1267

(886) In line with this position, between 2002 and 2009, Mitsubishi and Showa implemented the following statutory provisions:

(a) Article 12 of the 2002 AoI on the majorities required to pass resolutions at the shareholders’ meetings implied that the agreement of both Showa and Mitsubishi was necessary to pass any resolution at the general shareholders’ meeting.1268 The change of investment ratio meant that Mitsubishi, holding 40% of the voting rights, could no longer block resolutions at the shareholders meetings. Showa and EXSYM have however confirmed that all matters resolved in the general shareholders’ meetings were approved unanimously by representatives of both Showa and Mitsubishi.1269 As shown by the agendas of the shareholders meeting, decisions adopted by the meeting related to, among

1263 ID […], Mitsubishi reply to LoF.
1264 ID […], Showa reply to SO of 30 September 2011; ID […], EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
1265 ID […], EXSYM submission of 11 February 2013. Article […] reads "[…]". Joint press releases of 2002 also confirm this position: ID […], Showa reply to SO of 30 September 2011. Considering this equal standing Mitsubishi’s claim that it had other objectives when entering into the JV than Showa must be rejected as irrelevant, ID […], Mitsubishi reply to LoF.
1267 Article […] (Role of Shareholders and Joint Venture) of 2005 JVA, ID […], EXSYM/Showa submission of 11 February 2013. The spirit of cooperation between Showa and Mitsubishi was also clearly reflected in Article 11 of the 2005 JVA, ID […], EXSYM/Showa submission of 11 February 2013.
1268 ID […], EXSYM submission of 11 February 2013.
1269 ID […], EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
Representatives from both Showa and Mitsubishi attended every shareholders’ meeting.\textsuperscript{1270}

(b) Article 16(3) of the 2002 JVA established that each parent had the power to appoint half of the […] directors of EXSYM that were elected […] at the shareholders meeting.\textsuperscript{1271} Under the 2002 JVA, the appointment of the directors was subject to prior mutual consultation of Mitsubishi and Showa.\textsuperscript{1272} Resolutions of the BoD were adopted by majority vote which meant that both Showa and Mitsubishi could legally block any resolution.\textsuperscript{1273} Through the 2005 JVA, the number of directors at the BoD was increased to […], […] to be nominated by Showa while Mitsubishi retained its […] directors.\textsuperscript{1274} This change meant that Mitsubishi could no longer legally block any resolution. Showa and EXSYM have however confirmed that all matters resolved in the BoD meetings were approved unanimously.\textsuperscript{1275} Representatives from both Showa and Mitsubishi attended every BoD meeting. As shown by the agendas of the BOD meeting, decisions adopted by the meeting related not only to financial matters but also to the […].\textsuperscript{1276} From 2002 to March 2004, Mitsubishi appointed the president of the BoD with Showa appointing the vice-president. Since then, Showa has appointed the president of the BoD while Mitsubishi appointed the vice-president.\textsuperscript{1277}

(c) Article 17 of the 2002 JVA and the records of the BoD meetings held between 29 March 2002 and 28 January 2009 demonstrate that the BoD was responsible for the management of EXSYM's business affairs including matters such as approval of […].\textsuperscript{1278}

(d) In addition, Article 17 of the 2002 JVA established […] matters that required a prior consultation of Mitsubishi and Showa before the matter could be put before the BoD. The matters include […]. As the wording of the provision is expressed broadly, several of these matters clearly affected the strategic and commercial behaviour of EXSYM. Examples include […]. The prior consultation procedure was not subject to any specific formal procedure and the 2002 JVA did not explicitly require that the parties had to reach an agreement on these matters.\textsuperscript{1279} Several matters subject to the prior consultation

\textsuperscript{1270} ID […], Appendix 3 to EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
\textsuperscript{1271} ID […], EXSYM submission of 11 February 2013. […]: ID […], EXSYM submissions of 11 February 2013 (Amendment of the AoI).
\textsuperscript{1272} Article 16(2) of the 2002 JVA. ID […], EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012. With the 2005 JVA, the prior consultation on the Directors nominated by each parent was abolished. EXSYM and Showa have stated that the parent companies continued to provide each other with prior explanations concerning their respective nominated Directors. Mitsubishi has contested this and claimed that such prior consultations did not take place during this period, ID […], Mitsubishi's comments on EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
\textsuperscript{1273} Article […] of the 2002 AoI, EXSYM/Showa submission of 11 February 2013.
\textsuperscript{1274} Article […] of the 2005 JVA, ID […], EXSYM/Showa submission of 11 February 2013.
\textsuperscript{1275} ID […], EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
\textsuperscript{1276} ID […], Appendix 4 to EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
\textsuperscript{1277} ID […], Appendix 4 to EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
\textsuperscript{1278} Article 17 of the 2002 JVA, ID […], EXSYM submission of 11 February 2013 and EXSYM ID […]
\textsuperscript{1279} Article 17 of the 2002 JVA, ID […], EXSYM submission of 11 February 2013.
procedure were subsequently brought before the BOD and there adopted unanimously.\textsuperscript{1280}

(887) After the change in investment ratio, on the insistence of Mitsubishi, the prior consultation procedure between the parent companies was kept for [...] matters.\textsuperscript{1281} These matters included notably [...].\textsuperscript{1282} Several matters subject to the prior consultation procedure were subsequently brought before the BoD and adopted unanimously.\textsuperscript{1283} It is clear that, given the nature of the matters on which the prior consultation procedure was to be applied, the rights attributed also to Mitsubishi clearly went beyond those necessary for the mere protection of the rights of minority shareholders.\textsuperscript{1284} While Mitsubishi had lost its ability to veto resolutions at the shareholders' meetings, it retained other rights that ensured a continued joint exercise of decisive influence. This gave both parent companies the same influence and the power to direct EXSYM's conduct on key elements of its commercial policy:

(a) Unlike the situation under the 2002 JVA, the 2005 JVA explicitly required prior agreement between Mitsubishi and Showa on the [...] matters subject to prior consultation before the matter was resolved by the BoD.\textsuperscript{1285}

(b) In a letter of 1 September 2005, Mitsubishi advanced that the obligation of prior consultation on the [...] items concerned very significant matters and had not led to any delay in the decision-making of EXSYM. It also assumed that the management of EXSYM would not change after the change in investment ratio.\textsuperscript{1286}

(c) Showa has confirmed that Showa and Mitsubishi mutually consulted each other as necessary through direct discussions in order to reach an agreement on the matters for prior consultation.\textsuperscript{1287} Even though there was no formalised procedure, Showa has provided several indications to support those consultations between Mitsubishi and Showa did take place. This includes a

\textsuperscript{1280} ID [...], Appendix 4 to EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
\textsuperscript{1281} Article 5 of the 2005 JVA, ID [...], EXSYM/Showa submission of 11 February 2013. ID [...] (Annex 10b-4), EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012. On the designation of directors, Mitsubishi's view was that "...we would like to keep the provision that prior consultation of the parties is required to [...]". On the resolutions by EXSYM's BoD, Mitsubishi proposed that, in case of derogation of the prior consultation, the approval of the matters listed in Art. 17 should require the participation and unanimous consent of all the incumbent directors, meaning in practice that Mitsubishi would have the ability to block any resolution on these matters even having fewer directors than Showa.

\textsuperscript{1282} Article 5 of the 2005 JVA, ID [...], EXSYM/Showa submission of 11 February 2013. See also the confirmation of the need of this prior agreement by EXSYM and Showa in ID [...], EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012. Other matters included [...].

\textsuperscript{1283} ID [...], Appendix 4 to EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.

\textsuperscript{1284} See the Commission Consolidated Jurisdictional Notice under Council Regulation (EC) No 139/2004 on the control of concentrations between undertakings, paragraphs 66 and 67: "... This normal protection of the rights of minority shareholders is related to decisions on the essence of the joint venture, such as changes in the statute, an increase or decrease in the capital or liquidation. A veto right, for example, which prevents the sale or winding-up of the joint venture does not confer joint control on the minority shareholder concerned. (67) In contrast, veto rights which confer joint control typically include decisions on issues such as the budget, the business plan, major investments or the appointment of senior management".

\textsuperscript{1285} Article 5 of the 2005 JVA, ID [...], EXSYM/Showa submission of 11 February 2013.

\textsuperscript{1286} ID [...] (Annex 10b-4), EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.

\textsuperscript{1287} ID [...], EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
letter from Mitsubishi and Showa's […] Mitsubishi also confirmed the existence of prior consultations with respect to […].

(d) Regardless of Mitsubishi’s statements to the opposite, there is therefore clear evidence that Mitsubishi and Showa took part in prior consultations as foreseen by both the 2002 and 2005 JVAs. In addition, the fact that all resolutions, both at the shareholders’ meetings and by EXSYM's BoD, were […] adopted is evidence that prior consultations were actually implemented or at least that Showa and Mitsubishi de facto agreed on the matters resolved in shareholders’ and BoD meetings.

(e) Article 18 and article 21 of the 2002 JVA contained reporting mechanisms that ensured the supervisory role of Showa and Mitsubishi over EXSYM. In addition, Showa and Mitsubishi have also confirmed that the top level management of EXSYM regularly reported informally to their corresponding parent companies on EXSYM's matters such as […]. The 2005 JVA did not alter these mechanisms.

(888) None of the parties have claimed or provided evidence to support that the provisions of the 2002 or 2005 JVA were not applicable.

(889) As regards the organisational links, the decisive influence of Showa and Mitsubishi on EXSYM’s market conduct was ensured by the fact that:

(a) EXSYM's BoD was formed at different moments in time by […] (only for few months), […] or […] directors. During almost the entire infringement period, at least […] directors, […] nominated by Showa and […] nominated by Mitsubishi were at the same time occupying relevant managerial positions at Showa and Mitsubishi, including positions as members of the BoD of these companies.

(b) Showa and Mitsubishi retained a significant influence on the human resources policy of EXSYM given the powers they had on many employees, even with

1288 ID […] (Annex 10b-3), EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012, which also designates the persons within Showa and Mitsubishi who will be in charge of future consultations. See further, ID […] (Annex 10b-2), EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012, which is a letter sent by Mitsubishi's [function title] to Showa's [function title] (copy to EXSYM) of 23 March 2004 concerning plans […]. Additional examples are described in ID […], ID […] and ID […] (Annex 10b-5), EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.

1289 ID […], Mitsubishi reply to RFI of 22 October 2012 and ID […],[…] and […], Annex Q.7(b) to this reply.


1291 ID […], EXSYM submission of 11 February 2013.

1292 ID […], EXSYM/Showa comments on Mitsubishi reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID […], Mitsubishi reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.

1293 Only for a few months at the beginning of the period, from […], none of the directors nominated by Showa held a simultaneous position in Showa. For some periods, even […] of the directors nominated by Showa occupied managerial positions at Showa […]. The directors nominated by Showa who were also members of Showa's BoD were: [company representative G2] […] and [company representative] […]. The directors nominated by Mitsubishi who were also members of Mitsubishi's BoD were: [company representative] […]. See ID […], EXSYM reply to RFI of 20 October 2009; ID […], Showa/EXSYM reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID […], Showa/EXSYM reply to RFI of 11 February 2013; ID […], Mitsubishi reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; and ID […], Mitsubishi reply to RFI of 4 February 2013.
managing positions, that were seconded to EXSYM. These powers included [...]. The vast majority of the managers that had been appointed by EXSYM’s BoD and previously held management positions with Showa or Mitsubishi were (at least during certain periods) seconded from Showa or Mitsubishi. Among these seconded managers, at least [company representative G1] and [company representative H1] were also involved in the cartel contacts during this period (See Section 3).

(c) The number of managers and directors who were either seconded from (and thereby formally employed by) and/or were simultaneously holding managerial positions in the parent companies (see footnotes 1293 and 1295) necessarily placed the parent companies in a position where they could influence EXSYM's market conduct, since it enabled them to check whether EXSYM's course of action on the market was consistent with the parent companies' aim and strategy for it.

(890) Showa and Mitsubishi were also exercising a significant influence on EXSYM through the strong economic links that existed between them:

(a) Between Showa and Mitsubishi on the one hand and EXSYM on the other, there existed a mutual customer-supplier relationship. As Mitsubishi and Showa had retained the sales of power cables to certain domestic (Japanese) companies, [...]. During the entire infringement period EXSYM [...]. Moreover, EXSYM purchased most of [...] from its parent companies, including [...].

(b) In addition, from the financial point of view, Mitsubishi and Showa held a significant influence over EXSYM, either by [...], by [...]. Furthermore, when EXSYM acted as a subcontractor for overseas projects, EXSYM’s parent companies were exercising a significant influence over the pricing decisions of EXSYM.

---

1294 Article 30 of the 2002 JVA, ID [...], EXSYM submission of 11 February 2013 and Article 10 of the 2005 JVA, ID [...], EXSYM/Showa submission of 11 February 2013. See further: ID [...] and ID [...], EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID [...] and ID [...], Mitsubishi reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; and ID [...], Mitsubishi reply to RFI of 4 February 2013.

1295 At least [...] out of the [...] managers reported that were appointed by EXSYM's BoD and originating from Showa were at some point during this period employees seconded from Showa, ID [...]. EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012. At least [...] out of the [...] managers reported that were appointed by EXSYM's BoD and originating from Mitsubishi were at some point during this period employees seconded from Mitsubishi, ID [...]. Mitsubishi reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.

1296 [company representative G1] was seconded from Showa between [...] and [...] (when [...] became a permanent employee of EXSYM). [company representative H1] was seconded from Mitsubishi between [...] until [...] (when [...] became a permanent employee of EXSYM).


1298 Article 27 of the 2002 JVA, [...], EXSYM submission of 11 February 2013 and Article 9 of the 2005 JVA, [...], EXSYM/Showa submission of 11 February 2013; ID [...] and ID [...], EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID [...] and ID [...], Mitsubishi reply to RFI of 20 October 2009.

1299 ID [...], Mitsubishi reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.

1300 Article 28 of the 2002 JVA, ID [...], EXSYM submission of 11 February 2013; ID [...] and ID [...], EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID [...] and ID [...], Mitsubishi reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.
companies were often required to offer joint and several written performance guarantees, which had to be agreed by the BoD of each parent company.  

(891) Finally, as regards the other claims raised by Mitsubishi (see Recital (882) items (i), (iii), and (vii), these must be rejected. First, for the purpose of establishing parental liability, the relevant test is not that of "connected undertaking" but that of "exercise of decisive influence". Second, the consolidation of accounts merely based on the level of shareholding held by a parent company in a subsidiary, is not considered as a valid criterion to exclude that a different company is also exercising decisive influence on a subsidiary. Last, it should be noted that the lack of involvement of the parent companies in the day to day operation of the business of their subsidiary is not a relevant criterion.  

(892) From all of the above, it can be concluded that the parent companies jointly exercised decisive influence over EXSYM during its whole infringement period and that the claims made by the parent companies are contradicted by the above facts. The parties' claims that the parent companies lacked knowledge of the cartel are, for the reasons explained in Recitals (889) to (890), not convincing. Even if they were to be accepted, they are in any case not relevant for determining the existence of exercise of (joint) decisive influence. The same applies to the claims that the parties did not interfere in EXSYM's day-to-day operations or the independence of the management, which are partly rejected in view of the evidence described in Recitals (886) to (890) and in any case not relevant. Despite the changes introduced by the 2005 JVA as a result of the change in the ownership ratio, both parent companies continued to jointly exercise decisive influence over EXSYM.  

---

1301 ID […], EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID […] ID […] (Appendix 15(b)) and ID […] (Appendix 15(c)), Mitsubishi reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID […], EXSYM/Showa submission of 29 January 2013.  
1302 Claims (ii), (iv), (v) and (vi) have been respectively dealt with in Recitals (885), (889) and (886)-(887).  
1303 The concept of "connected undertaking", defined in Point 12(2) of the Commission's Notice on agreements of minor importance, relies upon three basic principles related to the powers of the parent company, namely: "(i) power to exercise more than half of the voting rights, or (ii) power to appoint more than half the members of the supervisory board, board of management or bodies legally representing the undertaking, or (iii) right to manage the undertaking's affairs." The possibility of exercising decisive influence, however, also exists in situations in which none of the above three principles is met, for example in joint ventures in which a minority shareholder has powers that go beyond those necessary for the protection of its financial interest and extend to decisions affecting strategic business decisions. See in this respect the Commission Consolidated Jurisdictional Notice under Council Regulation (EC) No 139/2004 on the control of concentrations between undertakings, paragraphs 62 to 73.  
1304 ID […], Mitsubishi reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID […], EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.  
1305 See for example Case C-179/12 P The Dow Chemical Company v Commission [2013] not yet reported, paragraph 64; Case T-376/06 Legris Industries SA v Commission [2011] ECR II-00061, paragraph 53.  
1306 Case T-77/08 The Dow Chemical Company v Commission [2012] not yet reported, paragraph 106.  
1307 Ibid, paragraphs 95 and 107.  
1308 The General Court has previously accepted that two out of the three parents holding asymmetrical shareholdings in a joint venture (30%, 50% and 20%) did exercise decisive influence on the joint venture (Case T-132/07 Fuji Electric Co. Ltd v Commission [2011] ECR II-04091, paragraphs 176 - 203).
-Other claims raised by Mitsubishi and Showa

(893) Mitsubishi's claims regarding EXSYM and Showa's cooperation during the administrative procedure and EXSYM's reluctance to provide information on the investigation (Recital (882)) cannot change the above conclusion concerning Mitsubishi's joint exercise of decisive influence.

(894) Firstly, the relevant test is not whether the parent is a "connected undertaking", a concept that serves a different purpose, but whether it did exercise decisive influence on the subsidiary. The above evidence shows that this was the case.

(895) Secondly, the refusal to provide information to one of the parent companies on legal or administrative matters relating to on-going investigations does not in itself show lack of exercise of decisive influence over EXSYM. Neither is the qualification or perception of Mitsubishi as a minority shareholder of relevance for the liability issue as long as it has been shown that such shareholder exercised (jointly) a decisive influence.

(896) As regards the alleged consolidation of accounts, it is merely based on accountancy principles and the level of shareholding held by Showa (60%) in EXSYM, but it is not a criterion to conclude on whether or not a company is exercising decisive influence on another company.

(897) Lastly, as stated above (See Recital (700)), case-law has confirmed that a parent company that has the ability to exercise decisive influence over a subsidiary and is aware of the infringement committed by such subsidiary, can be held liable for the acts of the subsidiary if it did not bring the infringement to an end. In view of the above, and notably of the prior involvement of Showa and Mitsubishi in the cartel, the simultaneous positions held by some of their employees in EXSYM, and the reporting obligations and interdependence between them and EXSYM, it can be concluded that Showa and Mitsubishi were or should have been aware of the continuation of the infringement by EXSYM and, since they did not bring it to an end despite having the means to do so, they can be held liable for EXSYM's conduct.

Conclusion

(898) From the considerations expressed in Recitals (885) to (897), it is concluded that Showa and Mitsubishi jointly exercised decisive influence over EXSYM as of the start of its business activities until at least 28 January 2009. Therefore, EXSYM Corporation, SWCC SHOWA HOLDINGS CO., LTD. and Mitsubishi Cable Industries, Ltd. are held jointly and severally liable for EXSYM Corporation's participation in the infringement from 1 July 2002 until 28 January 2009.

---

1309 The concept of "connected undertaking" is defined in Point 12 (2) of the Commission's Notice on agreements of minor importance, and relies upon three basic principles related to the powers of the parent company. The possibility of exercising decisive influence, however, also exists in situations in which none of the above three principles is met.

1310 ID [...] Mitsubishi reply to RFI of 22 October 2012; ID [...], EXSYM/Showa reply to RFI of 22 October 2012.

5.2.13. nkt

The evidence in this Decision shows that employees of nkt cables GmbH (formerly […] ) participated directly in the infringement from 3 July 2002 to 17 February 2006. nkt cables GmbH should therefore be held liable for its participation in the infringement.

During the entire period of the infringement, nkt cables GmbH was indirectly wholly-owned by NKT Holding A/S. In line with the case-law referred to in Recital (697), the Commission presumes the exercise of decisive influence by NKT Holding A/S over the conduct on the market of nkt cables GmbH.

NKT Holding A/S has claimed that it does not engage in economic activity and in addition that it did not exercise decisive influence over nkt cables GmbH. First, NKT Holding A/S points at the different tasks NKT Holding A/S exercises compared to the activities of the other NKT companies. Second, NKT Holding A/S points at the strong decentralised structure in place between nkt cables GmbH and NKT Holding A/S. Third, NKT Holding A/S states that […] .

The Commission considers that NKT Holding A/S has failed to rebut the presumption that it is liable for the infringements committed by nkt cables GmbH because of the following reasons:

(a) As a holding company it is logical that NKT Holding A/S’ tasks are different from the NKT group companies. The Court has established that a holding company is a company which seeks to regroup shareholdings in various companies and whose function it is to ensure that they are run as one. NKT Holding A/S has not substantiated its claims that nkt cables GmbH acted fully autonomously on the market. NKT Holding A/S has merely enumerated a few factors without any corroboration thereof. At the same time NKT Holding A/S admits that there exist certain ties between NKT Holding A/S and nkt cables GmbH, concerning [...].

(c) NKT Holding A/S’ claim is contradicted by nkt cables GmbH’s earlier reply to a request for information in which it indicated that the management of NKT Holding A/S approves the annual budget of nkt cables GmbH. According to nkt cables GmbH: "[...]."

(d) NKT Holding A/S’ claim is furthermore contradicted by the statements made in its annual reports. The annual report of 2004 reads: "As the owner of the NKT Group’s operating companies, NKT Holding A/S ensures that the individual business units are operated and developed according to principles that maximise long-term value for our shareholders. The active form of ownership that characterises NKT is exercised through close interaction between the NKT Group Management and the individual managements of the

1312 ID [...], NKT Holding reply to SO of 3 November 2011.
1315 ID [...], NKT Holding A/S reply to SO of 3 November 2011.
1316 ID [...], NKT Holding A/S reply to SO of 3 November 2011.
1317 ID [...], nkt of 4 November 2009 to RFI of 20 October 2009.
Group’s subsidiaries, and through the professional competences made available to the Group’s companies by NKT Holding.\(^{1318}\) The annual report of 2005 adds: "NKT Holding actively supports the Group companies in their efforts: › to combine technological and market potentials › to establish partnerships with other players › to adapt readily to change › to effectively protect and expand their commercial interests › to position themselves as competitive players" and "NKT Holding also provides a range of external services on behalf of all Group companies, particularly in relation to shareholders and investors. In 2005, the staff of NKT Holding played a part in effecting the acquisitions and divestments undertaken by the Group companies. They also assisted in property transactions inside and outside Denmark, IPR planning and management, employment and contractual issues, insurance, tax, cash management and hedging of currency risks. In addition to the Group management, NKT Holding consists of 11 professionals and ancillary administrative personnel."\(^{1319}\)

(903) The Commission therefore holds NKT Holding A/S, together with nkt cables GmbH, jointly and severally liable for the infringement described in this Decision for the period from 3 July 2002 to 17 February 2006.

(904) Accordingly, this Decision is addressed to nkt cables GmbH and NKT Holding A/S.

5.2.14. LS Cable

(905) As described in Section 3, LS Cable participated directly in the infringement from 15 November 2002 to 26 August 2005. In view of this, the Commission holds LS Cable liable for its direct participation in the infringement.

(906) Accordingly, this Decision is addressed to LS Cable & System Ltd.

5.2.15. Taihan

(907) As described in Section 3, Taihan participated directly in the infringement from 15 November 2002 to 26 August 2005. In view of this, the Commission holds Taihan liable for its direct participation in the infringement.

(908) Accordingly, this Decision is addressed to Taihan Electric Wire Co., Ltd.

6. DURATION OF THE INFRINGEMENT

6.1. Starting date for each undertaking

(909) In establishing the starting date of each addressee’s participation in the infringement, the Commission has taken the specific features of the cartel into account, in particular the participation in meetings and prior contacts of the addressees. For most of the addressees the starting date of their participation coincides with the date they first attended a cartel meeting. Moreover, as set out in Section 3, for almost all parties there is evidence that they were involved in activities related to the cartel prior to their starting date. Regarding parent companies, the starting date is the date that they became jointly and severally liable with their subsidiary/joint venture, as set

\(^{1318}\) ID […] , nkt reply to RFI of 20 October 2009.

\(^{1319}\) ID […] , nkt reply to RFI of 20 October 2009.
out in Section 5. Regarding joint ventures, the starting date is the date on which operations were assigned to them by their respective parent companies.

18 February 1999 is held as the starting date for Prysmian, Furukawa, Fujikura, Hitachi and Sumitomo, who all attended the A/R meeting on that date. The parent companies of Prysmian bear parental liability as follows: Pirelli & C. S.p.A. from 18 February 1999 until 28 July 2005, and both Prysmian S.p.A. and The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. as of 29 July 2005.

ABB participated in the cartel arrangements from 1 April 2000. […] either on or shortly after this day [company representative I4] (ABB) discussed up-coming projects with [company representative X] (Nexans) in Copenhagen (See Recital (149)). ABB Ltd bears parental liability for ABB’s conduct also from 1 April 2000.


Mitsubishi and Showa participated in the cartel arrangements from at least 5 September 2001 (see Recitals (577)-(583)).

JPS and VISCAS participated in the cartel arrangements as of 1 October 2001, the day on which operations were assigned to them by their respective parent companies Hitachi, Sumitomo, Furukawa and Fujikura, who bear parental liability for the conduct of JPS and VISCAS also from 1 October 2001.

VISCAS has argued that the Commission violates the principle of equal treatment by taking 1 October 2001 as the starting date, instead of 12 November 2001, the day on which its representatives first attended a meeting. According to VISCAS, the general approach of the Commission is to take the date on which an undertaking attended its first meeting with competitors. 1320

In that regard, it should be reminded that the principle of equal treatment is breached only where comparable situations are treated differently or different situations are treated in the same way, unless such treatment is objectively justified. 1321

As explained in Section 5, the Japanese producers Furukawa and Fujikura continued their participation in the cartel, which started on 18 February 1999, through their joint venture VISCAS. VISCAS is therefore not in the same position as certain other undertakings addressed by this Decision, and there is no infringement of the principle of equal treatment. The meeting on 12 November 2001 was attended by [company representative F3] on behalf of VISCAS. [company representative F3] had earlier attended a cartel meeting on 5 September 2001 on behalf of VISCAS’ future joint venture parent company Fujikura (see Recital (181)). VISCAS took over the power cable activities of its shareholders Fujikura and Furukawa. It can be considered that it had the same knowledge as those shareholders in relation to the allocation of power cable projects. 1322

1320 ID […], VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011.
Safran, previously Sagem, participated in the cartel arrangements from 12 November 2001. On this day [company representative L2] and [company representative L1] attended a meeting with [company representative C2] (JPS) and [company representative F3] (VISCAS) (see Recital (185)). Silec Cable, SAS, as economic successor of Safran, bears liability for its own participation in the infringement from 30 November 2005. The parent companies of Silec Cable, SAS bear parental liability for Silec Cable, SAS' conduct as follows: Safran from 30 November 2005 until 21 December 2005, and General Cable from 22 December 2005.

Safran, on behalf of Sagem/Safran, [...] denies the anti-competitive character thereof [the meeting on 12 November 2001]. [...] At the meeting, Sagem [...] merely acknowledged that the Japanese producers were dominant in [Japanese home territory]. The detailed contemporaneous notes that exist from the meeting on 12 November 2001 show that the discussion did concern anti-competitive arrangements. Notably, the notes mention Sagem’s agreement with the allocation of several projects in the export territories and their absence of intention to reduce the prices (Recital (185)). Safran has not demonstrated that Sagem had indicated to JPS and VISCAS that it was participating in the meeting in a spirit that was different from theirs. In fact, the impression that Sagem had given was positive, as it was reported at the A/R meeting one day later that while Sagem was "difficult", "talks" with Sagem were possible (Recital (186)).

From the evidence presented in Section 3 [...]. Sagem's positive stance towards the cartel also flows from the steps Sagem undertook after the meeting on 12 November 2001. Even though Sagem claims that there is insufficient evidence to prove its participation in the R meeting of 14 December 2001, contemporaneous evidence establishes that Sagem did participate in a meeting in Divonne at some point before 18 February 2002 (Recital (197)). At the A/R meeting on 30 January 2002, Nexans and Pirelli informed the other participants that "Brugg and Sagem [were] invited in the meeting" and "will continue" (Recital (206)). The notes from the A/R meeting on 5 April 2002, report a "gradually growing cooperative atmosphere with Brugg, Sagem and [...]" (Recital (212)). Sagem was also involved in the discussions concerning the allocation scheme for [non-EEA territory] that took place in January 2002 (Recital (210)). In September 2002, [company representative A1] (Nexans) reported with regard to Sagem: "we have now on regular basis contacts with NK, SIL, BC" (Recital (218)) While Sagem could not attend the R meeting held in September 2002, it was quick to assure its fellow participants that its absence was not a "diplomatic unavailability" (Recital (222)). All these elements point at the involvement of Sagem in the anti-competitive agreements.

Brugg participated in the cartel arrangements from 14 December 2001. On this day [company representative J2] (Brugg) attended an R meeting in Divonne (see Recital (197)). Kabelwerke Brugg AG Holding bears parental liability for Brugg's conduct also from 14 December 2001. Brugg disputes this starting date as it claims that the meeting of 14 December 2001 had no anti-competitive character and Brugg refused to cooperate on that day.

1323 ID [...], Safran reply to SO of 3 October 2011.
1324 ID [...], Safran reply to SO of 3 October 2011.
1325 ID [...].
1326 ID [...], Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
[922] [...]. While the purpose of the meeting on 14 December 2001 may well have been to convince Brugg to join the cartel, this does not diminish its anti-competitive character. Nexans and Prysmian had announced at the A/R meeting on 13 November 2001 that they would organise regular R meetings, and they fulfilled their promise through the meeting of 14 December 2001 (Recital (188)). The European cartel participants allocated projects in the EEA and the export territories at the R meetings (see, for instance, Recital (315)). There is no evidence that Brugg announced at that meeting that it would not participate in the arrangement. In fact, there is evidence that Nexans and Prysmian succeeded in their attempts as, Nexans and Pirelli informed the other participants that "Brugg and Sagem [were] invited in the meeting" and "will continue" at the A/R meeting of 30 January 2002 (Recital (206)). At the A/R meeting on 5 April 2002, the notes report a "gradually growing cooperative atmosphere with Brugg, Sagem and [...]" (Recital (212)). Subsequently, in April 2002, Brugg planned to organise an R meeting itself. Although this meeting was cancelled, a second meeting organised by Brugg took place on 3 July 2002 (Recital (217)). It is highly unlikely that Brugg would plan to organise a cartel meeting in April 2002 when it was not yet a member of the cartel.

[923] EXSYM participated in the cartel arrangements from 1 July 2002, the day on which operations were assigned to it by its parent companies Showa and Mitsubishi. EXSYM's parent companies Showa and Mitsubishi bear parental liability for EXSYM's conduct also from 1 July 2002.

[924] EXSYM argues that its starting date should be 3 September 2002; the day on which JPS confirmed that EXSYM was joining the club (see Recital (219)). There are however several indications that EXSYM had already participated in the cartel arrangements prior to that event. [company representative G1] and [company representative H1], who participated on behalf of EXSYM in the cartel, had been previous participants in the cartel as employees of respectively Showa and Mitsubishi. EXSYM took over the power cable activities of its shareholders Showa and Mitsubishi. It can therefore be considered that it had the same knowledge as those shareholders in relation to the allocation of power cable projects. Prior to the formation of EXSYM, the company was already expressly welcomed to attend the cartel meetings (Recital (186)). Such invitations continued upon the formation of EXSYM (Recitals (212), (215) and (218)). Even though EXSYM did not physically join the meetings, there was no doubt about the conduct that was expected from EXSYM on the market.

[925] NKT participated in the cartel arrangements from 3 July 2002 when representatives of NKT attended a meeting at Château de Habsbourg with Nexans, Pirelli and Brugg (see Recital (217)). NKT Holding A/S bears parental liability for NKT's conduct also from 3 July 2002.

[926] LS and Taihan participated in the cartel arrangements as of 15 November 2002 when the companies attended the A/K/R meeting in Tokyo. As indicated in Recital (485), the fact that LS and Taihan may not have fully abided by the outcome of the anti-competitive meeting they attended, does not relieve them of their full responsibility.

---

1327 [...] 
Neither of them has attributed any evidence which shows that they were opposed to the outcome of the meeting. Moreover, prior to attending the meeting on 15 November 2002, both companies were already involved in the allocation of projects in the export territories (see, Recitals (157), (159), (169) and (223)) and attended anti-competitive meetings on 7 September 2001 (Taihan) and 29 January 2002 (see, Recitals (184) and (204)).

6.2. **End date for each undertaking**

(927) In establishing the end dates of each addressee’s participation in the infringement, the Commission has taken the specific features of the cartel into account, in particular as concerns the participation in meetings and bilateral contacts of the addressees and the absence of any proof or evidence capable of being interpreted as a declared intention from the parties to distance themselves from the object of the agreement.

(928) Regarding parent companies, the duration taken into account is the period during which the parent exercised decisive influence over the subsidiary while the subsidiary was directly participating in the infringement. As established in Section 5, the joint venture parent companies Furukawa and Fujikura, Sumitomo and Hitachi Metals, Ltd., and Showa and Mitsubishi should be held to be jointly and severally liable for the involvement of their respective joint ventures in the infringement. Their end date therefore matches the end date of the joint venture.

(929) Regarding Taihan the end date of participation in the infringement has been set at 26 August 2005. The last piece of evidence which stems directly from Taihan is dated 1 July 2004. However, there is evidence that Taihan was still regarded as a member to the arrangements on 26 August 2005 (Recital (357)-(358)), as on that date [company representative A1] (Nexans) explicitly confirmed that Taihan was still regarded as part of the A side of the cartel. [company representative A1] had made a similar remark on 24 June 2005 (See Recital (353)).

(930) The fact that there is no evidence stemming from Taihan for the period between 1 July 2004 and 26 August 2005 can be explained by the specific characteristics of the cartel and Taihan’s participation therein. […] its role in the cartel was limited to a few meetings and contacts. From the start of Taihan’s participation, it was clear that the cartel operated through coordinators or contact points on each side. In practice, Taihan also communicated through the Japanese contact points (see, Recitals (229), (240), (243), (263), (302) and (358)). Furthermore, the nature of the home territory agreement did not require regular contact between Taihan and the other participants as it imposed a negative obligation on Taihan to stay out of the EEA market. In practice, as seen from the evidence in Section 3, Taihan was only involved in communications when there were alleged infringements of the home territory principle or when it concerned the occasional allocation of projects in the export territories. Taihan’s lack of contact between 1 July 2004 and 24 August 2005 therefore did not have to indicate to the other participants that Taihan had withdrawn from the cartel. In addition, Taihan has not adduced any proof or evidence that indicates that it distanced itself from the agreements.

1330 ID […].
Regarding LS Cable the end date of participation in the infringement has been set at 26 August 2005. The last piece of evidence which stems directly from LS Cable is dated 1 July 2005 (Recital (352)). However, LS Cable was still regarded as a member to the arrangements until 26 August 2005, as on that date [company representative A1] (Nexans) explicitly confirmed this to [company representative H1] (EXSYM) and [company representative B2] (Prysmian) (Recitals (357)-(358)). LS Cable has not adduced any proof or evidence that indicates that it distanced itself from the agreements.

From the start of LS Cable’s participation, it was clear that the cartel operated through coordinators or contacts points on each side. […], its role in the cartel was limited to a few meetings and contacts. In practice, there is evidence for LS Cable’s regular participation, either directly or via the coordinator, between 15 November 2002 and 26 August 2005 (see notably Recitals (227), (244), (263), (268), (279), (320), (331), (343) and (358)).

There is some evidence that LS Cable continued to be regarded as a party to the cartel arrangements after 26 August 2005, as on 5 September 2007 LS Cable is mentioned with regard to the allocation of a project in the export territories (Recital (431)). However, there is no convincing evidence of LS Cable’s involvement between 26 August 2005 and 7 September 2007. In view of the characteristics of the cartel and LS Cable’s previous involvement therein (see also Recitals (930)-(932)), the period between these dates is too long to conclude that LS Cable continued its participation.

Regarding Safran, the end date of participation in the infringement has been set at 29 November 2005, when the power cable business unit was transferred to the subsidiary Silec Cable, SAS.

For nkt the end date of participation in the infringement has been set at 17 February 2006 as there is no evidence on the file that nkt continued its involvement in the cartel beyond that date. The parental liability of NKT Holding A/S for nkt's conduct ends also on 17 February 2006.

In so far as nkt aims to claim that it ceased its participation in the cartel between 10 February and 10 December 2004, it has adduced no evidence to that effect.

nkt’s alleged interruption should be examined in the context of the functioning of the cartel and the specific method of nkt’s participation therein. nkt indeed did not attend two and possibly three R meetings during this period, but from the overview provided in Section 3 and Annex I it is clear that it was not uncommon for cartel participants to miss certain meetings. […] its role in the cartel was one of sporadic attendance at meetings and limited contacts. In years before and after 2004, there are several similar periods where evidence of nkt’s active participation remained limited. Its absence from two or three cartel meetings therefore does not mean that

1331 ID […], LS Cable reply to SO.
1333 Case T-18/05 IMI plc, IMI Kynoch Ltd and Yorkshire Copper Tube v Commission [2010] ECR II-01769, paragraph 89.
1334 ID […], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011.
nkt distanced itself formally from the cartel in the sense of the case law.\textsuperscript{1335} nkt also fails to supply any evidence that it notified the other cartel participants of its withdrawal. The fact that a disagreement at the meeting on 10 February 2004 may have caused nkt’s representative to walk out of the meeting is not uncommon in light of the functioning of the cartel. Section 3 lists several examples of arguments among the parties. Moreover, in Section 3 evidence is provided that nkt kept in contact with the other parties during this period (see Recitals (297), (303) and (307)). The email that nkt’s representative sent to [company representative A1] (Nexans) (Recital (303)) cannot be indicative of distancing as the representative indicates that the parties will meet each other at an industry meeting in the near future.\textsuperscript{1336} Finally, in its reply to the Commission’s request for information dated 31 March 2010, nkt failed to provide information regarding this alleged break, […]\textsuperscript{1337}

Regarding Brugg and Silec, the end date of participation in the infringement has been set at 16 November 2006. There is no evidence on the file that Brugg and Silec Cable, SAS continued their involvement in the cartel beyond that date. The parental liability of Kabelwerke Brugg AG Holding and General Cable for the respective conducts of Brugg and Silec ends also on 16 November 2006.

General Cable has pointed to the fact that it announced its Code of Ethics and Compliance guidelines immediately upon the acquisition of ownership of Silec. It claims that the staff of Silec promptly followed these policies and thus participation in the infringement ceased.\textsuperscript{1338}

While the Commission welcomes measures taken by undertakings to avoid cartel infringements in the future, such measures cannot change the reality of the infringement. The specific characteristics of the cartel at issue, and the role that Sagem/Silec played therein, do not support the conclusion that Silec had withdrawn from the cartel upon its acquisition by General Cable.\textsuperscript{1339} The fact that Silec did not attend the R meeting on 17 February 2006 cannot be adduced as proof or evidence that indicates that Silec distanced itself from the agreements. As is seen in Section 3, it was not uncommon for participants to miss some of the R meetings. The notes of that R meeting mention that Silec is "excused" (Recital (392)). While the notes are quite detailed and mention the fact that Brugg has a new organisation, nothing is recorded with regard to an alleged withdrawal of Silec. Similarly, at the A/R meeting on 13 January 2006, the notes fail to mention anything with regard to Silec, even though information about other manufacturers is given (Recital (374)). Further, the evidence shows that the other cartel participants continued to see Silec as a fellow cartelist and that Silec also behaved as such. The fact that [company representative L2] (Silec), forwards a list of projects Silec would like to have allocated to it on 21 December 2005 (Recital (371)), does not appear to be a "clean break from the alleged cartel" as is claimed by General Cable.\textsuperscript{1340} Also the references to [company representative L2] (Silec) in later contacts (Recitals (411) and (414)) provide an indication of continued involvement, especially as it is clear that [company

\textsuperscript{1335} See, for instance, Case T-83/08 Denki Kagaku Kogyo and Denka Chemicals v Commission [2012] not yet reported, paragraphs 52-53 and 64.
\textsuperscript{1336} ID […], Nexans inspection.
\textsuperscript{1337} ID […], nkt reply of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.
\textsuperscript{1338} ID […], General Cable reply to SO of 28 October 2011.
\textsuperscript{1339} Case T-382/06 Tomkins plc v Commission [2011] ECR II-1157, paragraphs 49-53.
\textsuperscript{1340} ID […], General Cable reply to SO of 17 June 2013.
representative A1] (Nexans) and [company representative L2] "always communicate verbally" (Recital (364)). General Cable has adduced no evidence demonstrating that Silec withdrew itself from the arrangements. It is clear that Silec’s employees did not comply with the compliance guidelines that General Cable had imposed upon the acquisition. Even though Silec’s employees were involved in an infringement prior to the acquisition by General Cable in clear violation of the compliance guidelines they failed to inform General Cable thereof.¹³⁴¹

(941) Moreover, while General Cable describes the email of 16 November 2006 by [company representative L2] to [company representative J1] (Brugg) as an indication of Silec’s "change of posture, evasive behaviour and lack of cooperation";¹³⁴² the literal text of the email reveals quite the opposite (Recital (411)). [company representative J1] asks for instructions and threatens that Brugg will quote to its "convenience" if such instructions are not received the same day. In his reply, [company representative L2] refers to an agreement reached in a telephone conversation with [company representative J1] that such instructions will follow in a few days' time. [company representative L2] has put [company representative A1] (Nexans) in copy which is consistent with the role of [company representative A1] as coordinator or contact window. In fact, the email points to attempts by [company representative L2] to cover up their illegal contacts by using telephone calls instead of explicit emails to pursue their arrangements.

(942) Regarding JPS, the end date of participation in the infringement has been set at 10 April 2008, the date on which [company representative C1] and [company representative D4] (JPS) requested [company representative A2] and [company representative A1], the European secretary to the cartel (Nexans), to cease contacting JPS because of compliance reasons (see Recital (438)) and there is no evidence on the file that JPS continued its involvement in the cartel beyond that date. The end date for Sumitomo’s and Hitachi’s own participation in the cartel is set at 30 September 2001 when they continued their participation through their joint venture JPS, while the end date of their parental liability for the conduct of JPS is set at 10 April 2008.

(943) JPS has given differing accounts concerning the definitive end date of its participation in the cartel. JPS has argued that […].¹³⁴³ Ad hoc contacts continued however and in October 2005, JPS attended the meeting in the Mitsui Guest House (see Recital (369)). In October 2006, at the Baveno A/R meeting (see Recital (410)), JPS claims to have informed the other participants that it would not participate in any further meetings […].¹³⁴⁴ […] at a meeting with Nexans in 2007, JPS would then have made clear that […].¹³⁴⁵ […], JPS claims that this meeting took place on 10 April 2008 (see Recital (438)).¹³⁴⁶ […].¹³⁴⁷

¹³⁴¹ ID […], General Cable reply to SO of 28 October 2011 and ID […], ID […], annexes to the reply: [company representative L2] and [company representative L1] only signed their agreement with the compliance guidelines on 22 June 2006.
¹³⁴² ID […], General Cable reply to SO of 28 October 2011.
¹³⁴³ […]
¹³⁴⁴ […]
¹³⁴⁵ […]
¹³⁴⁶ […]
¹³⁴⁷ ID […], […].
The available evidence, as presented in Section 3, demonstrates that JPS continued to participate in meetings and other contacts concerning the cartel until 10 April 2008 (see, for instance Recitals (355), (374), (380), (386), (396), (423) and (431)). According to JPS, those contacts did not concern the home territory arrangement or they relate only to ad hoc contacts concerning the allocation of projects in the export territories.\(^{1348}\) It is clear however that JPS, through its continued participation in meetings and contacts until 10 April 2008 did not relieve itself of its liability through a complete and open dissociation from the whole cartel as required by the case law.\(^{1349}\) While the contacts between some of the parties may have taken a different shape from Mid-2004 onwards, there is no evidence that JPS expressed a genuine will to dissociate itself from the cartel. Any change in its actions would appear to stem from an increase in measures to hide the most dangerous aspects of the cartel from discovery by the antitrust authorities. The fact that, according to JPS, the 2007 evidence relates to allocation of projects in the export territories is not sufficient to conclude that it had withdrawn from the cartel. By its nature, the home territory arrangement did not require continuous contacts and JPS has not pointed to any evidence that it communicated its withdrawal from this part of the single and continuous arrangement. Moreover, while JPS claims that it attempted to obtain projects in the EEA in 2007, it is clear that the other participants still assumed that JPS would respect the home territories agreement as can be seen from Recital (437)).

Regarding ABB, the end date of participation in the infringement has been set at 17 October 2008, the date on which ABB applied for immunity from fines under the Leniency Notice. The parental liability of ABB Ltd on the conduct of ABB ends also on 17 October 2008.

28 January 2009 has been set as end date of participation in the infringement for Nexans and Prysmian, as the effects of previous collusive behaviour continued until at least the day of the inspections by the Commission (see Recital (445)). The parental liabilities for the conduct of these companies borne by Nexans SA, Prysmian S.p.A. and The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. end on the same date.

For the same reasons, 28 January 2009 has also been set as the end date of participation in the infringement for EXSYM and VISCAS (see Recital (445)). The end date for EXSYM's parent companies Showa and Mitsubishi for their own participation in the cartel is set at 30 June 2002 when they continued their participation through their joint venture EXSYM, while the end date of their parental liability is set at 28 January 2009. The end date for VISCAS's parent companies Furukawa and Fujikura for their own participation in the cartel is set at 30 September 2001 when they continued their participation through their joint venture VISCAS, while the end date of their parental liability is set at 28 January 2009.

\[^{1348}\text{ID [...]}.\]
\[^{1349}\text{See, for instance, Case T-83/08 Denki Kagaku Kogyo and Denka Chemicals v Commission [2012] not yet reported, paragraphs 52-53 and 64.}\]
\[^{1350}\text{ID [...]}.\text{VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011; ID [...]}.\text{EXSYM reply to SO of 30 September 2011.}\]
conclusive evidence which would indicate that they publicly distanced themselves from the cartel. On the contrary, there is evidence that VISCAS and EXSYM continued to give the other participants the impression that they remained members of the cartel for its full duration (see, notably Recitals (349), (353), (374), (394), (401), (410), (428), (434), (438) and (445)).

The explanations that VISCAS provides for this evidence are far less plausible than the explanation that VISCAS continued its participation in a more covert manner due to its fear of antitrust investigation. VISCAS’s claim is even contradicted by the witness statement delivered by [company representative EF1] (VISCAS), who stated that he "advised VISCAS' competitors that VISCAS would not even meet with them any longer" only on 9 April 2008.1351

Alternatively, VISCAS claims that the end date should be the date of 9 April 2008, the date of the last anti-competitive meeting in which it participated or 9 June 2008 the date of the last anti-competitive email sent by VISCAS.1352 The specific characteristics of the cartel imply that VISCAS’ lack of communications between 9 June 2008 and 28 January 2009 (the date of the inspections) did not mean that it had withdrawn from the cartel. First, as indicated before, the home territory principle did not require frequent communications. Second, the bilateral and multilateral contacts concerning projects in the export territories took place at irregular intervals when there was a need to allocate the projects. It is clear that up until the end of the infringement the parties adhered to the allocations made at the Tokyo meeting in June 2007 (Recital (423)). Third, it was not VISCAS, but EXSYM who acted as main coordinator on the A side for the allocation of these projects (Recital (423)). Therefore, it is logical that there is less direct evidence about VISCAS. Finally, from the evidence it is clear that VISCAS limited its direct participation in the later years and relied on EXSYM as coordinator out of fear of an anti-trust investigation (Recital (427)).

EXSYM did not adduce any evidence to substantiate this position.

By establishing VISCAS and EXSYM’s end date on 28 January 2009, the Commission does not discriminate vis-à-vis other suppliers for whom the date of the "last definitive piece of evidence on the file" is used.1353 In accordance with the case-law of the General Court, a distinction should be made between the different undertakings on the basis of the amount of time which has lapsed between the last evidence of anti-competitive contact or activity and the date on which the cartel is found to have ceased.1354 It is only when this period is "sufficiently long" that the Commission cannot presume the participation of an undertaking from its absence of public distancing from the cartel.

In this respect, the Commission observes, on the one hand, that the period between the last definitive piece of evidence on file for certain other suppliers and the end of the cartel ranges from 16 months for LS Cable, up to 35 months for nkt, allowing it to conclude that the later undertakings had withdrawn from the cartel. On the other

---

1351 ID […], Attachment C to VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011.
1352 ID […], VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011. Fujikura makes a similar argument, ID […], Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
1353 JPS has made a similar argument, ID […], […].
hand, as described in Section 3 of the present decision and contrary to what is claimed by Fujikura, there is evidence that on 9 June 2008 VISCAS was still involved in the collusion (see Recital (440)) which was being implemented until at least 9 December 2008 (see Recital (445)). Given the duration of the cartel, the (reduced) frequency of contacts between participants during the last years of the cartel and their particularly cautious attitude towards potentially incriminating evidence, the Commission considers that the period between the last piece of incriminating evidence against VISCAS and EXSYM and the date on which the cartel is found to have ceased cannot be qualified as "sufficiently long" within the meaning of the General Court's case-law.

(954) Consequently, in the absence of any proof or evidence capable of being interpreted as a declared intention of VISCAS and EXSYM to distance themselves from the object of the agreement, the Commission is entitled to conclude that there is adequate evidence that their participation in the cartel continued until the date on which it carried out unannounced inspections.1355

(955) The duration taken into account for each respective legal person involved is therefore as follows:

- Nexans France SAS: 13 November 2000 to 28 January 2009
- Nexans SA: 12 June 2001 to 28 January 2009
- Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l.: 18 February 1999 to 28 January 2009
- Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.: 18 February 1999 to 30 September 2001 and 1 October 2001 to 10 April 2008
- Hitachi Metals, Ltd.: 18 February 1999 to 30 September 2001 and 1 October 2001 to 10 April 2008
- J-Power Systems Corporation: 1 October 2001 to 10 April 2008
- Furukawa Electric Co. Ltd.: 18 February 1999 to 30 September 2001 and 1 October 2001 to 28 January 2009
- Fujikura Ltd.: 18 February 1999 to 30 September 2001 and 1 October 2001 to 28 January 2009
- VISCAS Corporation: 1 October 2001 to 28 January 2009
- ABB AB: 1 April 2000 to 17 October 2008
- ABB Ltd: 1 April 2000 to 17 October 2008
- EXSYM Corporation: 1 July 2002 to 28 January 2009
- Brugg Kabel AG: 14 December 2001 to 16 November 2006
- Kabelwerke Brugg AG Holding: 14 December 2001 to 16 November 2006

---

1355 Ibid., paragraphs 49-53.
Safran SA (previously Sagem SA): 12 November 2001 to 29 November 2005
Silec Cable, SAS: 30 November 2005 to 16 November 2006
Safran SA (as parent of Silec Cable, SAS): 30 November 2005 to 21 December 2005
General Cable Corporation: 22 December 2005 to 16 November 2006
SWCC SHOWA HOLDINGS CO., LTD.: 5 September 2001 to 30 June 2002 and 1 July 2002 to 28 January 2009
Mitsubishi Cable Industries, Ltd.: 5 September 2001 to 30 June 2002 and 1 July 2002 to 28 January 2009
nkt cables GmbH: 3 July 2002 to 17 February 2006
NKT Holding A/S: 3 July 2002 to 17 February 2006
LS Cable & System Ltd.: 15 November 2002 to 26 August 2005
Taihan Electric Wire Co., Ltd.: 15 November 2002 to 26 August 2005

7. REMEDIES

7.1. Article 7 of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003:

(956) Where the Commission finds that there is an infringement of Article 101 of the Treaty and Article 53 of the EEA Agreement it may require the undertakings concerned to bring such infringement to an end in accordance with Article 7(1) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003.

(957) Given the secrecy in which the cartel arrangements were carried out, it is not possible to determine with absolute certainty that the infringement has ceased. It is therefore necessary for the Commission to require the undertakings to which this Decision is addressed to bring the infringement to an end (if they have not already done so) and henceforth to refrain from any agreement and/or concerted practice or decision which might have the same or a similar object or effect.

7.2. Article 23(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003\textsuperscript{1356}

(958) Under Article 23(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 and Article 15(2) of Regulation No 17, the Commission may by decision impose upon undertakings fines where, either intentionally or negligently, they infringe Article 101 of the Treaty and/or Article 53 of the EEA Agreement.

(959) The Commission considers that, based on the facts described in this Decision, the infringement has been committed intentionally. This is not the least concluded from the facts referred to in Section 3 that the parties to the infringement took precautions to conceal their arrangement and to avoid its detection. In any event, the parties in this case acted at least negligently. The Commission therefore intends to impose fines on the undertakings to whom this Decision is addressed.

Pursuant to Article 23(3) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 and Article 15(2) of Regulation No 17, the Commission shall, in fixing the amount of the fines, have regard to all relevant circumstances, particularly the gravity and duration of the infringement, which are the two criteria explicitly referred to in those Regulations. In doing so, the Commission will set the fines at a level sufficient to ensure deterrence. Moreover, the role played by each undertaking party to the infringement will be assessed on an individual basis. The Commission will reflect in the fines imposed any aggravating or mitigating circumstances pertaining to each undertaking.

In setting the fines to be imposed, the Commission will refer to the principles laid down in its Guidelines on the method of setting fines imposed pursuant to Article 23(2)(a) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 ("the Guidelines on fines"). Finally, the Commission will apply, as appropriate, the provisions of the Leniency Notice.

7.3. Basic amount of the fine

7.3.1. Methodology for setting the fine

In applying the Guidelines on fines, the basic amounts for each party result from the sum of a variable amount and an additional amount ("entry fee"). The variable amount results from a proportion of the value of sales multiplied by the number of years of the undertaking’s participation in the infringement. The entry fee is calculated as a proportion of the value of sales of goods or services to which the infringement relates in a given year. The resulting basic amount can then either be increased or reduced for each undertaking, depending on aggravating or mitigating circumstances. The fine may not exceed 10% of the worldwide turnover of an undertaking concerned pursuant to Article 23 of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003. The fine may be reduced in application of the 2006 Leniency Notice, where applicable.

7.3.2. The value of sales

The basic amount of the fine to be imposed on the undertakings concerned is to be set by reference to the value of sales, that is to say, the value of the undertakings’s sales of goods or services to which the infringement directly or indirectly relates in the relevant geographic area within the EEA.

In this case, the sales of power cables to which the infringement directly or indirectly relates include at least all types of UG power cables with voltages of 110 kV and above and SM power cables with voltages of 33 kV and above, including all products, works and services, for example accessories, installation, tests or construction work, sold to the customer or related to a sale of power cables when such sales are part of a power cable project. As explained in Section 4.3.2.3, contrary to the allegations made by some of the parties, the infringement was not limited to certain categories of sales or customers, sales channels or amounts of sales. However, in order to avoid potential double-counting issues, the sales figures used by the Commission exclude intra-group sales and sales to other addressees.

---

1357 OJ C 210/2, 1.9.2006.
1358 Point 13 of the Guidelines on fines.
1359 See Recitals (11)-(13) of this Decision.
1360 Intra-group sales means sales made between legal entities within the same undertaking, including sales between the joint ventures and their respective parent companies.
The Commission will normally use the sales made by the undertaking during the last full business year of its participation in the infringement. However, as already indicated in the SO, in this Decision the Commission intends to use the sales figures for the year 2004 for the following reasons: First, the undertakings' sales of power cables at both EEA and worldwide level increased significantly as of 2006. The sales of the last full business year are therefore not sufficiently representative of the infringement period, particularly for those undertakings whose participation in the infringement ended after 2006. Using the sales made by all undertakings in 2004 provides a more accurate approximation of the economic importance of the infringement throughout its duration as well as the relative weight of the participating undertakings in that infringement. Second, it would avoid a discriminatory treatment between those that ended their (direct) participation in the cartel earlier and those that continued. Finally, it is clear from point 13 of the Guidelines on fines that the Commission may depart from using the last year's sales in this situation.

In addition, for the application of point 18 of the Guidelines on fines (see below) it is preferable to use one single reference year during which all of the parties participated in the infringement, in order to properly reflect the weight of each undertaking in the infringement. Accepting different reference years for the different participants would in this case seriously undermine the purpose and the application of point 18 of the Guidelines on fines.

The Commission will also take into account the evolvement of the EEA territory during the infringement period following the accessions of new Member States to the Union in 2004 and 2007. Regarding the assessment of the fine for the infringement before 1 May 2004, only the proxy for the value of sales within the then 18 Contracting Parties to the EEA agreement will be taken into account. From 1 May 2004 until 31 December 2006 the proxy for the value of sales within the then 28 Contracting Parties to the EEA agreement will be taken into account. From 1 January 2007 until the end of the infringement the proxy for the value of sales within the then 30 Contracting Parties to the EEA agreement will be taken into account.

In the SO, the Commission had already indicated that it intended to apply point 18 of the Guidelines on fines and to use the undertakings' worldwide sales shares since the sales of some undertakings in the EEA do not adequately reflect their weight in the infringement. The territory covered by the cartel is wider than the EEA and all cartel members are major producers active on a worldwide basis. In order to reflect both the aggregate size of the sales related to the infringement within the EEA and the relative weight of each undertaking in the infringement, the value of sales of each undertaking will be estimated by allocating the sales in the EEA related to the infringement of all the undertakings in accordance with their respective shares of the sales to which the infringement relates at worldwide level, excluding the sales in the United States. See the second paragraph of point 18 of the Guidelines on fines. The application of point 18 has been approved by the General Court, see Case T-146/09 Parker ITR v Commission [2013] not yet reported, paragraphs 205 et seqq and Case T-154/09 Manuli Rubber Industries SpA v Commission [2013] not yet reported.
Most Japanese and Korean addressees of the SO have claimed that the application of point 18 of the Guidelines on fines would overstate the level of competition that these undertakings could exercise in the power cables market in the EEA and would lead to disproportionately higher fines for them. In addition, only the European producers would benefit from the agreement to insulate the EEA from foreign competition.  

It is also argued that including sales of cables that could allegedly not be sold in Europe would artificially increase the Japanese and Korean addressees’ share of the worldwide market, leading to an attribution of sales under point 18 of the Guidelines on fines that is disproportionate to the weight of those undertakings in the infringement.  

With regard to these arguments, the Commission notes that the consequence of applying a home territory protection agreement was that the Japanese and Korean addressees had limited or no sales in the EEA. Thus, if only the sales in the EEA were to be taken into account for determining the basic amount of the fine, the fine for these addressees would be zero or close to zero and they would be rewarded for having complied with the cartel arrangement not to compete on this market.

As explained in Section 4.3.4.3., while some Japanese and Korean addressees may have had a more limited ability and/or commercial interest to increase their market presence in the EEA during the infringement, this does not alter the conclusion that they participated in a cartel arrangement that had a restriction of competition in the EEA as its object and that the agreement and/or concerted practice was implemented in practice.

The appropriate way to reflect each undertaking’s weight in that infringement is to apportion the EEA sales according to the shares of each addressee in the overall almost worldwide cartel arrangement. Relying solely on each addressee’s individual sales in the EEA would not properly reflect the harm caused by those that abstained from competing in the EEA. Moreover, any form of modification of the attribution under point 18 of the Guidelines on fines to take account of the actual ability and/or commercial interest to compete for individual projects in the EEA would be artificial and would, contrary to established case-law, require the Commission to demonstrate the actual effects of the cartel for each of the addressees and/or the actual individual sales that were affected by the cartel.

The Court has consistently held that the market share of each undertaking on the cartelised market constitutes an objective factor which, even in the absence of proof that the infringement had an actual effect on the market, gives a fair measure of the

---

1362 ID […], […]; ID […] EXSYM/Showa reply to SO of 30 September 2001; ID […] Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2011; ID […] Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID […] VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011; ID […] LS Cable reply to SO of 31 October 2011; ID […] Taihan reply to SO of 7 November 2011.
1363 ID […] VISCAS submission of 15 October 2013.
1364 Joined Cases T-236/01, T-239/01, T-244/01 to T-246/01, T-251/01 and T-252/01 Tokai carbon Co. Ltd and Others v Commission (‘Graphite Electrodes’) [2004] ECR II-1181, paragraph 198.
1365 ID […], Showa reply to SO of 30 September 2011; ID […] EXSYM reply to SO of 30 September 2011; ID […] Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID […] Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2011; ID […] […] LS Cable reply to SO of 31 October 2011; ID […] Taihan reply to SO of 7 November 2011; ID […] VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011.
liability of each of them as regards the potential harm that the practice represented for the normal operation of competition.\footnote{See, for example, Joined Cases T-236/01, T-239/01, T-244/01 to T-246/01, T-251/01 and T-252/01 \textit{Tokai Carbon and Others v Commission} [2004] ECR II-1181, paragraphs 196 to 198.} Therefore the market shares of each undertaking provide an adequate indication of each addressee's responsibility for the infringement and the influence it may exert on the market.\footnote{See Recital (997) et seqq, related to the gravity of the infringement.}

(973) As previously stated, the cartel covered at least all types of UG cables of 110 kV and above and all types of SM cables of 33 kV and above.\footnote{See Recital (11)-(13).} The fact that some European customers requested SM cables that were not normally requested on the Asian market and not normally produced by the Asian addressees does not mean that the share of the sales affected by the overall almost worldwide market would not constitute an adequate indication of each addressee's weight in the infringement in the EEA.

(974) Further, it is not true that only the European producers benefitted from the protection of the European home territory since the reciprocity of the home territory principle foresaw a similar protection of the home territories of the Japanese and Korean producers. The additional distortion caused by the market allocation within the EEA will however be reflected in the difference in the percentage of the affected sales that is taken into account at a later stage of the fine setting for the European and the Asian producers.\footnote{See, for example, Case T-133/07, \textit{Mitsubishi v Commission} [2011] ECR II-04219, paragraphs 268, 276 to 278.}

7.3.2.1. Arguments of the parties and findings

(975) Brugg has claimed that using 2004 as a reference year deviates from the general principle in point 13 of the Guidelines on fines and would lead to a disproportionate disadvantage for Brugg since its sales in 2004 were significantly higher than in 2003 and 2005, which would have been the last business year for its involvement.\footnote{ID [...] Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID [...] Brugg reply to RFI of 17 May 2013.} In reply to this argument the Commission observes that it may depart from using the last year's sales as a proxy for the affected sales. The Commission must, to the extent possible, ensure that the undertakings' respective sales are comparable, which normally requires using a single reference period, even in situations where point 18 of the Guidelines on fines is not applicable.\footnote{See Case T-76/06, \textit{Plasticos Españoles (ASPLA) v Commission} [2011] not yet reported, paragraphs 112 and 113.} This can justify departing from the last year of the infringement and instead using an earlier representative year during which all addressees were involved in the infringement, which is the case for the year 2004.\footnote{See, for example, Case T-133/07, \textit{Mitsubishi v Commission} [2011] ECR II-04219, paragraphs 268, 276 to 278.} The fact that a different reference year may be more advantageous for one of the participating undertakings cannot prevent the Commission from choosing a methodology that avoids discrimination and that provides the most accurate and representative picture of the total sales affected by infringement and the attribution of those sales to the individual participants. Although 2004 appears to have been a more successful business year for Brugg compared to 2005, Brugg has not claimed that this is due to any reasons that are unrelated to its normal business activity, such as...
the acquisition of the business of a competitor. Therefore, there is nothing to suggest that the value of sales in 2004 does not properly reflect Brugg's size and economic power or the scale of the infringement which it committed. The Commission will therefore use the 2004 sales for all addressees.

(976) Some parties have claimed that the costs of raw materials should be excluded from the value of sales.\(^{1374}\) However, the value of sales reflects the price invoiced to the customers which gives the most complete picture of the sales related to the infringement.\(^{1375}\) The Commission is not obliged to deduct any of the various cost elements, for example transport costs or the production cost of raw materials from such sales and the parties have not provided any convincing reason why this should be done in this case.\(^{1376}\)

(977) For the purposes of establishing the amount of the fine in the case of the Japanese companies, there are two distinct periods: the first period, that is to say the period prior to the formation of their respective joint ventures, for which Sumitomo, Hitachi, Furukawa, Fujikura, Showa and Mitsubishi are held liable for their own participation in the cartel, and the second period during which these undertakings continued their participation in the cartel through their respective joint ventures JPS, Viscas and EXSYM and for which the parent companies and their joint ventures are jointly and severally liable.\(^{1377}\)

(978) Given that the parent companies continued their involvement in the cartel during the second period through their respective joint ventures, it would be artificial to use a different reference year for the value of sales used for setting the fine in the first and the second period. Accepting a different reference year would discriminate between those undertakings and other addressees by the simple fact that the former decided to form joint ventures.

(979) As already indicated in Recital (786) of the SO, the sales to be applied for the joint ventures and their parent companies include not only the 2004 sales made by each joint venture to third parties but also the sales of their parent companies to third parties that were maintained as reserved customers by the parent companies during the joint venture period. Furukawa, Fujikura and VISCAS have claimed that this approach contravenes point 13 of the Guidelines on fines; they argue that their sales to such reserved customers are not directly or indirectly related to the infringement.\(^{1378}\) There are several reasons to reject the arguments.

(980) The sales that prior to the formation of the joint ventures had been cartelised were afterwards shared between the parent companies and the joint ventures according to clear criteria based on types or customers and geographic scope. Through the application of the home territory principle, all the sales made by the parent

\(^{1374}\) ID [...] Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011; ID [...] Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.

\(^{1375}\) See Case T-406/08, Industries chimiques du fluor (ICF) v Commission [2013] not yet reported, paragraph 176.


\(^{1377}\) See above, Sections 5.2.3 to 5.2.6 and 5.2.11 to 5.2.12

\(^{1378}\) ID [...] Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2011; ID [...] Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID [...] VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011; ID [...] VISCAS submission of 15 October 2013.
companies after the formation of the joint ventures were equally protected by the cartel arrangements through the participation of their joint ventures in the cartel. As a consequence, the sales were directly related to the infringement and must therefore be considered as cartelised sales for each undertaking comprising the joint venture and its parent company for the purposes of calculating the fine to be imposed on those undertakings. It is clear that the joint ventures are penalised only for their own acts since the protection of the sales made by their parent companies by virtue of the home territory principle was made possible through the direct involvement of the joint ventures in the arrangements.

(981) In order to reflect each parent company's economic strength and weight in the infringement during the period prior to the formation of the joint ventures, the sales determined for the joint venture will be shared amongst the parent companies proportionally to the individual sales achieved by each parent company in the full business year prior to the formation of their joint venture.

(982) Therefore, for the joint ventures and their parent companies, the values of sales that will be used for the attribution under point 18 of the Guidelines on fines will be determined as follows. Regarding JPS, Viscas and EXSYM, the value of sales will be determined on the basis of their respective sales made in 2004 as well as the sales by their parent companies to the reserved customers. The parent companies will be jointly and severally liable for the fines based on these sales. Regarding Sumitomo, Hitachi, Furukawa, Fujikura, Showa and Mitsubishi, the value of sales used to determine the fine for their own participation in the infringement prior to the formation of the joint ventures will be the value of sales determined for their respective joint ventures but shared amongst each parent company as explained in the above Recital.1379

(983) In the SO it was observed that the infringement related to the supply of power cables by Nexans, whether they were produced and/or sold by Nexans France SAS, Nexans Norway A/S, Nexans Iberia SL or any other Nexans' entity and, consequently, that the sales of the entire Nexans' group should be considered when determining the relevant value of sales. In its reply to the SO Nexans has disputed this observation.1380

(984) Nexans' arguments are not sufficient to change the conclusion that Nexans France SAS was in fact also acting and adhering to the cartel on behalf of these other entities, even though the entities were not wholly owned by Nexans France SAS. As explained in Recitals (715)-(728), objective factors such as the decision making structure in the Nexans group, the reporting lines in place between Nexans France SAS and other Nexans SA subsidiaries and the factual implementation of the cartel by Nexans France SAS justify this conclusion. In this case, the objective factors are such that any other conclusion would allow for undertakings to use smaller

---

1379 Based on the data provided by each company, the proportions of the value of sales of each joint venture attributed to its parent companies will be the following: for Furukawa and Fujikura, 54.7%/45.3% and 0%/100% of Viscas' respective UG and SM sales; for Hitachi and Sumitomo, 39.6%/60.4% and 83%/17% of JPS' respective UG and SM sales; and for Mitsubishi and Showa, 48%/52% of EXSYM's UG sales (see ID […], Furukawa reply to RFI of 17 May 2013; ID […] and ID […], Fujikura reply to RFI of 17 May 2013; ID […] and ID […], Fujikura reply to RFI of 17 May 2013; ID […] and ID […], Mitsubishi reply to RFI of 17 May 2013; ID […] and ID […], Showa reply to RFI of 17 May 2013).

1380 ID […], Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.
subsidiaries to act as cartel participants on behalf of their larger sister companies and thereby succeed in keeping important parts of their cartelised values of sales outside the reach of the Commission.

(985) LS Cable and Taihan have claimed that the sales of UG power cables to the Korean Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) were not open to competition from foreign suppliers. During the period of the infringement only those producers that manufactured power cables in Korean facilities, that is to say the Korean producers, were allowed to participate in the tenders organised by KEPCO for the supply of the UG power cables covered by this Decision. Given that the sales of UG power cables made during the period of the infringement by LS Cable and Taihan to the Korean company KEPCO were legally not contestable; such sales are excluded from the value of sales of these two companies.

(986) Several companies have claimed that either the share of sales attributed to them or the resulting fine should be reduced to take account of the fact that they have already been fined or are under investigations for similar conducts in other jurisdictions. The principle of non bis in idem however does not apply to situations in which the legal systems and competition authorities of non-Member States intervene within their own jurisdiction and there is no principle of law obliging the Commission to take account of proceedings and penalties to which an undertaking has been subject in non-Member States.

(987) Some of the addressees that only produce UG power cables, for example Brugg, have argued that the attribution made under point 18 of the Guidelines on fines should be done separately for UG and SM cables in order not to overstate the relative weight of the addressees in the infringement.

(988) Some companies have claimed that the fine should be based on or take into account the profitability of the undertaking rather than the sales and turnover. The Court has confirmed that it is for the Commission to choose, within the framework of its discretion and respecting the principles of equal treatment and the applicable legislation, the factors and the detailed figures to be taken into account when implementing a policy which ensures compliance with the prohibitions laid down by

---

1381 ID […], LS Cable reply to SO of 31 October 2011; ID […], LS Cable reply to RFI of 17 May 2013, and annexes ID […], ID […] and ID […]; ID […], LS Cable submission of 26 June 2013; ID […], LS Cable submission of 4 July 2013. See also ID […], Taihan reply to RFI of 25 July 2013 and ID […], Taihan's reply to SO of 7 November 2011.

1382 Korea became bound by the GPA as of 1 January 1997. See ID […], LS Cable reply to RFI of 17 May 2013. Annex 3 of the GPA included KEPCO as one of the entities subject to the GPA except for purchases of products in the categories of HS Codes 8504, 8535, 8537 and 8544. Power cables covered by this Decision fall under the HS Code 8544, and particularly under the sub-code 8544.60 which covers “other electric conductors for a voltage exceeding 1,000 V”, ID […], LS Cable reply to RFI of 17 May 2013. See also, ID […], Nexans inspection.

1383 On 27 January 2010, the Japan Fair Trade Commission issued cease and desist orders and surcharge payment orders against EXSYM, JPS and VISCAS and on 9 and 11 February 2011, the Korean Fair Trade Commission imposed surcharges and corrective orders against, among others, Taihan and LS Cable. ID […], […]. ID […], EXSYM's reply to SO of 30 September 2011; ID […], Email from Japan Fair Trade Commission; ID […], Taihan's reply to SO of 7 November 2011.


1385 ID […], Brugg State of Play meeting powerpoint presentation; ID […], Brugg state of play meeting minutes, ID […], Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011.

1386 ID […], Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.
Article 101 of the Treaty. Despite turnover being a vague and imperfect measure that does not distinguish between sectors with high or low added value, or between more or less profitable undertakings, it is nevertheless currently considered by the Union legislature, the Commission and the Court, as an adequate criterion in the context of competition law for assessing the size and economic power of the undertakings concerned. These claims must therefore be rejected.

7.3.2.2. Conclusions on value of sales and attribution under point 18 of the Guidelines on fines

The Commission will therefore use the parties' worldwide shares of sales (excluding United States' sales) to adequately reflect the relative weight of each undertaking in the infringement and to provide an appropriate evaluation of their capacity to affect free competition in the EEA. In view of the fact that not all parties produce SM cables, the attribution under point 18 of the Guidelines on fines will be done separately for the sales of UG and SM power cables.

In order to take account of the evolvement of the EEA territory, the attribution of the EEA sales under point 18 of the Guidelines on fines is done separately for each of the aggregated EEA sales achieved in the territories reflecting each of the three enlargement periods.

Table 4 shows the worldwide excluding the United States' shares of sales of the parties in 2004:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Addressers</th>
<th>UG</th>
<th>Shares of sales</th>
<th>SM</th>
<th>Shares of sales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nexans</td>
<td>131 409</td>
<td>18.71%</td>
<td>25 040</td>
<td>9.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prysmian</td>
<td>145 976</td>
<td>20.79%</td>
<td>102 389</td>
<td>38.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABB</td>
<td>33 723</td>
<td>4.80%</td>
<td>36 812</td>
<td>14.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brugg</td>
<td>27 045</td>
<td>3.85%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagem/Safran/Silec</td>
<td>33 597</td>
<td>4.78%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkt</td>
<td>16 875</td>
<td>2.40%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1388 ID [...] ID [...] ID [...] ID [...], Nexans reply to RFI of 17 May 2013.
1389 ID [...] ID [...] ID [...] ID [...], Prysmian reply to RFI of 17 May 2013.
1390 ID [...] ID [...] ID [...].
1391 ID [...] ID [...] ID [...] ID [...], Brugg reply to RFI of 17 May 2013.
1392 The values of sales in 2004 attributed to Safran (previously Sagem) are the ones provided by and attributed to Silec. See ID [...] ID [...] ID [...], Safran reply to RFI of 17 May 2013; ID [...] ID [...] ID [...], ID [...] ID [...] ID [...], Silec reply to RFI of 17 May 2013.
1393 ID [...] ID [...] ID [...] ID [...], nkt reply to RFI of 17 May 2013. Following a request from the Commission, nkt updated its figures on 25 October 2013 including a stand-alone sale of a power cable that had originally been excluded.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Sales 1394</th>
<th>Sales 1395</th>
<th>Sales 1396</th>
<th>Sales Total 1396</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Furukawa</td>
<td>23 642</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 674</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujikura</td>
<td>21 848</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13 420</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscas</td>
<td>46 102</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 929</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscas Total</td>
<td>91 591</td>
<td>13.04%</td>
<td>18 023</td>
<td>6.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi</td>
<td>10 336</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>19 432</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumitomo</td>
<td>42 053</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>29 509</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPS</td>
<td>43 277</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>31 370</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPS Total</td>
<td>95 667</td>
<td>13.62%</td>
<td>80 312</td>
<td>30.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Showa</td>
<td>5 595</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exsym</td>
<td>15 154</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exsym Total</td>
<td>21 079</td>
<td>3.00%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>68 041</td>
<td>9.69%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taihan</td>
<td>37 310</td>
<td>5.31%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ID [...] ID [...] ID [...] ID [...] Furukawa reply to RFI of 17 May 2013. Furukawa was not able to precisely determine and exclude from its reported sales the amount of certain intra-group sales made to one of its subsidiaries. In order to take this factor into account, Furukawa's best estimate of such intragroup sales has been deducted from its reported sales.

As regards the sales provided for the financial year 2000, Furukawa has indicated that these are sales made by two subsidiaries. The first one is located in Japan and the data only captures the last 4 months of its financial year 2000 (1 December 2000-31 March 2001). The second one is located in Singapore and the data cover its full financial year 2000 (in this case 1 January 2000-31 December 2000). The annual value of sales for the first subsidiary in the financial year 2000 has therefore been estimated on the basis of the monthly average of the sales reported for the last four months of such financial year.

ID [...] ID [...] ID [...] Fujikura reply to RFI of 17 May 2013. For two of its subsidiaries Fujikura has not been able to retrieve the sales figures for the financial years 2000 and 2004. The Commission has therefore relied upon the internal sales of Fujikura to these subsidiaries with a representative mark-up provided by Fujikura. In addition, the reported sales of SM power cables for the financial year 2000 have been corrected by converting them into EUR using the exchange rate of 1 EUR = 100.33 JPY.

ID [...] ID [...] VISCAS reply to RFI of 17 May 2013.

ID [...] ID [...] [...] The reported sales have been corrected by converting them into EUR using the exchange rate of 1 EUR = 135.175 JPY for the financial year 2004 and 1 EUR = 100.33 JPY for the financial year 2000.

ID [...] ID [...] [...] Mitsubishi reply to RFI of 17 May 2013.

ID [...] ID [...] [...] Showa reply to RFI of 17 May 2013.

ID [...] ID [...] EXSYM reply to RFI of 17 May 2013.

ID [...] ID [...] LS reply to RFI of 17 May 2013.
Table 5 shows the value of sales of power cables achieved by the parties in the EEA in 2004 (as defined in Recitals (963) to (990)).

**Table 5 – EEA sales achieved by the addressees in 2004 (EUR in thousand)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of cables</th>
<th>EEA18</th>
<th>EEA28</th>
<th>EEA30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UG</td>
<td>204 228</td>
<td>208 974</td>
<td>209 874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM</td>
<td>19 203</td>
<td>19 313</td>
<td>19 313</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In line with the conclusions of Recital (989), the relevant sales imputed to the undertakings are established by allocating the EEA sales in Table 5 according to the share of sales established for each party in Table 4.

The relevant sales of the parties are indicated in Tables 6 (separately for UG and SM) and 7 (UG and SM combined):

**Table 6 – UG and SM EEA sales attributed to each addressee in 2004 (EUR)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Addresses</th>
<th>UG</th>
<th>SM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EEA18</td>
<td>EEA28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nexans</td>
<td>38 212 936</td>
<td>39 100 956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prysmian</td>
<td>42 448 930</td>
<td>43 435 389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABB</td>
<td>9 806 545</td>
<td>10 034 437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brugg</td>
<td>7 864 521</td>
<td>8 047 282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagem/Safrian/Silec</td>
<td>9 769 899</td>
<td>9 996 939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkt</td>
<td>4 907 147</td>
<td>5 021 183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furukawa*</td>
<td>14 556 259</td>
<td>14 894 528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujikura*</td>
<td>12 077 897</td>
<td>12 358 572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscas Total</td>
<td>26 634 156</td>
<td>27 253 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi*</td>
<td>11 010 344</td>
<td>11 266 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumitomo*</td>
<td>16 808 935</td>
<td>17 199 553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPS Total</td>
<td>27 819 279</td>
<td>28 465 763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi*</td>
<td>2 937 211</td>
<td>3 005 468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Showa*</td>
<td>3 192 419</td>
<td>3 266 607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exsym Total</td>
<td>6 129 631</td>
<td>6 272 076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>19 785 789</td>
<td>20 245 585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taihan</td>
<td>10 849 600</td>
<td>11 101 731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>204 228</td>
<td>208 974</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*): The sales attributed to each of the parent companies of VISCAS, JPS and EXSYM for the period of their own participation in the cartel are those of each respective joint venture split among its parent companies proportionally to the individual sales achieved by the parent companies in the full business year prior to the formation of the joint venture. These values are not included in the "Total" row of the table. VISCAS' sales have been split amongst Furukawa and Fujikura as follows:

\[\text{\textsuperscript{1404}}\text{ID [...], ID [...], Taihan reply to RFI of 17 May 2013.}\]
54.7%/45.3% for UG and 0%/100% for SM. JPS' sales have been split amongst Hitachi and Sumitomo as follows: 39.6%/60.4% for UG and 83%/17% for SM. EXSYM's sales have been split amongst Mitsubishi and Showa as follows: 48%/52% for UG.

Table 7 – Total EEA sales attributed to each addressee in 2004 (EUR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Addressee</th>
<th>EEA18</th>
<th>EEA28</th>
<th>EEA30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nexans</td>
<td>40 044 189</td>
<td>40 942 725</td>
<td>41 111 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prysmian</td>
<td>49 936 958</td>
<td>50 966 418</td>
<td>51 153 486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABB</td>
<td>12 498 729</td>
<td>12 742 081</td>
<td>12 785 297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brugg</td>
<td>7 864 521</td>
<td>8 047 282</td>
<td>8 081 940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagem/Safran/Silec</td>
<td>9 769 899</td>
<td>9 996 939</td>
<td>10 039 993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkt</td>
<td>4 907 147</td>
<td>5 021 183</td>
<td>5 042 808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furukawa*</td>
<td>14 556 259</td>
<td>14 894 528</td>
<td>14 958 676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujikura*</td>
<td>13 395 969</td>
<td>13 684 213</td>
<td>13 737 439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscas Total</td>
<td>27 952 228</td>
<td>28 578 741</td>
<td>28 696 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi*</td>
<td>15 888 020</td>
<td>16 171 897</td>
<td>16 220 418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumitomo*</td>
<td>17 804 719</td>
<td>18 201 055</td>
<td>18 275 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPS Total</td>
<td>33 692 739</td>
<td>34 372 952</td>
<td>34 495 549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi*</td>
<td>2 937 211</td>
<td>3 005 468</td>
<td>3 018 412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Showa*</td>
<td>3 192 419</td>
<td>3 266 607</td>
<td>3 280 676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXSYM Total</td>
<td>6 129 631</td>
<td>6 272 076</td>
<td>6 299 088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>19 785 789</td>
<td>20 245 585</td>
<td>20 332 779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>10 849 600</td>
<td>11 101 731</td>
<td>11 149 544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>223 431 430</td>
<td>228 287 714</td>
<td>229 187 724</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) See explanation given under Table 6 above.

7.3.3. Determination of the basic amount of the fine

(995) The basic amount consists of a variable amount of up to 30% of an undertaking's relevant sales in the EEA, depending on the degree of gravity of the infringement and multiplied by the number of years of the undertaking's participation in the infringement, and, where appropriate, an additional amount of between 15% and 25% of the value of an undertaking's relevant sales, irrespective of the duration.\footnote{Points 19-26 of the Guidelines on fines.}

(996) In order to take account of the evolvement of the EEA territory, the values of sales achieved in the EEA territories under each of the three enlargement periods are multiplied by the duration factor corresponding to the duration of the infringement under each period.

7.3.3.1. Gravity

(997) The gravity of the infringement determines the percentage of the value of sales taken into account when setting the fine. When assessing the gravity of the infringement, the Commission will have regard to a number of factors, such as the nature of the...
infringement, the combined market share of all the undertakings concerned, the geographic scope of the infringement and the extent to which the infringement has been implemented. These elements are assessed as follows:

(a) Nature of the infringement

The addressees of this Decision participated in a single and continuous infringement of Article 101 of the Treaty and Article 53 of the EEA Agreement. The infringement consisted of market and customer allocation which is, by its very nature, among the most harmful restrictions of competition, as this practice distorts competition with regard to the main parameters of competition. According to point 23 of the Guidelines on fines, these practices will, as a matter of policy, be heavily fined and the gravity percentage is generally set at the higher end of the scale. In this case the Commission believes that this element would justify a gravity percentage of 15%.

In addition to the allocation mechanisms of the A/R cartel configuration set out in Section 3.3.1, EEA projects were subject to further allocation among the Europeans producers through the European cartel configuration, see Section 3.3.2. This part of the cartel, which was carried out exclusively by the European producers, increased the harm to competition already caused by the market sharing agreement between the European, Japanese and Korean producers, and therefore the gravity of the infringement. The further distortion caused by the European cartel configuration justifies an increase in the gravity percentage of 2% for those undertakings that participated in that aspect of the cartel.

The fact that Brugg, Sagem/Safran/Silec, Mitsubishi, Showa, LS Cable, Taihan and nkt did not produce SM power cables during the infringement period and that EXSYM chose to stay out of the arrangement involving SM power cables is not an element that would require an adjustment in the above gravity percentage compared to those addressees that were involved also in that part of the single and continuous infringement. Contrary to the situation in the preceding paragraph, the lack of involvement of these addressees in the SM power cables part of the single continuous infringement has already been taken into account in the fines calculation by not including any SM power cables sales that they may have had. As seen in Section 4.3.3, except for two exceptions (LS Cable and Taihan), all addressees were or should have been aware of the conduct planned or put into effect by the other addressees regarding SM power cables and are therefore liable also for that part of the infringement. Since the additional harm caused by those addressees that were involved in the SM power cables part has already been taken into account by the additional value of sales, it is not necessary to make a further differentiation in the gravity percentage for those addressees that are liable for that part due to their awareness.

Neither is it necessary to make a differentiation for the addressees that are not held liable for that part of the infringement. It is clear from the Commission's findings in this case that all addressees, irrespective of whether or not they were involved in or can be held liable also for the SM power cable part, were involved in restrictions of competition that are among the most serious infringements of Article 101 of the Treaty and, as such, justify a gravity percentage of at least 15%. It is therefore not

---

1406 Nexans, Pirelli/Prismian, ABB, Brugg. Sagem/Safran/Silec, nkt and the companies held jointly and severally liable with either of them.
necessary to take into account any particular intensity of the anti-competitive conduct in the case of one of the two products involved compared with the intensity of the conduct specific to the other product,\textsuperscript{1407} and to set the gravity percentage for the nature of the infringement below the level of 15%.\textsuperscript{1408} The evidence presented in Section 3 would in any case not suggest that the conduct regarding the UG power cables was less intense than the conduct regarding SM power cables.

(1002) Similarly, the lack of evidence showing that Mitsubishi and Showa were or should have been aware of the arrangements among the European producers under the European cartel configuration does not justify a reduction of the gravity percentage below the 15% level.

(b) Combined market share

(1003) The parties had a considerable market presence in the EEA. They have however not been able to provide coherent and reliable information to estimate their shares of sales of the relevant HV SM and UG products in the EEA. There are nevertheless other indications that, depending on the specific products or industry in question, can offer useful information. It must be noted that the number of players on the HV SM and UG power cables markets who are not addressees of this decision is extremely limited.\textsuperscript{1409} As indicated in Recital (35) many of the addressees are considered or consider themselves to be global and European leaders in their respective field. The addressees are the main suppliers in the EEA HV SM and HV UG power cable sector. For certain products subject to this Decision, the addressees are the only suppliers within the EEA. It is therefore reasonable to assume that all addressees combined constitute nearly the entire EEA HV SM and HV UG power cables market. This leads to an increase in the gravity percentage for all undertakings.

(c) Geographic scope

(1004) The infringement was almost worldwide and clearly covered the entire EEA (see Recital (657)). This justifies an increase in the gravity percentage for all undertakings.

(d) Implementation

(1005) Nexans has claimed that there are many countries for which there is no evidence of sales subject to collusion.\textsuperscript{1410} Several companies have argued that the alleged arrangements lacked effects on competition in the EEA.\textsuperscript{1411} Several parties have


\textsuperscript{1408} See Case T-386/10 Dornbracht v Commission [2013] not yet reported, paragraph 251.

\textsuperscript{1409} Recital (35).

\textsuperscript{1410} ID [...], Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011, Chapter 7, paragraph 79.

\textsuperscript{1411} ID [...], Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011; ID [...], Prysman reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID [...], EXSYM/Showa reply to SO of 30 September 2001; ID [...], Fujikura reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID [...], VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011; ID [...], Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011. Although EXSYM claims that its limited role should be considered when determining the gravity of the infringement, this is a factor related to its own contribution to the cartel and therefore is to be assessed as a mitigating factor. ID [...], GS reply to SO of 11 October 2011 and Annex 22 (ID [...]), ID [...], [...], insisting on the lesser effect on competition in the EEA of the A-arrangement.
argued that they were not aware of certain conducts or that they did not participate in certain conduct as they were not able to produce certain types of cables.  

(1006) As established in Section 4.3.5, the arrangements sanctioned by this Decision constitute an infringement by object of Article 101(1) of the Treaty and Article 53 of the EEA Agreement which may affect trade between Member States. Consequently for the fining purposes, there is no need to prove the effects or to consider the magnitude of such arrangements' impact on the market or on competition.  

(1007) The Courts have also confirmed that the lack of implementation in full of the agreements does not mean that there was not, in practice, implementation in practice of the collusive agreements. Neither would the fact that the Commission does not possess evidence of collusion in every Member State and Contracting Party that was covered by the cartel mean that the arrangement was not implemented.

(1008) As concluded in Section 4.3.3, all undertakings contributed in their own way to the single aim of the cartel. With the exception of LS Cable and Taihan for SM power cables and Mitsubishi and Showa for the European cartel configuration, all undertakings were aware of the other unlawful conducts planned or put into effect by the other participants in the cartel or could reasonably have foreseen such conduct and have been prepared to take the risk. Therefore, with the exception of these four companies, the Commission is entitled to attribute liability to the undertakings in relation to all the forms of anti-competitive conducts of the single and continuous infringement. The Commission attributes liability to LS Cable, Taihan, Mitsubishi and Showa only in relation to the conduct in which they have participated and for the conduct planned or put into effect by the other participants of which they were aware or which they could reasonably have foreseen and have been prepared to take the risk.

(1009) In general, the cartel was implemented and the parties' adherence to the arrangement was monitored through the exchange of position sheets and reporting obligations. The arrangements in place were, however, not of the nature and intensity that would require an increase in the gravity percentage. Neither would the alleged lack of implementation of the cartel arrangements, effects or awareness/participation in certain conducts justify a reduction in the gravity multiplier.

(e) Conclusion on the gravity

(1010) Given the specific circumstances of this case, taking into account the criteria discussed in Recitals (998) to (1009), the Commission considers that the proportion of the value of sales to be taken into account should be 17% for Sumitomo, Hitachi, JPS, Furukawa, Fujikura, VISCAS, Showa, Mitsubishi, EXSYM, LS Cable, Taihan, and the companies held jointly and severally liable with either of them, and 19% for

---

1412 ID [...], Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID [...], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011; ID [...], EXSYM reply to SO of 30 September 2011, ID [...], [...].
1415 See Case C-441/11 P Commission v Coppens [2012] not yet reported, paragraphs 43-44.
1416 See Recitals (99) and (493).
Nexans, Prysmian, ABB, Brugg, Sagem/Silec, nkt and the companies held jointly and severally liable with either of them.

7.3.3.2. Duration

(1011) The Commission will take into account the actual duration of participation of the undertakings involved in the infringements as summarised in Section 6 on a rounded down monthly and pro rata basis to take fully into account the duration of the participation for each undertaking. Hence, if, for example, the duration is 7 years and 1 month and 12 days, the calculation will take into account 7 years and 1 month without counting the number of days less than a month.

(1012) Table 8 sets out the duration multipliers corresponding to the participation of each undertaking:

Table 8 – Duration multipliers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Addressees</th>
<th>Start date</th>
<th>End date</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABB AB</td>
<td>01/04/2000</td>
<td>17/10/2008</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABB Ltd</td>
<td>01/04/2000</td>
<td>17/10/2008</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brugg Kabel AG</td>
<td>14/12/2001</td>
<td>16/11/2006</td>
<td>4.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabelwerke Brugg AG Holding</td>
<td>14/12/2001</td>
<td>16/11/2006</td>
<td>4.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nexans France SAS</td>
<td>13/11/2000</td>
<td>28/01/2009</td>
<td>8.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nexans SA</td>
<td>12/06/2001</td>
<td>28/01/2009</td>
<td>7.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkt cables GmbH</td>
<td>03/07/2002</td>
<td>17/02/2006</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKT Holding A/S</td>
<td>03/07/2002</td>
<td>17/02/2006</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l.</td>
<td>18/02/1999</td>
<td>28/01/2009</td>
<td>9.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.</td>
<td>29/07/2005</td>
<td>28/01/2009</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silec Cable, SAS</td>
<td>30/11/2005</td>
<td>16/11/2006</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safran SA (parent)</td>
<td>30/11/2005</td>
<td>21/12/2005</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Cable Corporation</td>
<td>22/12/2005</td>
<td>16/11/2006</td>
<td>0.853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.</td>
<td>18/02/1999</td>
<td>30/09/2001</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>Start Date</td>
<td>End Date</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi Metals, Ltd.</td>
<td>18/02/1999</td>
<td>30/09/2001</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-Power Systems Corporation</td>
<td>01/10/2001</td>
<td>10/04/2008</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.</td>
<td>01/10/2001</td>
<td>10/04/2008</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi Cable Ltd.</td>
<td>01/10/2001</td>
<td>10/04/2008</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furukawa Electric Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>18/02/1999</td>
<td>30/09/2001</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujikura Ltd.</td>
<td>18/02/1999</td>
<td>30/09/2001</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISCAS Corporation</td>
<td>01/10/2001</td>
<td>28/01/2009</td>
<td>7.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furukawa Electric Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>01/10/2001</td>
<td>28/01/2009</td>
<td>7.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujikura Ltd.</td>
<td>01/10/2001</td>
<td>28/01/2009</td>
<td>7.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWCC SHOWA HOLDINGS CO., LTD.</td>
<td>05/09/2001</td>
<td>30/06/2002</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi Cable Industries, Ltd.</td>
<td>05/09/2001</td>
<td>30/06/2002</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXSYM Corporation</td>
<td>01/07/2002</td>
<td>28/01/2009</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWCC SHOWA HOLDINGS CO., LTD.</td>
<td>01/07/2002</td>
<td>28/01/2009</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi Cable Industries, Ltd.</td>
<td>01/07/2002</td>
<td>28/01/2009</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS Cable &amp; System Ltd.</td>
<td>15/11/2002</td>
<td>26/08/2005</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taihan Electric Wire Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>15/11/2002</td>
<td>26/08/2005</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3.3.3. Additional amount

(1013) The Commission includes in the basic amount a sum of between 15% and 25% of the value of sales in order to deter undertakings from even entering into horizontal price-fixing and market-sharing agreements irrespective of the duration of the undertakings' participation in the infringement. In deciding the specific percentage to be applied, the factors referred to in Recitals (998) to (1010) are considered.

(1014) As stated in Recitals (977)-(982), Sumitomo, Hitachi, Furukawa, Fujikura, Showa and Mitsubishi initially participated independently in the cartel and later continued their participation via their respective joint ventures. Consequently, separate additional amounts are imposed on each of those undertakings, calculated on the basis of the value of sales to be used for the period before the formation of the joint

---

1417 Point 25 of the Guidelines on fines. The additional amount will be calculated for each undertaking on the basis of the sales attributed to it in each of the three EEA enlargement periods weighted according of the duration factors of the undertaking under each period.

1418 Point 25 of the Guidelines on fines.
ventures. No additional amount is imposed on the joint ventures JPS, Viscas and EXSYM. Since Silec is the new operator of the same business previously run by Safran, there will only be one additional amount which is apportioned between the two companies proportionally to the period that each of them participated in the infringement. The percentage to be applied for the additional amount is therefore 17% for Sumitomo, Hitachi, Furukawa, Fujikura, Showa, Mitsubishi, LS Cable and Taihan and 19% for Nexans, Prysmian, ABB, Brugg, Safran/Silec, nkt and the companies held jointly and severally liable with either of them.

(1015) In cases where an addressee is, for parts of the infringement period, held jointly and severally liable with an addressee directly participating in the infringement, it will be held jointly and severally liable for a part of the entry fee imposed on the direct participant which is proportional to the period during which it exercised a decisive influence on such direct participant.

7.3.3.4. Calculation and conclusion on basic amounts

(1016) Based on the values of sales, the percentages to be applied to them and the duration multipliers established in Recitals (1011) to (1012), the basic amount of the fine to be imposed on each participant in the infringement is set out in Table 9:

Table 9 – Basic amounts of the fines (EUR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Addressees</th>
<th>Basic amount of the fine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABB AB</td>
<td>22 806 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brugg Kabel AG</td>
<td>8 937 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nexans France SAS</td>
<td>70 670 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkt cables GmbH</td>
<td>4 319 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l.</td>
<td>104 613 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safran SA (for its direct participation)</td>
<td>9 018 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silec Cable, SAS</td>
<td>2 080 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. (for its direct participation)</td>
<td>4 782 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi Metals, Ltd. (for its direct participation)</td>
<td>4 267 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-Power Systems Corporation</td>
<td>37 711 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furukawa Electric Co. Ltd. (for its direct participation)</td>
<td>8 858 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujikura Ltd. (for its direct participation)</td>
<td>8 152 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISCAS Corporation</td>
<td>34 992 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWCC SHOWA HOLDINGS CO., LTD. (for its direct participation)</td>
<td>949 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi Cable Industries, Ltd. (for its direct participation)</td>
<td>873 000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1419 See section 7.4.
1420 Safran will therefore be liable for 81.47% of the entry fee and Silec Cable SAS for 18.53%.
1421 Goldman Sachs group Inc will therefore be jointly and severally liable with Prysmian S.p.A for 35.23% of the Prysmian entry fee whereas Pirelli & C. S.p.A will be jointly and severally liable with Prysmian S.p.A. for the remainder. Safran SA will be jointly and severally liable with Silec Cable SAS for 6.25% of Silec Cable SAS's entry fee and General Cable Corporation will be jointly and severally liable with Silec Cable SAS for the remainder. Nexans SA will be jointly and severally liable with Nexans France SAS for 92.96% of the entry fee imposed on Nexans France SAS. These percentages are based on the non-rounded periods during which each parent exercised a decisive influence on the direct participant.
7.4. Adjustments to the basic amount

7.4.1. Aggravating circumstances

(1017) The basic amount of the fine imposed on an undertaking can be increased in case of the existence of aggravating circumstances. Among these circumstances, point 28 of the Guidelines on fines includes situations where an undertaking continues or repeats the same or a similar infringement after the Commission or a national competition authority has made a finding that the undertaking infringed Article 101 or 102 of the Treaty. This type of recidivism shows that previously imposed sanctions were not a sufficient deterrent and therefore an increase of the basic amount of the fine is justified. In these cases, the basic amount will be increased up to 100% for each earlier infringement.

(1018) On 24 January 2007, ABB Ltd was held liable for an infringement of Article 101 of the Treaty in the Commission Decision in the case COMP/F/38.899 - Gas Insulated Switchgear. Consequently, the basic amount of the fines for ABB and ABB Ltd should be increased by a factor of 50%.

(1019) There are no further circumstances that would require an increase in the basic amount of the fine for any addressee.

7.4.2. Mitigating circumstances

(1020) The basic amount of the fine imposed on an undertaking can also be reduced in cases where the Commission finds the existence of mitigating circumstances. Among these circumstances, point 29 of the Guidelines on fines includes situations where the undertaking provides evidence showing that the infringement has been committed as a result of negligence, or shows that its involvement in the infringement is substantially limited. Other situations include those where the undertaking has effectively cooperated with the Commission outside the scope of the Leniency Notice or where the anti-competitive conduct of the undertaking has been authorised or encouraged by public authorities or by legislation.

7.4.3. Arguments of the parties and conclusions of the Commission

(a) Measures to ensure the termination of the arrangements

(1021) Nexans and EXSYM have highlighted the fact that their efforts to uncover the alleged conduct ensured that any arrangements had effectively ceased and prevented any future infringement and claim that this should be rewarded as a mitigating factor. JPS also argues that [company representative C2]'s farewell tour of July 2004 substantially disrupted the cartel, leading to its termination.

---

1422 See, for instance, Case T-203/01 Michelin v Commission [2003] ECR II-4071, paragraph 293.
1423 ID […] et seqq, Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011; ID […], EXSYM/Showa reply to the SO of 30 September 2001.
1424 ID […], […].
While point 29 of the Guidelines on fines provides that fines may be reduced where the undertaking concerned provides evidence that it terminated the infringement as soon as the Commission intervened, this provision does not apply to cartels. Therefore Nexans', JPS' and EXSYM's claims are rejected.

(b) Negligence

nkt has claimed that its employee was not aware that his participation in the seminars amounted to an infringement of competition law. nkt therefore argues that its conduct should be considered as the result of negligent behaviour rather than having an anti-competitive intent.

The Courts have consistently held that for an infringement to be regarded as having been committed intentionally it is not necessary for an undertaking to have been aware that it was infringing Union competition rules. It is sufficient that it could not have been unaware that the contested conduct had as its object or effect the restriction of competition in the internal market, and affected or might affect trade between Member States.

As argued in Recitals (617)-(619), nkt could not have had reasonable doubts about the fact that it was participating in an almost worldwide market sharing agreement and in collusive practices within the EEA together with other power cable producers, and that their behaviour breached EU antitrust rules. Consequently, no reduction can be granted to nkt on account of a negligent or unintentional infringement of Union competition rules.

(c) Substantially limited role

Several parties have claimed that they should benefit from a reduction due to their substantially limited or passive role. In this regard, some parties have pointed at the fact that they only attended a limited number of meetings or that the employees that attended the meetings did not hold very high positions. In addition, some parties point at the lack of cooperation in the allocation of certain projects, the lack of implementation of the agreements and the competitive strategy they pursued. Other parties point at their very small position in comparison with other cable producers. One party argues that it was encouraged by others to attend the

---

1425 ID […], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011.
1427 ID […], Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2011; ID […], VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011; ID […], […]; ID […], Showa reply to SO of 30 September 2011; ID […], LS Cable reply to SO of 31 October 2011; ID […], NKT reply to SO of 3 November 2011; ID […], Safran reply to SO of 3 October 2011; ID […], Taihan reply to SO of 7 November 2011.
1428 ID […], EXSYM/Showa reply to the SO of 30 September 2001. ID […], Safran reply to SO of 3 October 2011; ID […], LS Cable reply to the SO of 31 October 2011; ID […], Taihan reply to SO of 7 November 2011.
1429 ID […], Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID […], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID […], […]; ID […], nkt reply to SO of 3 September 2011.
1430 ID […], Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011; ID […], nkt reply to SO of 3 November 2011; ID […], Taihan reply to SO of 7 November 2011; ID […], LS Cable reply to SO of 31 October 2011; ID […], Showa reply to SO of 30 September 2011; ID […], EXSYM reply to SO of 30 September 2011.
finally some parties have commented that they did not participate in the creation and establishment of the cartel.

Point 29 of the Guidelines on fines provides that the basic amount of the fine may be reduced where the undertaking provides evidence that its involvement in the infringement is substantially limited. The 2006 Guidelines on fines do not, in contrast to the 1998 Guidelines on fines, provide for a reduction on the basis of a passive or minor role. Thus, the Commission no longer considers that a passive role constitutes a mitigating circumstance that justifies a reduction in fines, whereas a minor role can only constitute a mitigating circumstance if the involvement of the undertaking in the infringement is substantially limited. In any event, it is clear from the evidence set out in Section 3 that none of the parties has played a passive role within the meaning of case-law of the Court of Justice of the European Union that would justify a reduction in fines.

The fact that some addressees have not taken part in some of the aspects of the cartel does not relieve them from their responsibility for an infringement of Article 101 of the Treaty for those parts that they were aware or should have been aware of. Moreover, factors such as not having been involved in the creation of the anticompetitive arrangements or the lack of participation in certain meetings, when the cartel can be operated through other mechanisms, do not by themselves constitute mitigating circumstances. Considering the positions of the employees that attended the meetings (see Annex II), the arguments regarding the level of the concerned employees' positions are neither credible nor relevant in order to demonstrate a substantially limited role in the infringement. Neither does evidence suggesting instances of lack of cooperation in certain projects or other non-substantiated claims of non-implementation of the cartel showing that an addressee avoided the application of the cartel agreement and deliberately disrupted the cartel. Although an undertaking may be tempted not to comply in full with the agreed conduct and take advantage of the others’ discipline in complying with cartel agreements and cheat with a view to increasing its market share, this does not mean that it behaved in the way it would have done in the absence of the cartel. Therefore this is not a matter that must necessarily be taken into account as a mitigating circumstance.

With regard to some of the undertakings’ arguments as to their weak position, it has been recognised by Court that the question whether the individual participation of an undertaking in an agreement could, by itself, restrict competition or affect trade between Member States, account being taken of the undertaking’s weak position on

1431 ID [...] Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2011.
1432 ID [...] Safran reply to SO of 3 October 2011.
1435 Joined Cases C-204/00 P, C-205/00 P, C-211/00 P, C-213/00 P, C-217/00 P and C-219/00 P Aalborg Portland and Others v Commission [2004] ECR I-123, paragraph 253.
the market concerned, is irrelevant when it comes to ascertaining whether there is an infringement.\textsuperscript{1438}

(1030) As described in Recital (545) Nexans, Pirelli/Prysmian, JPS, Sumitomo, Hitachi, Furukawa, Fujikura and VISCAS are considered to be the core group of participants of the cartel. Their involvement cannot be classified as limited compared to the other addressees. Claims made by any of these companies are therefore to be rejected.

(1031) On the other hand, as described in Recitals (562)-(594), the evidence shows that the other addressees of this decision participated in the infringement to a different extent compared to Nexans, Pirelli/Prysmian, JPS, Sumitomo and Hitachi and Furukawa, Fujikura and VISCAS. In order to ensure that the different degrees of involvement of the addressees is duly reflected in the fine beyond the differentiation that has already been made under the gravity section, it is deemed appropriate to reduce the fine for those that did not belong to the core group of cartel participants.

(1032) As described in Recitals (562)-(575), the evidence shows that ABB, EXSYM, Sagem/Safran/Silec and Brugg had a level of involvement that distinguishes them from the core group but is insufficient to qualify them as fringe players. It is therefore concluded that ABB, EXSYM, Sagem/Safran/Silec and Brugg should be granted a reduction of 5% of the fine on account of their substantially limited involvement in the infringement.

(1033) As described in Recitals (576)-(594) Mitsubishi and Showa (prior to the formation of EXSYM), LS Cable, Taihan and nkt had a level of involvement that distinguishes them from the core group and is sufficient to qualify them as fringe players. It is therefore concluded that Mitsubishi and Showa, for the period before the formation of EXSYM, LS Cable, Taihan and nkt should be granted a reduction of 10% of the fine on account of their substantially limited involvement in the infringement. In addition, Mitsubishi and Showa, for the period before the formation of EXSYM, LS Cable and Taihan\textsuperscript{1439} should be granted an additional 1% reduction for their lack of awareness of and liability for parts of the single and continuous infringement.

(d) Effective cooperation outside the scope of the Leniency Notice

(1034) A number of parties have indicated that they have cooperated with the investigation beyond their legal obligation to do so.\textsuperscript{1441}

(1035) According to the Guidelines on fines, the Commission may reduce the basic amount of the fine for effective cooperation outside the scope of the Leniency Notice should that cooperation be beyond the legal obligation of the undertaking concerned. Simply complying with legal requirements to disclose information cannot be regarded as such cooperation. Moreover such cooperation should be effective, meaning that it should provide added value to the investigation, providing facts and explanations that lead to a better understanding of the case, or admissions facilitating the work of the Commission. According to the practice of the Commission, in cases where the Leniency Notice may find application, cooperation by undertakings which are party

\textsuperscript{1438} See Case C-441/11 P \textit{Commission v Verhuizingen Coppens} [2012] not yet reported, paragraphs 63-64.
\textsuperscript{1439} See, in particular, Recital (614).
\textsuperscript{1440} See, in particular, Recital (615).
\textsuperscript{1441} ID […] et seqq, Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011; ID […], Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2011; ID […], VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011; ID […], EXSYM/Showa reply to SO of 30 September 2001; ID […], […] ID […], LS Cable reply to SO of 31 October 2011.
to the proceeding should, as a matter of principle, be assessed within the framework of the Leniency Notice and reduction outside the Leniency Notice can be awarded only under exceptional circumstances.

(1036) While Nexans\(^{1442}\) has claimed that it has cooperated with the Commission's investigation, the explanations and studies it provided were no more than part of Nexans' strategy to articulate its defence in this case. Apart from contributing to the Commission's understanding of the sector, such cooperation has not translated into admissions that could facilitate the work of the Commission or helped in the clarification of facts beyond their mere interpretation from Nexans' perspective.

(1037) As regards the arguments of Furukawa, VISCAS, EXSYM and LS Cable,\(^{1443}\) apart from some of them citing the effort and high costs incurred when replying to the several RFIs, they have not provided evidence that would demonstrate an effective cooperation of such kind that would justify a reduction in the fine.\(^{1444}\)

(1038) LS Cable has indicated that it did cooperate with the Commission's investigation even when it was outside the Commission's jurisdiction and power to compel, and that the Commission has relied on one of its documents to establish three out of the six meetings attended by LS Cable, thereby providing significant added value to the investigation.\(^{1445}\) The Commission is entitled to rely on the information provided by a company in reply to a request for information under Article 18(2) of Council Regulation (EC) No 1/2003, without assessing whether or not it would have been in a position to compel the addressee to provide that information. Establishing a difference between replies provided by companies located within and outside the EEA would otherwise introduce a discriminatory element between the addressees if some would be entitled to a reduction for the information provided without having to cooperate under the Leniency Notice. Finally, LS Cable's voluntary submission was clearly not required to establish certain meetings. In fact, the information given by LS Cable in this submission formed a clarification of the information it had provided earlier, in reply to a specific Commission request for all information with regard to these meetings.

(1039) Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS have claimed that they should be granted an additional reduction of the fine on account of their cooperation outside the Leniency Notice in view of the essential role played by the evidence provided to the Commission on the case.\(^{1446}\)

(1040) It is however noted that the factors alleged by Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS, such as the significant added value provided by submitting evidence that allowed the Commission to supplement the alleged incomplete information provided by the immunity applicant or reinforce the evidence basis following the contestations caused by Nexans and Prysmian's appeals of the Commission decision, are clearly aspects of cooperation that are to be assessed under the scope of the Leniency Notice. These claims must therefore be rejected.

---

1442 ID [...], Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.
1443 ID [...], Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2011; ID [...], VISCAS reply to SO of 9 November 2011; ID [...], EXSYM reply to SO of 30 September 2011; ID [...], LS Cable reply to SO of 31 October 2011.
1444 See, for example, Case T-343/08 Arkema France v Commission [2011] ECR II-2287, paragraph 138.
1445 ID [...], EXSYM reply to SO of 30 September 2011; ID [...], LS Cable reply to SO of 31 October 2011.
1446 ID [...], [...].
Mitsubishi has in its leniency application […]\(^{1447}\) This evidence does not represent significant added value and *inter alia* for that reason will not be rewarded under the Leniency Notice.\(^{1448}\) Although this evidence is not necessary to prove Mitsubishi's involvement in the cartel in the period before the establishment of the EXSYM joint venture, it did bring some limited added value to the investigation and did to some extent facilitate the work of the Commission.\(^{1449}\) Since it is relied upon in this decision\(^{1450}\) the Commission believes that it is in this case appropriate to grant Mitsubishi a reduction of 3% of the fine set for the period of its own participation in the infringement on account of effective cooperation outside the scope of the Leniency Notice.

(e) Conduct which is authorised or encouraged by public authorities or by legislation

LS Cable and Taihan point to the fact that they only adhered to the cartel due to the dependency that they had on the other cartelists for the procurement of accessories.\(^{1451}\)

Point 29 of the Guidelines on fines only considers such situation as a mitigating circumstance in cases where the conduct has been encouraged by public authorities or legislation.

The pressure resulting from the refusal to supply that Taihan and LS Cable allege to have been under does not change the qualification or the gravity of the infringement, and cannot constitute an attenuating circumstance, given that the undertakings suffering the pressure had the possibility to report such illegal conduct to the competent authorities.\(^{1452}\) Given that the refusal to supply accessories may also constitute a violation of Article 102 of the Treaty, Taihan and LS Cable could also have reported such conduct to the competent authorities with a view to putting an end to it. Their claims must therefore be rejected.

(f) Compliance programs and other measures

Nexans, General Cable and Furukawa have indicated that they have carried out antitrust audits and/or implemented compliance programs.\(^{1453}\)

While measures taken by undertakings to avoid the recurrence of cartel infringements or to ensure the retention of documents potentially relevant for the investigation are welcome, such measures cannot change the reality that infringements occur and need to be sanctioned.\(^{1454}\) Compliance programmes, disciplinary measures or the retention of documents cannot exempt companies from their liability or entitle undertakings to a reduction of the fine, particularly in cartel

\(^{1447}\) Recitals (50) and (614); ID […]. Mitsubishi reply to SO of 20 September 2011.

\(^{1448}\) See Section 7.6.3 below for further explanations concerning the rejection of Mitsubishi's leniency application.


\(^{1450}\) See, for instance, Recitals (578), (579), (614) and (878).

\(^{1451}\) ID […], LS Cable reply to SO of 31 October 2011; ID […], Taihan reply to SO of 7 November 2011.

\(^{1452}\) Case T-21/05 *Chalkor AE Epexergasias Metallon v Commission* [2010] ECR II-01895, paragraph 72.

\(^{1453}\) ID […] et seqq, Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011; ID […], Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2011; ID […], General Cable reply to SO of 28 October 2011.

\(^{1454}\) Case C-501/11 *P Schindler v Commission* [2013] not yet reported, paragraphs 113-114.
cases which are among the more serious infringements of Article 101 of the Treaty and Article 53 of the EEA Agreement. The claims of Nexans and Furukawa concerning the measures adopted in this respect must therefore be rejected.

(g) Negative impact of the fine on the competitiveness of the undertaking

Nexans has also alleged that the negative impact that the fine could have on Nexans’ competitiveness and ability to make new investments should be considered as a mitigating circumstance. Similarly, Brugg has claimed that it would have difficulties in paying the fine as a medium sized company. Point 35 of the Guidelines on fines provides for a possible reduction of the fine on the basis of the impact that such fine may have on the economic viability of an undertaking only in cases where such viability could irretrievably be jeopardised and the assets of the undertaking would lose all their value. Any claims in this respect must be substantiated, and the assessment is to be done by the Commission only upon formal request by the undertaking concerned.

Only […] has submitted a formal inability to pay request pursuant to point 35 of the Guidelines on fines, which is assessed in more detail in Annex III. The vague and unsubstantiated claims made by Nexans and Brugg in this respect can therefore not be considered.

7.4.4. Deterrence multiplier

Point 30 of the Guidelines on fines provides that the Commission will pay particular attention to the need to ensure that fines have a sufficiently deterrent effect and that, to that end, it may increase the fine to be imposed on undertakings which have a particularly large turnover beyond the sales of goods or services to which the infringement relates.

Taking that into account, and in view of the total turnovers of the undertakings concerned by this Decision set out in Table 10 and the fine to be imposed on each of them set out in Table 11, it is not necessary to apply a multiplier for deterrence for any of the addressees.

7.5. Application of the 10% turnover limit.

Article 23(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 provides that the fine imposed on each undertaking shall not exceed 10% of its total turnover in the preceding business year.

Several addressees have at the time of the adoption of this decision not drawn up and verified their annual accounts for 2013. The Commission will for those addressees use the turnover figures for 2012. The global turnover achieved in 2013 or in 2012 by each of the undertakings concerned is set out in Table 10:

---

1455 ID […] et seqq, Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.
1456 ID […]], Brugg reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
1457 ID […]], […] reply to SO of 7 November 2011.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Addressees</th>
<th>EUR Million</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABB Ltd</td>
<td>31 509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabelwerke Brugg AG Holding</td>
<td>[450-550]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nexans SA</td>
<td>6 711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKT Holding A/S</td>
<td>2 119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prysmian S.p.A.</td>
<td>7 273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.</td>
<td>30 776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pirelli &amp; C. S.p.A.</td>
<td>6 071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safran SA</td>
<td>13 615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Cable Corporation</td>
<td>4 834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.</td>
<td>14 695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi Metals Ltd</td>
<td>3 384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-Power Systems Corporation</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furukawa Electric Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>8 634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujikura Ltd.</td>
<td>4 592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISCAS Corporation</td>
<td>[520-650]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWCC SHOWA HOLDINGS CO., LTD.</td>
<td>[1350-1650]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi Cable Industries, Ltd.</td>
<td>569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXSYM Corporation</td>
<td>[200-250]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS Cable &amp; System Ltd.</td>
<td>[2 700 - 3 300]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan Electric Wire Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>[1530 - 1 900]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1053) Nexans has claimed that the 10% limit should be set by reference to the turnover of Nexans France SAS alone or, alternatively, to the turnover of those Nexans’ subsidiaries mentioned in the SO, namely Nexans France SAS, Nexans Norway A/S and Nexans Iberia. In any case, it claims that the turnover of Nexans (SA) should be excluded for the purposes of determining the 10% cap since it did not exercise decisive influence over Nexans France SAS.

(1054) The 10% cap laid down in Article 23(2) or Regulation (EC) No. 1/2003 is calculated on the basis of the total turnover of all the entities constituting an ‘undertaking’ in accordance with the approach adopted by the Court of Justice, the General Court and the Commission. This applies equally to legal entities that have become part of

---

1459 For JPS, Sumitomo, Hitachi, VISCAS, Furukawa, Fujikura, EXSYM, Showa and Mitsubishi, the reported turnover covers the period 1 April 2012 – 31 March 2013 (see also the respective replies of these companies to RFI of 21 February 2014, ID […], ID […], ID […], ID […], ID […] and ID […]). Information on the 2013 turnovers of the other undertakings was provided in their replies to RFI of 21 February 2014: ID […] (ABB), ID […] (Brugg), ID […] (Nexans), ID […] (NKT), ID […] (Pirelli), ID […] (Goldman Sachs), ID 7488 (Safran), ID […] (General Cable), ID […] and ID […] (Taiwan) and ID […] (LS).

1460 Turnover for 2012. See ID […], Pirelli reply to RFI of 17 May 2013 and ID […], Pirelli reply to RFI of 21 February 2014.

1461 The turnover of Fujikura has been corrected on the basis of the average of the JPY/EUR exchange rate of each of the four quarters of the period 1 April 2012 – 31 March 2013, which is 106.95 JPY/EUR (source http://www.ecb.europa.eu).

1462 ID […], Nexans reply to SO of 26 October 2011.

1463 See, for instance, Joined Cases T-204/08 and T-212/08, Team Relocations and Others v Commission [2011] ECR II-3569, paragraph 154; upheld on this point on appeal in Case C-444/11 P, Team Relocations and Others v Commission [2013] not yet reported, paragraphs 170-179; Case T-411/10, Lafiten Austria v Commission [2013] not yet reported, paragraph 150; Case T-146/09, Parker ITR and
the undertaking during the course of the infringement. The Commission has verified that there are no situations where an entity is held solely liable for a period where its fine would exceed its own turnover in the year preceding the adoption of the Decision.

(1055) Since the fines resulting from the basic amounts and the additional factors set out in Section 7.3.3 and 7.4 do not exceed 10% of the total turnover of the last full business year before the adoption of this Decision (for which figures are available) for any of the undertakings concerned, the amounts of the fines do not need to be modified.

7.6. Application of the Leniency Notice

(1056) According to point 8(a) of the Leniency Notice, the Commission will grant immunity from any fine which would otherwise have been imposed on an undertaking disclosing its participation in an alleged cartel affecting the Union if that undertaking is the first to submit information and evidence which in the Commission's view will enable it to carry out a targeted inspection in connection with the alleged cartel.

(1057) Under points 23 and 24 of the Leniency Notice, undertakings disclosing their participation in an alleged cartel affecting the Community that do not meet the conditions for immunity may be eligible to benefit from a reduction of any fine that would otherwise have been imposed on them if they provide the Commission with evidence of the alleged infringement which represents significant added value with respect to the evidence already in the Commission's possession and meet the cumulative conditions set out in points (12)(a) to (12)(c) of the Leniency Notice.

7.6.1. ABB

(1058) On 17 October 2008 ABB submitted an application under point 8(a) of the Leniency Notice. On 22 December 2008 the Commission granted ABB conditional immunity.

(1059) ABB cooperated fully and on a continuous and expeditious basis throughout the procedure and has gradually complemented its original application by further submissions as it proceeded with its internal investigation and conducted interviews with the individuals concerned. It remained at the disposal of the Commission to provide explanations and clarifications. There are no indications that ABB continued its involvement in the cartel after its first submission of evidence. In addition, there is no evidence that ABB took any steps to coerce other undertakings to participate in the infringement. ABB should therefore be granted immunity from any fines that would otherwise have been imposed on it.

---


1464 Except for what was reasonably necessary to preserve the integrity of the inspections.
7.6.2. JPS, Sumitomo and Hitachi

(1060) JPS, Sumitomo and Hitachi were second to approach the Commission under the Leniency Notice. The evidence submitted concerns the period before and after the formation of the JPS joint venture. They have claimed that they should be granted (i) partial immunity under point 26 of the Leniency Notice, (ii) partial immunity under point 26 of the Leniency Notice for the aspects of the infringement relating to UG power cables, and (iii) a reduction of 50% of any fine that would otherwise be imposed on them as a result of their leniency application.

(1061) Within the framework of their leniency application, JPS, Sumitomo and Hitachi were the first to corroborate and confirm evidence in the Commission's possession at that time. Evidence was also provided, allowing the Commission to prove the meetings and contacts between the parties that were involved.

(1062) Through their submissions, JPS, Sumitomo and Hitachi facilitated the Commission’s task by providing in particular evidence relating to, some of which was previously not in the Commission’s possession. Therefore, the Commission considers that JPS, Sumitomo and Hitachi were the first to submit evidence representing significant added value within the meaning of the Leniency Notice and the first to meet the requirements of point 24 of the Leniency Notice.

(1063) JPS, Sumitomo and Hitachi have however argued that the participation of JPS in the cartel was partially interrupted between July 2004 and October 2005 and they have been unclear and contradictory about the end date of JPS’ participation throughout the investigation. The arguments have not been accepted by the Commission in light of the contemporaneous evidence. The position expressed bears a certain ambiguity and the reliability have been questioned by some parties. This has reduced the value of the evidence and the cooperation provided by JPS and its parent companies to some extent. However, as a whole their application demonstrated genuine cooperation required under point 12(a) of the Leniency Notice. Taking everything into account, JPS, Sumitomo and Hitachi are entitled to a 45% reduction of the fine that would otherwise have been imposed.

(1064) The Commission further considers that the information provided by JPS, Sumitomo and Hitachi under its leniency application constitutes stand-alone evidence in relation to, not requiring further corroboration, hence amounting to compelling evidence as set out in point 26 of the Leniency Notice. The Commission was, solely on the basis of this evidence, able to establish additional facts proving the existence of the cartel. As a result, in line with point 26 of the Leniency Notice,

---

1465 In view of the fact that Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS were part of the same undertaking during parts of the infringement and at the time of the leniency application, the Commission exceptionally accepted their joint application.

1466 ID [...], [...].

1467 ID [...], [...]. ID [...], [...].

1468 ID [...], [...].

1469 As explained in Recital (943), [...]. July 2004 formed the end date of its participation in the market coordination. It has thereafter also mentioned October 2006, July 2006 and April 2008 as end dates.

1470 Section 3.5.
this period will not be taken into account for the purpose of determining the fine to be imposed on them.

(1065) On the other hand, the Commission does not accept JPS, Sumitomo’s and Hitachi’s claim that they should benefit from further partial immunity for the aspects of the infringement relating to the UG power cables [time period]. Although the evidence provided by JPS, Sumitomo and Hitachi with regard to UG power cables for this period is relied upon to reinforce facts already known, it does not allow the Commission to establish additional facts. ABB had already provided sufficient indicia to conclude that the alleged cartel covered not only SM but also UG power cables prior to the leniency application submitted by JPS, Sumitomo and Hitachi. 1471 This conclusion has also been upheld by the General Court in the judgments on Nexans and Prysmian's appeals against the Commission's inspection decisions. 1472 The Court has made it clear that the leniency rules must be interpreted strictly, since they constitute an exception to the rule that an undertaking must be punished for any infringement of the competition rules. 1473 This is why the Court has confirmed that partial immunity should be limited to cases in which a company provides the Commission with new information relating to the gravity or the duration of the infringement and not to cases where a company has merely provided information which strengthens the evidence of the existence of the infringement. 1474 Taking into account the evidence in the Commission's possession at the time of [...] application, the evidence provided for this period does not constitute compelling evidence in the sense of point 25 of the Leniency Notice which the Commission uses to establish additional facts increasing the gravity or duration of the infringement. The fact that this evidence reinforced the Commission's ability to prove the facts in that period with regard to the part of the infringement relating to UG power cables is however taken into account when determining the appropriate fine reduction within the relevant band.

7.6.3. Mitsubishi

(1066) On 20 April 2009, Mitsubishi submitted an application for immunity, or in the alternative, for leniency reduction under the Leniency Notice, consisting of a single corporate statement. In the application, [...]. 1475

(1067) At the time of Mitsubishi’s application, the Commission was already in possession of a significant number of documents and statements gathered during the inspections and received from ABB and Sumitomo, Hitachi and JPS, on the basis of which it was able to prove the main elements of the cartel. Mitsubishi has failed to provide evidence that constitute significant added value within the meaning of point 24 of the

1471 [...]
1473 Case T-370/06 KWE v Commission [2012] not yet reported, paragraph 34.
1474 Ibid., paragraph 33. See also Case T-128/11 LG Display Co. Ltd v Commission [2014] not yet reported, paragraphs 166-168. Although these judgments were rendered for cases in which the 2002 Leniency Notice had been applied, the changes in the wording of point 26 of the 2006 Leniency Notice compared to point 23 of the 2002 Leniency Notice do not mean that partial immunity has under the 2006 Leniency Notice been extended to situations where evidence merely reinforced the Commission's ability to prove certain facts with regard to which the Commission already had evidence on the file.
1475 See point 23 of the Leniency Notice which requires the applicant to disclose its participation in the alleged cartel.
Leniency Notice and has, except for the single submission filed on 20 April 2009, not cooperated genuinely and fully with the Commission as required under points 12, 23 and 29 of the Leniency Notice.

(1068) Mitsubishi should, for the reasons explained in the preceeding Recitals, therefore not be granted any reduction of the fine under the Leniency Notice.

7.7. Retroactive application of the Guidelines on fines

(1069) Prysmian has claimed that, given that the application of the Guidelines on fines results in much higher fines than those that would result when applying the Guidelines of 1998, they cannot be applied to situations existing prior to their adoption by virtue of the principle of legality/non-retroactivity as enshrined in Article 49(1) of the EU Charter of Human Rights.1476

(1070) In view of settled case law of the court, this claim must be rejected.1477

7.8. Inability to pay

(1071) In exercising its discretion under point 35 of the Guidelines on fines, the Commission carries out an overall assessment of the undertaking's financial situation, with the primary focus on the undertaking's capacity to pay the fine in a specific social and economic context.

(1072) Among the undertakings addressed in the Decision, [addressee] has made an application claiming inability to pay the fine under point 35 of the Guidelines on fines.1478 The Commission has considered this claim and carefully analysed the available financial data of this undertaking. [Addressee] received requests for information pursuant to Article 18(1) and (2) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 asking it to submit details about its individual financial situation and the specific social and economic context it operates in.

(1073) Insofar as an undertaking argues that the estimated fine would have a negative impact on its financial situation, without adducing credible evidence demonstrating its inability to pay the expected fine, the Commission points to settled case law according to which the Commission is not required, when determining the amount of the fine to be imposed, to take into account the poor financial situation of an undertaking, since recognition of such an obligation would be tantamount to giving unjustified competitive advantages to undertakings which are the least well adapted to the conditions of the market.1479

(1074) Accordingly, the financial position of [addressee] and the impact of the fine imposed upon it are assessed in the specific social and economic context. The financial

1476 ID [...], Prysmian reply to SO of 24 October 2011.
1478 ID [...], [...] reply to SO of 7 November 2011.
situation of the undertaking concerned is assessed at the time the Decision is adopted and on the basis of the financial data and information submitted by the undertaking.

In assessing the undertaking's financial situation, the Commission considers the financial statements, for example, annual reports, consisting of a balance sheet, an income statement, a statement of changes in equity, a cash-flow statement and notes, usually of the last five financial years, as well as their forecasts for the current year and the next two years. The Commission takes into account and relies upon a number of financial ratios measuring the solidity, in this case, the proportion which the expected fine would represent of the undertaking's equity and assets, its profitability, solvency and liquidity, all of which are commonly used when evaluating risks of bankruptcy. In addition, the Commission takes into account relations with outside financial partners such as banks, on the basis of copies of contracts concluded with those partners in order to assess the undertaking's access to finance and, in particular, the scope of any undrawn credit facilities it may have. The Commission also includes in its analysis the relations with shareholders in order to assess their confidence in the undertaking's economic viability (shareholder relations may be illustrated by recent dividend payments and other outflows of cash paid to the shareholders), as well as the ability of the shareholders to assist the undertaking concerned financially. Attention is paid both to the equity and profitability of the undertaking and, above all, to its solvency, liquidity and cash flow. The analysis is both prospective and retrospective but with a focus on the present and immediate future of the undertaking. The analysis is not purely static but rather dynamic, whilst taking consistency over time of the submitted forecasts into account. The analysis takes possible restructuring plans and their state of implementation into account.

The inability to pay claim submitted by [addressee] should be rejected for the reasons set out in confidential Annex III accessible to [addressee].

7.9. Fines sharing in cases of joint and several liability

In reaction to the judgment of the General Court in the case Siemens AG Österreich v Commission, several addressees of the SO have raised the point that the Commission should, where it intends to hold different legal entities jointly and severally liable for a fine, determine the respective share of the fine for which each legal entity is responsible. The Commission has appealed the above judgment regarding this precise finding to the Court of Justice. Most importantly the Commission considers that its legal powers under Article 101 of the Treaty are limited to finding infringements and imposing sanctions on undertakings but that it has no legal basis to determine the respective shares that each legal entity that is jointly and severally liable should pay compared to the other legal entity that is held liable for (part of) the same fine. Following this approach would violate the principle of subsidiarity and would undermine the concept of undertaking as established by the European Courts.

By analogy to the assessment of "serious and irreparable harm" in the context of interim measures, the Commission bases its assessment of the undertaking's ability to pay on the financial situation of the undertaking as a whole, including its shareholders, irrespective of the finding of liability (Case C-335/99 P(R) HFB v Commission [1999] ECR I-8705; Case C-7/01 P(R) FEG v Commission [2001] ECR I-2559; Case T-410/09 R Almamet v Commission [2012] not yet reported, paragraphs 47 et seq).


In particular Goldman Sachs, Prysmian and Pirelli.
7.10. **Final amount of the fines**

The financial amounts of the fines to be imposed pursuant to Article 23(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 are set out in Table 11:

**Table 11: Final amount of the fines per undertaking (after inability to pay claims)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fine EUR</th>
<th>Addressees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 0        | On ABB AB, of which  
- ABB Ltd is held jointly and severally liable for the amount of EUR 0. |
| 8 490 000 | On Brugg Kabel AG, of which  
- Kabelwerke Brugg AG Holding is held jointly and severally liable for the amount of EUR 8 490 000. |
| 70 670 000 | On Nexans France SAS, of which  
- Nexans SA is held jointly and severally liable for the amount of EUR 65 767 000. |
| 3 887 000 | On nkt cables GmbH, of which  
- NKTI Holding A/S is held jointly and severally liable for the amount of EUR 3 887 000. |
| 104 613 000 | On Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l., of which  
- Prysmian S.p.A. and the Goldman Sachs Group Inc. are held jointly and severally liable for the amount of EUR 37 303 000;  
- Pirelli & C. S.p.A. is held jointly and severally liable for the amount of EUR 67 310 000. |
| 8 567 000 | On Safran SA. |
| 1 976 000 | On Silec Cable, SAS, of which  
- General Cable Corporation is held jointly and severally liable for the amount of EUR 1 852 500;  
- Safran SA is held jointly and severally liable for the amount of EUR 123 500. |
| 2 630 000 | On Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. |
| 2 346 000 | On Hitachi Metals, Ltd. |
| 20 741 000 | On J-Power Systems Corporation, of which  
- Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. and Hitachi Metals, Ltd. are held jointly and severally liable for the amount of EUR 20 741 000. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Company/Corporation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 858 000</td>
<td>On Furukawa Electric Co. Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 152 000</td>
<td>On Fujikura Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 992 000</td>
<td>On VISCAS Corporation, of which</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Furukawa Electric Co. Ltd. and Fujikura Ltd. are held jointly and severally liable for the amount of EUR 34 992 000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>844 000</td>
<td>On SWCC SHOWA HOLDINGS CO., LTD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750 000</td>
<td>On Mitsubishi Cable Industries, Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 551 000</td>
<td>On EXSYM Corporation, of which</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- SWCC SHOWA Holdings Co., Ltd. and Mitsubishi Cable Industries, Ltd. are held jointly and severally liable for the amount of EUR 6 551 000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 349 000</td>
<td>On LS Cable &amp; System Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 223 000</td>
<td>On Taihan Electric Wire Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION:

*Article 1*

The following undertakings infringed Article 101 of the Treaty and Article 53 of the EEA Agreement by participating, for the periods indicated, in a single and continuous infringement in the (extra) high voltage underground and/or submarine power cables sector:

1. ABB:
   (a) ABB AB, from 1 April 2000 to 17 October 2008
   (b) ABB Ltd, from 1 April 2000 to 17 October 2008

2. Brugg:
   (a) Brugg Kabel AG, from 14 December 2001 to 16 November 2006
   (b) Kabelwerke Brugg AG Holding, from 14 December 2001 to 16 November 2006

3. Nexans:
   (a) Nexans France SAS, from 13 November 2000 to 28 January 2009
   (b) Nexans SA, from 12 June 2001 to 28 January 2009

4. nkt:
   (a) nkt cables GmbH, from 3 July 2002 to 17 February 2006
   (b) NKT Holding A/S, from 3 July 2002 to 17 February 2006
5. Prysmian:
   (a) Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l., from 18 February 1999 to 28 January 2009
   (b) Prysmian S.p.A., from 29 July 2005 to 28 January 2009
   (c) The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., from 29 July 2005 to 28 January 2009
   (d) Pirelli & C. S.p.A., from 18 February 1999 to 28 July 2005

6. Safran:
   (a) Safran SA (previously Sagem SA), from 12 November 2001 to 21 December 2005

7. Silec:
   (a) Silec Cable, SAS, from 30 November 2005 to 16 November 2006
   (b) General Cable Corporation, from 22 December 2005 to 16 November 2006

8. JPS:
   (a) Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd., from 18 February 1999 to 10 April 2008
   (b) Hitachi Metals, Ltd., from 18 February 1999 to 10 April 2008
   (c) J-Power Systems Corporation, from 1 October 2001 to 10 April 2008

9. VISCAS:
   (a) Furukawa Electric Co. Ltd., from 18 February 1999 to 28 January 2009
   (b) Fujikura Ltd., from 18 February 1999 to 28 January 2009
   (c) VISCAS Corporation, from 1 October 2001 to 28 January 2009

10. EXSYM:
    (a) SWCC SHOWA HOLDINGS CO., LTD., from 5 September 2001 to 28 January 2009. For the period 5 September 2001 to 30 June 2002, SWCC SHOWA HOLDINGS CO., LTD. is not liable for the European cartel configuration.
    (b) Mitsubishi Cable Industries, Ltd., from 5 September 2001 to 28 January 2009. For the period 5 September 2001 to 30 June 2002, Mitsubishi Cable Industries, Ltd. is not liable for the European cartel configuration.
    (c) EXSYM Corporation, from 1 July 2002 to 28 January 2009

11. LS Cable:
    (a) LS Cable & System Ltd., from 15 November 2002 to 26 August 2005. LS Cable & System Ltd. is not liable for the infringement in so far as (extra) high voltage submarine power cables are concerned.

12. Taihan:
    (a) Taihan Electric Wire Co., Ltd., from 15 November 2002 to 26 August 2005. Taihan Electric Wire Co., Ltd. is not liable for the infringement in so far as (extra) high voltage submarine power cables are concerned.
For the infringement(s) referred to in Article 1, the following fines are imposed:

(a) ABB AB and ABB Ltd jointly and severally liable: EUR 0
(b) Brugg Kabel AG and Kabelwerke Brugg AG Holding jointly and severally liable: EUR 8 490 000
(c) Nexans France SAS and Nexans SA jointly and severally liable: EUR 65 767 000
(d) Nexans France SAS: EUR 4 903 000
(e) nkt cables GmbH and NKT Holding A/S jointly and severally liable: EUR 3 887 000
(g) Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi S.r.l. and Pirelli & C. S.p.A. jointly and severally liable: EUR 67 310 000
(h) Safran SA: EUR 8 567 000
(i) Silec Cable, SAS and General Cable Corporation jointly and severally liable: EUR 1 852 500
(j) Silec Cable, SAS and Safran SA, jointly and severally liable: EUR 123 500
(k) Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.: EUR 2 630 000
(l) Hitachi Metals, Ltd.: EUR 2 346 000
(m) J-Power Systems Corporation, Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. and Hitachi Metals, Ltd. jointly and severally liable: EUR 20 741 000
(n) Furukawa Electric Co. Ltd.: EUR 8 858 000
(o) Fujikura Ltd.: EUR 8 152 000
(p) VISCAS Corporation, Furukawa Electric Co. Ltd. and Fujikura Ltd. jointly and severally liable: EUR 34 992 000
(q) SWCC SHOWA HOLDINGS CO., LTD.: EUR 844 000
(r) Mitsubishi Cable Industries, Ltd.: EUR 750 000
(s) EXSYM Corporation, SWCC SHOWA HOLDINGS CO., LTD. and Mitsubishi Cable Industries, Ltd. jointly and severally liable: EUR 6 551 000
(t) LS Cable & System Ltd.: EUR 11 349 000
(u) Taihan Electric Wire Co., Ltd.: EUR 6 223 000

The fines shall be paid, in euros, within a period of three months from the date of notification of this Decision, to the following bank account held in the name of the European Commission:
After the expiry of this period, interest will automatically be payable at the interest rate applied by the European Central Bank to its main refinancing operations on the first day of the month in which this Decision is adopted, plus 3.5 percentage points.

Where an undertaking referred to in Article 1 lodges an appeal, that undertaking shall cover the fine by the due date, either by providing an acceptable financial guarantee, or by making a provisional payment of the fine in accordance with Article 90 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 1268/2012.\textsuperscript{1483}

\textit{Article 3}

The undertakings listed in Article 1 shall immediately bring to an end the infringements referred to in that Article insofar as they have not already done so.

They shall refrain from repeating any act or conduct described in Article 1, and from any act or conduct having the same or similar object or effect.

\textit{Article 4}

This Decision is addressed to

ABB AB
Kopparbergsvägen 2
721 83 Västerås
Sweden

ABB Ltd
Affolternstrasse 44
8050
Zurich
Switzerland

Brugg Kabel AG
Klosterzelgstrasse 28

EXSYM Corporation
Shiroyama Trust Tower 3-1
Toranomon 4-chome, Minato-ku
Tokyo 105-6013
Japan

Fujikura Ltd.
1-5-1 Kiba, Koto-ku
Tokyo 135-8512
Japan

Furukawa Electric Co. Ltd.
2-3 Marunouchi 2-chome
Chiyodaku, Tokyo 100-8322
Japan

General Cable Corporation
4 Tesseneer Drive
Highland Heights
KY 41076 – 9753
United States of America

Hitachi Metals, Ltd.
Seavans North 2-1
Shibaura 1-chome
Minato-ku
Tokyo 105 -8614
Japan

J-Power Systems Corporation
3-13-16 Mita
Minato-ku,
108 – 0073 Tokyo
Japan

Kabelwerke Brugg AG Holding
B12, Industriestrasse 21
5201 Brugg
Switzerland

LS Cable & System Ltd.
LS Tower (12-17 th Floor)
1026-6 Hogye-dong
Dongan-gu, Anyang-si
Gyeonggi-do
Republic of Korea
Osaka 541-0041
Japan

SWCC SHOWA HOLDINGS CO., LTD.
Shiroyama Trust Tower 3-1
Toranomon 4-chome
Minato-ku
Tokyo 105-6013
Japan

Taihan Electric Wire Co., Ltd.
G. Square
180 Simin-daero
Dongan-gu, Anyang-si
431-812 Gyeonggi-do
Republic of Korea

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.
200 West Street
New York
NY 10282
United States of America

VISCAS Corporation
Shinagawa Seaside West Tower
4-12-2, Higashi-Shinagawa
Shinagawa-Ku
Tokyo 140-0002
Japan

This Decision shall be enforceable pursuant to Article 299 of the Treaty and Article 110 of the EEA Agreement.

Done at Brussels, 2.4.2014

For the Commission
Joaquin ALMUNIA
Vice-President

CERTIFIED COPY
For the Secretary-General,

Jordi AYET PUIGARNAU
Director of the Registry
EUROPEAN COMMISSION
### ANNEX I Table of Meetings and Communications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>[...]. 1</td>
<td>[...]. 1</td>
<td>[...]. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>[...]. 2</td>
<td>[...]. 2</td>
<td>[...]. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>[...]. 3</td>
<td>[...]. 3</td>
<td>[...]. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>[...]. 4</td>
<td>[...]. 4</td>
<td>[...]. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>[...]. 5</td>
<td>[...]. 5</td>
<td>[...]. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>[...]. 6</td>
<td>[...]. 6</td>
<td>[...]. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>[...]. 7</td>
<td>[...]. 7</td>
<td>[...]. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>[...]. 8</td>
<td>[...]. 8</td>
<td>[...]. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>[...]. 9</td>
<td>[...]. 9</td>
<td>[...]. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>[...]. 10</td>
<td>[...]. 10</td>
<td>[...]. 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>[...]. 11</td>
<td>[...]. 11</td>
<td>[...]. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>[...]. 12</td>
<td>[...]. 12</td>
<td>[...]. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>[...]. 13</td>
<td>[...]. 13</td>
<td>[...]. 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>[...]. 14</td>
<td>[...]. 14</td>
<td>[...]. 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>[...]. 15</td>
<td>[...]. 15</td>
<td>[...]. 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1. [...]
2. [...]
3. [...]
4. [...]
5. [...]
6. [...]
7. [...]
8. [...]
9. [...]
10. [...]
11. [...]
12. [...]
13. [...]
14. [...]
15. [...]
16. [...]

---
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>24 March 1999 Banker's Club in Kuala Lumpur</td>
<td>Representatives of [company, non-addressee of this decision], Pirelli, [company, non-addressee of this decision], Furukawa, Fujikura, Hitachi, Sumitomo</td>
<td>A/R meeting on UG matters.¹⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>7 April 1999</td>
<td>[company representative CD1] (Sumitomo), a European producer</td>
<td>Communication of prices and conditions for a project in the UK.¹⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>3, 4 June 1999 Tokyo</td>
<td>Meeting on the 3ʳᵈ on SM: at least by [company representative B6] (Pirelli), [company representative A2] ([company, non-addressee of this decision]), [company representative C2] (Sumitomo) Meeting on the 4ᵗʰ on UG: representatives of Sumitomo, Hitachi, Fujikura, Furukawa, and three other producers including [company, non-addressee of this decision], Pirelli</td>
<td>A/R meetings on SM, UG matters.¹⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>26 July 1999 Holiday Inn Mayfair Hotel London</td>
<td>[company representative A2] ([company, non-addressee of this decision]), representatives of [company, non-addressee of this decision], Hitachi, [company representative B6] (Pirelli), [company representative E2] (Furukawa), [company representative F1] (Fujikura), and [company representative C2] (Sumitomo)</td>
<td>A/R meeting devoted to UG matters.²⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>31 August-15</td>
<td>[company representative C2] (Sumitomo), Pirelli,</td>
<td>Bilateral meetings. No details available on the meetings between Sumitomo and Pirelli and Sumitomo and [company,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹⁷ […] […] was active in the production of UG power cables only, which indicates that the meeting was focused on UG matters. See […].

¹⁸ […]

¹⁹ […]

²⁰ […]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>19 October 1999 Kuala Lumpur</td>
<td>[company representative A2], [company representative B6] (Pirelli), [company representative B1] (Furukawa), [company representative C2] (Sumitomo)</td>
<td>A/R meeting (probably) focused on UG cables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Fall 1999 - Beginning 2000</td>
<td>[company representative l2] (ABB), [company representative A2] (company, non-addressee of this decision)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. Both companies indicated that they would not continue the previously discussed allocations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>9 February 2000</td>
<td>[company representative] (...)</td>
<td>Diary notes on the allocation of the Normal project to the European producers (Furukawa would decline to bid - this project had already been discussed in 1996), and the allocation of two projects for the customer Viking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>1-2 March 2000 Tokyo</td>
<td>Meeting on the 1\textsuperscript{st}. Probably attended by [company representative A2], [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative C2] (Sumitomo) and. [company representative F1] (Fujikura), Furukawa denies its attendance. Meeting on the 2\textsuperscript{nd}. Representatives of Sumitomo, Hitachi, Fujikura, [company, non-addressee of this decision]. Pirelli</td>
<td>A/R meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>10, 14 April</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>Internal notes pointing at awareness of the cartel.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[21\] […]
\[22\] […]
\[23\] […]
\[24\] […]
\[25\] ID […] Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2009.
\[26\] […] See also: […] ID […].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>17 April 2000</td>
<td>Probably Sumitomo, Hitachi, Fujikura, Furukawa</td>
<td>Meeting between Japanese producers. Discussion on the price levels to be quoted in a tender for a non-EU project. This is an illustration of the &quot;cover-bid&quot; process, involving the use of &quot;protection-bid&quot; offers where the allottee would indicate its bid price, the remaining producers would then submit cover-bids at agreed percentages of that price. The European producers Pirelli, [company, non-addressee of this decision] were also participating in these cartel activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>26 April 2000</td>
<td>[company representative D1] (Hitachi), [company representative B1] (Pirelli), other unidentified producers</td>
<td>Bilateral meetings. Discussion on non-EU projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>14 April 2000</td>
<td>[…], (…)</td>
<td>[…] suggesting the existence of an allocation mechanism within Europe based on geographic criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>April-mid June 2000</td>
<td>[company representative I4], another representative of ABB [company representative X], another representative of [company, non-addressee of this decision]</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. Discussion on which company was better suited to win a given project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>10 May 2000</td>
<td>[company representative C2] (Sumitomo), [company representative B6], [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative L2] (Sagem)</td>
<td>Bilateral meetings. No further information available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>11 May 2000</td>
<td>Probably attended by the representatives of the companies normally attending the A/R meetings; [company, non-addressee of this decision], Pirelli, Sumitomo, Hitachi and Fujikura. Furukawa has confirmed the attendance of [company representative E2].</td>
<td>A/R meeting. The discussions related to UG issues in the morning, to SM issues in the evening.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>July 2000</td>
<td>Hitachi, ABB</td>
<td>ABB called to order after ignoring a project allocation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

27 […]
28 […]
29 […]
30 […]
31 […]
32 […]
33 […]
ID […] Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2009
35 […] See also: […], […].
36 […]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>12 July 2000</td>
<td>Probably representatives of Furukawa, Sumitomo, Hitachi were present</td>
<td>Meeting between Japanese producers focussed on a non-EU project allocated to SEI-Hitachi. 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>Between 9 and 21 July</td>
<td>Probably attended by representatives of the companies normally attending the A/R meetings: [company, non-addressee of this decision], Pirelli, Sumitomo, Hitachi and Fujikura. Furukawa denies that [company representative E3] attended. 38</td>
<td>A/R meeting. Agenda prepared by the European producers include: exchange of information about the corporate changes in the companies (such as Pirelli's purchase of General Cable's cable business), discussions on price levels and projects or analysis of the &quot;position sheets&quot; indicating the share of business obtained by A or R in the export territories. No minutes of the meeting available. 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>4 September 2000</td>
<td>Representatives of Sumitomo, Hitachi, Fujikura, Furukawa</td>
<td>Meeting between the Japanese producers (&quot;4 Company Meeting&quot;). No further information available. 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>5-7 September 2000 Milan</td>
<td>[company representative C2] (Sumitomo), representative(s) of Pirelli</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. No further information available. 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.</td>
<td>5-7 September 2000 Paris</td>
<td>[company representative C2] (Sumitomo), representative(s) of [company, non-addressee of this decision]</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. No further information available. 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
<td>12 September 2000</td>
<td>[company representative D1] (Hitachi), [company representative A1] ([company, non-addressee of this decision])</td>
<td>Excel spreadsheet with several UG, SM projects. The voltages of the non-EU UG projects listed range between [...] kV and [...] kV. The list of SM projects includes eleven projects in non-EU countries, one project in Greece. The voltages range between [...] kV, [...] kV. 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>29 November 2000 Banker's Club in Kuala Lumpur</td>
<td>[company representative C2] (Sumitomo) [company representative D1] (Hitachi). Probably also attended by the representatives of the other companies normally attending the A/R meetings: [company, non-addressee of this decision], Pirelli, Fujikura, Furukawa</td>
<td>A/R meeting. The discussions related to UG issues in the morning, to SM issues in the evening. 44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42.</td>
<td>22 February 2001</td>
<td>[company representative C2] (Sumitomo), [company</td>
<td>A/R meeting. The discussions related to both UG, SM issues. 45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

37 [...] 38 [...] Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2009. 39 [...] 40 [...] 41 [...] 42 [...] 43 [...] 44 [...] See also minutes of the A/R meeting held on 22 February 2001: [...]. 45 [...].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td>March 2001 Zurich</td>
<td>[company representative I3], [company representative I2] (ABB), [company representative A2] ((company, non-addressee of this decision)), [company representative B1] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Meeting ABB/[company, non-addressee of this decision]/Pirelli. Discussion on cartel arrangements and SM projects. 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>4-5 March 2001 Kuala Lumpur</td>
<td>[company representative B3], [company representative B7] (Pirelli), [company representative C2], two representatives of Sumitomo</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. Discussions on the [non-EEA country] […] kV [non-EEA project] project. 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.</td>
<td>23 March 2001 Geneva</td>
<td>[company representative C2] (Sumitomo), [company representative A2] ((company, non-addressee of this decision))</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. Discussion on pending matters between the two companies, probably in relation to the allocation of projects. 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.</td>
<td>25 April 2001</td>
<td>At least [company representative D1] (Hitachi), [company representative A2] ((company, non-addressee of this decision)), [company representative C2] (Sumitomo). Probably the remaining participants were those normally attending these types of meetings, representing also Fujikura, Pirelli. [company representative B1] (Pirelli) did not attend but was represented by Nexans. Furukawa questions [company representative E2]’s attendance of the meeting 49.</td>
<td>A/R meeting. Discussion on UG and SM projects/issues, cooperation with Taihan and LG and Brugg cables in a non-European project, contact between Japanese companies and Taihan and LG to enter the “scheme” 50.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

46 ….. 47 ….. 48 ….. 49 ID […] Furukawa reply to SO of 11 November 2009
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47.</td>
<td>11 June 2001</td>
<td>[company representative D1] (Hitachi), [company representative C2] (Sumitomo). Probably the remaining participants were those normally attending these types of meetings representing Furukawa, Fujikura, [company, non-addressee of this decision]/Nexans, Pirelli</td>
<td>A/R meeting dealing with both SM, UG matters. Two projects affecting the EU/EEA were allocated to the European producers: (i) the Spain-Morocco interconnection – SM, 400/500 kV –, (ii) the Norned project – SM, 450 kV – connecting Norway, the Netherlands, for which a split between ABB (70%), Nexans (30%) was agreed. These projects were further discussed in subsequent A/R meetings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.</td>
<td>19-26 July 2001</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative D1] (Hitachi), [company representative B1] (Pirelli), with copy to [company representative B7], [company representative B3], [company representative E2] (Furukawa), [company representative C2] (Sumitomo)</td>
<td>Email exchange regarding the involvement of Showa, Mitsubishi, LG, Taihan in the cartel arrangements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.</td>
<td>31 July 2001 Tokyo</td>
<td>[company representative C2] (Sumitomo), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. No further information available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.</td>
<td>5 September 2001 Kuala Lumpur</td>
<td>[company representative C2] (Sumitomo), [company representative F3] (Fujikura), [company representative D1] (Hitachi), [company representative A2], [company representative A1] (Nexans) as well as [company representative B3], [company representative B7], [company representative B1] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>A/R meeting dealing with both SM, UG matters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.</td>
<td>7 September 2001 At least</td>
<td>[company representative C2]</td>
<td>A/K/R meeting.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

50 […]; […].
51 […] normally the same individuals attended these meetings on behalf of the European and the Japanese companies. See also […].
52 […].
53 […].
54 […].
55 […].
56 […].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>53.</td>
<td>October 2001</td>
<td>[company representative B4] (Pirelli), [company representative I3] (ABB),</td>
<td>Bilateral meetings, contacts in the context of the ICF Berlin. Discussions on sharing the Madrid Airport project.(^{57})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.</td>
<td>12 November 2001</td>
<td>[company representative L2], [company representative L1] (Sagem), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative C2] (JPS), another individual</td>
<td>Trilateral meeting. Discussion on the allocation of non-EU projects and the home territory principle.(^{58})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.</td>
<td>13 November 2001</td>
<td>[company representative B1], [company representative B3], [company representative B7] (Pirelli), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative C2], [company representative CD1] (JPS)</td>
<td>A/R meeting on UG, SM matters. Confirmation of further allocation of projects in Europe between the European producers. Discussion/arrangement of the Spain-Morocco interconnector; a 150 kV project in certain non-identified Greek islands; the North Sea Interconnector (&quot;NSI&quot;). Discussion of security issues, &quot;position sheets&quot;.(^{59})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56.</td>
<td>5-6 December 2001</td>
<td>At least [company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative A2] (Nexans), probably representatives of Pirelli</td>
<td>&quot;NSI&quot; meeting. Discussion of projects and availability.(^{60})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.</td>
<td>14 December 2001</td>
<td>[company representative A1], [company representative J2] (Brugg), probably [company representative L2] (Sagem) and a representative from Pirelli.</td>
<td>R Meeting.(^{61})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58.</td>
<td>20 December 2001</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>&quot;NSI&quot; meeting. The participants also discussed pending/upcoming projects.(^{62})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>20-25 December 2001</td>
<td>[company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative A2] (Nexans), probably representatives of Pirelli.</td>
<td>Email exchange. VISCAS, Sumitomo communicated to Nexans, Pirelli the receipt of an invitation to tender for the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{57}\) […]

\(^{58}\) […]

\(^{59}\) […] With respect to "M", see […]. With respect to "K", normally it refers to "Korean" companies. However, when discussions relate to Japanese companies, "K" stands for Showa; see […]

\(^{60}\) […]

\(^{61}\) ID […], reply Brugg of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.

\(^{62}\) […]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.</td>
<td>In 2002 (i)</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative I4] (ABB), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Contacts on non-EEA UG […] kV project won in 2001 which had been arranged to be split among Brugg, Nexans, a Japanese supplier, ABB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.</td>
<td>In 2002</td>
<td>VISCAS, JPS</td>
<td>Note in a table indicating a SM project of […] kV in Holland was notified by VISCAS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.</td>
<td>In 2002</td>
<td>VISCAS, JPS</td>
<td>Note in a table indicating the SM interconnection Spain-Morocco project was notified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.</td>
<td>Beginning of 2002</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative A2] (Nexans), probably a representative of Pirelli</td>
<td>Meeting. Discussion of the UK-Netherlands project, wind farm projects in the UK (North Hoyle, Crowbstone, Scroby Sand), the link between Algeria, Spain, the Sardinia-Italy interconnection, the Spain-Morocco interconnection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.</td>
<td>16 January 2002</td>
<td>[company representative CD1], [company representative C2], [company representative D3] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative F3] (VISCAS)</td>
<td>Email message in which the receipt of an inquiry for a project in Spain (400 kV – UG) is communicated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

63 […]
64 […]
65 […]
66 […]
67 […]
68 […]
69 ID […], Nexans inspection.
70 […]
71 […]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>68.</td>
<td>29 January 2002</td>
<td>Nexans, Taihan, LG</td>
<td>Meetings. Discussion of cartel.\textsuperscript{72}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.</td>
<td>30 January 2002 Akasaka</td>
<td>[company representative B1], [company representative B3], [company representative B7] (Pirelli), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative F3], [company representative EF3] (VISCAS), [company representative C2], [company representative CD1] (JPS)</td>
<td>A/R meeting dealing with both SM, UG matters. Discussion of the SM Spain-Morocco project.\textsuperscript{73}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.</td>
<td>31 January 2002</td>
<td>[company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative C2] (JPS)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. No further information available.\textsuperscript{74}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.</td>
<td>4 February 2002</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative CD1], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative B1] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email exchange which confirms agreement to cooperate on the Spain-Morocco project.\textsuperscript{75}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.</td>
<td>19-20 February 2002</td>
<td>[company representative CD1], [company representative D3], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative F3] (VISCAS)</td>
<td>Email exchange on discussions with &quot;SGM&quot; (Sagem), &quot;[…], &quot;BRG&quot; (Brugg).\textsuperscript{76}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.</td>
<td>20 February 2002 Amsterdam</td>
<td>[company representative C2] and [company representative C3] (JPS), [company representative B1] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. Discussion of two non-EU projects in [non-EEA country] and [non-EEA country].\textsuperscript{77}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74.</td>
<td>5 March 2002</td>
<td>ABB managers</td>
<td>Internal minutes stating that the SM Algeria-Spain interconnector belonged to &quot;Pirelli's area&quot;.\textsuperscript{78}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{72} […]\textsuperscript{.}  
\textsuperscript{73} […]\textsuperscript{.}  
\textsuperscript{74} […]\textsuperscript{.}  
\textsuperscript{75} […]\textsuperscript{.}  
\textsuperscript{76} […]\textsuperscript{, Nexans inspection. See also: ID […]\textsuperscript{, Nexans inspection, ID […]\textsuperscript{, Nexans RFI .} 
\textsuperscript{77} […]\textsuperscript{.}  
\textsuperscript{78} […]\textsuperscript{.}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75.</td>
<td>8 March 2002</td>
<td>[company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative I5] (ABB)</td>
<td>Email message. Nexans notified its price to ABB for the project Escombreras Cartagena in Spain – UG 400 KV.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.</td>
<td>12 March 2002 Zurich</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative B6] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>&quot;NSI&quot; meeting, used to discuss projects.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.</td>
<td>20-22 March 2002 Zurich</td>
<td>[company representative I4], [company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative B1], [company representative B4] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Bilateral meetings. Discussion of the Nysted project. Further discussion of some 400kV UG projects.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.</td>
<td>5 April 2002 Chateau de</td>
<td>[company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative C2], [company representative CD1] (JPS)</td>
<td>A/R meeting dealing with both SM, UG matters. Discussion of the Spain-Morocco interconnector, SM projects in Scandinavia related to wind power generation, the state of play of future UG projects with voltages between [...]kV, 400 kV.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79.</td>
<td>30 April 2002-16 May 2002</td>
<td>[company representative F3], [company representative EF3] (VISCAS), [company representative C2], [company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email exchange on a project in the UK for National Grid – Remote Oil Pressure Monitoring System. Allocation of the project to Pirelli.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.</td>
<td>7-13 May 2002</td>
<td>[company representative CD1], [company representative D3], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative F3] (VISCAS)</td>
<td>Email exchange on the Spain-Morocco interconnector, showing Nexans' efforts to persuade JPS, VISCAS to cooperate by submitting a cover bid for this project.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.</td>
<td>20 May</td>
<td>[company representative]</td>
<td>Email exchange on the receipt of an inquiry for an offshore</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

79 ID [...] Nexans inspection.
80 [...] ID [...].
81 [...] ID [...], Nexans inspection, [...].
82 ID [...] Nexans inspection, [...].
83 ID [...] Nexans inspection and [...].
84 [...] ID [...] Nexans inspection. Several follow up contacts took place in this period, some of them dealing with questions that JPS may raise in the meeting with the customers, ID [...] Nexans inspection, [...]; ID [...] Nexans inspection. See also ID [...] Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>82.</td>
<td>22 May 2002 Zurich (Switzerland)</td>
<td>[company representative I3], [company representative I4] (ABB), [company representative B6], [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>&quot;NSI&quot; meeting. The objective of these meetings was to split prospective wind farm projects so that each company would get one third of the business.⁸⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83.</td>
<td>4 June 2002 Frankfurt</td>
<td>[company representative I5] (ABB), [company representative C2] (JPS)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. No further information available.⁸⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84.</td>
<td>6 June 2002 Amsterdam</td>
<td>[company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative B1] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. Discussion on the coordination of power cable projects.⁸⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.</td>
<td>10 June 2002</td>
<td>[company representative A5], [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Internal email exchange regarding price information for the project &quot;TGV Espagnol&quot; between Nexans and Nexans Spain, probably containing price information received from another party.⁸⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86.</td>
<td>12 June 2002</td>
<td>[company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Exchange of price information on the project Scroby Sands in the UK – SM, 33 kV, allocated to Pirelli as shown by the minutes of the R meeting held on 18 December 2002.⁹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87.</td>
<td>13 June 2002</td>
<td>[company representative A5], [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Exchange of price information of Pirelli (&quot;nos amis de pneu&quot;), probably Sagem (&quot;tes amis francais&quot;) between Nexans Spain, Nexans for a project in Spain for Endesa – UG 220 kV, 1,8 km.⁹¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88.</td>
<td>14 June 2002 Copenhagen</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. Discussion on pending/ upcoming projects.⁹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89.</td>
<td>18 June 2002</td>
<td>[company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative C2], [company representative D3], [company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative EF3] (VISCAS), [company</td>
<td>Email exchange during which VISCAS communicated the receipt of an inquiry for the NoordZee Wind project (Holland) – SM 30 kV. The project was discussed in the next A/R meeting of 20 June 2002 in Kuala Lumpur where it was agreed to exchange price information.⁹³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

⁸⁵ ID […], Nexans inspection, […]
⁸⁶ […]
⁸⁷ […]
⁸⁸ […]
⁸⁹ ID […], Nexans inspection.
⁹⁰ ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
⁹¹ ID […], Nexans inspection.
⁹² […]
⁹³ […]

12
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90.</td>
<td>20 June 2002, Banker's Club in Kuala Lumpur</td>
<td>[company representative B3], [company representative B7], [company representative B1] (Pirelli) - the latter probably only attended the discussion on submarine projects - [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative C2], [company representative CD1] (JPS)</td>
<td>A/R meeting. Discussion on the status of EXSYM. Allocation, status discussion of SM projects (including Spain-Morocco, NoordZee wind – SM 30 kV), UG projects - between […], 400 kV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.</td>
<td>26 June 2002</td>
<td>[company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message. Exchange of price information on NoordZee wind farm project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92.</td>
<td>3 July 2002, Chateau de Habsbourg Brugg</td>
<td>[company representative J2], [company representative J3] (Brugg), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative K4], [company representative K2] (nkt)</td>
<td>R meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94.</td>
<td>9-10 July 2002, Paris</td>
<td>[company representative I3], [company representative I4] (ABB),</td>
<td>Meeting. Exchange of information on projects – between 36, 150 kV. Possible allocation of the Thornton Bank SM project.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

94 [...] According to ID […] Nexans inspection, [company representative B3] would not have been available for the meeting, despite the fact that his acronyms ("[…]") are recorded in the minutes of the meeting. This same document confirms however the presence of [company representative B7] (Pirelli) at least in the discussion on UG projects.

95 ID […] Nexans inspection.

96 ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] reply Brugg of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.

97 ID […] Nexans inspection, […]

98 […]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>98.</td>
<td>30 July 2002</td>
<td>[company representative CD1], [company representative C2], [company representative D3] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3], [company representative B1] (Pirelli), and [company representative F3] (VISCAS)</td>
<td>Email message. Notification enquiry for project Fingleton White, Co (Ireland) – SM 100 kV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.</td>
<td>29 August 2002 Paris</td>
<td>[company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative I3] (ABB), representatives of Pirelli and VISCAS</td>
<td>Dinner at the occasion of a CIGRE meeting. Discussion on facilitation of cooperation between European and Japanese power cable suppliers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101.</td>
<td>2 September 2002</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3], [company representative B7] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email message on the organisation of a dinner the night before the A/R meeting on 6 September 2002.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102.</td>
<td>4 September 2002 Västeras</td>
<td>[company representative A2], [company representative A6] (Nexans) and [company representative I3] (ABB)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. Discussion of the [non-EEA project]and NSI projects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| 99 | [...]. |
| 100 | [...]. |
| 101 | [...]. |
| 102 | ID [...]. Nexans inspection. See also [...]. |
| 103 | ID [...]. Nexans inspection. |
| 104 | [...]. |
| 105 | ID [...]. Nexans inspection. |
| 106 | [...]. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 103 | 4 September 2002  | [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative CD1] (JPS)            | Email message on contacts with nkt, Brugg, EXSYM.  

| 104 | 4 September 2002  | [company representative CD1], [company representative C2], [company representative D3] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B7], [company representative B3], [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative H1] (EXSYM) | Email message. Confirmation of cooperation with EXSYM on UG projects.  

| 105 | 6-7 September 2002 | [company representative B3], [company representative B7], [company representative B1] (only on SM projects) (Pirelli), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative C2], [company representative CD1], (JPS), [company representative I3] (ABB) | A/R meeting dealing with both SM, UG matters. Confirmation of cooperation with EXSYM on UG projects, award of a 400 kV project. Discussion of SM projects from […] kV including Spain-Morocco; UG projects between […], 400 kV. Discussion on restriction of supply to Korean companies.  


107 [...] The message itself is not dated, but included in the reply sent on 4 September 2002 by [company representative CD1] (JPS) to [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B7], [company representative B3] and [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative D3] and [company representative C2] (JPS).  

108 [...] ID […] Nexans inspection.  

109 [...] ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 109. | 12-13 September 2002 | [company representative CD1], [company representative C2], [company representative D3] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative H1] (EXSYM) | Email exchange. Exchange of information on project for Siemens (UK) – UG 275 kV.  
111 ID [...], Nexans inspection. |
| 110. | 12-13 September 2002 | [company representative CD1], [company representative C2], [company representative D3] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative H1] (EXSYM) | Email exchange concerning dispute between A/R, K. Following lack of K cooperation A/R decides to withhold supply of accessories to emphasise necessity of K meeting.  
111 ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection, [...] ID [...], Nexans inspection. |
| 111. | 17 September – 25 November 2002 | [company representative CD1], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Pirelli) | Email exchange regarding information on Spain – Morocco interconnector project.  
111 ID [...], Nexans inspection. |
111 ID [...], Nexans inspection. |
111 ID [...], Nexans inspection. |
| 114. | 15 October 2002 Zurich | [company representative B6] (Pirelli), [company representative I3], another representative of ABB | "NSI" meeting. Potential discussion of other general topics in addition to "NSI", such as the relationship between the two companies and/or the market for UG power cables.  
111 ID [...], Nexans inspection. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 116 | 6-7 November 2002         | [company representative J2], [company representative J3] (Brugg), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli) | Email exchange on the allocation of UG project Wienstrom 380/400 kV. Efforts to maintain cartel secrecy.  
|    |                           |                                                                                      |  
| 117 | 7 November 2002           | [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3], [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative J2], [company representative J3] (Brugg) | Email exchange on the organisation of the cartel, illustrating Nexans’ role as intermediary.  
|    |                           |                                                                                      |  
| 118 | 14 November 2002 Tokyo    | [company representative A2], [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B7], [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative C2], [company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative F3], [company representative EF3] (VISCAS), [company representative G1], [company representative H1] (EXSYM) – last two only for discussions on UG matters | A/R meeting. Agreement on price list for accessories. Discussion of several EEA, non-EEA projects. SM EEA projects include Spain – Morocco. UG EEA projects include 11 projects previously allocated, 17 current, future projects discussed (at least 4 allocated). EXSYM participated actively for the first time. Participation of ABB, Sagem, Brugg is indirectly confirmed.  
|    |                           |                                                                                      |  
| 119 | 15 November 2002 Tokyo    | [company representative A2], [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B7] (Pirelli), [company representative H1] (EXSYM) – last two only for discussions on UG matters | A/K/R meeting. Discussion of organisation of the cartel, confirmation of contact points for A, R, K. Home, export territories and voltage rule explained, confirmed for K participants. Certain non-EEA UG projects also discussed.  

119 ID […] Nexans inspection.
120 ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection.
121 ID […] Nexans inspection.
122 […] ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, […] ID […] EXSYM RFI on meetings, [company representative B1] and [company representative B2] were not able to participate but they were fully aware of the meeting; see ID […] Nexans inspection and ID […] Nexans inspection.
123 ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, […] Nexans inspection, […] There is a discrepancy in the dates of these two sets of minutes: ID […] indicates 13 November 2002 while ID […] indicates 15 November 2002. ID […] also indicates a possible date on 15 November 2002. With respect to the participants, see also ID […] LS Cable submission of 6 September 2010, ID […] Reply EXSYM of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010. [company representative B1] was not able to participate but was fully aware of the meeting; see ID […] Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>18 November 2002 – 15 January 2003</td>
<td>[company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email exchange containing information on project Spain – Morocco.(^\text{124})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>22 November 2002</td>
<td>[company representative J2], [company representative J3] (Brugg), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange on the allocation of UG project &quot;Soluziona San Roque 400 kV&quot;.(^\text{125})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>22 November 2002</td>
<td>[company representative J2] (Brugg), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange on the allocation of UG project &quot;Nordjyllandsværket – Trige 150 kV&quot;.(^\text{126})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>27-28 November 2002 La Chapelle en Serval</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative J2] (Brugg), [company representative L2] (Sagem), [company representative B3], [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative K2], [company representative K1] (nkt)</td>
<td>R meeting shortly after A/R meeting of 14 November 2002.(^\text{127})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>29 November 2002</td>
<td>[company representative J2], [company representative J3] (Brugg), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative L2] (Sagem)</td>
<td>Email exchange containing information on project 400 kV, possible UG in Spain. Efforts to maintain cartel secrecy.(^\text{128})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{124}\) ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, […]

\(^{125}\) ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.

\(^{126}\) ID […], Nexans inspection.


\(^{128}\) ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 125 | 12-13 December 2002 | [company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative CD1], [company representative C2], [company representative D2] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative F3] (VISCAS) | Email exchange containing a notification enquiry for EEA project "64/110 kV RWE Solutions, SAG-EL GmbH". 

"NSI" meeting. Allocation of EEA wind farm projects. Discussion of several projects in the EEA, allocation of two other projects in Norway to Nexans. |
| 2003 | | | |
| 127 | 7-8 January 2003 Location unknown | [company representative A2], [company representative A1] (Nexans), representatives of certain [...] companies | R/S (Europe/[non-EEA country]) meeting. |
| 128 | 10 January 2003 | [company representative A5], [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative L2] (Sagem) | Email exchange containing price information on project "Feria de Muestras de Valencia" in Spain – UG, 220 kV. |
| 129 | 13 January 2003 Paris | [company representative I3], [company representative I6] (ABB), [company representative A3], [company representative A2] (Nexans) | Bilateral meeting. Possible discussion of project allocation. |
| 130 | 13 January 2003 | [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative CD1], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative B3], [company representative B2] (Pirelli) | Email message summarising meeting held with [non-EEA country] companies [...]. |

---

129 ID [...], Nexans inspection, [...].
130 ID [...], Nexans inspection, [...]; The Rødsand and the Hornsrev projects are Danish projects, [...].
131 ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection.
132 ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection.
133 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
134 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>131.</td>
<td>14 January 2003</td>
<td>[company representative L2] (Sagem), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange containing price information on project &quot;Locmalo-Plouay&quot; in Bretagne.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133.</td>
<td>17 January 2003 Seoul</td>
<td>[company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative C2], [company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative M2], another representative (LG), [company representative N1], [company representative M3] (Taihan)</td>
<td>A/K meeting. Allocation of non-EEA UG projects.137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135.</td>
<td>23 January 2003</td>
<td>[company representative N1], [company representative M3] (Taihan), [company representative CD1] (JPS)</td>
<td>Email exchange on infringement of &quot;home-territory&quot; principle and the involvement of Korean companies in the allocation of non-EEA projects.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136.</td>
<td>24 January 2003</td>
<td>[company representative L2] (Sagem), [company representative A1], [company representative A5] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange concerning projects in Spain, non-EEA projects.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137.</td>
<td>29 January 2003</td>
<td>[company representative CD1], [company representative C2].</td>
<td>Email message on &quot;Borkum West wind farm project&quot; and other EEA projects.141</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

135 ID […] Nexans inspection.
136 ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection.
137 […] ID […] EXSYM reply to SO of 7 September 2012.
138 […] ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, […] See also […] ID […] Nexans inspection.
139 […] ID […] Nexans inspection.
140 […] ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection.
141 […] ID […] Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
142 ID …, Nexans inspection, …; ID …, Nexans inspection, …; ID …, Nexans inspection. |
| 139. | 4-6 February 2003 | [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans) | Email message containing the exchange of price information for […], […].  
141 ID …, Nexans inspection. |
| 140. | 4 February 2003 | [company representative A1], [company representative B1] (Nexans), [company representative B3] (Pirelli), representatives of […] | R/S meeting. Discussion of non-EU/EEA projects.  
143 ID …, Nexans inspection. |
144 ID …, Nexans inspection; ID …, Nexans inspection, ID …, Nexans inspection. |
145 ID …, Nexans inspection. |
| 143. | 19 February 2003 | From [company representative A1] (Nexans) to [company representative B1] (Pirelli) | Email message concerning exchanges of price information about EKOFISK project in Norway – SM, 36 kV.  
146 ID …, Nexans inspection. |
| 144. | 19 February 2003 | From [company representative B2] (Pirelli) to [company representative A1] (Nexans) | Email message on general agreement to share power cable projects within Europe.  
147 ID …, Nexans inspection. |

142 ID …, Nexans inspection, …; ID …, Nexans inspection, …; ID …, Nexans inspection.
143 ID …, Nexans inspection
144 ID …, Nexans inspection.
146 ID …, Nexans inspection.
147 ID …, Nexans inspection, ID …, Nexans inspection.
148 ID …, Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>145.</td>
<td>24-28 February 2003</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative CD1], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative (VISCAS), [company representative CD1], [company representative N1] (Taihan)</td>
<td>Email exchange of information on bidding behaviour for a project in Spain for Union Fenosa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146.</td>
<td>27 February 2003</td>
<td>[company representative B3], [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative K2] (nkt), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message on a project in the export territories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147.</td>
<td>4 March 2003 Seoul</td>
<td>Representatives from […], [company representative M3] (LS), [company representative M2] (Taihan), [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative CD1], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative G1] (EXSYM), [company representative B3] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>A/R/K meeting and A/R/[…] meeting between Japanese, European, and [non-EEA country] companies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148.</td>
<td>10 March 2003 Barcelona</td>
<td>[company representative A2], possibly [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative L2] (Sagem), [company representative B3] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Meeting in Barcelona prior to a meeting from a trade association. No further information available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149.</td>
<td>27 March 2003 Tokyo</td>
<td>[company representative B3], [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative C2] (JPS), representatives of VISCAS, EXSYM (only UG)</td>
<td>A/R meeting. Discussion, allocation of several EU/EEA, non-EU/EEA projects. Agreement on detailed &quot;contractors rule&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150.</td>
<td>6 April 2003</td>
<td>[company representative B3]</td>
<td>Email message concerning an exchange of price information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

149 […]; ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.  
150 ID […], Nexans inspection.  
151 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, […]. With respect to the participants see also ID […], LS Cable submission of 6 September 2010 and ID […], EXSYM reply to SO of 7 September 2012.  
152 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection; […] ID […], Nexans inspection.  
153 ID […], Nexans inspection: These minutes do not record the attendance of [company representative B3], but other minutes do: […]. See also ID […], Nexans inspection, […]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>151.</td>
<td>15 April 2003</td>
<td>A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email exchange related to Pirelli's concern that the Greek company Hellenic Cables was acquiring technology from Japanese companies to produce power cables up to 400 kV.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152.</td>
<td>21-22 April 2003</td>
<td>A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative CD1] (JPS)</td>
<td>Email exchange concerning Furukuwa's commitment not to deal with Hellenic Cables.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153.</td>
<td>22 April 2003</td>
<td>A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email message containing an exchange of price information on project referred to as &quot;RP's HQ – approx 1.9 km 380 kV 630sqm&quot;, and an indication that it was allocated to Pirelli (&quot;RP's&quot;).157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154.</td>
<td>22-25 April 2003</td>
<td>A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email message concerning an exchange of information on a project in Greece – 150 kV, 1500/3000m, later allocated to R, not to A.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155.</td>
<td>23 April 2003</td>
<td>A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>R meeting. Discussion of A/R meetings, several EEA projects and a project list. Allocation of project &quot;400 kV 2000m Italian Case&quot; to Pirelli.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156.</td>
<td>6-12 May 2003</td>
<td>A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email exchange as to Pirelli's receipt of enquiry on project &quot;Lyse Trans.fation&quot; – 300 kV, possibly UG.160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

154 ID […], Nexans inspection.
155 […]; ID […], Nexans inspection, […].
156 ID […], Nexans inspection.
157 ID […], Nexans inspection.
158 […]; ID […], Nexans inspection, […].
159 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
160 ID […], Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>157.</td>
<td>7 May 2003</td>
<td>[company representative L2] (Sagem), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange on Sagem's participation. 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158.</td>
<td>19 May 2003</td>
<td>[company representative CD1], [company representative D3], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3], [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative F3] (VISCAS)</td>
<td>Email message concerning exchange of information on a project in Norway – SM, 85/125/150 kV, exchange of information on prices. 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159.</td>
<td>13 June 2003 Villa Odescalchi, Milan</td>
<td>[company representative A2], [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3], [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative C2], [company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), for the discussion on UG matters, [company representative G1], [company representative H1] (EXSYM)</td>
<td>A/R meeting. Participants proposed to increase security, discussed the role of [non-EEA country], Korean companies as well as EEA and non-EEA UG and SM projects. 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160.</td>
<td>26, 30 June 2003</td>
<td>Nexans, Pirelli, ABB, nkt, Brugg, Olex, Sagem</td>
<td>Documents &quot;percent.doc&quot;, &quot;shares.doc&quot;, apparently summarising market shares of cartel participants. 164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161.</td>
<td>30 June &amp; 1 July 2003</td>
<td>[company representative J2], [company representative J3] (Brugg), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative L2] (Sagem), [company representative K1] (nkt) invited but did not attend.</td>
<td>R meeting. Participants discussed cartel security, several non-EU/EEA projects ranging between […] , […] kV, statistics. 165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

161 ID […] , Nexans inspection.
162 […]
163 […] ; ID […] , Nexans inspection, ID […] , Nexans inspection, ID […] , Nexans inspection, ID […] , Nexans inspection, ID […] , EXSYM reply to SO of 29 June 2012.
164 ID […] , Nexans inspection.
165 ID […] , Nexans inspection, ID […] , Nexans inspection, ID […] , Nexans inspection, ID […] , Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>162.</td>
<td>3 July 2003</td>
<td>[company representative F3], [company representative EF3] (VISCAS), [company representative CD1], [company representative D3], [company representative C2] (JPS)</td>
<td>Email message communicating that VISCAS had received an inquiry for the Piacenza Power Plant – UG, 400 kV project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163.</td>
<td>11 July 2003</td>
<td>[company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative D3], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative B3], [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative H1] (EXSYM)</td>
<td>Email message on LG, Taihan's request in relation to a UG […] kV project in Korea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164.</td>
<td>22 July 2003 Tokyo</td>
<td>[company representative B3], another representative of Pirelli, [company representative C2] (JPS)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. Discussion of project in [non-EEA country].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165.</td>
<td>29 August – 2 September 2003</td>
<td>[company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative CD1], [company representative C2], [company representative D3] (JPS), [company representative EF3] (VISCAS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3], [company representative B1] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email exchange concerning allocation of a project in Greece – […] kV, 15.5 km.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166.</td>
<td>1 September 2003</td>
<td>[company representative CD1], [company representative D3], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative H1] (EXSYM)</td>
<td>Email message related to projects in Spain for Union Fenosa. Taihan was asked to submit a revised offer, JPS asked Nexans to send guidance on prices as soon as possible.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

166 […].

167 ID […] Nexans inspection.

168 […].

169 […].

170 ID […] Nexans inspection, […].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>167.</td>
<td>3-5 September 2003</td>
<td>[company representative CD1], [company representative D3], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3], [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative F3] (VISCAS)</td>
<td>Email exchange related to the Corfu project in Greece.¹⁷¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168.</td>
<td>11 September 2003 Tokyo</td>
<td>[company representative A2], [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative C2], another representative (JPS), [company representative F3], [company representative EF3] (VISCAS), [company representative G1], [company representative H1] (for UG) (EXSYM), [company representative B1] invited but did not attend</td>
<td>A/R meeting. Allocation of the Corfu project. Discussions on security, Spain-Morocco projects, allocation of several non-EU/EEA UG projects, related price fixing.¹⁷²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169.</td>
<td>From 15 September 2003</td>
<td>[company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Bilateral contacts on allocation of Estlink project (SM cable of 150 kV between Estonia, Finland), the Spain-Mallorca project.¹⁷³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170.</td>
<td>16 September 2003</td>
<td>[company representative B3], [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative J3], [company representative J2] (Brugg), [company representative K2] (nkt), Nexans</td>
<td>Document &quot;RULES IN SHORT.doc&quot;, which sets out the rules on the functioning of the cartel.¹⁷⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171.</td>
<td>16 September 2003 Either near the Como lake or Milan (Italy)</td>
<td>[company representative B3], [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative J3], [company representative J2] (Brugg), [company representative K2] (nkt), Nexans</td>
<td>R meeting.¹⁷⁵</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹⁷¹ […]; ID […], Nexans inspection.
¹⁷² Although the minutes prepared by JPS […] state "exm only sub", this appears to be a mistake as EXSYM attended only discussions on land issues. […]; ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […]
¹⁷³ […]
¹⁷⁴ ID […], Nexans inspection.
¹⁷⁵ ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Reply Brugg of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>172.</td>
<td>6-7 October 2003</td>
<td>[company representative CD1], [company representative D3], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative H1] (EXSYM)</td>
<td>Email exchange concerning disputes on certain projects between Pirelli, the Korean companies.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173.</td>
<td>8-16 October 2003</td>
<td>[company representative CD1], [company representative D3], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative H1] (EXSYM)</td>
<td>Email exchange related to a meeting with the Korean companies aimed at improving their cooperation.177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174.</td>
<td>15-16 October 2003</td>
<td>[company representative CD1], [company representative D3], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative B3], [company representative B2] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email exchange in which JPS and Nexans complained about offers made by Pirelli in Korea and offers made by the Korean companies in Italy.178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175.</td>
<td>17 October 2003 Seoul</td>
<td>[company representative A2], [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative C2], [company representative B2] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>A/K/R meeting dealing with conflicts with Korean companies; allocation of non-EU/EEA projects; clarifications on rules, status of participants in the cartel.179</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

176 ID […], Nexans inspection.  
177 ID […], Nexans inspection, […].  
178 […]  
179 […]; ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection. With respect to the participants see also ID […], LS Cable submission of 6 September 2010, ID […], Nexans inspection, […]; ID […], Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>20-22 October 2003</td>
<td>CD1 (JPS), representative F3 (VISCAS), H1 (EXSYM) (all of the above also attended preparatory meeting), N1, representative N2 (Taihan), M2, representative M3 (LS), B3 (Pirelli) invited but did not attend.</td>
<td>Email exchange containing requests for advice, exchange of information on prices for &quot;Karsto&quot; – UG, 300 kV project.¹⁸⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td>22 October 2003</td>
<td>CD1, C2, D3 (JPS), N1 (Taihan), A1 (Nexans), B2, B3 (Pirelli), F3 (VISCAS), H1 (EXSYM)</td>
<td>Email message containing exchange of information, requests for guidance on Finland project – 110 kV, 6 km.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>4-5 November 2003</td>
<td>CD1, C2, D3 (JPS), A1 (Nexans), B2, B3 (Pirelli), EF3 (VISCAS)</td>
<td>Email exchange concerning a project in Greece – 150 kV, SM (66 km), UG (14 km).¹⁸²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹⁸⁰ ID […], Nexans inspection.
¹⁸¹ ID […], Nexans inspection.
¹⁸² […].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>179.</td>
<td>18-19 November 2003 Divonne-les-Bains</td>
<td>[company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative B1], [company representative B3], [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative J2] (Brugg), [company representative L1], [company representative L2] (Sagem)</td>
<td>R meeting. Allocation of several EU, non-EU projects; discussion of position sheets.(^{183})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180.</td>
<td>24 November 2003 Frankfurt</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative C2] (JPS)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. Agreement not to compete against each other.(^{184})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181.</td>
<td>25 November 2003 Frankfurt</td>
<td>[company representative C2] (JPS), representatives of Pirelli</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. No further information available.(^{185})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182.</td>
<td>26 November 2003 Paris</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. Potential discussion on the Q-7 wind farm project.(^{186})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183.</td>
<td>27 November 2003 Paris</td>
<td>[company representative A2], [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative C2], [company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative H1] (EXSYM)</td>
<td>A/R meeting. Discussion, allocation of at least two EEA SM projects, several non-EEA UG (voltages from [...](k)V), SM (voltages between [...](k)V, [...](k)V) projects.(^{187})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184.</td>
<td>1 December 2003</td>
<td>[company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message concerning the exchange of information on prices for the project Sardina-Corsica.(^{188})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2004**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>185.</td>
<td>5-8 January</td>
<td>[company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange concerning new communication rules.(^{189})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{183}\) ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Reply nkt of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.

\(^{184}\) [...].

\(^{185}\) [...].

\(^{186}\) [...].

\(^{187}\) ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...].

\(^{188}\) ID [...], Nexans inspection.

\(^{189}\) ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td></td>
<td>A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2], [company representative B3], [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative CD1] (JPS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186.</td>
<td>8 January – 9 February 2004</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative CD1], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative G1], [company representative H1] (EXSYM)</td>
<td>Email, fax messages related to the SM Corfu project.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188.</td>
<td>13 January 2004</td>
<td>[company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative F3] (VISCAS)</td>
<td>Fax message related to project Ormen Lange in Norway – SM, 420 kV. JPS confirms it will not submit a bid.192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189.</td>
<td>19-29 January 2004</td>
<td>[company representative B8], [company representative B2], [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative I7], [company representative I3], other representative (ABB), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Contacts related to Sardinia-Corsica project, exchanges of information on prices.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190.</td>
<td>21 January 2004</td>
<td>[company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative</td>
<td>Fax message related to &quot;Mediterranean Sea Crossing&quot; project aimed at initiating general views on possible price levels.194</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

190 ID […], Nexans inspection, […]; ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
191 ID […], Nexans inspection.
192 ID […], Nexans inspection.
193 […]; ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
194 […].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>28 January 2004 Kuala Lumpur</td>
<td>[company representative A2], [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3], [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative C2], [company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative G1] (EXSYM) (only at UG meeting), unidentified participant with acronym [company representative]</td>
<td>A/R meeting. Participants discussed, allocated several EU/EEA, non-EU/EEA UG, SM projects. The minutes also confirm the participation of other undertakings (not attending the meeting) in the allocation of non-EEA UG projects: Brugg, ABB, Sagem, LG, Taihan.195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>5 February 2004</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email message concerning exchange of information on prices of unidentified project.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193</td>
<td>6 February 2004</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email message concerning &quot;Vienna UG 380 kV&quot; project which Pirelli won.197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194</td>
<td>9-12 February 2004 Tokyo</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative C2], [company representative CD1], (JPS), representatives of VISCAS (probably [company representative F3]), EXSYM</td>
<td>Bilateral and multilateral meetings. Discussion of bids for non-EEA and EEA projects.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>10 February 2004 Divonne-les-Bains</td>
<td>[company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative B3], [company representative B2] (Pirelli), possibly [company representative L2] and/or [company representative L1] (Sagem), representative of Brugg, [company representative K1] (nkt).</td>
<td>R meeting in which participants discussed several EU/EEA, non-EU/EEA projects.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196</td>
<td>20 February 2004</td>
<td>[company representative]</td>
<td>Email message containing inquiries, price guidance regarding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>Date and Location</td>
<td>Known participants</td>
<td>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>199</td>
<td>11 March 2004</td>
<td>[company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message concerning a cable project of 150 kV, 4 km length which had been allocated to Pirelli.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>16-17 March 2004</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative J2], [company representative J3] (Brugg)</td>
<td>Email exchange on project in &quot;Austria – 110 kV, 12.6 km&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>17 March 2004, Barcelona</td>
<td>[company representative A2], [company representative A5], [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative L2], unidentified participant &quot;[…]&quot; (Sagem), a representative of Pirelli</td>
<td>Specific R meeting concerning the allocation of certain Spanish projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>18 March 2004</td>
<td>[company representative A2], [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email message containing exchange of price information for &quot;Butendieck project SM 33/170 kV&quot; in Germany.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

200 [...] 
ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, […] ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection.

201 ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection. See also: ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Reply Brugg of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.

202 ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection. See also: ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection.

203 ID […] Nexans inspection.

204 ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection.

205 ID […] Nexans inspection.

206 ID […] Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>203.</td>
<td>19 March 2004</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative J2],</td>
<td>Email exchange concerning allocation of the project for the Fiat Engineering power plant in Piacenza. 207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[company representative J3] (Brugg), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204.</td>
<td>24 March 2004 Stockholm or Copenhagen</td>
<td>[company representative C2], possibly [company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative I3] (ABB)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. No further information available. 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205.</td>
<td>24 March 2004 Milan</td>
<td>[company representative C2] (JPS), representative(s) of Pirelli</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. No further information available. 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206.</td>
<td>26 March 2004 Stresa</td>
<td>[company representative B3], [company representative B2],</td>
<td>A/R meeting. Discussion, allocation of several UG, SM non-EEA projects, discussion of two EEA projects. 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative A2],</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative C2],</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative F3] (VISCAS),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[company representative H1] (EXSYM) (UG only), [company representative D3] (JPS),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[company representative D3] (JPS) invited but did not attend.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207.</td>
<td>3 April 2004</td>
<td>[company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli),</td>
<td>Email message on allocation of several EEA projects previously discussed at R meeting. Cartagena project allocated to Sagem. 211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208.</td>
<td>27 April - 28 May 2004</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative CD1],</td>
<td>Email exchange on allocation of project &quot;Ormen Lange&quot; of Stattnet, note in an allocation table. 212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative D3],</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[company representative F3], [company representative EF3],</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[company representative EF4] (VISCAS), [company representative B3],</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ID […] , Nexans inspection.

207 ID […] , Nexans inspection.

208 […]

209 […]

210 […] ID […] , Nexans inspection, ID […] , Nexans inspection, ID […] , Nexans inspection, ID […] , Nexans inspection, ID […] , Nexans inspection.

211 ID […] , Nexans inspection.

212 ID […] , Nexans inspection, ID […] , Nexans inspection, […]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>209</td>
<td>9 June 2004 Tokyo</td>
<td>[company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative B1] (SM only) (Pirelli), [company representative A2], [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative C2], [company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative F3], [company representative EF3] (VISCAS), [company representative H1] (only UG) (EXSYM).</td>
<td>A/R meeting. Discussion, allocation of several non-EEA projects with voltage ranges of […] kV, […] kV, also to Korean companies. Two EEA projects, Corfu, Ormen Lange were discussed and/or allocated. 213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>18-22 June 2004</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message on exchange of information on SM project Ormen Lange. 214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>24 June 2004</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email exchange on price setting for a project in the EEA. 215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>25 June 2004</td>
<td>[company representative CD1], [company representative D3], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative H1] (EXSYM)</td>
<td>Email message with exchange of information contained in a position sheet. Five EEA projects are mentioned: Spain-Morocco, two projects in Greece (Corfu, another one of […] kV), Estlink, Ormen Lange. 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>30 June-1 July 2004 &quot;Franco-Swiss border resort&quot;, possibly at Divonne-les-Bains</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative L2], [company representative L1] (Sagem), [company representative J2] (Brugg), [company representative C2] (JPS)</td>
<td>R meeting. Exchange of information on prices, discussion of A/R meetings, several UG non-EEA projects. Several EEA projects were allocated: Termoli, PORTOGUARION 400kV, BELGIUM: 54 Km, Luxembourg: 40 km 220kV project, Tennet, Cartagena 400 kV projects. 218</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

213 […] 214 ID […] Nexans inspection. 215 ID […] Nexans inspection. 216 ID […] Nexans inspection, […] 217 […] 218 ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection.; ID […] Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>1 July 2004</td>
<td>[company representative CD1], [company representative D3], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative M2] (Taihan), [company representative B3], [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative H1] (EXSYM)</td>
<td>Email exchange on a dispute between Taihan, Pirelli over a […] kV project in Korea.$^{219}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>5-22 July 2004</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative L2] (Sagem), [company representative J3], [company representative J2] (Brugg)</td>
<td>Email exchange containing exchange of information on prices for a &quot;220 kV (40 km) frame contract&quot;.$^{220}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217</td>
<td>7-9 July 2004</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange containing exchange of information on prices for project &quot;SI… For Da…220 kV&quot;.$^{221}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218</td>
<td>19 July 2004</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative C2] (JPS)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting at which JPS announced its withdrawal from the arrangements.$^{222}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219</td>
<td>19 July 2004</td>
<td>[company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative CD1], [company representative C2] (JPS)</td>
<td>Email exchange containing a dispute between Pirelli and a Korean undertaking.$^{223}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>19-20 July 2004</td>
<td>[company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative B3] (Pirelli) invited but did not attend</td>
<td>Bilateral (ABB/JPS) and Trilateral (Nexans, Pirelli, JPS) meetings at which JPS communicates a withdrawal from the cartel meetings, communications.$^{224}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^{219}$ ID […] Nexans inspection; ID […] Nexans inspection.
$^{220}$ ID […] Nexans inspection.
$^{221}$ ID […] Nexans inspection.
$^{222}$ ID […] Nexans inspection.
$^{223}$ ID […] Nexans inspection.
$^{224}$ ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, […]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 221 | 26 July 2004      | [company representative CD1], [company representative D3], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative F3] (Viscas), [company representative B3], [company representative B1], [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative H1] (Exsym) | Email message announcing the cessation of further communications from JPS.  

225 ID […], Nexans inspection. |

226 ID […], Nexans inspection. See also: ID […], Nexans inspection. |

227 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Reply Brugg of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010, ID […], Nexans inspection. See also: ID […], Nexans inspection |

228 ID […], Nexans inspection. |

229 ID […], Nexans inspection. |

230 […] |

231 ID […], Nexans inspection. |

| 222 | 5 August 2004     | [company representative J2], [company representative J3] (Brugg), [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans) | Email message containing an exchange of information on a UG 400 kV project in the UK.  

226 |

| 223 | 17 September 2004 Divonne-les-Bains | [company representative A1], probably [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative J2] (Brugg), representatives of Pirelli, possibly Sagem, nkt. [company representative J3] (Brugg) invited but did not attend | R meeting. Allocation of several projects: 400 kV of Tennet project allocated to Pirelli, small section of Tennet project, Belgium […] kV project, Luxembourg 220 kV project allocated to nkt. Further UG non-EEA projects, French Frame contract were discussed.  

227 |

| 224 | 21 September 2004 | [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans) | Email message containing price information on Italian project "TEV….380kV".  

228 |

| 225 | 30 September/1 October 2004 | [company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans) | Email exchange containing a proposal for discussion of projects.  

229 |

| 226 | 1 October 2004 | [company representative I8], another representative of ABB | Internal email containing a statement on home territory principle.  

230 |


231 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>228.</td>
<td>8-27 October 2004</td>
<td>[company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange relating to a dispute about a non-EEA project.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229.</td>
<td>12 October 2004</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative A2], [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. Discussion of several EEA projects, including Estlink, Kontek SM 400 kV 50 km, Fennoskan, Ibiza-Majorca, Barcelona Airport 220 kV.233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230.</td>
<td>13 or 14 October 2004, Milan</td>
<td>[company representative B1], [company representative B8] (Pirelli), [company representative A2], [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. Discussion of several EEA projects, including Norned, Kontek, Fennoskan, Butendiek, Ibiza-Majorca.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231.</td>
<td>22 October 2004</td>
<td>[company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message containing a notification enquiry for project &quot;NOR … 400 kV&quot;.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232.</td>
<td>27 October 2004</td>
<td>[company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message confirming participation of JPS, VISCAS.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233.</td>
<td>28 October 2004</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Fax message containing an exchange of information on terms, conditions of a project on the Isle of Lewis.237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234.</td>
<td>28 October 2004</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email message containing an exchange of information with regard to a non-EEA project in [non-EEA country], the continued maintenance of the contractor rule between A/K/R.238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>235.</td>
<td>November 2004</td>
<td>[company representative F3], [company representative EF3] (VISCAS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email exchange containing an exchange of information on project &quot;Ormen Lange 420 kV&quot;.239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236.</td>
<td>5 November 2004</td>
<td>[company representative CD1], [company representative C2] (JPS), [company representative ]</td>
<td>Email message to a customer containing information on project Estlink. Implementation of home territory rule.240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

232 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
233 Other EEA projects discussed were Norned (Norway-Netherlands), Lynn and Inner Dowsing (UK), Butendiek (Germany), Robbin Rigg (UK), Fuerteventura/Lanzarote (Spain) and Ormen Lange (Norway).
234 The evidence related to this meeting suggests two possible dates: (i) an exchange of emails confirming the booking of the hotel and the meeting on 14 October 2004 (ID [...], Nexans inspection) and (ii) the minutes of the meeting dated 13 October 2004 (ID [...], Nexans inspection).
235 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
236 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
237 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
238 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
239 ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection.
240 [...]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>237</td>
<td>5, 15, 16 November 2004</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative CD1] (JPS)</td>
<td>Email exchange confirming the organisation of a meeting in Kuala Lumpur between Nexans, JPS, EXSYM, LG for an UG project of [...] kV in [non-EEA country].(^{241})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238</td>
<td>8-9 November 2004</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative F3], [company representative EF3] (VISCAS)</td>
<td>Email exchange about the allocation of project 440 kV Land Greece.(^{242})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>239</td>
<td>15 November 2004</td>
<td>[company representative F3], [company representative B3], [company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting, subsequent email exchange. Exchange of prices, discussion of several non-EEA and EEA projects. These include SM project Sardinia-Corsica interconnection, UG project Va-Tech Hydro Thessalonica as well as projects Barcelona Airport, Rosignano.(^{245})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>17 November 2004</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative L2], [company representative L3] (Sagem)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. Discussion of a possible supply arrangement for accessories for high extra voltage power cable and Sagem's capabilities in relation to extruded DC power cable.(^{244})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>241</td>
<td>19-22 November 2004</td>
<td>[company representative J2], [company representative J3] (Brugg), [company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange containing information on prices, the allocation of projects Piacenza, Teverola 380 kV.(^{245})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>242</td>
<td>22-23 November 2004</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email message containing an exchange of information on prices for project Va-Tech Hydro Thessalonica.(^{246})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243</td>
<td>December 2004/June 2005</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative A2] (Nexans).</td>
<td>Bilateral contacts. Discussion of project allocations in Spain. Followed by allocation of project referred to as &quot;Melancolicos&quot; to ABB.(^{247})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>244</td>
<td>9-10 December 2004 &quot;South east of France&quot; at the &quot;usual location&quot;, probably Divonne-les-</td>
<td>[company representative A1], probably [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative J3] (Brugg), [company representative L2] (Sagem),</td>
<td>R meeting. Discussion of &quot;Italy TURBIGHORO 400 kV&quot; project and &quot;ITALY 220kV E TENDER&quot;, and non-EEA projects with voltages ranging between at least [...] kV, [...] kV.(^{248})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{241}\) ID [...], Nexans inspection.
\(^{242}\) ID [...], Nexans inspection.; ID [...], Nexans inspection.
\(^{243}\) ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection.
\(^{244}\) [...]
\(^{245}\) ID [...], Nexans inspection.
\(^{246}\) ID [...], Nexans inspection.
\(^{247}\) ID [...], Nexans inspection.
\(^{248}\) ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection. The minutes of a meeting dated 17 September 2004, possibly wrongly dated, could correspond to this meeting since a number of non-EEA projects, still uncertain in the minutes of the meeting of 17 September 2004 discussed above, were clarified: ID [...], Nexans inspection. See also: ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>245.</td>
<td>14 December 2004</td>
<td>[company representative L2] (Sagem), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message requesting &quot;flexibility&quot; on the allocation of a South-West European project &quot;220 kV 14 km&quot;.249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246.</td>
<td>16 December 2004</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative CD1] (JPS)</td>
<td>Email message containing a discussion on JPS participation.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247.</td>
<td>17-23 December 2004</td>
<td>[company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email exchange on the allocation of non-EEA projects between A, R members.251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248.</td>
<td>20-22 December 2004</td>
<td>[company representative L2] (Sagem), [company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange on the allocation of a &quot;220 kV frame contract&quot;.252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>249.</td>
<td>27 December 2004</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative M1], [company representative M3] (LG)</td>
<td>Email message on the allocation of non-EEA UG projects. Reference to a meeting on 17 December 2004253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250.</td>
<td>28 December 2004</td>
<td>[company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative F3] (VISSCAS), [company representative B1] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email exchange on the allocation of a non-EEA SM project.254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2005**


---

249 ID […] Nexans inspection.
250 ID […] Nexans inspection.
251 ID […] Nexans inspection.
252 ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection.
253 ID […] Nexans inspection. See also: ID […] Nexans inspection.
254 ID […] Nexans inspection.
255 […]
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>252.</td>
<td>4 January 2005</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative J2], [company representative J3] (Brugg)</td>
<td>Email message on non-EEA projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253.</td>
<td>4 January 2005</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative H1] (EXSYM)</td>
<td>Email exchange on non-EEA and EEA projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255.</td>
<td>5-28 January 2005</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative L2] (Sagem)</td>
<td>Email exchange containing an exchange of information on prices, technical characteristics with reference to project &quot;Rosel(e) 380 kV&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256.</td>
<td>6-7 January 2005</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative J2], [company representative J3] (Brugg)</td>
<td>Email message on the organisation of the cartel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257.</td>
<td>7 January 2005</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative L2] (Sagem), [company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email message on the organisation of the cartel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258.</td>
<td>12-14 January 2005</td>
<td>[company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange containing information on the organisation of the cartel, the positions of A, R members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>259.</td>
<td>14 January 2005</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message containing an exchange of information on project &quot;Aker Vaerner 400 kV&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260.</td>
<td>14-31 January 2005</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative L2] (Sagem), [company representative M3], [company representative M1] (LG)</td>
<td>Email exchange containing information on prices, technical details with references to project Endesa […] /220 kV. Further reference is made to projects &quot;Baleares, Peninsula, Canarias&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

256 ID […], Nexans inspection.
257 ID […], Nexans inspection. ID […], Nexans inspection.
258 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
259 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
260 ID […], Nexans inspection.
261 ID […], Nexans inspection.
262 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
263 ID […], Nexans inspection.
264 ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>17 January 2005</td>
<td>[company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message containing an exchange of information on position of EXSYM. Reference to the home territories principle. 266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>18-21 January 2005</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message containing an exchange of prices and information on project &quot;Rosim&quot; (likely to be UG project &quot;Rosignano 400 kV&quot;). 267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264</td>
<td>18 January 2005</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative J2], [company representative J3] (Brugg)</td>
<td>Email message containing information on the organisation of the cartel, a confirmation of the home territories principle. 268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265</td>
<td>19 January 2005</td>
<td>[company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email exchange on the organisation of the cartel. Reference is made to several non-EEA projects. 269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>266</td>
<td>20 January 2005</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email message with reference to the allocation of project Sardinia-Corsica. 270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267</td>
<td>21 January 2005</td>
<td>[company representative B3], [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message on the organisation of the cartel. Change of contact person at Pirelli. 271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268</td>
<td>24 January 2005</td>
<td>[company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message on the organisation of the cartel and the participation of VISCAS and JPS. 272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>26-28 January 2005</td>
<td>[company representative L2] (Sagem), [company representative B2], [company representative B3] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange with reference to allocation of several EEA and non-EEA projects. EEA projects referred to include &quot;Rosele&quot;, &quot;Natural Gaz via Elecnor-Semi&quot;. 274</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

265 ID […], Nexans inspection.  
266 ID […], Nexans inspection.  
267 ID […], Nexans inspection.  
268 ID […], Nexans inspection.  
269 ID […], Nexans inspection.  
270 ID […], Nexans inspection.  
271 ID […], Nexans inspection.  
272 ID […], Nexans inspection.  
273 […]; ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.  
274 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>271.</td>
<td>31 January - 7 February 2005</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative M3], [company representative M1] (LG)</td>
<td>Email exchange containing information on the preparation of a meeting.⁷⁷⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>272.</td>
<td>31 January - 15 February 2005</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative A2] (Brugg)</td>
<td>Email exchange on the organisation of the cartel and the role played by Brugg.⁷⁷⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>273.</td>
<td>Before February 2005</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Telephone contact with reference to the allocation of project &quot;Frösundavik 245 kV&quot;.⁷⁷⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>274.</td>
<td>9 February 2005</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message containing an exchange of information on UG project &quot;Frösunda 245 kV&quot;.⁷⁷⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275.</td>
<td>9-24 February 2005</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative M3], [company representative M1] (LG)</td>
<td>Email exchange on the organisation of the cartel, the preparation of an A/K meeting.⁷⁷⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276.</td>
<td>10 February 2005</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative J2], [company representative J3] (Brugg), [company representative L2] (Sagem)</td>
<td>Email message containing an exchange of information on project &quot;Natural Gas via Elecnor/Semi&quot;.⁷⁸⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>277.</td>
<td>14 February 2005</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message on the allocation of &quot;150 kV frame contract&quot; renewal, discussion on how to exclude other competitors.⁷⁸¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278.</td>
<td>16 February 2005</td>
<td>[company representative L2] (Sagem), [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message on the allocation of a project &quot;South-West Europe 22 km 225 kV&quot;, discussion between cartel members.⁷⁸²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>279.</td>
<td>24-25 February</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company R meeting.⁷⁸³</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

⁷⁷⁵ ID […] Nexans inspection.
⁷⁷⁶ ID […] Nexans inspection. ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection.
⁷⁷⁷ […]
⁷⁷⁸ ID […] Nexans inspection.
⁷⁷⁹ ID […] Nexans inspection. ID […] Nexans inspection.
⁷⁸⁰ ID […] Nexans inspection. See also: ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection.
⁷⁸¹ ID […] Nexans inspection.
⁷⁸² ID […] Nexans inspection.
⁷⁸³ ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection ID […] reply nkt of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>281</td>
<td>2 March 2005</td>
<td>[company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message on a non-EEA project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>282</td>
<td>3-4 March 2005 Tokyo</td>
<td>[company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative CD2], [company representative C1], [company representative CD1] (JPS), possibly [company representative H1] (EXSYM)</td>
<td>Bilateral meetings. Potential discussion on &quot;[non-EEA country] new inquiry&quot;. VISCAS declined to meet Nexans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285</td>
<td>10 March 2005 Paris</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email message containing information on price strategy for project &quot;110 kV Batavia&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

284 ID […], Nexans inspection.
285 ID […], Nexans inspection.
286 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection. ID […], Nexans inspection; ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection; ID […], EXSYM reply to SO of 7 September 2012.
287 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.; ID […], Prysmian inspection. With respect to the participants, see also ID […], LS Cable submission of 6 September 2010. See also: ID […], Nexans inspection.
288 ID […], Nexans inspection.
289 ID […], Nexans inspection.
290 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection. ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Reply nkt of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010. See also […].
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>291.</td>
<td>12 May 2005</td>
<td>[company representative A1], probably [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative K3] (nkt), one representative from Safran, [company representative J2] (Brugg) declined.</td>
<td>R meeting. Exchange of information on several projects in the EEA, other projects – UG between 115 kV, 220 kV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>293.</td>
<td>21 May 2005</td>
<td>[company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message on allocation of projects. Reference to feasibility of Nexans controlling ABB, Safran, Brugg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>294.</td>
<td>8 June - 1 July 2005</td>
<td>[company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative M3], [company representative M1] (LS)</td>
<td>Email exchange on allocation of Endesa project in Spain.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

291 ID […], Nexans inspection.
292 ID […], Nexans inspection.
293 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
294 ID […], Nexans inspection.
295 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
296 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
297 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
298 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>295.</td>
<td>9-17 June 2005</td>
<td>[company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B3] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email exchange on the allocation of projects. Reference to &quot;dangerous situation&quot; in Japan.¹²⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>296.</td>
<td>9 June-11 July 2005</td>
<td>[company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Pirelli)</td>
<td>Email exchange on the allocation of several projects, application of the contractors' rule.¹³⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297.</td>
<td>10 June – 19 July 2005</td>
<td>[company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative L2], [company representative L1] (Safran), [company representative B2] (Pirelli), probably [company representative K3] (nkt)</td>
<td>Email exchange on organisation of R meeting. Several 380kV projects to be allocated.¹³¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298.</td>
<td>10-21 June 2005</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative L2] (Safran)</td>
<td>Email exchange on the allocation and exchange of information on two 220 kV projects for customer Iberdrola in Spain.¹³²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299.</td>
<td>3 July 2005</td>
<td>[company representative M2], [company representative M3] (LS Cable), [company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message. Exchange of information concerning a non-EEA project.¹³³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300.</td>
<td>4 July 2005</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message. Notification enquiry for an EEA project of 8, 5 km – 245 kV.¹³⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301.</td>
<td>4-29 July 2005</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Pirelli), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange on allocation after notification enquiry for an EEA project of 38 km - 380 kV.¹³⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303.</td>
<td>21 July 2005 Divonne-les-Bains</td>
<td>[company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans). Possibly</td>
<td>Multilateral meeting. Evidence dated 10 June - 19 July 2005 (2 days before the meeting) indicates that this meeting was being organised. No further information available.¹³⁷</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹²⁹ ID […] Nexans inspection.
¹³⁰ ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection.
¹³¹ ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection.
¹³² ID […] Nexans inspection. ID […] Nexans inspection.
¹³³ ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection.
¹³⁴ ID […] Nexans inspection.
¹³⁵ ID […] Nexans inspection.
¹³⁶ ID […] Nexans inspection.
¹³⁷ ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>306</td>
<td>28 July 2005</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), unidentified person</td>
<td>Email message. Exchange of information on prices for project referred to as &quot;[…]&quot;. Prices for […]kV to […]kV attached.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308</td>
<td>25 July - 1 August 2005</td>
<td>[company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative CD1] (JPS)</td>
<td>Email exchange on the organisation of a meeting in the context of the ICF, exchanges of information on non-EEA […]kV projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>309</td>
<td>4 August 2005</td>
<td>[company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message on restriction of supply to competitors for a project in &quot;Greece – 150kV&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>11 August 2005</td>
<td>[company representative B1] (Pirelli), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange on the organisation of a meeting to allocate several projects in the EEA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>311</td>
<td>23 August - 9 September 2005</td>
<td>[company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative H1], [company representative G2] (EXSYM), [company representative B2] (Prysmian), JPS</td>
<td>Email exchange on project allocation, adherence to contractors’ rule for a 300 kV project. Explanation of principles of the scheme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312</td>
<td>7 September 2005</td>
<td>[company representative B1] (Prysmian), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. No further information available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>314</td>
<td>9 September 2005</td>
<td>[company representative]</td>
<td>Email exchange containing information on price for the EEA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

308 ID [...] Nexans inspection.
309 ID [...] Nexans inspection.
310 ID [...] Nexans inspection.
311 ID [...] Nexans inspection.
312 ID [...] Nexans inspection.
313 ID [...] Nexans inspection.
314 ID [...] Nexans inspection, ID [...] Nexans inspection.
315 ID [...] Nexans inspection, ID [...] Nexans inspection, ID [...] Nexans inspection.
316 ID [...] Reply Nexans of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.
317 ID [...] Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>317</td>
<td>14 September 2005 Paris</td>
<td>[company representative A2], [company representative A3], another representative of Nexans, [company representative B6] (Prysmian)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. No further information available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>319</td>
<td>14 September – 3 November 2005</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Prysmian)</td>
<td>Email exchange on allocation, exchange of price information for the &quot;EG&quot; / &quot;E plus&quot;,&quot;E +&quot; project - 380 kV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>13 or 15 September 2005 Prague</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Prysmian)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. Exchange of information on several projects – probably SM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322</td>
<td>21-22 September 2005</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Prysmian)</td>
<td>Email exchange. Exchange of information on prices for “ED” project (probably in Italy), &quot;EG&quot; project – 380 kV.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

318 ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection. See also: […]
319 ID […], Nexans inspection.
320 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
321 ID […], Nexans inspection.
322 ID […], Nexans inspection.
323 ID […], Nexans inspection.
324 ID […], Nexans inspection.
325 ID […], Nexans inspection.
326 ID […], Nexans inspection.
327 ID […], Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 324. | 29 September 2005 | [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative B2] (Prysmian) | Email message on A/R allocation of a particular project.  
328 |
| 325. | 30 September - 21 October 2005 | [company representative B2] (Prysmian), [company representative A1] (Nexans) | Email exchange. Exchange of information for project Maasvlakte for EON (the Netherlands) – UG 400 kV.  
329 |
330 |
| 327. | 3 October 2005 | [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Prysmian) | Email message with request for information on prices for project referred to as "Ter… Im…".  
331 |
| 328. | 4-14 October 2005 | [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Prysmian) | Email exchange. Exchange of price information for "Endesa project" and the project "Ibiza-Formentera – SM 66 kV".  
332 |
| 329. | 7 October 2005 | [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Prysmian) | Email message containing information on the "Foster Wheeler/Ess project (Belgium) – UG 150 kV" plus a second project (probably in the UK). Reference to nkt.  
333 |
| 330. | 8-10 October 2005 | [company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative C1] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Prysmian) | Email exchange on disputes concerning allocation between JPS, Brugg/Prysmian.  
334 |
| 331. | 13 October 2005 | [company representative B2] (Prysmian), [company representative A1] (Nexans) | Email message on the necessity of future R meetings, future exchange of information for project "EG".  
335 |
| 332. | 18-19 October 2005 | [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Prysmian) | Email exchange on coordination of behaviour for the "Foster Wheeler/Ess project (Belgium)".  
336 |
| 333. | 20 October 2005 Tokyo | [company representative E3], [company representative F2] (VISCAS), [company representative A1] (Nexans) | A/R meeting. JPS invited to resume full participation. Exchange of information on several SM projects.  
337 |

328 ID […], Nexans inspection.
329 ID […], Nexans inspection.
330 ID […], Nexans inspection.
331 ID […], Nexans inspection.
332 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […]Nexans inspection.
333 ID […], Nexans inspection.
334 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
335 ID […], Nexans inspection.
336 ID […], Nexans inspection.
337 […], ID […], Prysmian inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>335</td>
<td>3-18 November 2005</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange. Exchange of information on a non-EEA project.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

338 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
339 ID […].
340 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
341 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
342 ID […], Nexans inspection.
343 ID […], Nexans inspection.
344 ID […], Nexans inspection.
345 ID […], Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>342.</td>
<td>4-5 January 2006</td>
<td>[company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange on [company representative CD1]’s departure from JPS. 346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345.</td>
<td>16-17 January 2006</td>
<td>[company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Prysmian)</td>
<td>Email exchange concerning price discussions. 349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346.</td>
<td>17 January 2006</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Prysmian), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email regarding Silec’s activities in Nexans’ preferred market. 350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>348.</td>
<td>25 January 2006</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Prysmian), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email referring to a conversation with nkt. 352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>349.</td>
<td>6-7 February 2006</td>
<td>[company representative C1] (JPS), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Prysmian)</td>
<td>Email exchange. Exchange of information, allocation of the Endesa project (Balearic Islands, Spain). 353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350.</td>
<td>16 February 2006</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting. Preparation of R meeting on 17 February 2006. Participants discussed security issues, general issues, a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

346 ID […], Nexans inspection.
347 ID […], Nexans inspection, […], ID […], Nexans inspection, […].
348 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection.
349 ID […], Nexans inspection.
350 ID […], Nexans inspection.
351 ID […], Nexans inspection.
352 ID […], Nexans inspection.
353 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 351 | 17 February 2006 Divonne-les-Bains (France) | representative B2] (Prysmian) | large number of projects in the EEA (Italy, UK, Spain, France, the Netherlands, Denmark, […] Greece).  
R meeting. Participants discussed cartel arrangements, preventing detection, allocation of projects in Europe. Projects include a frame contract in Belgium for 70 kV, 150 kV, Maasvlakte, Croydon 400 kV, Olympics 400k.  
[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Prysmian), [company representative K3] (nkt), [company representative J2], [company representative J1] (Brugg), Silec’s representative (probably [company representative L2]) invited but did not attend. |
| 352 | 7-13 March 2006 Divonne-les-Bains | [company representative B2] (Prysmian), [company representative A1] (Nexans) | Email exchange on project "Ver-Thess 150kV".  
[company representative B2] (Prysmian), [company representative A1] (Nexans) |
| 353 | 13 March 2006 | [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative J2], [company representative J1] (Brugg) | Email message on preparation of R meeting on 13 March 2006.  
[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative J2], [company representative J1] (Brugg) |
| 354 | 23-24 March 2006 | [company representative C1] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans) | Email exchange on SM 220kV cable for Offshore Wind Farm project in the UK (Shell).  
[company representative C1] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans) |
[company representative C1] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Prysmian) |
| 356 | 31 March – 3 April 2006 | [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Prysmian), [company representative J2] (Brugg) | Email exchange on project "Gissi". This project is likely to be located in Italy as discussed in the R meeting held on 12 May 2005.  
[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Prysmian), [company representative J2] (Brugg) |
| 357 | 31 March 2006 | [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Prysmian) | Email exchange regarding project "4.5km 380kV" including pricing.  
[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Prysmian) |
| 358 | 3 April 2006 | [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Prysmian) | Email exchange about an unnamed project "1.77 km 1000 sqmm 380 kV" including pricing. References to Silec and Brugg.  
[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B2] (Prysmian) |

354 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.  
355 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […] Reply Brugg of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010, ID […], Nexans inspection.  
356 ID […], Nexans inspection.  
357 ID […], Nexans inspection. See also: ID […], Reply Nexans of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.  
358 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […], Nexans inspection.  
359 ID […], Nexans inspection.  
360 ID […], Nexans inspection.  
361 ID […], Nexans inspection.  
362 ID […], Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>359.</td>
<td>27 April 2006 Kuala Lumpur</td>
<td>[company representative C1] (JPS), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative A2], [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Prysmian)</td>
<td>A/R meeting. Allocation, discussion of a large number of non-EEA SM projects with voltages ranging between [...] kV, [...] kV, home territory issues (Greece), opportunities for cooperation in large UG projects (see evidence dated 29 May 2006), date of next A/R meeting (6 July 2006 in Jakarta).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360.</td>
<td>8 May - 4 September 2006</td>
<td>[company representative B4], [company representative B1] (Prysmian), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange, document relating to factory load and collusive outsourcing – &quot;SAPEI/Britned/Spain Mallorca, Messina II AC&quot; projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361.</td>
<td>9-10 May 2006 Zurich airport</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting to discuss &quot;BritNed project - SM 450 kV&quot;. Also discussed at a later meeting in Zurich, on 4 June 2007, [company representative A2] expressing dissatisfaction at ABB regarding Britned project, providing initial basis for ABB not to bid on the Fennoskan II project - SM 500 kV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362.</td>
<td>29 May - 12 June 2006</td>
<td>[company representative C1] (JPS), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange, referring to the Kuala Lumpur meeting (see evidence dated 27 April 2006), in particular the possibility to cooperate in large land projects ( [...] kV or [...] kV) outside EEA. Meeting without the other A participants, due to conflicts within A was agreed with participation of Prysmian in Zurich for 14 June 2006.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>365.</td>
<td>19-21 June 2006</td>
<td>[company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Prysmian)</td>
<td>Email exchange, after the exchange with A (see evidence dated 6-7 February 2006), on the &quot;Baleares Spain Mallorca&quot; project regarding pricing for the bid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>366.</td>
<td>6 July 2006 Jakarta</td>
<td>[company representative C1] (JPS), [company representative F3] (VISCAS), [company representative A2], [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Prysmian)</td>
<td>A/R meeting. Discussion on security measures, orders, non-EEA SM projects with voltages ranging between [...] kV, [...] kV and some UG projects. Future enquiries discussed related to &quot;Greece 150 kV Oil filled Nea Makri to Evia&quot;, &quot;Mallorca mainland Spain&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

363 ID [...] Nexans inspection. See also: [...] ID [...] Nexans inspection.  
364 ID [...] Nexans inspection, ID [...] Prysmian inspection.  
365 [...]  
366 ID [...] Nexans inspection, ID [...] Nexans inspection.  
367 ID [...] Reply Nexans of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.  
368 ID [...] Nexans inspection,  
369 ID [...] Nexans inspection, ID [...] Nexans inspection.  
370 ID [...] Nexans inspection, [...] ID [...] Nexans inspection.  
371 ID [...] Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>368.</td>
<td>20 – 27 July 2006</td>
<td>[company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Prismian)</td>
<td>Email exchange relating to coordination of a non-EEA project.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>369.</td>
<td>25 July 2006</td>
<td>[company representative F3], [company representative EF1] (VISCAS), [company representative B1] (Prismian), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative C1] (JPS)</td>
<td>Email message relating to the replacement of [Company representative F3] by [Company representative EF1].373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370.</td>
<td>25 July – 4 September 2006</td>
<td>[company representative B1], [company representative B4] (Prismian), [company representative C1] (JPS), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>E-mail exchange relating to Nexans-VISCAS JV and capacity increase Nexans.374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371.</td>
<td>30 August 2006</td>
<td>[company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Prismian)</td>
<td>Email exchange relating to 'ROED II', a 36/145 kV SM project in Denmark, exchange of price information.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>372.</td>
<td>14 September 2006</td>
<td>[company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative N1] (Taihan)</td>
<td>Email exchange. Taihan indicates it is open to contacts.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>373.</td>
<td>15 September 2006</td>
<td>[company representative I3], two other representatives of ABB, [company representative C1], a representative of Sumitomo</td>
<td>Bilateral Meeting. Review of possible areas for technical cooperation and discussion on potential collaboration in relation to individual extra-EEA projects ([non-EEA country]).377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>374.</td>
<td>4 October 2006</td>
<td>[company representative B2] (Prismian), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email addressed to web-based email account of [company representative A1].378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>375.</td>
<td>6 October 2006</td>
<td>[company representative C1] (JPS), [company representative F3], [company representative EF1] (VISCAS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Prismian)</td>
<td>A/R meeting on SM projects. Bids on a number of specific projects discussed for the purpose of allocation. JPS informed the other participants that it would not participate in any further meetings.379</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

372 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
373 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
374 ID [...], Nexans inspection, ID [...], Prismian inspection, ID [...], Prismian inspection.
375 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
376 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
377 [...]; ID [...], JPS' Reply of 13 October 2011 to SO.
379 [...], ID [...], Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>376.</td>
<td>18-22 October 2006 Chicago</td>
<td>[company representative A3], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative B4], [company representative B1] (Prysmian), [company representative CD2] (JPS), [company representative E3], [company representative F3] (VISCAS)</td>
<td>Meetings at the fringe of ICF Conference. Discussion on allocation of […] kV UG cable projects outside the EEA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>377.</td>
<td>16 November 2006</td>
<td>[company representative J1] (Brugg), [company representative L2] (Silec), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange related to prices to be quoted in bids for an unnamed project. Use of web-based email accounts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380.</td>
<td>Late 2006</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Bilateral contacts on project HornsRev SM – Denmark, 34/170 kV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>381.</td>
<td>2006 or 2007</td>
<td>ABB, Nexans</td>
<td>Bilateral contacts on […]/170 kV SM project Q7 Wind park, the Netherlands.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2007**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>382.</td>
<td>January 2007</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Bilateral contact on Gjøa project in Norway - 115/132 kV SM. The expectation of this exchange was that Nexans would take the next project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>383.</td>
<td>Beginning 2007</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Bilateral contact on Alpha Ventus SM project in Germany.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384.</td>
<td>3 January 2007</td>
<td>[company representative B4], [company representative B2], [company representative B1], [company representative B9] (Prysmian)</td>
<td>Internal Prysmian e-mail messages relating to UG project in St Avold, France.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385.</td>
<td>4 January 2007</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company</td>
<td>Fax containing fax numbers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

380. ID […] Reply VISCAS of 2 September 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010. See also: […]
381. ID […]. Reply Nexans of 5 June 2009 to RFI of 20 March 2009.
382. ID […]. Nexans inspection. See also: ID […], Reply Prysmian of 7 May to RFI of 31 March 2010.
383. […]
384. […]
385. […]
386. […]
387. […]
388. ID […]. Prysmian inspection.
389. ID […]. Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>386</td>
<td>28 January 2007</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Prysmian)</td>
<td>Fax relating to planned A/R meeting in January 2007. Nexans has denied its participation in this meeting which indicates that the meeting was probably cancelled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[company representative CD1] (JPS), [company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative F3] (VISCAS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>387</td>
<td>6 March 2007</td>
<td>[company representative B2], [company representative B1] (Prysmian)</td>
<td>Internal email exchange relating to the established arrangement that in case of repairs only the original installing companies should get the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>388</td>
<td>11 April 2007 Paris</td>
<td>[company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative EF1] (VISCAS), [company representative B1], [company representative B2] (Prysmian)</td>
<td>A/R meeting that was postponed from February to April. SM projects -33 kV to 345kV - discussed including &quot;Baleares&quot;, &quot;Greece/Cyclades Islands&quot;. Further discussion of two non-EEA UG projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>389</td>
<td>9 May 2007</td>
<td>[company representative A1], [company representative E1], [company representative EF1] (VISCAS), [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange regarding VISCAS' participation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>May 2007 Paris</td>
<td>[company representative C1] (JPS), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting to discuss allocation of a non-EEA project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>393</td>
<td>10 or 11 June 2007</td>
<td>[company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative B2] (Prysmian)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting about respecting home territory principle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

390 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] and ID […] Nexans reply of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.
391 ID […], Prysmian inspection. See also: […].
392 […], ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection.
393 ID […], Nexans inspection.
394 […]
395 […]
396 ID […], Nexans inspection.
397 […]

55
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 394 | 27/28 June 2007  | Representatives of Nexans, JPS and EXSYM | A/R meetings. Discussion, allocation of several SM projects - 33 kV-345 kV, including project "Evia Attika" in Greece. 
Discussion of non-EEA project. |
| 395 | 13 July – 3 August 2007 | [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative E1] (VISCAS) | Email exchange relating to a bid for an EEA project. |
| 398 | 31 August 2007  | [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Prysmian) | Email message relating to exchange of commercial information on "Gunfleet sands" project, SM 132 kV |
| 399 | 20 September 2007 | [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Prysmian), [company representative C1] (JPS) | Email exchange on ICF conference, preparation of a meeting to discuss non-EEA project. |
| 400 | 3 October 2007  | [company representative B4], [company representative B1], (Prysmian), [company representative A2] (Nexans) | Bilateral meeting. No further information available. |
| 401 | 10-23 October 2007 | [company representative B10], [company representative B1] (Prysmian), [company representative A2] (Nexans) | Email exchange on price levels regarding SM projects 33-132 kV "Greater Gabbard", "Shearingham Shoal (Scira)" in the UK. |

398 ID […], Nexans inspection
399 ID […], Nexans inspection.
400 ID […], Nexans inspection.
401 ID […], Nexans inspection.
402 ID […], Nexans inspection, ID […] Nexans inspection, […].
403 ID […], Prysmian inspection. See also: […]
404 ID […], Nexans inspection. ID […], Prysmian inspection.
405 ID […] Prysmian reply of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.
406 ID […], Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>402.</td>
<td>11 October 2007</td>
<td>[company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Internal email exchange on possible coordination of the UG/SM project &quot;non-EEA country – Spain&quot;, 230/400 kV. 407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403.</td>
<td>24 October 2007</td>
<td>[company representative B1] (Prysmian), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange on price information for a project of 380 kV. 408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>404.</td>
<td>October 2007 Copenhagen airport</td>
<td>[company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative I3] (ABB)</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting on allocation, price fixing of &quot;Fennoskan II project, SM 400/500 kV&quot;. Nexans to get the project in return for ABB obtaining the &quot;EurGrid&quot; project. 409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405.</td>
<td>16 November 2007</td>
<td>[company representative B1] (Prysmian), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message on prices for &quot;Walney wind farm&quot; project in the UK, SM 33/132 kV. 410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>406.</td>
<td>3 December 2007 Le Meridien Montparnasse, Paris</td>
<td>[company representative A2], [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative EF1], [company representative E1] (VISCAS)</td>
<td>A/R meeting on SM matters, allocation EEA projects &quot;COMETA 230kV&quot;, the Greek project &quot;Evia Attika&quot;. Several non-EEA projects ranging at least between [...] kV, [...] kV were discussed. 411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>407.</td>
<td>19 December 2007</td>
<td>[company representative B1] (Prysmian), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message relating to the allocation of the &quot;Ormonde Power&quot; project in the UK, SM 33/132 kV. 412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408.</td>
<td>22 December 2007</td>
<td>[company representative B1] (Prysmian), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange on a UK project, probably SM 132 kV, relating to subject matter 'Windmill', called &quot;SCIRA&quot;. 413</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>409.</td>
<td>27 February 2008</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative B1] (Prysmian)</td>
<td>Email exchange on cover bid for project &quot;La baie du bouchon&quot;. 414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410.</td>
<td>7 March 2008</td>
<td>[company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative EF1], [company representative E1] (VISCAS)</td>
<td>Email message on allocation of the UK project &quot;Ormonde&quot;. 415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>411.</td>
<td>4 April 2008</td>
<td>[company representative B1] (Prysmian), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email exchange on repair works in Oslofjord (Norway) for Statnett. 416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>412.</td>
<td>9-10 April 2008 Tokyo</td>
<td>[company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative EF1]</td>
<td>Bilateral meeting on orders of projects, future projects. 417</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

407 ID [...]. Nexans inspection.  
408 ID [...]. Nexans inspection.  
409 [...]  
410 ID [...]. Nexans inspection.  
411 ID [...]. Nexans inspection, ID [...]. VISCAS reply of 2 September to RFI of 31 March 2010.  
412 ID [...]. Nexans inspection.  
413 ID [...]. Nexans inspection.  
414 ID [...]. Nexans inspection.  
415 ID [...]. Nexans inspection.  
416 ID [...]. Nexans inspection.  
417 ID [...]. Nexans inspection, ID [...]. Reply VISCAS of 2 September 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 413 | 10 April 2008 Tokyo | [company representative E1] (VISCAS), [company representative A1] (Nexans), [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative H1] (EXSYM) | Bilateral meeting. According to EXSYM and Showa, no anti-competitive issues were discussed. No further information available.  
| 414 | 10 April 2008 Tokyo | [company representative A1], [company representative A2] (Nexans), [company representative C1], [company representative D4] (JPS) | Bilateral meeting. JPS demands not to be contacted, for compliance reasons.  
| 415 | 24 April 2008 | [company representative B1] (Prysmian), [company representative A2] (Nexans) | Email exchange on several EEA and non-EEA projects.  
| 417 | 6-10 June 2008 | [company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative A1] (Nexans) | Email exchange on allocation of projects in the export territories.  
| 418 | 9 June 2008 | [company representative EF1], [company representative E1] (VISCAS), [company representative A2], [company representative A1] (Nexans) | Email regarding allocation of projects in the export territories.  
| 419 | 7 July 2008 Swiss Hotel in Zurich | [company representative I3] (ABB), [company representative A2] (Nexans) | Bilateral meeting. Price fixing, "Eirgrid" project, SM 220 kV.  
| 420 | 3-18 October 2008 Copenhagen | [company representative I3], [company representative I9] (ABB), [company representative A2], [company representative A7], other representative (Nexans) | Bilateral contacts. Discussion on possible allocation of project "Belwind – SM, UG cables of 33/150 kV" in Belgium.  

**Footnotes:**
418 ID [...], Nexans inspection; ID [...], EXSYM reply to SO of 7 September 2012.
419 [...].
420 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
421 ID [...], Reply Prysmian of 7 May 2010 to RFI of 31 March 2010.
422 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
423 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
424 [...].
425 [...].
426 ID [...], Nexans inspection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
<th>Known participants</th>
<th>Known additional information on meeting, subjects discussed and source(s) of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>422.</td>
<td>5-7 November 2008</td>
<td>[company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Phone calls. Exchange of price information for possible bid, outsourcing/sharing of project &quot;London Array&quot;, a large wind farm project of 33/132 kV in the UK. [427]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>423.</td>
<td>9 December 2008</td>
<td>[company representative H1] (EXSYM), [company representative A1] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message on non-EEA project. [428]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>424.</td>
<td>28-29 January 2009</td>
<td>[company representative B1] (Prysmian), [company representative A2] (Nexans)</td>
<td>Email message on organisation of a meeting. [429]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[427] [...].
[428] ID [...], Nexans inspection.
[429] ID [...], Nexans inspection.
ANNEX II NAMES AND EMPLOYMENT RECORD OF INDIVIDUALS RELEVANT FOR THIS DECISION

Nexans France SAS – "company representatives A"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time frame / position</th>
<th>Legal entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[company representative A1] ID[...]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative A2] ID[...]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative A3] ID […]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nexans SA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time frame / position</th>
<th>Legal entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[company representative A4] ID[...]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nexans Iberia SL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time frame / position</th>
<th>Legal entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[company representative A5] ID[...]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative A6]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative A7]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi Energia S r l. - "company representatives B"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time frame / position</th>
<th>Legal entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[company representative B1] ID[...]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative B2] ID[...]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Time frame / position</td>
<td>Legal entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative B3] ID [...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative B4] ID [...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative B5] ID [...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative B6]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative B7]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative B8]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative B9]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative B10]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. - "company representative C"**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time frame / position</th>
<th>Legal entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[company representative C1] ID [...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative C2] ID [...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative C3]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hitachi Cable Ltd. - "company representatives D"**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time frame / position</th>
<th>Legal entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[company representative D1] ID [...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative D2] ID [...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### J-Power Systems Corporation - "company representatives CD"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time frame / position</th>
<th>Legal entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[company representative CD1]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID […]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Furukawa Electric Co. Ltd. - "company representatives E"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time frame / position</th>
<th>Legal entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[company representative D5]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID […]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[company representative CD2]</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID […]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[…]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[…]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[…]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Fujikura Ltd. - "company representatives F"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time frame / position</th>
<th>Legal entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[company representative F1] ID[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative F2] ID[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative F3] ID[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VISCAS Corporation - "company representatives EF"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time frame / position</th>
<th>Legal entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[company representative E1] ID[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative EF1] ID[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative EF2] ID[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative EF3] ID[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative EF4] ID[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative F2] ID[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative E3] ID[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative F3] ID[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SWCC Showa Holdings Co., Ltd- "company representiatives G "

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time frame / position</th>
<th>Legal entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[company representative G1] ID[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative G2] ID[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mitsubishi Cable Industries, Ltd. - "company representiatives H "

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time frame / position</th>
<th>Legal entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[company representative H1] ID[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXSYM Corporation- "company representiatives GH"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time frame / position</th>
<th>Legal entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[company representative H1] ID[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative G1] ID[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative G2] ID[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ABB AB and ABB Power Technologies AB, ABB Power Technology Products AB, ABB High Voltage Cables AB - "company representiatives I "

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time frame / position</th>
<th>Legal entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Time frame / position</td>
<td>Legal entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative I1] ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative I2] ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative I3] ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative I4] ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative I5]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative I6]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative I7]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative I8]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative I9]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Brugg Kabel AG - "company representatives J"**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time frame / position</th>
<th>Legal entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[company representative J1] ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative J2] ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative J3] ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**nkt cables GmbH - "company representatives K"**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time frame / position</th>
<th>Legal entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[company representative K1] ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative K2] ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Time frame / position</td>
<td>Legal entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative L1]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative L2]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative L3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative M1]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative M2]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative M3]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative M4]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative M5]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative M6]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative M7]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Time frame / position</td>
<td>Legal entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative N1]</td>
<td>[... ]</td>
<td>[... ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative N2]</td>
<td>[... ]</td>
<td>[... ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative N3]</td>
<td>[... ]</td>
<td>[... ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative X]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[company representative Y]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>